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ABSTRACT
Nanomaterials are generally defined as chemical substances or materials that contain particles
with one or more dimensions less than 100 nanometres in size. They may be either engineered
or naturally occurring, but have unique properties due to a vastly increased surface area to
volume ratio when compared to non-nano (bulk) materials. This provides the potential for the
development of a wide range of enhanced formulations with superior efficacy including
applications in oral healthcare. As the properties of a material change at the nano-scale, there
are concerns that the toxicological profile of these materials may also change. Size is only one
factor; changes in shape, surface chemistry, chemical composition, porosity and solubility all
contribute to the overall biological toxicity profile of a nano-scale ingredient. Established links
between the specific properties of a nanomaterial and toxicity are not well understood, leaving
an important data gap in the literature. The purpose of this work was to utilise in vitro oral
epithelial models for the assessment of safety profiles of nanomaterials for applications in next
generation oral care products.
Four commercially sourced nanomaterials were analysed, alongside respective bulk counterparts
already found within oral care product formulations. These nanomaterials comprised of two
nano-zinc oxides (ZnO), silicon dioxide (SiO2), titanium dioxide (TiO2) and hydroxyapatite
(Ca5(OH)(PO4)3). Comprehensive characterisation of each material was carried out using a
range of analytical techniques to identify any structure-function relationships in vitro. Initial
toxicity screening experiments were conducted using a non-keratinised oral epithelial cell
monolayer (H376 cell line) with both cell viability and lysis analysed using MTT and LDH
assays respectively. Materials were investigated further using two 3-dimensional tissue models
representative of the main tissue types constituting the human oral mucosa: non-keratinised
buccal (RHO) and keratinised gingival (GIN-100) models. Nanomaterial uptake in the models
was investigated using confocal microscopy with a styrl dye (FM 1-43). This led to the
development of a novel, high throughput fluorescent assay as a potential method for screening
nanoparticle-uptake.
Results highlighted the complexities involved with nano-characterisation in biological media
using current techniques. A wide variety of particle shapes and sizes were recorded between
different nanomaterials, with results being dependent upon the sample preparation steps and
specific methods of analyses used. These disparities represent the current challenges
experienced by both researchers and regulators of nanotechnology at the present time. ZnO
was observed to be the most cytotoxic material during monolayer screening, at concentrations
exceeding 0.3125% w/v when delivered in protein-free media. Differences between bulk and
nanomaterial properties were recorded for all the materials, except for TiO2, but these did not
necessarily transfer to effects seen in the more representative 3-D models. Cytotoxicity results
from both RHO and GIN-100 models exemplified the disparity between sensitivity of
monolayer and the natural stratified tissue structure of human oral mucosa. Keratinised gingival
tissue models showed significantly greater durability over the less robust buccal model, in both
cytotoxicity assays and IL-1α cytokine response. Of all materials examined, cellular uptake was
only observed for nano-SiO2. This was the only material detected trafficking inside the cell using
the FM 1-43 styryl dye assay, with confocal data serving to verify the analysis of nanoparticle
internalisation using fluorescence.
In conclusion, nanomaterials pose considerable difficulties during formulation and analysis in
healthcare products. The risk of potential uptake and bioaccumulation or translocation to
particularly sensitive areas of the body also requires further investigation. Nanomaterials have to
be assessed on a case by case basis, and robust/consistent regulatory strategies developed to
enable industry to produce and market novel but safe nanoparticle containing formulations.
Risks to human health may be less of a hazard when applied to fully functioning healthy human
tissue, especially in comparison to existing bulk material effects and current, accepted irritant
ingredients (e.g. Sodium lauryl sulphate).
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Nanotechnology and nanomaterials

Nanotechnology is an ever popularised current term that is multi-encompassing across
many areas in science. The term is most often used to describe techniques, materials
and technologies that are able to design, produce or utilise tiny structures (Maynard et
al., 2006). These technologies now encompass applications as vast as: computing,
cosmetics, electronics, energy production, medicine, optics, pharmaceutics, and
robotics; with the term now applied across the entire spectrum of sciences (physics,
chemistry, biotechnology and the environment). Because of this level of interest it
represents one of the most promising areas of the 21st century for technological
development.
Nanotechnologies include the development and production of nanosized particles,
fibres, tubes, composite materials and surfaces or coatings (Bleeker et al., 2013),
collectively referred to as nanomaterials. They can be both engineered and naturally
occurring (Handy et al., 2008). Hence, nanomaterials are a very varied population of
different materials. Despite the diversity of nanomaterial types, common to all is their
small size, defined by consensus as a single particle with a diameter in the range of 1 –
100nm ((SCENIHR), 2009, Borm et al., 2006, Nel et al., 2006, Oberdorster et al., 2005b,
Stone et al., 2010). Nanofibres are a sub-class of nanoparticles, which have two
dimensions less than 100nm, but the third dimension (axial) can be much larger (Stone
et al., 2010). For the purpose of this study, the focus remains on metal oxide
nanomaterials.
Today, metal oxide nanomaterials can be increasingly seen utilised in sporting goods,
tyres, catalysts, electronic components, window sprays, paints, varnishes, coatings,
foods, sunscreens, cosmetics, and antimicrobial and antifungal preparations; and are
expected to be increasingly applied to the medical field in diagnosis, imaging, and drug
delivery (Scientific Committee on Consumer Products (SCCP), 2007, Borm et al., 2006,
Buzea et al., 2007, Kimbrell, 2006, Nel et al., 2006). As technological advancement races
ahead of legislation (Choi et al., 2009), recently the definition used to confer nano-status
on a small particle is subject to ongoing debate. Andrew Maynard argues that we are
better off without a ‘one-size-fits-all’ definition of engineered nanomaterials for
regulatory purposes (Maynard, 2011), a result of the inherent difficulties in grouping
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together such a diverse population of materials, that all exhibit a wide range of different
properties. This opinion would seem to hold weight, through the ambiguous, fractured
nanomaterial identification that currently exists between the different regulatory bodies.
Currently, organisations have restricted nanomaterial definitions to working guidelines,
recommendations that are not legally binding (Bleeker et al., 2013). For the purposes of
this study, we have defined nanomaterials according to the current European Union
published recommendation, which states:
“A natural, incidental or manufactured material containing particles, in an unbound state or as an
aggregate or as an agglomerate and where, for 50 % or more of the particles in the number size
distribution, one or more external dimensions is in the size range 1 nm - 100 nm. ((EU), 2011).

1.1.1

Nano-scale properties

The intense interest and excitement in the nanoscale can be explained by the unique
behaviour of particles when their size falls between 1 and 100nm. In this range, their
physiochemical behaviour changes from classical to quantum physics, predominantly
due to the vastly increased ratio of surface area to volume, present in many
nanomaterials (Aitken et al., 2006). For particles smaller than 100nm in diameter, the
number of surface atoms or molecules is inversely related to particle size, and because
the number of atoms or molecules on the surface of the particle may determine the
material reactivity, this ratio is key to defining the chemical and biological properties of
the nanomaterial (Nel et al., 2006). For materials greater than 1µm in size (>1000nm),
the percentage of atoms at the surface is insignificant in relation to the number of
atoms in the total bulk of the material. This allows it to exhibit the constant physical
properties characteristic to its particular chemical species, regardless of how big (in
terms of aggregation) the particle becomes (Borm et al., 2006).
The unique behaviour of nanomaterials has been of great scientific interest because it
introduces individual size-dependent properties to the chemical species. These have
been manipulated to develop a range of observed performances that differ from the
‘bulk’ (non-nano) material. New, nano-specific characteristics that have been exploited
include substances that are opaque at ordinary scales becoming transparent, stable
materials turning combustible and inert substances that can become catalysts, as well as
having increased electrical, magnetic and optical properties (Borm et al., 2006, Buzea et
al., 2007, Community Research and Development Information Service (CORDIS),
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2009, US Environment Protection Agency (EPA), 2005, Maynard, 2007b, Nohynek et
al., 2007, Whitesides, 2005).
Small particle size is not the only characteristic attributed to the unique and
unpredictable properties exhibited in nanomaterials. Other characteristics thought
important, include:
(i)

Shape

(ii)

Solubility

(iii)

Structure (including crystallinity)

(iv)

Chemical composition

(v)

Porosity

(vi)

Surface topology

(vii)

Particle charge

(viii)

Agglomeration/aggregation state

(From (Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newley Identified Health Risks
(SCENIHR), 2009)).
Whilst nanoparticles come in many shapes and sizes, agglomeration/aggregation
tendency is particular common for nanomaterials without pre-designed surface
function. Due to highly energetic adhesive forces close to the surface, the nanoparticles
are either agglomerated with their neighbours, glued to the next available surface or
work like an activated charcoal filter towards other small molecules (Borm et al., 2006).
It is useful to note the difficulty in the consistent definition of a nanomaterial when
aggregation into a bigger complex (that commonly exceeds the nano-scale (>100nm)) is
frequent, especially in terms of official legislation/regulation. Despite this, their
consideration is thought important enough to have been incorporated into the most
recent EU definition ((EU), 2011):
“Agglomerate: Collection of weakly-bound particles or aggregates or mixtures of the two where the
resulting external surface area is similar to the sum of the surface areas of the individual components.
Aggregate: Particle comprising strongly-bonded or fused particles where the resulting external surface
area may be significantly smaller than the sum of calculated surface areas of the individual components”.
(((ISO), 2008)).
Clusters of nanoparticles are still considered nanomaterials due to the possibility of
resulting nano-pores conferring functionality within the agglomerate. In addition, it
3

reflects the difficulties associated with accurate characterisation of nano-scale properties
(Nel et al., 2009, Oberdorster et al., 2005a, Stone et al., 2010). Currently, the best
recommended approach remains unstandardized (Stone et al., 2010), and involves
utilisation of multiple complex analyses to cover the range of the aforementioned
characteristics ((SCENIHR), 2009, Borm et al., 2006, Nel et al., 2009, Oberdorster et al.,
2005a, Powers et al., 2006). A recent report by the EU has looked to address the
challenges of nanomaterial characterisation, and has recommended the application of 8
selective methods for measuring nano-size alone (Linsinger et al., 2012b).
The need for thorough characterisation of nanomaterials emanates from the lack of
understanding with regards to properties exerted through interactions with their
environment (Borm et al., 2006, Murdock et al., 2008, Powers et al., 2006, Stone et al.,
2010). This is important for those wishing to develop novel nanomaterial properties
into new technologies, but equally too in understanding the safety of nanomaterials
(Boverhof & David, 2010, Nyström & Fadeel, 2012, Oberdörster, 2010, Oberdorster et
al., 2005b, Tsuji et al., 2006). The properties of nanomaterials are likely to differ from
their more established, conventional chemical counterparts, and this applies to their
behaviour in the environment including reaction kinetics and toxic properties (Bleeker et
al., 2013). Currently, very little is known on how nanomaterials interact with biological
systems, meaning that their impact on both the environment and human health is not
yet fully elucidated (Jennifer, 2013). At the rate of expansion currently experienced by
nanotechnology, it is impossible to predict the possible future exposures and
interactions, but their presence within a wide-variety of industries at present, poses an
immediate challenge to regulators of health and safety (Aitken et al., 2006, Borm et al.,
2006, Maynard et al., 2006, Nyström & Fadeel, 2012, Oberdorster et al., 2005b, Stone et
al., 2010). Attempts to remove the uncertainty regarding nanomaterial risk assessment
have given rise to a new discipline: nanotoxicology.

1.2 Nanotoxicology
Classical chemical compounds are routinely subject to well established toxicity tests
prior to release to the public (Oberdorster et al., 2005a, Tsuji et al., 2006, Warheit et al.,
2007). No such procedures currently exist to specifically combat the unique properties
that may arise in a material upon reduction in particle size (<100nm). Yet nanomaterials
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must be classed as new chemical entities, and undergo thorough risk assessment prior to
safe application ((SCENIHR), 2009). The burden in testing the same parameters for
bulk materials on a case by case basis for nanotoxicity studies, is both slow and costly
(Murdock et al., 2008). In addition, the appropriateness of existing toxicology testing
methods, and the extent to which they may be applied to nanomaterials, remains a
highly contentious area (Kimbrell, 2006), acknowledged as requiring improvement
(Stone et al., 2010). Therefore, characterisation remains important, in attempting to
identify common features in nanomaterials that may pose a risk to human health under
certain environmental conditions, linked to exposure (Oberdorster et al., 2005a, Thomas
et al., 2006). Currently, there are many gaps in the knowledge of the fate of
nanomaterials used increasingly new technologies. Subsequently, concern for
toxicological testing is based on the current lack of understanding and predictability
observed between interactions of different individual nanoparticles and cells, and/or
subcellular structures; with their biokinetics and full biological effects likely to be very
different from those of both larger-sized particles and other nanoparticle species
(Landsiedel et al., 2010). The large relative surface areas of nanoparticles creates active
surface chemistries that can result in increased reactivity that may be intrinsically toxic
(Nel et al., 2006). Furthermore, their small size causes them to fall within the same scale
as many organic biomolecules used in the human body (US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), 2009). It is presumed this characteristic provides them with
unprecedented mobility, across biological membranes, cells, tissues and organs, more
effectively than larger materials (Oberdorster et al., 2005b). The increased uptake
potential of nanomaterials has led to concern for unregulated access to sites that are not
linked with intended applications or routes of exposure (where nanoparticle
translocation reaches systemic circulation (Hoet et al., 2004, Tsuji et al., 2006)).
Nanomaterials circulating within the blood stream have been reported to experience
secondary uptake and bioaccumulation in the brain, liver, heart, kidneys, spleen, bone
marrow and nervous system (Kreyling et al., 2009).
Nanotoxicity studies aim to evaluate the structure-function properties of nanomaterials,
and their effects to human health and impact towards the environment (Stone et al.,
2010). Charged primarily with reducing the lack of toxicology testing data specifically
for individual nanomaterial species, it is hoped a common consensus on the exact
health implications, relative to specific nanomaterial characteristics, can eventually be
realised.
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1.2.1

Exposure routes

As an emerging discipline, nanotoxicology has had to rely upon building data
extrapolated from existing toxicology studies of traditional substances as its starting
base ((SCENIHR), 2009, Crane et al., 2008, Klaine et al., 2008). Existing work carried
out investigating airborne particulate toxicity, has led to inhalation being identified as
the primary route of human exposure to nanoparticles (Borm et al., 2006, Hoet et al.,
2004). As such, it is currently the most intensely studied site for nanomaterial toxicology
(Buzea et al., 2007). The different compartments of the respiratory tract (nose, larynx,
airway and lungs) all act as a filter for inhalation of airborne particles. However, smaller
particles are more likely to reach the lung, and demonstrate increased efficiency in
depositing in all regions of the respiratory tract (Hackenberg et al., 2011b, Oberdorster et
al., 2005b). As Figure 1.1 shows, this has led to the implication of nanomaterials in
respiratory diseases such as asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, lung cancer, and through
subsequent translocation from lung epithelial tissue. Even neurodegenerative diseases
such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases have been linked to nanomaterials (Buzea
et al., 2007).
Nanoparticles Internalised
in Cells

Figure 1.1. Schematic of human body with pathways of exposure to nanoparticles,
affected organs, and associated diseases from epidemiological, in vivo and in vitro
studies. Taken from (Buzea et al., 2007).
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In addition, the facilitative uptake environment present in the gut also provides an
alternate systemic exposure route, should nanoparticles become ingested (Borm et al.,
2006). Dust, soil, food additives, toothpaste and excipients for pharmaceuticals or
nutraceuticals, all provide exposure of many billions of sub-micron sized particles on a
daily basis, to the average Western person’s gut (Powell et al., 2010). Particulate induced
inflammation has been demonstrated to play a role in the immune response linked to
Crohn’s disease (Lomer et al., 2002). Titanium dioxide (TiO2) and silicon dioxide (SiO2)
are widely utilised as formulation enhancers within both food and cosmetic products,
and are increasingly present as nanomaterials (Martin, 2007, Weir et al., 2012). The
gastrointestinal tract has already been demonstrated to provide a risk of systemic
toxicity by the translocation of bulk TiO2 particles (50nm-500nm), that eventually reside
in the liver and spleen (Jani et al., 1994).
The subject of nanomaterial penetration occurring through the layers of the dermal
epithelial cells in skin provides perhaps the most controversial and intensely debated
aspect of the perceived potential dangers to exposure. It holds particular significance
due to the existing availability of nanomaterial formulation sunscreens ((SCCP), 2007,
Morabito et al., 2011, Weir et al., 2012) and in being a primary site of exposure alongside
inhalation during their manufacture (Aitken et al., 2008). The evidence related to
nanomaterial penetration in skin remains highly debated ((FoE), 2006, Borm et al., 2006,
Maynard, 2007a, Nohynek et al., 2010, Schilling et al., 2010). Many studies have reported
nanoparticle internalisation into the apical cell surface layers (Lademann et al., 1999, Lin
et al., 2011, Schilling et al., 2010, Schulz et al., 2002), yet not fully translocated deeper into
the tissue with only limited reports of them reaching systemic circulation (Gulson et al.,
2012). However, the fate of nanoparticles after application to human skin is not
completely understood. Studies utilising in vitro keratinocyte cell models have
demonstrated, to some extent, resultant nanoparticle linked oxidative stress responses
(Nel et al., 2006, Park et al., 2011, Samberg et al., 2009, Shvedova et al., 2003). Some have
even found more severe consequences to the tissue, such as DNA damage in dermal
cells (Dunford et al., 1997, Patlolla et al., 2010, Sharma et al., 2011). But these cytotoxic
responses have mainly occurred under specific conditions, which often isolate the study
from natural scenarios, either through excessive exposure times or exaggerated dose
levels (Elder et al., 2009).
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The majority of nanomaterial toxicology data has been generated through the
investigation of TiO2 and zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles, due to their inclusion as the
leading UVA/UVB defensive component in sunscreen lotions ((SCCP), 2007, Gulson et
al., 2010, Lademann et al., 1999, Lewicka et al., 2013, Monteiro-Riviere et al., 2011,
Morabito et al., 2011, Nohynek et al., 2010, Schilling et al., 2010, Schulz et al., 2002, Tan
et al., 1996). Different experiments using in situ animal studies of rat and rabbit models,
as well as ex vivo experiments with intact human and pig skin, have demonstrated the
passage of these particles through tissue (Alvarez-Román et al., 2004, Elder et al., 2009,
Moran et al., 1991, Tan et al., 1996). However, most studies have only reported
significant penetration of the tissue via hair follicles and flexed or damaged skin
(Meidan et al., 2005, Oberdorster et al., 2005a, Toll et al., 2003). With reference to
nanoparticles, various metal oxide nanomaterials

have been used in studies

demonstrating increased accumulation and retention time at hair follicles, due to the
mechanical flexion of skin (Baroli et al., 2007, Lademann et al., 2006, Tan et al., 1996,
Tinkle et al., 2003, Toll et al., 2003). Langerhans cells recovered from human skin and
exposed to nanoparticles have shown uptake of 40nm polymers in 24% of the cells,
indicating transport through the tissue, although not by larger particles (Vogt et al.,
2006). Broken skin is thought to provide an even greater risk for selective particles
reaching the systemic circulation, offering a less restricted barrier to the penetration of
skin for a wide range of materials, including large particle sizes up to 7µm in diameter
(Oberdorster et al., 2005b).
Uptake of particles may not prove cytotoxic, due to the protective mechanisms available
to the keratinised tissue of the epidermis. These include rapid proliferation of cells that
enable tissue integrity to be maintained during increased rates of desquamation
(Presland & Dale, 2000, Squier & Kremer, 2001). The risk to health posed by
unregulated uptake persist, with reports of chronic inflammation occurring where
repeated exposure of metal oxide material has led to internalisation and subsequent
accumulation over time (Oberdorster et al., 2005a, Park et al., 2009, Wang et al., 2008a,
Yang et al., 2008). As yet, nobody has conclusively linked nanomaterial inclusion in
sunscreen products as being detrimental to human health, and it has even be argued that
the harmful effects of the sun’s rays will always constitute a larger risk to health
(Schilling et al., 2010).
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1.2.2

Nanomaterial capacity for systemic toxicity

Figure 1.1 also shows how the ultra small size of a nanoparticle facilitates uptake into
cells and can transcytosis across epithelial and endothelial tissues into blood and lymph
circulation where they then have the opportunity to reach potentially sensitive target
sites (Kreyling et al., 2009, Oberdorster et al., 2005b). It is this potential, for
translocation into other parts of the body that makes airborne nanomaterials a
particularly prospective danger. However, like most research into nanomaterial toxicity,
conflicting evidence can be presented, in particular towards the extent of translocation
((SCENIHR), 2009, Borm et al., 2006).
Kreyling et al., 2002 report the use of highly insoluble iridium nanoparticles, with
differences in size between 15nm and 80nm. They found that these nanoparticles were
cleared from the lungs via the airways into the gastrointestinal tract. Less than 1% were
found to be translocated into secondary organs like the liver, spleen, heart and brain.
The study found that the 80nm sized particles were translocated an order of magnitude
less than the 15nm sized particles, indicating the importance of size even within the
nano-scale (Kreyling et al., 2002). Despite only a small fraction of the iridium particles
being seen to be translocated, the actual amount was significant, when exposure times
where increased through intravenous administration. Being a dense, inorganic metallic
substance, it is unsurprising that iridium nanoparticles were not metabolised and
subsequently absorbed from the gut. Instead, they accumulated and were retained in the
liver and spleen which caused hepatotoxicity: with the inability of the body to clear toxic
agents from its system. This example supports the speculation that nanomaterials are
able to cause long-term toxicity (Kreyling et al., 2006a, Oberdorster et al., 2005b). The
extent of uptake is an important consideration and whilst translocation of nanomaterials
has been demonstrated to occur, systemic availability of inhaled nanoparticles outside
the lung remains limited to such exaggerated exposure conditions (Kreyling, 2013). It
remains possible however, that continued or repeated exposure may result in greater
toxicity through increased accumulation and translocation of significant quantities of
nanoparticles to the circulation (Card et al., 2008).
Bioaccumulation has been demonstrated through multiple-dosing of nanoparticles
delivered intravenously. Consistently these studies have revealed preferential
agglomeration located within phagocytotic cells in the liver and spleen, including gold
(Balasubramanian et al., 2010, Lipka et al., 2010), carbon-iron oxide nanotube hybrids
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(Wu et al., 2011), SiO2 (Hasezaki et al., 2011, Liu et al., 2012, Nishimori et al., 2009) and
silver nanoparticles (De Jong et al., 2013, Johnston et al., 2010a). In most cases, acute
toxicity was not reported, with only exposure to nanomaterial silver linked to possible
immunotoxic signals (De Jong et al., 2013).
Deliberate intravenous administration has alluded to a particularly concerning prospect
related to the ability of nanoparticles to cross the blood brain barrier, demonstrated
through their applications as permeation enhancers optimised to facilitate
pharmaceuticals acting within the brain (Koffie et al., 2011, Wohlfart et al., 2012, Zensi et
al., 2010). This ability raises a need for caution for systemic administration of
nanoparticles, in terms of the potential for unregulated brain toxicity (Bulcke et al., 2013,
Sharma et al., 2009a). Such uptake and subsequent passage was suggested to be possible
by the toxic effect of small particles (approximately 200nm) on cerebral endothelial cells
(Koziara et al., 2003, Olivier et al., 1999). However, in similar studies, other small
particles (about 300nm) contradicted the research and blood-brain barrier translocation
for a different type of nanoparticle was not found (Kreuter, 2013, Lockman et al., 2003).
An alternative route to the brain has also been demonstrated for nanoparticles exposed
via nasal inhalation, with both magnesium and ZnO particulates observed within the
olfactory bulb of rodents (Elder et al., 2006, Kao et al., 2012).
In studies where nanoparticles with different surface characteristics were evaluated,
neutral nanoparticles and low concentrations of anionic nanoparticles were found to
have no effect on blood brain barrier integrity (Lockman et al., 2003); whereas high
concentrations of anionic nanoparticles and cationic nanoparticles were observed to be
toxic to the endothelial cells that line and protect the blood brain barrier (Kreuter,
2013). Similar to drug delivery, surface charge is an important parameter linked to the
uptake potential of nanoparticles (Zolnik et al., 2010), and must also be considered
alongside size characteristics when investigating toxicity (Nel et al., 2009).

1.2.3

Dose metrics

Investigations into the toxicity of nanoparticles in the respiratory system highlight
complications with regard to accurate quantification of uptake rates. Roughly 25% of
inhaled particles have been found to settle in the lung tissue, whilst a similar amount are
exhaled, with the remaining 50% diverted to the pharynx where they are ingested orally
(Oberdorster et al., 2005b, Soto et al., 2007). This can provide a discrepancy over
quantification on distinct toxic dose levels for diseases implicated with specific
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nanoparticles. For skin, this is equally as controversial, with some studies reporting no
nanoparticle passage through the epidermis (Alvarez-Román et al., 2004, Baroli et al.,
2007, Gamer et al., 2006, Squier & Hall, 1985) and some showing only partial
internalisation into the top epithelial cell layers (Schulz et al., 2002, Tan et al., 1996, Vogt
et al., 2006), while others report their passage into systemic circulation (Gulson et al.,
2012, Schilling et al., 2010). Consistent across all studies, is the disparity between the
amount and rates of absorption. This has led to one of the key questions related to
nanomaterial exposure, which is ‘how to most accurately report dose’ (Borm et al., 2006,
Oberdorster et al., 2007), important in quantifying toxicity levels in different systems
(Bleeker et al., 2013).
Nanoparticles can settle, diffuse, and aggregate differentially according to their size,
density, and surface physicochemistry, all of which may change over time due to the
dynamic nature of nanomaterial dispersions (Teeguarden et al., 2007). As discussed,
these include influences via interactions with constituent parameters from the
environment (viscosity, density, presence of proteins in solution, etc.) (Murdock et al.,
2008, Powers et al., 2006, Stone et al., 2010). Of course, these difficulties may also be
experienced by insoluble bulk particles; however, due to the increased surface reactivity
of nanoparticles, the effects are likely to be more pronounced at the nano-scale. The
definition of dose for nanoparticles in an in vitro system is therefore more dynamic,
more complicated, and less comparable across material types, than it is for soluble or
bulk chemicals (Teeguarden et al., 2007). The complexities involved in accurate dosemetrics for nanomaterial exposure currently generate intense discussion and debate.
Solutions to the problems have looked towards building collaborative databases (Marvin
et al., 2013, Schug et al., 2013) that can help with tiered testing strategies (Choi et al.,
2009, McCall et al., 2013) and development of in silica methods (Nel et al., 2013).
Currently, best practice remains to carry out toxicity testing on a case by case basis,
alongside careful descriptions of the test system including media constituents, media
depth and volume, dimensions of the wells, as well as a thorough characterisation of the
nanomaterial, specifically relating to conditions of exposure (Teeguarden et al., 2007). In
addition, comparison with reference materials (such as a bulk material control) is
imperative to determine the significance of nano-size over other nano-specific
properties (Kroll et al., 2009, Stefaniak et al., 2013, Stone et al., 2010) and crucial for
reporting the distinguished characteristics responsible for a nanomaterials possible
enhanced risk to health. Currently, nanomaterial standards remain limited in both
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choice and validation (Stone et al., 2010). Development has focused solely on the most
commonly produced and exploited nanomaterials such as polystyrene, TiO2, carbon
black, SiO2, silver and gold (Stefaniak et al., 2013, Linsinger et al., 2012a). Therefore, the
majority of studies rely on physical metric comparisons to comparative bulk materials,
used as a control for quantifying nanomaterial effects. These include mass, surface area
and particle number, but are highly dependent upon the techniques applied during
characterisation and the compatibility in extrapolating analysis conditions to match the
environment of exposure (Oberdorster et al., 2005a).
Issues of dose metrics are further complicated, as demonstrated by the inconsistencies
that have arisen from inhalation study outcomes. Emissions generated from motor
vehicle combustion of fossil fuels accounts for the most significant source of
nanoparticulates in the atmosphere, and this area of toxicity is well studied with respect
to pollutants such as diesel exhaust fumes (BeruBe et al., 2007, Muller et al., 2010,
Wallace et al., 2007). Although researchers can accurately reproduce reasonably pure
specimens of pollutant nanoparticles for investigation, synthetic compounds may differ
considerably from representative fractions present in ambient air. The greater surface
area to volume ratio of nano-air particulate pollutants means they frequently absorb
other chemicals on their surface, including biological compounds such as endotoxins
(Kreyling et al., 2006b, Schins et al., 2004). This ability demonstrates a heightened toxic
effect exerted by nanoparticle pollutants (over their micro-sized compatriots) and has
been demonstrated through various in vitro studies (Xia et al., 2004). Such examples
serve to highlight implications for nanotoxicology investigated in vitro, with the effects
of biological environments and delivery vehicles also thought likely to impact upon
nano-properties (Nel et al., 2009). A consideration now common to many biological in
vitro studies, involves the formation of a protein-corona and the impact that this has on
governing cytotoxicity (Dominguez-Medina et al., 2013, Landsiedel et al., 2010, Merhi et
al., 2012, Prasad et al., 2013b, Tedja et al., 2012, Xia et al., 2008) and uptake potential
(Cedervall et al., 2007a, Cedervall et al., 2007b, Dominguez-Medina et al., 2013, Lynch et
al., 2007, Tedja et al., 2012). Both size and surface properties have been found to play a
significant role in determining the nanoparticle-protein coronas on the different
particles of the same material (Lundqvist et al., 2008). However, our current knowledge
about conformational changes of the proteins upon adsorption onto nanoparticle
surfaces remains limited, in part due the complexity in accurately mapping the epitopic
structures of the protein layer (Cedervall et al., 2007a), association/dissociation rates
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between peptide species (Cedervall et al., 2007b) and exploration outcomes directed
towards modelling nanoparticle-protein corona interactions (Lynch et al., 2007). Novel
methodologies are increasingly being developed and utilised to measure nanoparticleprotein corona interactions at equilibrium (Boulos et al., 2013, Cedervall et al., 2007a,
Montes-Burgos et al., 2010, Svensson et al., 2013, Tenzer et al., 2013), but to fully
elucidate understanding of their interactions in biological systems will require huge
collaborative efforts by nano, colloidal specialist, biochemist, cell and molecular biology
groups (Faunce et al., 2008, Lynch et al., 2007).

1.2.4

Nanomaterial toxicity testing strategy

Exposure to nanomaterials, whether at the primary site or as the consequence of
translocation, has been reported to cause cytotoxicity, through a variety of different
mechanisms. Until recently, animal studies have routinely been used to reveal
physiological effects of nanoparticle induced toxicology. Increases in pulmonary
inflammation, oxidative stress, and distal organ involvement have been demonstrated
upon respiratory exposure to inhaled or implanted nanoparticulate matter (Oberdörster,
2010). However, limitations remain in the extrapolation of animal study outcomes
applied to the risk assessment in humans. The majority of in vivo studies are carried out
on mice or rat animal models that are not always compatible to human cell systems.
Complications relate to the inherent differences between animal and human in vitro
models. Examples from the literature of specific differences, include variations in
alveolar architecture and epithelial fluid transport disparities between mice and human
lungs (Ware, 2008). Of particular relevance to this study is the fact that rodent oral
mucosal tissue follows entirely the keratinised differentiation process and is therefore
not comparable to the non-keratinised areas in the human mouth (the importance of
which is discussed in detail below).
These examples identify potential problematic incompatibilities for a toxicological
model system, which could be applicable to most studies that utilise animal model as
representatives of the human body. Coupled with the unpredictable and often
completely individual properties exhibited by a nanomaterial, this highlights the
complexity of nanotoxicology and the challenges required to study and accurately assess
the risk of a nanomaterial to human health. The need to treat nanomaterials as new
chemical entities ((SCENIHR), 2009) means this is expected to increase the burden of
outstanding and outdated list of substances the EU is currently in the process of re13

evaluating as part of the Regulation on Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and
Restriction of Chemicals initiative (REACH) ((EC), 2006). Ambitiously, this programme
looks to review the safety of over 30,000 chemicals (including nanomaterials) within 15
years of its implementation, that started back in 2006 (Williams et al., 2009). Using
traditional toxicity testing methods, wide ranging estimates were made as to the number
of animals required for toxicity testing on this scale. Common to all are the extreme
costs and ethical considerations that challenge the validity of such a programme of work
without the development of new toxicity testing strategies (Rovida & Hartung, 2009). In
its wake, integrated testing strategies have been utilised alongside a weight of evidence
approach to speed up and more intelligently categorise the risk assessment, and
subsequent toxicology testing strategy for different substances (Jaworska et al., 2010).
Crucial to the efficiency of these systems has been the promotion, development,
validation and implementation of in vitro models to replace animal studies where
possible (Grindon et al., 2007).
In vitro tissue and cell culture analysis has supported the physiological response seen in
whole animal models, whilst also providing more detailed mechanisms for increased
incidence of oxidative stress leading to inflammatory cytokine production and
apoptosis, in response to exposure to nanoparticles (Nel et al., 2006). They are now
heavily integrated in nanotoxiciology testing strategy, that relies on the accumulation of
data generated through intelligently designed, diverse ‘batteries’ of in vitro assays (as
outlined in Figure 1.2, below). For cosmetics, in vitro assay importance can be described
as crucial, since the ban on animal testing became EU legislation through updates to the
Cosmetic Directive (76/768/EEC) that became effective in March 2013 ((EU), 2013).
The integrated tiered testing strategy relies on a group of assays conducted together, or
as part of a sequential assessment (where a result at one tier is used to determine the
next step), to provide a prediction for a toxicity endpoint (Jaworska et al., 2010). They
are vitally required to address the unknowns in hazard assessment that arise through the
unpredictable transition of properties, for a material reduced in particle size, from bulk
to nanoscale form.
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Figure 1.2. Flowchart outlining the current best strategy approach for the risk assessment of nanomaterials. Adapted from ((SCENIHR), 2006).
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1.2.5

Nanomaterial cytotoxicity mechanisms

In vitro studies have shown that the risk associated with nanoparticulate toxicity initiates
with localised damage through interactions with exposed cells. Whilst small quantities of
metals, such as zinc, iron, sodium, calcium, potassium, copper and magnesium are
essential for proper functioning of biological systems, both exposure at high levels and
indeed low level deficiency often result in adverse health conditions to humans (Buzea
et al., 2007, Ho & Ames, 2002). For metallic nanomaterials specifically, including metal
ions and metal oxides, two main actions are able to manifest cell damage in eukaryotes.
Firstly, the large surface area to volume ratio indicative of the nanoscale, allows them to
have increased catalytic activity (Huang et al., 2010b, Kroll et al., 2009, Park et al., 2011).
This makes them more likely to interfere with intracellular biochemical processes, or
react with external toxic agents to become chemically modified, thereby differing from
their bulk material form. Secondly, as with free metal ions, nano-metal decomposition
from the nanoparticle and subsequent ion leakage, may result in formation of free
radicals which can interfere with the existing metal ion homeostasis within the cell
(Dick et al., 2003, Donaldson et al., 1998, Shvedova et al., 2003). Nanoparticles have
been shown to generate more free radicals and reactive oxygen species (ROS) than
larger particles, which is likely due to their higher surface area (Buzea et al., 2007). It is
this mechanism of inducing oxidative stress that is now widely regarded as the main
marker of nano-toxic cellular injury pathways. Mechanisms of ROS generation are well
established (Proctor & Reynolds, 1984) and under conditions of environmental stress,
the levels of ROS increase dramatically. Due to their role in cell redox signalling,
imbalances in ROS levels cause disruption to the immune system (the release of
cytokines), cell replication (through damage to DNA) and transport systems (by
destroying cell membranes and inactivating important enzymes in metabolic processes).
ROS can oxidise amino acids in proteins and lipids (peroxidation)) and ultimately
promote apoptosis: programmed cell death (Rada & Leto, 2008).
The exceptionally small size, and reactivity, of some nanoparticles means they have the
potential to cause oxidative stress by mimicking the ways in which ROS, and other free
radicals, affect the cell. However, even on the nanoscale these types of nanoparticles
would be very small (<10nm), and so far, this mechanism of cytotoxicity has mainly
been demonstrated by quantum dots (Hardman, 2006, Hoshino et al., 2004, Yang et al.,
2007). Nanoparticles that are larger than 10nm in size produce toxic effects by their
reactive surface properties interacting with the cells membrane. This can either be an
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isolated effect that causes toxicity through a cascade of oxidative stress mechanisms
spiralling out of control within the exposed cell (thought to be due to direct
nanoparticle-cell interaction); or the cell membrane might be damaged to the extent that
nanoparticles become internalised in sufficient quantities to induce an oxidative stress
environment from within the cell.
Calcium ions (Ca2+) are of such vital importance to many physiological processes that
their concentration homeostasis ranks alongside the most crucial physiological variables
in the human body (Salido et al., 2009). Intracellular calcium also plays an important role
in the oxidative stress mechanism (Conrad, 2008) with levels temporarily increased in
response to stimuli, through the opening of calcium channels in the cell membrane that
allows extracellular calcium to be transported into the cell with the aid of calciumbinding proteins, such as calmodulin, calcinerium, S-100 and troponin-C (Conrad,
2008). Stimuli leading to accumulation of Ca2+ ions in the cell include the binding of
cytokines and chemokines to cell surface receptors, in times of oxidative stress (Salido et
al., 2009). These conditions have been observed as occurring during nanoparticle-cell
interactions, including acute increases in ROS generation that result in a sustained
oxidative stress environment on the cell. In this environment, any prolonged or severe
alterations in the delicate calcium ion homeostasis can also cause a range of other
cellular dysfunctions (Salido et al., 2009). These can include mitochondrial
depolarisation, abnormal electrical activity and disruption of the entire signalling
transduction, with excessive intracellular calcium levels heavily linked to apoptosis and
necrosis (Conrad, 2008, Donaldson & Tran, 2002, Mattson & Chan, 2003, Oberdorster
et al., 2005b, Salido et al., 2009) for example, and all these events have been observed
through exposure of cells to cytotoxic ZnO nanoparticles (Huang et al., 2010a).
Internalised nanoparticles are known to promote even greater levels of ROS, leading to
the production of inflammatory cytokines and cytotoxic cellular responses that cause
cell damage and often apoptosis (George et al., 2010, Nel et al., 2006, Rada & Leto,
2008, Shvedova et al., 2003). The primary pathways of nanoparticle-cell interactions are
summarised in Figure 1.3, but are thought to include:
(i) The particle surface causing oxidative stress, resulting in increased intracellular
calcium and gene activation e.g. nuclear factor kappa-light-chain enhancment of
activated B cells (NF-ĸB), a protein complex that controls the transcription of
DNA (Donaldson & Tran, 2002).
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(ii) Transition metals released from particles resulting in oxidative stress, increased
intracellular calcium and gene activation, as reported for ZnO nanoparticles
(Huang et al., 2010a).
(iii) Cell surface receptors, such as the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR),
becoming activated by transition metals released from nanoparticles, resulting
in subsequent gene activation (Donaldson & Tran, 2002).
(iv) Intracellular distribution of nanoparticles in mitochondria generating oxidative
stress (Oberdorster et al., 2005b, Xiao et al., 2003).

Activation of receptor
(e.g. Epidermal growth
factor receptor)

Particle releases
transition metals

Oxidative
stress

Particle surface
causes oxidative stress

Signalling pathways

NF-κB

Phagocytosis

Inflammatory mediators

Inflammation

Figure 1.3. Hypothetical cellular interactions of nanoparticles causing inflammatory
effects on lung epithelium. Adapted from (Oberdorster et al., 2005b).
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To date, most reports have shown how the cytotoxicity of nanoparticles is likely to be
caused by an inflammatory response upon contact with the cell. Inflammation is a
protective response by the organism or cell, and is controlled by a complex series of
many intracellular and extracellular events (Buzea et al., 2007). Nanoparticles have been
proven to induce oxidative stress in cells, which triggers the inflammatory response
mechanism, resulting in the release of pro-inflammatory mediators or cytokines. These
are the intercellular chemical messages alerting the immune system to the threat created
by nanoparticles exposure, with their ability in forming ROS that contribute to the
heightened oxidative stress in the cellular environment. Pro-inflammatory mediators are
numerous in variety, depending on tissue or cell type and the specific interactions with
the inflammatory causing agents, as well as the level or severity of inflammation
(Goodman et al., 2001). The oxidative stress response for a eukaryote cell can be split
into three distinct phases, marked by the specific inflammatory signalling pathway
activated, and these are highlighted in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4. The hierarchal oxidative stress model. Adapted from (Nel et al., 2006).
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At the lowest level of oxidative stress (tier 1 of Figure 1.4), phase II antioxidant
enzymes are induced via transcriptional activation of the antioxidant response element
(ARE) by nuclear factor (erythroid-derived2) like-2, also known as NFE2L2 or Nrf-2 or
the master regulator of antioxidant response (Xiao et al., 2003). This mechanism aims to
restore cellular redox homeostasis (Li & Kong, 2009). If the actions of tier 1 oxidative
stress response fail, then an intermediate amount of oxidative stress prevails (tier 2).
This stimulates activation of mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) and NF-κB
cascades, inducing pro-inflammatory responses. This includes the secretion of small
soluble signalling proteins, known as cytokines and chemokines. These are released in
response to specific feedback mechanisms related the cellular environment, and
transmit signals to change the cells’ behaviour accordingly. They interact only with
specific target cells through high affinity binding with a target cell surface receptor, and
for this reason, are a very large and diverse family produced by many cell types,
throughout the body (Balkwill & Burke, 1989). In response to a pro-inflammatory
situation, important cytokine and chemokine species secreted from macrophage cells,
include: interleukin (IL) 1, IL-6, IL-8 and IL-11, as well as: tumour necrosis factor alpha
(TNF-α) and transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) (Cannon, 2000). In the skin,
ROS generation results in excess TNF-α activating the NF-κB pathway through
degradation of its inhibitor, IκB, and this increases the expression of mRNA for similar
cytokines IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α itself (Young et al., 2008), alongside unbalancing IL-1
family expression levels (Bernhofer et al., 1999, Coquette et al., 2003, Schroder, 1995).
With respect to this study, oral mucosal epithelial cytokines are expected to follow
similar networks to that of the skin (Rhodus et al., 2005, Schmalz et al., 2000). This
mechanism is shown in Figure 1.5 (below).
If pro-inflammatory signalling is unable to deal with the overload in oxidative stress
inducing agents formed through nanoparticle-cell interactions, e.g. excess ROS inside
the cell, then a higher level of oxidative stress prevails. Figure 1.4 shows how tier 3
cellular mechanisms are the most severe action a cell can take in response to cytotoxic
stress. The result is apoptosis: cell suicide in an attempt to send further proinflammatory signals to the organism’s immune system that is under attack. Positive
induction initiating programmed cell death is achieved via apoptotic proteins targeting
mitochondria functionally (Cotran et al., 1999).
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Figure 1.5. A model showing the simplified NF-kB signalling pathway that is activated by oxidative stress in response to nanoparticle generated ROS
in keratinocytes. Adapted from (Huang et al., 2010b).
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In response to oxidative stress mechanisms, TNF-α has been linked in inducing
apoptosis by one of two main ways. TNF-α binding to the receptor activates
transcription of proteins that cause the formation of mitochondrial pores and swelling
of the organelle, or increasing permeability of the mitochondrial membrane. This allows
apoptotic effectors, such as secondary mitochondria-derived activator of caspases
(SMACs), to leak out into the cytosol, and bind with inhibitor of apoptosis proteins
(IAPs), deactivating them (Fesik & Shi, 2001). Alternatively, perturbation of the
mitochondrial permeability transition pore causes disruption of electron transfer, and
without fully functioning mitochondria, cellular apoptosis or necrosis occurs rapidly
(Nel et al., 2006).
Nanoparticle cytotoxicity has also been implicated with inhibiting the effective workings
of the immune system, by impairing macrophage phagocytosis (Barlow et al., 2008,
Renwick et al., 2001). This effect has been implicated in Crohn’s disease, when
nanomaterials have been ingested into the gastrointestinal tract (Lomer et al., 2002,
Powell et al., 2010). Another study found nanoparticles took on free radical and ROS
specific roles, mediating inflammation that was enhanced by blocking actions of
antioxidants in the release of TNF-α from alveolar macrophages (Dick et al., 2003). One
study likened the nanoparticle ROS induced DNA damage, observed in alveolar-like cell
exposure to a selection of common airborne nanoparticulates, to the effects seen during
irradiation related carcinogenesis (Mroz et al., 2008). Other studies, using nano-metal
oxides, have demonstrated oxidative damage to DNA (Bhattacharya et al., 2009,
Hackenberg et al., 2011b, Xia et al., 2006, Yang et al., 2009); whilst TiO2 and ZnO ROS
have caused damage to DNA resulting in micronucleus formation and apoptosis
(Dunford et al., 1997, Huang et al., 2010a, Rahman, 2002).
Despite the relative abundance of established research into cellular oxidative stress
mechanisms, studies have only just begun unravelling the functional properties unique
to nanoparticles that can be linked to instances of cytotoxicity. Whilst a number of in
vitro studies may have detected nanoparticles enhanced capability for increasing ROS to
a greater extent over bulk forms of the same material (Jeong et al., 2013, Han et al., 2013,
Sharma et al., 2012, Shukla et al., 2011, Xia et al., 2008, Papageorgiou et al., 2007, Xia et
al., 2006), few have provided conclusive and in depth detail into the exact effects the
ROS has on the subsequent oxidative stress mechanisms observed in the model. As
alluded to previously, attributing cytotoxic effects solely to the nano-size characteristic
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dramatically over-simplifies the interactions responsible for oxidative stress generation.
It is also important to consider that the subsequent cellular damage that results from
ROS is not uniquely confined to nanomaterial interactions. Many other stimuli have
been observed causing similar cytotoxic mechanisms e.g. alcohol (Axford et al., 1999,
Robinson et al., 2010), cigarette smoke (Jeong et al., 2010) and UV exposure (Köck et al.,
1990) etc. However, the potential for nanoparticle internalisation into the cell carries
with it the possibility for heightened oxidative stress through direct involvement with
intracellular processes, and this is thought to be a unique risk attributed to the specific
size of nanoparticles (Cho et al., 2010). These cellular responses are now easily
detectable and the extent of cytotoxicity (if not the exact mechanism) can be quantified
using well established assay technology, such as the assessment of cytokines using
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA); extracellular lactase dehydrogenase
assessment (LDH), that detects intracellular enzymes released into supernatant
following cell lysis (Wacker et al., 1956); MTT (that requires the healthy functioning of a
mitochondria to convert a chemical derivative to a coloured by-product that can be
detected to assess cell viability (Mosmann, 1983)) and the comet assay, for the detection
of DNA strand breakages (McKelvey-Martin et al., 1993).

1.2.6

Uptake pathways

The primary function of any epithelial tissue is to protect the underlying cell layer, and
this includes unpermitted access by foreign, potentially toxic substances. However, the
human body is not self-sufficient; it requires external agents for energy and growth, and
to remove waste products. These transport requirements emanate from the overall need
to maintain tissue homeostasis (Marchiando et al., 2010). Epithelial membranes (such as
the oral mucosa), by nature, are involved in both the secretion and absorption of
substances. The selective movement of substances implies the acceptance of certain
molecules to traverse the tissue (Squier et al., 1991). The main transport pathways that
exist within human epithelial cell layers are shown in Figure 1.6. Each has been
investigated to differing extents, particularly in relation to drug delivery; where studies
increasingly investigate optimised delivery and release of pharmaceutical compounds to
different areas of the body (Hearnden et al., 2012, Medina-Kauwe, 2007, Wadia &
Dowdy, 2005). Drug delivery is linked to specific uptake pathways of the
pharmaceutical agent. The mechanism of internalisation within the targeted area of the
body must be identified to comply with strict safety legislation that governs drug
application in humans (Zhao et al., 2010). For nanomaterials, less is known about the
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specific uptake mechanisms, due to the wide variety of nano-specific characteristics that
exist, conferring many preferential properties that have been observed to increase their
potential for successful internalisation (Asati et al., 2010, Cho et al., 2010, Holpuch et al.,
2010, Lin et al., 2010, Vranic et al., 2013a, Yu & et al., 2011). These properties have been
exploited, as nanoparticles themselves have been developed as permeation enhancers to
facilitate the uptake of larger compounds across different membranes in the body (Card
et al., 2008, Gaumet et al., 2008, Kipp, 2004, Rahimnejad et al., 2006, Sarin et al., 2008,
Sun et al., 2008a).
Transcellular
Facilitated
diffusion
Active
Transport

Intracellular space

Paracellular

Extracellular space

Cell membrane

Endocytosis

Intracellular space

Figure 1.6. The main transport pathways associated with nanoparticle internalisation
through cell layers and membranes in the human body. Adapted from (Forth et al., 1987).

Particle size remains the most obvious nano-characteristic that embodies disparity
between a nanomaterial and its bulk comparator. Nano-size affords nanomaterials with
routes through tissues and entry into cells unavailable to other larger, particles. In
addition, characteristics attributed to the nano-scale include high surface area and
reactivity, and in the case of ZnO, rod-like shapes; all properties that facilitate an
increased risk of uptake (Barillet et al., 2010, Elder et al., 2009, Hsiao & Huang, 2011).
Nanomaterial characteristics are thought to afford numerous transport routes into the
body, both through tissues (paracellular transport), and across cell membranes into the
cytoplasm (transcellular) (Campisi et al., 2010). Many transport mechanisms exist in the
body and nearly all of these may be exploited by nanomaterials that match or mimic the
specific properties designated for native molecules under normal transport conditions
(Cho et al., 2010, Gupta et al., 2004, Soenen et al., 2009). Unregulated uptake remains a
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primarily safety concern in the risk of nanomaterial exposure, to many areas in the body
(Oberdorster et al., 2005a).
It has been suggested that some nanoparticles may be able to bypass the protective
inflammatory mechanisms of the body, if they are small enough to be transported into
individual cells, by being mistaken as normal molecular components e.g. lipid vesicles
(Penn et al., 2005). The properties available to nanomaterials that contribute to their
ease of absorption, penetration, circulation and distribution in biosystems are a direct
consequence of their unique nano-characteristics (Borm et al., 2006, Buzea et al., 2007,
Nel et al., 2006). As discussed during monolayer cytotoxicity, this often manifests
through their greater surface reactivity and ability to generate ROS that contribute to an
environment of high oxidative stress on the cells. This mechanism of cytotoxicity can
result from interactions at the cell surface, or more severely following internalisation
(Asati et al., 2010, Barillet et al., 2010, Berg et al., 2010, Huang et al., 2010b, Limbach et
al., 2007, Maurer-Jones et al., 2010, Sharma et al., 2011, Xia et al., 2006, Xia et al., 2007).
In a similar way to the transport pathway exploited by nanoparticles gaining entry into
the cell, size and charge are both linked to their localisation once inside the cell, and
consequently their cytotoxic potential, dependent upon interactions with different
cellular machinery (Buzea et al., 2007). Intracellular nanoparticles have been determined
as a cause of cytotoxicity through interactions with various components of the cell,
including actin cytoskeleton architecture and subsequent inhibition of focal adhesion
complexes (Soenen et al., 2009); lipid membrane disruption (Leroueil et al., 2008, Lin et
al., 2010, Verma & Stellacci, 2010), mitochondria (Hussain et al., 2005, Jeng & Swanson,
2006, Liu & Sun, 2010, Moos et al., 2010) and even within the nucleus, causing
genotoxicity through interaction with DNA (Bhattacharya et al., 2009, Hackenberg et al.,
2011b, Papageorgiou et al., 2007, Patlolla et al., 2010, Prasad et al., 2013b, Sharma et al.,
2011, Shukla et al., 2011). In exceptional cases, both the mitochondria and nucleus have
been observed to partake in nanoparticle uptake (AshaRani et al., 2008, Faunce et al.,
2008, Hackenberg et al., 2011a, Johnston et al., 2010b, Mao et al., 2010), including
hydroxyapatite into the nucleus (Motskin et al., 2009). The type of nanoparticles that
preferentially localise to mitochondria proceed to disrupt the electron transport chain,
resulting in excess O2 production and further oxidative stress placed on the cell
(AshaRani et al., 2008, Jaeger et al., 2012, Moos et al., 2010, Oberdorster et al., 2005b, Xia
et al., 2007). This scenario causes major structural damage by perturbing mitochondrial
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transition pores, which leads to an increase in severity of the cytotoxic state, and often
results in the release of pro-apoptotic factors responsible for programmed cell death
(Nel et al., 2006, Oberdorster et al., 2005b), as shown in Figure 1.3. Therefore,
elucidating the uptake pathways available to nanomaterials that exhibit specific
characteristics linked to increased internalisation remains key in determining their risk to
human health.

1.2.7

Endocytosis

Endocytosis is an umbrella term for a variety of mechanisms that internalise substances
into vesicles during transcellular uptake, by which cells absorb exogenous molecules by
engulfing them within their cell membrane. It is a constitutive process of most
eukaryotic cells (Innes & Ogden, 1999), and for this reason, is thought a likely
mechanism of unregulated nanoparticle internalisation. The process is divided into three
main types: phagocytosis, pinocytosis and receptor-mediated, as shown in Figure 1.7.
Each specific mechanism is carried out with differing degrees of application between
cell types.
Phagocytosis is only carried out by certain cells, such as macrophages, that are able to
engulf larger particles as part of an immune response to pathogens, bacteria and in
removal of cell debris in a process called efferocytosis (Kodali et al., 2013). These cell
types are present in healthy oral mucosal cells, increasing in number in response to
inflammatory stimuli (Merry et al., 2012). Phagocytosis is a ligand-induced process
triggered only through the homologous binding between the phagocyte surface
receptors and corresponding particles (Watts & Marsh, 1992). Although not constrained
to the nano-size, this selective binding adds specificity to this method which has been
reported to experience impairment through phagocytosis of cytotoxic nanomaterials
(Lundborg et al., 2006), including zinc (Schlesinger et al., 1993, Wilson et al., 2007).
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Figure 1.7. The main types of endocytosis. Taken from Mariana Ruiz Villarreal (free of copyright), 2007.
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Pinocytosis and receptor-mediated endocytosis were considered the most likely uptake
mechanisms within this study, being available for nanoparticle transcellular transport in
nearly all cells (Treuel et al., 2013). Both processes share a similar enodcytotic process
for engulfing fluids and small materials (with discrepancies in size reported between 0.510µm) found in the extracellular environment: a process known as membrane
invagination. This involves the inwards folding of the plasma membrane, trapping
internalised material in pits that bud off, forming vesicles. These can then be
transported through the cytoplasm for subsequent hydrolysis, and as such, offers a
cellular pathway of transport into cells and across tissues (Okamoto, 1998). By far the
most common receptor-mediated enodcytotic transport system available in eukaryotic
cells is the clathrin dependent pathway. As such, a relatively well-established
characterisation of the mechanistic details of the process exists. Other receptormediated transport systems are often referred to as clathrin-independent, and include
flotillin-dependent, caveolar type and CLIC/GEEC 1 -type endocytosis (Doherty &
McMahon, 2009). Studies elucidating these clathrin-independent endocytotic pathways
remain limited in comparison to clathrin-mediated endocytosis, especially in relation to
epithelial cells. In addition, it has been suggested that the best studied of the clathrinindependent pathways (caveolar-type endocytosis) may be restricted to 80nm in size of
the invagination that can form (Iversen et al., 2011). This threshold would likely act as
size exclusion to agglomerates expected to form during the nanomaterial interactions
within biological systems. Figure 1.8 describes the mechanism followed during clathrinmediated endocytosis. It depicts the main processes involved in uptake of a molecule
following recognition to the clathrin receptor at the membrane surface, and the cascade
of intercellular signalling this sets in motion to form clathrin pits. This is a complex
process involving a number of different receptors, proteins and lipids, and for further
information, the reader is directed towards an excellent review of the process by
Doherty & McMahon, 2009 (Doherty & McMahon, 2009). Whilst the diagram
demonstrates the invagination process for capturing exogenous material, the notable
barrier to entry for nanomaterials involves initial interaction with a receptor protein
present at the cell surface. Transmembrane receptor proteins punctuate the cell
membrane at numerous sites. They exist in numerous forms and chemistries to cater for
the wide array of binding to different molecules required by the cell under different

1

CLIC, clathrin-independent carrier; GEEC, GPI-AP (glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol-anchored proteins)
enriched early endosomal compartment
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conditions. They sense molecules in the extracellular environment and activate signal
transaction pathways that govern receptor-mediated endocytosis upon binding. The
specificity of binding reduces the probability of it as a viable uptake mechanism for
uncoated, inorganic nanomaterials. However, unregulated protein coatings adhered to
the surface of nanoparticles would likely lead to receptor recognition and incidental
internalisation (Nel et al., 2009).

Figure 1.8. Outline of the main events in receptor-mediated endocytosis. The clathrin
triskelia assemble into a polygonal lattice at the plasma membrane to form coated pits that bud
and pinch off from the membrane in a dynamin-dependent manner and give rise to clathrincoated vesicles. Clathrin-binding adaptors, such as adaptor protein-2 (AP2), bind to clathrin
directly to initiate this process, and they also bind to cargo proteins and thereby mediate their
endocytosis. In addition, phospholipids, such as phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate, are also
found in coated pits and they facilitate vesicle formation and budding by binding to clathrin
adaptors such as epsins. Clathrin-coated vesicles are uncoated after endocytosis and then fuse
with the early endosome. Figure taken from (Grant & Donaldson, 2009).
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Pinocytosis differs from receptor-mediated endocytosis only through the lack of
selectivity of substances it transports into the cell. It is commonly known as cell drinking,
or fluid endocytosis, due to the engulfing action predominantly capturing surrounding
fluids; however, this process also traps small particles and solutes contained within the
extracellular environment. The non-specific nature of this uptake mechanism makes it a
highly probable route for nanomaterial entry into the cell, based on their nano-size
conferring the ability to fit inside the invagination of even micropinosomes less than
100nm in diameter (Buono et al., 2009). Gold (Lund et al., 2011, Shukla et al., 2005);
quantum dots (Ryman-Rasmussen et al., 2007) and hydroxyapatite (Cai et al., 2007)
nanoparticles have all been demonstrated as passing through different cell membranes
using incidental pinocytosis because of their small size. However, recent studies have
also demonstrated the important influence of surface chemistries, in governing uptake
through the indiscriminate pinocytotic pathway (Saha et al., 2013).

1.2.8

Carrier mediated transport

Whilst nano-size does confer potential for incidental uptake via endocytosis, it is
doubtful whether the mechanism could account for complete transit to systemic
penetration. This is because the transcellular route, involves having to pass through a
number of different membranes in stratified epithelial tissue structures; such as the
nature of the oral mucosa architecture (Sudhakar et al., 2006). Therefore, nanomaterial
transport through tissue structures has often been linked to energy expenditure, with
endocytosis mechanisms commonly observed alongside carrier mediated transport
(Campisi et al., 2010).
The two common forms of carrier mediated transport include active transport and
facilitated diffusion (Puckett et al., 2010).

Active transport works against a

concentration gradient, and therefore requires chemical energy (usually in the form of
ATP) whereas facilitated diffusion involves the movement of a molecule through a
membrane in the absence of energy. Both may use a transporter protein to move the
molecule along a concentration gradient. In each case, both mechanisms rely on specific
interactions between the molecules to be transported being recognised by a
transmembrane integral protein. This acts as the ‘gate’ and under specific conditions,
such as a localised increase in concentration either from within the cell or outside the
extracellular environment; or through the presence of certain stimuli, these proteins
then act as mediators to carry or force molecules through a channel in the membrane, it
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could not otherwise pass. Examples of nanoparticle uptake via facilitated diffusion
remain limited to those within the very small range of the nanoscale, such as quantum
dots and engineered carbon nanostructures (Buzea et al., 2007, Dobson & Kell, 2008,
Sugano et al., 2010, Wang et al., 2012b). These are thought able to penetrate cell
membranes through ion channels or polar pores that open in response to other (nonsize related) characteristics of the nanomaterial.
Carrier mediated transport mechanisms are available for macromolecules far exceeding
the size defined as the nano-range, to become internalised in the cell. Glucose, amino
acids, sodium and potassium ions are just a few examples of very small molecules
(≤1nm) frequently utilising active transport as a means for crossing the cell membrane.
This mechanism has been relatively well established in studies involving oral drug
delivery, modelled by Caco-2 cell in vitro (Grandvuinet et al., 2013, Grès et al., 1998,
Hubatsch et al., 2007, Neuhoff et al., 2005). When size is not the principle property
governing uptake, other physiochemical factors must take precedent. It was already
discussed how charge and surface properties play a major role in nanomaterial
interactions at the cell membrane. These properties are being explored with regard to
surface coatings applied or formed in nanoparticles, used as penetration enhancers for
larger molecules (Gaumet et al., 2008, Holpuch et al., 2010, Kipp, 2004, Kreuter et al.,
2003, Lockman et al., 2002, Veerapandian et al., 2009, Yin Win & Feng, 2005). For
example, polymeric surface coatings have been designed and applied to allow higher
doses of less toxic, targeted drug delivery, via specific cell receptors, such as those used
to cross the blood brain barrier (Agarwal et al., 2009) and intestinal mucosa (Yun et al.,
2012).

1.2.9

Paracellular transport routes

Paracellular, or intercellular transport, involves the transfer of a substance through the
intercellular lipid based barrier between the cells of an epithelium. Since the paracellular
spaces contribute less than 1% of the mucosal surface area, significant paracellular
transport of macromolecules and particles is considered an unlikely event (Jung et al.,
2000), ions aside (Turner, 2009). Yet it is important for consideration of cytotoxicity to
note that this can occur over time, through repeated dosage ((SCENIHR), 2009). The
small size of nanomaterials can be thought to increase their chances of penetration,
albeit only in combination with favourable surface charge modifications (Kreuter,
2012). Permeability is also dependent upon exposure to the different regions of the
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body, with different epithelial tissue linings containg different anatomy (dependent
upon required function). Common to all epithelia are the presence of cell junctions that
form structural connections between the neighbouring cells of a tissue. These are
protein complexes that anchor cells in position within the extracellular space, thus
providing the different barrier qualities for paracellular transport in different parts of
the body (Van Itallie & Anderson, 2006). Five main types are found in human tissues:
tight junctions, adheren junctions, desmosomes, hemidesmosomes, and gap junctions
(Yan et al., 2009). With respect to the oral mucosa, two tissue varieties are present
within the lining epithelium, and each forms different cell junctions types, dependent
upon the keratinisation differentiation process followed by prevalence of apical
migratory cells (Wertz & Squier, 1991) (discussed within the next section).
Keratinised tissues, such as the gingiva and hard palate are routinely exposed to the high
shearing forces during mastication (Squier & Kremer, 2001). Consequently, the tissue
structure is required to be firm and rigid. Anchoring cells in such tightly packed,
squamous stratified structures is attained by desmosome complexes, the structure of
which is depicted in Figure 1.9. Desmosomes are multi-molecular complexes composed
of transmembrane glycoproteins and cytosolic plaque proteins connected to the keratin
cytoskeleton. These anchoring junctions are essential in maintaining keratinocyte
cohesion and integrity, as well as the epidermal architecture and functions, and so
represent the main adhesive structures expressed by keratinocytes (Sandjeu & Haftek,
2009). The transmembrane desmosomal cadherins of neighbouring cells interact in the
extracellular space to provide further adhesion. This extracellular central region,
comprising the space between the two plasma membranes, is termed the desmoglea,
and is 30 nm-thick (Cozzani et al., 2000).
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Figure 1.9. A diagram showing the tight cell to cell adhesion in keratinised epithelium.
(A) Schematic of a desmosome. Intermediate filaments are anchored to sites of cell-cell
adhesion by desmoplaskin. (B) Schematic of a hemidesmosome. Intermediate filaments are
anchored to an integrin by plectin. Adapted from (Cooper, 2000).

On the cytoplasmic sides of each junction, the C-terminal regions of cadherins are
rooted in the desmosomal plaques composed of proteins, such as desmoplakins and
plectin. Plaque proteins bind, in turn, to the intermediate keratin filaments (Garrod &
Chidgey, 2008). In this way numerous desmosomes associate with an individual cells'
cytoskeleton, to form a mechanically resistant trans-epithelial structure. The 30nm
desmoglea restricts the passage for very small molecules, even on the nano-scale.
However, the paracellular pathway has been exploited for the permeation of hydrophilic
molecules that are not able to permeate through the lipid membrane using transcellular
uptake mechanisms (van der Lubben et al., 2001). Absorption remains difficult to
control, however; and paracellular transport has been mainly limited to chitosan and
polymer surface coatings. These have proved to be useful when engineered as
nanoparticle penetration enhancers, exploiting the net negative charge of tight junctions
to increase the absorption through mucosal epithelial layers (van der Lubben et al.,
2001).
The application of nanomaterial penetration enhancers has led to non-keratinised
epithelial layers of the buccal mucosa being identified as more permeable structures,
better suited for paracellular drug delivery (Campisi et al., 2010, Nicolazzo et al., 2003,
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Rossi et al., 2005, Sudhakar et al., 2006). The buccal and sub-lingual regions of the oral
mucosa are involved in processes that require greater flexibility for the associated tissue,
such as swallowing and speech (Squier & Kremer, 2001). Cells are held together less
rigidly by tight-junctions that are lower in number than the desmosome complexes of
keratinised tissue (Wertz et al., 1993). Figure 1.10 shows the typical structure of a nonkeratinised epithelia surface cell adhesion complex. These have been well studied with
regard to the oral administration of drugs that come into contact with the intestinal
epithelial lining (Ward et al., 2000). Evidence in the literature suggests that most
compounds penetrate the buccal mucosa tissues via the paracellular route, as it fits more
closely with the mechanisms of true passive diffusion: by requiring no external energy
(Campisi et al., 2010). Substances are able to move more freely through the less dense,
liquid-like intercellular spaces around cells, avoiding the resistance offered up by the
lipid molecules present as the major barrier function through epithelia cell membranes
(Hoogstraate & Wertz, 1998, Nicolazzo et al., 2005), as discussed in greater detail below
(1.3.1). However, with reference to this study, even the (nano) size of nanomaterials
may prove secondary to the influences of surface properties, such as charge (des Rieux
et al., 2006). This is demonstrated by the majority of paracellular nanoparticle
penetration enhancers being either coated or produced using polymeric materials that
modulate their physicochemical characteristics e.g. hydrophobicity, zeta potential etc.
(Jung et al., 2000).

Figure 1.10. A schematic to show a to non-keratinised epithelial cell tight junction, at
the apical surface of stratified tissue structures. Taken from Mariana Ruiz, 2006.
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1.3 The human oral mucosa
As previously touched upon, certain key characteristics govern the properties of a
nanomaterial, but only with respect to interactions within the particular environment in
which they are located. Different environments can cause disparity into the types, rates
and extent of nano-specific properties reported. With the project aiming to investigate
nanoparticle reactions within the human oral mucosa, it is pertinent to introduce in
more detail, the different tissues present at this site of the body.
The human oral cavity is comprised of multiple, complex structures and varied cellular
materials, all with specific functions, situated in close proximity together in the mouth.
One common feature is the mucosal surface epithelial lining that coats the entire oral
cavity, totalling approximately 100cm2 surface area of tissue (Rossi et al., 2005). The oral
mucosa starts at the opening of the mouth (the orifice) and comprosises the vermillion
border (where the external skin at the face meets with the inside of the lips (labial
mucosa)), the entire vestibule i.e. the lining of the cheeks (buccal mucosa) and gums (gingiva)
coating the alveolar arch and joining to the teeth via the epithelial tissue of the
mucogingivial junctional. The oral mucosa continues all the way through to the back of
the mouth and down the oesophagus. Here it differentiates into the oesophageal
mucosa, then again further down into the gastric mucosa of the digestive system and
epithelial mucosa of the lungs. The remaining part of the mouth: oral cavity proper
(cavis oris proprium), also contours the oral mucous membrane enclosed laterally and in
front by the alveolar arches, roofed by the hard and soft palate, and continuing along
underneath on the floor of the mouth and also onto the surface of the tongue (lingua)
(Stranding, 2008).
The oral mucosa is a specialised lining that displays a high level of differentiation with
respect to function morphology of the tissue type. Each tissue has developed to become
responsible for the functional demands of the location, within the oral cavity, and can
be classified into three main types:
(i) Keratinised masticatory mucosa of the gingiva and hard palate.
(ii) Non-keratinised lining, or buccal mucosa, of the cheek, lips, floor of mouth and
ventral surface of the tongue.
(iii) Specialised or mixed mucosa (partially keratinised and non-keratinised) of the
dorsum of the tongue and vermilion border of the lip (Dale et al., 1990).
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All three oral mucosal linings have evolved to protect the underlying tissue; including,
principally for the oral mucosa against mechanical damage associated with mastication,
as well as penetration of the epithelia of exogeneous noxious or therapeutic substances
(Dale et al., 1990). These may include potentially harmful environmental agents, such as;
microbial toxins, enzymes, antigens and carcinogens from foods and beverages ((Squier
& Kremer, 2001). The differences in how they give protection manifests most obviously
in the considerable variation of thickness, histology and differentiation of each oral
mucosae epithelia cell type and their respective, underlying connective tissue layers.
The term ‘keratinocyte’ describes the cell categories that constitute the differentiated
stratified epithelium of the outer layer of human skin (or epidermis), and oral mucosal
tissues. Keratinocytes form the four layers that make up two distinct epithelial
structures, as illustrated in Figure 1.11. These include cells of the basal, spinous,
granular and superficial layers. Proliferation occurs in the deepest layer of epithelium,
the basal cells that rest above the basement membrane. These elongated cuboid
(columnar) looking cells are bound with a plasma membrane and possess a full
complement of normal intracellular organelles, making them capable of mitotic division.
In this layer also reside the progenitor cells, separated into two distinct sub-populations
(Squier & Kremer, 2001). A small portion follow a very slow cell growth cycle and are
considered stem cells that function to produce basal cells, sustaining the layer; albeit
only for a limited/finite number of divisions (unlike “true” embryonic stem cells that
can replicate infinitely (Hume, 1985, Watt, 1998)). The second, more abundant
population are known as amplifier cells. These enter into mitosis to increase the amount
of cells ready for maturation, differentiating as they migrate up through the other
epidermal layers to replenish the surface epithelial cells. Switching between proliferation
and differentiation of the basal epithelial layer, in vivo, is mediated by peptide growth
factors (collectively known as cytokines), extracellular calcium (Sacks et al., 1985),
phorbol esters (Dale et al., 1990), retinoic acid (Presland & Dale, 2000) and vitamin D
(Dale et al., 1990), amongst other substances. The condition of the membrane e.g. age or
health also play an important role, as well as the interaction between keratinocytes and
the supportive connective tissue. The combination of all these changes is reflected in
the composition of intracellular proteins, termed cytokeratins that can be of use in
research to measure and observe differentiation rates (Squier & Kremer, 2001).
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For the keratinocytes of the oral mucosa, amplifier cells initially pass into the polyhedral
shaped prickle layer (or stratum spinosum); which is the maturation compartment
where keratin protein production and the differentiation pattern begin (Alberts, 2002).
They proceed to migrate up into the two apical layers is pre-determined by the
programmed differentiation course. The outcome of a number of complex precursors
and biochemical mechanisms leads to the formation of the outer layer of the oral
mucosa, being either keratinised or non-keratinised. These processes are widely referred
to as keratinisation.

1.3.1

Keratinisation

Keratinisation is the name given to the mechanism of protein expression for the
production of keratin, found in stratified squamous epithelium. It describes the various
morphological and biochemical changes that occur to the progenitor amplifier cells as
they migrate up through the suprabasal layers, towards the apical surface. Epithelial cells
of the mucosa (like all epithelial cells) contain keratin intermediate filaments as the
major component of the cytoskeleton (constituting as much as 85% of the total cellular
protein present (Presland & Dale, 2000)). These filaments help to maintain both the
shape of the cell, and inter-cell tissue relationship via the cell junction connections
(discussed previously), as well as anchoring organelles in the cytoplasm.
Keratin is a fibrous structural protein, coming from a multi-gene family of
approximately 30 proteins with differing molecular weights. All keratins share a
common structure of: a central alpha-helical portion, approximately 310 amino acids
long (Presland & Dale, 2000) flanked by non-helical branched amino-carboxyl termini
(Dale et al., 1990), as a coiled coil dimer. They differ depending on the amino-acid
sequence lending to a charge. As Table 1.1 shows, keratins found in oral epithelium, are
divided into one of two further keratin sub-families: the acidic Type I (keratin numbers
9 to 20) and the relatively basic or neutral Type II (comprised of keratins 1 to 8). The
fibrous intermediate filament constructing the cytoskeleton in epithelial cells is formed
by the fusion of two of each type, into a four chain heteropolymer.
The keratinisation process that follows, dictates the morphology of the apical cells of
the tissue. Differences in the keratin proteins expressed, result in the markedly different
permeability of substances between keratinised and non-keratinised tissue regions,
brought about by cell structures present, tissue thickness and tissue structure. However,
the permeability of the intercellular lipid barrier is thought to constitute the greatest
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restrictive force to paracellular transport (Senel & Hincal, 2001, Sudhakar et al., 2006), a
consequence of the disparity in lipid content expelled by membrane coating granules in
the upper third of epithelium. Proof that these intercellular lipids constitute the main
barrier has been demonstrated in various studies that result in a freely permeable tissue
upon their extraction (Hoogstraate & Wertz, 1998). The degree of permeability is least
in keratinised gingiva followed by the buccal mucosa with the most easily permeated
area of the oral mucosa being the sublingual mucosa (Squier & Hall, 1985).
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Figure 1.11. A diagram showing the epithelial tissues of the oral mucosa, with its four epidermal layers. Adapted from (Wertz & Squier, 1991).
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Table 1.1. A table to demonstrate the details of key keratinised proteins found in oral epithelial keratinocytes. Compiled from data within (Dale et al., 1990).
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1.3.1.1

Keratinised tissue

Keratinised tissues of the oral mucosa are naturally thinner tissues (than nonkeratinised), located in regions that are routinely subjected to the highest degree of
abrasion (Shojaei, 1998, Squier & Kremer, 2001). To maintain tissue integrity, they
constantly renew the tough apical cell populations (Squier & Kremer, 2001, Walker et
al., 1973, Wertz & Squier, 1991). The robust cell morphology is most obviously
manifested in the development of the cornified envelope at the stratum corneum of
keratinised epithelium (Figure 1.11). As the mature basal cells enter into differentiation
in the prickle cell layer, the keratin protein expression and subsequent intracellular
matrix modifies. The cells become larger and start to flatten as the larger keratin
filaments accumulate into dense, fibrous bundles that pack the cytoplasm. This leads to
the complete degradation of normal organelles in orthakeratinised cells of the hard
palate, including the nucleus along with all the genetic material (Winning & Townsend,
2000).
Approaching the granular layer, small intermediate filament-associated proteins are
produced, as precursors for a cornified envelope. These include important
differentiation markers, such as involucrin, profilaggrin and loricin. Involucrin is a
soluble proten precursor that becomes cross-linked to membrane proteins on the inner
plasma membrane of the cornified envelope upon transglutaminase metabolism.
Profilaggrin is the precursor to filaggrin (after phosphorylation of various protein
kinases) that aids in the packing of keratin at the cornified envelope. Loricin is a highly
insoluble, glycine and cysteine rich protein that accounts for 75% of the overall protein
total in the cornified envelope (Presland & Jurevic, 2002). From the granular layer, these
are deposited to the inner aspect of the plasma membrane, forming a relatively thick
(approximately 15nm) band of protein that cross links with the keratin filaments inside
the cell (Squier & Kremer, 2001). The formation of the cornified layer in ‘dead’ apoptic
cells at the apical surfaces reduces the chances of substances traversing the membrane
using transcellular pathways.
Paracellular transport is also reduced in keratinised tissues, due to the greater number,
of larger and rougher membrane coating granules (MCG). At the boundary between the
granular and cornified layers, these migrate towards the apical aspect of the
keratinocytes where they fuse with the plasma membrane. The lipid lamelle cargo is
expelled, via exocytosis, into the extracellular spaces around desmosome complexes (up
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to 50% of their intercellular space may be desmosomes, required to fix the cells to a
rigid, stratified tissue structure (Garrod & Chidgey, 2008)). The lipid composition of the
MCG present in keratinised tissue accounts for the increased resistance, especially to
hydrophilic materials.
The major lipid constituents have been determined as neutral lipids, with the most
abundant types including ceramides, cholesterol and saturated fatty acids (Gandhi &
Robinson, 1994). In the epidermis of the skin, all phospholipids get catabolised
resulting in the preferred synthesis of sphingolipids to produce the hydrophobic
ceramide derivatives (Wertz et al., 1993). Ceramides in particular are associated with
lipid barrier function (Gunstone, 1996), with a high ceramide content inversely
correlated to water permeability in the tissue (Campisi et al., 2010). Keratinised oral
mucosal tissue has lesser amounts of these lipids than skin; and in non-keratinised
tissue, sphingolipid content is almost negligible (Wertz et al., 1993).
Characterisation of lipid content also revealed MCG cargo expulsion alongside a
number of hydrolytic enzymes. Those identified included, acid-phosphatase, carboxypeptidase, acid lipase, sphingomyelinase and phospholipase (Gandhi & Robinson,
1994). These have been implicated in the partial breakdown, or deglycosylation, of
glycolipids upon expulsion. Deglycosylation is thought to allow stronger interactions
between the different lipids, producing larger lamellae (‘blocking’ molecules) that result
in the strong gel like structure accredited with being more able to restrict the transport
of exogenous material between cells (Campisi et al., 2010, Shojaei, 1998). Lamallae have
been observed to be packed more solidly in skin, which reduces penetration by
hydrophilic substances to a greater extent over keratinised oral mucosal tissue, which
has more liquid-like non-keratinised lamellae (Nicolazzo et al., 2005).
1.3.1.2

Non-keratinised tissue

The buccal, or lining mucosa, provides the principal example of non-keratinised
differentiation. This is something of a contradicting statement due to tissue areas it
encompasses (the lining of the cheeks, floor of the mouth, underside of the tongue and
soft palate) sharing a common basal layer with keratinised epithelium. The basal cells of
all epithelia express keratin 5 and 14, and so even the buccal mucosal cells are
considered keratinocytes (Sun et al., 1985).
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The principal differentiation pattern for non-keratinised epithelium manifests
morphological changes in the prickle cells that express different keratin proteins with
distinctly smaller molecular weights (see Table 1.1); perhaps due to the extra presence of
keratin 19 in the preceding basal layer. (Dale et al., 1990) But the biochemical pathway
still programmes a mechanism for the cells to flatten with an accumulation of keratin
filaments in the intermediate layer of cells, and a subsequent thickening of the plasma
membrane as they migrate towards the superficial layer. Notable, however, is the
continued presence of organelles and a complete nucleus in non-keratinised superficial
cells, making the pattern of differentiation less evident with the change in morphology.
The described events result in the formation of a stratified squamous epithelium
(Winning & Townsend, 2000), albeit distinguished as non-keratinised due to the discrete
mechanism of differentiation.
The exposed superficial layer of non-keratinised epithelium does not rely on a tough,
dead coating to protect it. It has a thickened plasma membrane, due to loricin and
involucrin cross linking to the loose bundles of keratin built up in the flattened
squamous cells. Without the expression of filaggrin it cannot facilitate the dense packing
of a proteinaceous cornified envelope (Dale et al., 1990). To protect against the shearing
forces involved in the oral cavity environment, the epithelium of the buccal mucosa has
developed as a considerably thick tissue layer: measured as between 500 to 800μm thick
and comprising between 40 to 50 cell layers in total (Rossi et al., 2005, Shojaei, 1998).
This allows a certain level of superficial damage to be endured, matching the durability
the cornified envelope exhibits in keratinised epithelium.
To sustain the thick non-keratinised epithelium, the lamina propria and submucosa
contain numerous blood vessels connecting back to the maxillary artery. This allows for
a fast (2.4mL/min/cm2), rich, nourishing supply of blood, containing all the
constituents to maintain the tissue (Sudhakar et al., 2006), as well as enabling efficient
removal of cell metabolic waste products (Wertz et al., 1993). At this premium level of
support, the epithelial cell layers can proliferate successfully and rapidly to match the
loss at the superficial layer; thus maintaining homeostasis. This view is supported by the
faster turnover of whole epithelial layers in regions of non-keratinised differentiation,
compared with keratinisation layers (Walker et al., 1973). There is some discrepancy on
exact values but the general consensus follows median calculations, that for healthy
human adults, there is a 14 day turnover of non-keratinised tissue regions compared
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with 24 days in the hard palate (Wertz et al., 1993). Despite the discrepancies between
the course of differentiation on tissue turnover time, it is generally accepted that the rate
in the oral mucosa is much faster than on skin (Dover & Wright, 1991, Xia et al., 1997).
This leaves little doubt that tissue homeostasis plays a major role in the protection of
the entire oral mucosa to the physicality of the environment in which it exists, for both
types of keratinisation process e.g. mechanical and chemical insult (Wertz et al., 1993).
The subtle changes observed in non-keratinisation maybe caused by a difference in
keratin proteins expressed in the suprabasal layer (compared to keratinised cells), but it
is thought that the underlying connective tissue retains an overall influence over
differentiation (Presland & Dale, 2000). This can be appreciated by the differences of
buccal connective tissue when compared with the skeletal, inflexible lamina propria of
keratinised regions lacking a deep submucosa (Squier & Kremer, 2001). The adaptations
in differentiation of the connective tissue may allow the non-keratinised epithelium to
protect the tissue system in the absence of a tough cornified layer, whilst also being
observed providing some resistance to lipophilic materials, due to high level of
hydration (Kulkarni et al., 2009).
Although the non-keratinised regions do not form a distinct stratum granulosum above the
prickle cell layer, they do develop what is most commonly termed an intermediate layer.
The cells here also develop MCGs, albeit smaller (0.2μm in diameter) and smoother
than the keratinised cell equivalent (Squier, 1977). The MCGs are particularly important
vessels involved in providing the main barrier to permeation for non-keratinised cells
(Hoogstraate & Wertz, 1998) that lack the compact structure of the masticatory mucosa.
The non-keratinised mucosa lipid barrier is predominantly produced from polar lipids:
of phospholipids, cholesterol sulphate and monohexosylceramides. Crucially, they
contain no acylceramides and only a small number of ceramides (Gandhi & Robinson,
1994, Wertz et al., 1993). This is thought to be due to the very low content of hydrolytic
enzymes present within non-keratinised extracellular space. This suggests nonkeratinised regions lack the mechanism for converting the glycoceramide to ceramide
(Squier et al., 1991), and consequently, the lower number of lamellae present within the
extracellular space are less efficient at packing into tight, solid structures. Lacking the
solid blocking lamellae structures causes a more liquid-like lipid permeability barrier
that, along with a reduced number of cell junctions, aids in the function of the more
flexible tissue structure required for speech and swallowing. However, it has also caused
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non-keratinised regions of the oral mucosa to be considered easier to exploit for the
transport of drugs into systemic circulation (Campisi et al., 2010, Hoogstraate & Wertz,
1998, Junginger et al., 1999, Rossi et al., 2005, Shojaei, 1998, Sudhakar et al., 2006). Some
of the advantages realised by the use of the buccal mucosa as a drug delivery site include
(i) ease of accessibility to a relatively immobile surface (ii) rapid recovery time of the
tissue, and (iii) an abundance of vascularisation with low immune activity (Hoogstraate
& Wertz, 1998, Junginger et al., 1999, Rossi et al., 2005, Senel & Hincal, 2001, Sudhakar
et al., 2006). Consequently, the non-keratinised areas lining the oral cavity are thought
more permeable for nanomaterial uptake, in comparison to keratinised tissues of the
gingiva and hard palate (Wertz & Squier, 1991).

1.3.2

Physical barriers in the human oral mucosa

Despite researchers considering non-keratinised regions of the oral mucosa to be more
permeable as a route for alternate drug transport, the application of drug delivery at this
site has remained low. Common to all areas of the oral mucosa are the physical barrier
properties that further protect the underlying tissue, to prevent exogenous and
endogenous materials from entering the body. These include the flow of saliva and the
formation of the salivary pellicle in conjunction with mucus layer (Lendenmann et al.,
2000).
Produced in lobules of cells, sites called parotids are found near the upper teeth,
submandibular region under the tongue, and the sublingual area on the floor of the
mouth. Saliva is a 70μm coating that flows over the epithelium (Collins & Dawes, 1987).
Composed of 95% water (Silvers & Som, 1998), saliva constantly flows over the surface
of the oral mucosa at 1.2mL/min, accounting for between 0.5 and 2.0 litres in total that
can be produced under normal stimulation in one day (Mattes, 1997). Apart from water,
saliva contains many other active components. These include: electrolytes, epidermal
growth factors, mucus, proteins, various enzymes and other antimicrobial compounds.
Consequently, both the physical washing effect and multiple constituent of saliva,
provide complications for researchers looking to deliver drugs via the oral mucosa
(Rossi et al., 2005).
Substances looking to penetrate into the oral mucosa have to negotiate a further layer
lying beyond the flowing obstruction provided by saliva. An intercellular ground
substance 40 to 300μm thick, known as mucus, surrounds the epithelial cells of the
buccal mucosa (Sudhakar et al., 2006). Mucus can be described as a viscous colloid,
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produced in the sublingual and minor salivary glands. The chief components of mucus
are mucins, alongside inorganic salts suspended in water. Mucins are a family of large,
heavily glycosylated proteins that range in molecular weight from 1 to 10 million
Daltons in size (Slomiany et al., 1996). The common structural arrangement of the
family is a protein core to which many oligosaccharide chains are attached. This confers
on them chemical properties to carry out functions in lubricating mucosal cell-to-cell
movement, epithelial surface hydration and as an inhibitory chemical barrier (Marin et
al., 2008). At oral pH it forms a strong, cohesive gel-like structure that binds to the
epithelial surface providing an additional, extended three-dimensional barrier that offers
flexible movement and concentration. This contributes to a robust barrier that can trap
and immobilise invasive materials and pathogens (Cone, 2009). It is heavily speculated
that this mechanism is the most probable defence, and challenge, when nanomaterials
are applied to the oral mucosa.

1.4 Nanomaterials in industry
Nanomaterial use in industry may be reflected by the staggering 103 tonnes currently
produced annually ((CORDIS), 2009). The total world output is only expected to
increase, and it is speculated to reach 58,000 tonnes by the year 2020 (Lewinski et al.,
2008), equating to approximately 10% of all chemicals produced globally belonging to
the nanomaterial subset, by then (Borm et al., 2006). Today, metal oxide nanomaterials
can be increasingly found utilised in a huge variety of products and industries ((SCCP),
2007, Borm et al., 2006, Buzea et al., 2007, Kimbrell, 2006, Nel et al., 2006). However, it
is the consumer healthcare industry (also known as the cosmetics industry) that is
leading the way in implementing nanomaterials into widespread consumable products
(Kimbrell, 2006, Sharma et al., 2009b), with nano-metal oxides already contributing
heavily in product formulations. With the global consumer healthcare industry
estimated to have had an annual turnover of between $170 and $200 billion in 2007
((FoE), 2006, Berger, 2006, Boulanger, 2009) increasing to $2.6 trillion by 2015 (Raj et
al., 2012), utilising nanomaterials in new, superior products is perceived to be a very
lucrative and viable business strategy. This view is backed by the healthcare and
cosmetics industries holding the largest number of patents for nanoparticles, ready for
use in toothpaste, mouthwash, shampoo, various make-up formulations, after-shave,
moisturiser and deodorant technology (Woodrow-Wilson., 2010); with L’Oreal alone
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accounting for the sixth highest nanoparticle based patents in the US (Raj et al., 2012).
In Japan, nanomaterials have already been developed by Sangi Co., Ltd, using nanohydroxyapatite in their Apagard® toothpaste brand since the 1980’s (Itthagarun et al.,
2010).
The EU Cosmetic Regulation 1223/2009 defines a cosmetic product as:
“any substance or preparation intended to be placed in contact with the various external parts of the
human body (skin, hair and/or hair follicles, nails, lips, and genitals) or with the teeth and the mucous
membranes of the oral cavity, with a view exclusively or mainly to clean them, perfume them, change
their appearance, and/or correct body odours, and/or protect them or keep them in good condition.”
((EU), 2010).
Nanotechnology is currently employed in the development of essentially three areas of
the cosmetics production process: formulation, packaging, and manufacturing
equipment; with the largest fraction of ongoing nano-related research and development
concerning the formulation aspects (Mihranyan et al., 2012). The direction of research
for nanomaterial formulations has been driven by a conservative policy based on the
legacy inclusion of existing bulk constituents in personal care products (Seaton et al.,
2010). This is expected to simplify the safety review of new ingredients, restricted by the
ban on animal testing ((EU), 2013), with the onus on manufacturers to compile
comprehensive information files on safety assessment ((EU), 2010).
Nanomaterial formulated cosmetics mainly constitute the active ingredient, the delivery
vehicle (or nanocarrier) or act as a formulation aid (Mihranyan et al., 2012). As active
ingredients, nanomaterials have been increasingly included into cosmetic formulations
due to the unique properties available following a reduction in particle size (Borm et al.,
2006, Buzea et al., 2007, Maynard, 2007b, Nohynek et al., 2010, Whitesides, 2005). Novel
nano-scale properties can often be unpredictable and very different from the bulk
constituent or much enhanced in terms of efficacy (Thomas et al., 2006). Metal oxides
account for the greatest degree of interest, with nanoparticles of carbon, gold, silver,
silica, titanium and zinc present in currently marketed cosmetic products ((SCCP), 2007,
Aitken et al., 2006, Mihranyan et al., 2012, Nohynek et al., 2010, Raj et al., 2012, Thomas
et al., 2006).

Examples include both silver and ZnO demonstrating improved

antimicrobial action through a reduction in particle size (Cho et al., 2005, Li et al., 2008,
Liu et al., 2009, Nagarajan & Rajagopalan, 2008). The mechanism of action is thought to
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include the same generation of ROS through increased surface reactivity and release of
metal ions, as observed in eukaryote cytotoxicity (Zhang et al., 2010). Nanomaterials are
also utilised to improve formulations, offering superior efficacy in rheology profiles,
transparency, reflectivity and colour, in novel ways that are not possible for bulk sized
composites (Mihranyan et al., 2012). This has been claimed for gold and silver
nanoparticles of differing shapes, to enhance the colour perception of skin (Alfano et al.,
2007), with different compositions used to create different lipstick, emulsion foundation
and face powder pigments (Mihranyan et al., 2012). TiO2 and iron oxide nanoparticles
developed into an opaque gel have proven more successful (following consumer testing)
in blurring the appearance of skin imperfections than bulk particles (Dingley et al.,
2008). SiO2 and aluminium nanoparticles have proven to fill wrinkles more consistently
than could be achieved under bulk particle packing (Maitra et al., 2008). As previously
mentioned, TiO2 and ZnO nanomaterials have been found to filter UV light more
efficiently then micron-sized particles, but have the additional benefit of proving
colourless on the nano-scale, resulting in transparent formulations (Nohynek et al.,
2010). These nanomaterials have been formulated as a 25% w/v component of
sunscreen products (Schilling et al., 2010)
Similar to their applications in drug delivery, the small size and surface characteristics of
nanomaterials has been exploited in their use as nanocarriers for vitamins, antioxidants,
chemical UV filters, anti-acne or anti-aging substances, normally delivered via the skin
(Wu & Guy, 2009). Many other uses may already be in diverse, commercially available
products ((SCCP), 2007), providing a challenge for governments’ and regulators alike, in
keeping track of their inclusion and potential risk to the consumer (Kessler, 2011).

1.4.1

Nanomaterials in Oral Healthcare

Across Europe, oral diseases constitute a major public health burden attributed
principally to dental caries, periodontal diseases and oral cancers. Oral diseases do not
only impact on the individual through pain and discomfort, they also affect the wider
community through the health system and wider economic costs (Patel, 2012). Frequent
exposure to fluoride, regular brushing, a healthy diet and routine oral care regimes all
contribute to improved oral healthcare outcomes and a reduction in oral care inequality
(Petersen, 2003). Personal oral healthcare products form an important part of any oral
hygiene routine and include the use of toothpastes, flossing agents and mouthwash
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products that can help conditions, such as dentine hypersensitivity, tooth decay, gum
disease, halitosis and xerostomia.
Dentine hypersensitivity is the response of pulp nerves to stimuli that results in sharp
pain or dull aching at the site of the dentine surface (Addy, 2002). Desensitising
toothpastes often act to deliver tubule-occluding formulations that block the opening at
the dentine surface (Addy & Smith, 2010), as well as changing the balance of potassium
ions across the nerve cell membrane to calm the nerve (Markowitz, 2012). Recently, the
greater solubility of nanomaterials has been exploited, using nano-SiO2 and
hydroxyapatite formulations in toothpastes that have been determined to improve
dentin permeability (Chiang et al., 2010). SiO2 in particular has many desirable qualities
involved in improving formulation textures, viscosity and in controlling fouling or
foaming, all of which are speculated to be improved through a reduction in particle size
(Mihranyan et al., 2012). At the nano-scale it has been demonstrated that such materials
improve filling efficiency in exposed tubules (Rybachuk et al., 2009). The effects of
dentine-hypersensitivity are reduced further when nano-SiO2 was formulated alongside
hydroxyapatite nanomaterial (Gupta, 2011). As previously mentioned, the Sangi
Company in Japan has been using nanoparticle hydroxyapatite in their Apagard® brand
since the 1980’s (Itthagarun et al., 2010), due to the established the “remineralisation”
properties of hydroxyapatite nanomaterial that is only attained through nanoparticle size
(Tschoppe et al., 2011). This has gained more attention recently, due the
biocompatibility and bioactivity of hydroxyapatite being well established in medicine
with regard to bone replacement technologies (Hannig & Hannig, 2010).
Demineralisation of enamel at the tooth surface can be a result of a number of factors,
including acid erosion, mechanical abrasion, accidental abfraction and attrition (Attin et
al., 2001, Lussi et al., 2011). It is of particular clinical relevance, as loss of the enamel can
expose the underlying features of the tooth leading to dentine hypersensitivity (Addy &
Smith, 2010). Traditionally, enhanced calcium and fluoride concentrations have been
used to promote remineralisation, with bulk scale hydroxyapatite proving relatively
unsuccessful (Tschoppe et al., 2011). Recently, nano-hydroxyapatite formulations have
been developed that demonstrate greater affinity to enamel surfaces (Hannig & Hannig,
2010), whilst allegedly proving equally as proficient to fluoride remineralisation
(Tschoppe et al., 2011).
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Tooth loss through decay and acid erosion can also be caused by both a sugary or acidic
diet respectively, that results in acidic demineralisation and weakening of surface enamel
of the teeth (Lussi et al., 2011). These factors are degenerative conditions that cannot
easily be reversed, and ultimately may result in tooth extraction (Lussi et al., 2006).
However, intensive fluoride treatments and remineralisation agents can be incorporated
into oral healthcare regimes to manage and limit these conditions (Lagerweij & Ten
Cate, 2010, Schemehorn et al., 1999), with research continuing in new dental materials to
offer improved restoration of the appearance and function of teeth (Burke et al., 2005).
New nanomaterial dentifrices are increasingly being explored as both nano-ceramics
and resins (Jevnikar et al., 2010), with nano-SiO2 again proving advantageous due to
improved rheology properties (Rybachuk et al., 2009).
At the bulk-scale, SiO2 is a well-established additive in the food industry (Hansen et al.,
2008) and has been widely employed throughout the cosmetic industry for its use as an
anti-caking, bulking and opacifying agent, amongst other uses (Martin, 2007). In oral
healthcare, it is already employed at the bulk scale as a polishing, or abrasive agent in
toothpastes, with its inclusion in formulations involved in physically removing bacterial
adhesion to the surface of teeth (Allaker, 2010, Newby et al., 2011). At the nano-scale,
SiO2 polishing has proved more successful on human teeth ex vivo, with considerably
lower roughness observed on the tooth surfaces when compared to bulk material
(Gaikwad & Sokolov, 2008). It has also been explored as a nanoparticle coating for
target delivery and controlled release of other anti-bacterial agents (e.g. nitric oxide),
demonstrating improved efficacy in the removal of biofilm embedded bacteria (Allaker,
2010), and in its development as a bioactive glass (Waltimo et al., 2007). These
properties are expected to improve gum health maintenance and help combat gum
disease. Poor oral hygiene can result in plaque bacterial colonisation on the teeth with
established biofilms known to cause inflammation of gingival tissues (Pihlstrom et al.,
2005). Mechanical abrasion, such as that generated through regular flossing, has been
found the best way to remove adhered plaque organisms (Ong, 1990), with nanocarriers for chlorhexidine mouth rinses employed to combat mild gingivitis that may
result from advanced biofilm formation (Jones, 1997).
ZnO too is a well-established antibacterial agent (Lorenz et al., 2011, Zhang et al., 2010),
second only to silver as a metal oxide ingredient included across the personal care and
home care products (Cho et al., 2005, De Jong et al., 2013). It is widely formulated in,
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toothpastes, mouthwashes, deodorant, sanitary ware coatings, nappy rash creams and
textile fibre coatings ((SCCP), 2007).
In toothpastes and mouthwashes, zinc has been formulated in a number of different
forms e.g. zinc citrate, zinc acetate and ZnO (Allaker, 2010). Each zinc compound has
normally exploited the release of Zn2+ for its antibacterial action (Giertsen, 2004). The
mechanism of antibacterial action has been demonstrated across a broad spectrum of
organisms, and is thought to cause oxidative stress through the generation of ROS in
much the same way as reported in eukaryote cytotoxicity (Zhang et al., 2007). For
insoluble materials, the efficacy has been well reported to improve in relation to a
reduction in particle size, within the nano-scale (Liu et al., 2009, Nagarajan &
Rajagopalan, 2008, Zhao et al., 2005), and is far less likely to evolve into bacterial
resistance unlike the conventional narrow-target antibiotics (Pal et al., 2007) that may be
used to contain gingivitis (Cuesta et al., 2011). Furthermore, nanomaterial ZnO has
received increasing attention because it is stable under harsh processing conditions
(Allaker & Memarzadeh, 2013), is insoluble/water resistant, becomes transparent and is
generally regarded biocompatible (Monteiro-Riviere et al., 2011). These qualities would
help improve efficacy of mouthwashes, targeted at alleviating halitosis, or oral
malodour. This condition has been defined as an unpleasant odour that emanates from
the oral cavity with intra-oral and or extra-oral origins (Armstrong et al., 2010). Up to
90% of breath odour is thought to emanate from within the mouth, and is associated
with volatile sulphur compounds, methyl mercaptan and hydrogen sulphide that are a
by-product of bacterial putrefaction of amino acids derived from food, cells, saliva and
blood (Scully & Felix, 2005). Therefore, similar to regular maintenance of gum health, a
regular oral hygiene routine is essential to limit the colonisation of bacteria in the oral
cavity (Newby et al., 2011).
In line with the competitive commercial environment that exists in the cosmetic
industry, personal care products for oral healthcare are also looking to nanomaterials to
increase efficacy of product formulations (Mihranyan et al., 2012). The nanomaterials
investigated within this study, were chosen due to the inclusion of hydroxyapatite, SiO2,
TiO2 and ZnO in existing oral healthcare formulations, as non-nano constituents. In
each case, a reduction in particle size is of putative interest for future oral healthcare
formulations, due to enhanced efficacy in their respective inclusion properties. Within
the EU, oral healthcare products are typically regulated as cosmetics, requiring a
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comprehensive safety assessment to ensure safety under reasonable and foreseeable use
((EU), 2010).
TiO2 nanomaterial was included within the investigation as a necessary comparison to
assess cytotoxic effects of other nanomaterials, due to its consideration as a relatively
inert and non-toxic nanomaterial, found in many current consumer healthcare products
((SCCP), 2007, Hansen et al., 2008, Weir et al., 2012). It is one of the most widely
produced nanomaterials globally, with the broadest spectrum of uses (Aitken et al.,
2006): from paints to sunscreen, with latter use receiving the greatest attention in
nanotoxicology studies (Gamer et al., 2006, Schilling et al., 2010, Schulz et al., 2002). It is
also a component of some dental implants (Subramani et al., 2009), of which the subject
of nanomaterial induced inflammation has emerged as a consequence of the
degradation that occurs over the lifetime of its use (Lalor et al., 1991).
In oral healthcare, TiO2 is utilised in low-end bulk particle sizes that mean some may
already be nanomaterials within toothpaste products. It is primarily formulated as a
pigment used for imparting whiteness, brightness and opacity (Khataee & Kasiri, 2010).
The optical properties that differentiate the nanomaterial from bulk TiO2 are being
explored as a photocatalytic antibacterial agent (Allaker & Memarzadeh, 2013,
Mihranyan et al., 2012) and photocatalytic bleaching agent (Mihranyan et al., 2012), are
thought to demonstrate superior rheology profiles when formulated from a
nanopowder (Allaker, 2010, Mihranyan et al., 2012).

1.5 Aims and objectives of the thesis
With the increasing application of nanomaterials across all technologies, human
exposure will become more common. Advantageous nano-scale properties hold great
potential for reputedly improving the efficacy of putative oral healthcare formulations,
but require thorough risk assessment to comply with new EU cosmetic ingredient
legislation. This study aims to address the lack of research into nanomaterial toxicity
and uptake potential in the oral mucosa. To address the current gap in knowledge as to
the fate of nanomaterials in this area of the body; this will be accomplished through risk
assessing all factors relating to potential cytotoxicity, in both keratinised and nonkeratinised tissues.
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Three specific research questions emerge regarding the potential risk associated with the
use of nanoparticles in oral health care preparations and their assessment. The aim of
the thesis will be to answer these main questions:
1) Do nanomaterials pose a higher degree of risk to the human oral mucosae over
bulk versions of the same material, if exposed as a potential oral healthcare
ingredient? Currently nanomaterial exposure to the oral mucosa remains devoid
of research specifically concerning toxicity, and this adds weight to the original
contribution to knowledge of this study.
If so,
2) How do they pose this (greater) risk? Is it through increased cytotoxicity,
potential uptake or a combination of both? What mechanisms are available to
each nanomaterial and do any particular properties link to specific nanocharacteristics e.g. purely nano-size, particle shape or is it another surface
property? Outcomes will add to the ongoing, collaborative impetus aimed at
profiling new chemical ingredients to build currently missing or inadequate
safety data. This will help with the ultimate goal in toxicology, to one day
reliably predict nanomaterial properties and the level of risk exposure to certain
types poses.
3) Do they warrant further risk assessment in relation to the health of other areas
in the body? For example, cytotoxicity may be different depending upon tissue
type between non-keratinised and keratinised regions. It can be expected that
exposure to the oral mucosa will likely have implications for the gut and
stomach epithelia if swallowed. The kidneys, heart and spleen may also be at
risk if nanoparticles are found to be internalised and transported through
tissues, where they may be able to access the systemic circulation. The
application of nanomaterials as excipients in oral healthcare products poses
questions regarding the risks associated with repeated exposure, and the impact
this may have on cumulative effects, both in the oral mucosa and elsewhere.
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In answering these key research questions, this study will seek to address the following
objectives:
(i) Fully characterise each nanomaterial in relation to bulk composites, to identify
any nano-specific physiochemical characteristics that may change the toxicity
profile in the oral mucosa.
Measurements of particle size will be assessed in the context of polydispersity, changes
from starting state as supplied by commercially relevant manufacturers towards more
representative in situ environments an oral healthcare excipient may be exposed to
within the oral mucosa. Multiple techniques will be employed to investigate particle
morphology, surface properties (such as appearance, charge, stability in solution),
chemical composition and agglomeration state.
(ii) Link any nano-specific properties to effects resulting from nanomaterialcell/tissue interactions.
These will be analysed using a mix of biochemical assays and imaging techniques in
combination, to build a picture of cell health under different parameters of exposure.
Studies will be designed to mimic likely scenarios of nanomaterial delivery to the oral
mucosa as part of an oral healthcare formulation.
(iii) As the nanomaterials chosen for investigation are reputed to be of interest in
future oral healthcare formulations, risk assessment will have to be carried out
following the regulations stated in the cosmetic regulation ((EU), 2013).
Specifically, this regards the imposition of a ban on marketing and testing
cosmetic products that have had ingredients tested on animals.
To accomplish this, studies will not utilise in animal models, instead following a tiered,
integrated testing strategy utilising a battery of in vitro models. These will range from
monolayer cell lines, to more representative commercially available 3-D tissue models.
Information will be built following a tiered-testing strategy, with the direction of
investigation provided through data accumulated from the previous set of experiments.
(iv) Ascertain the risk pathway in relation to cytotoxicity, inflammatory response or
particle uptake and potential translocation.
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This will employ the culmination of multiple assessments to elucidate the most probable
potential risks for each of a range of nanomaterials tested. It is perhaps an ambitious
aim to provide a fully comprehensive risk assessment for each nanomaterial of interest,
especially with regards to exposure to the oral mucosa (an area of the body currently
devoid of study relating to nanomaterial toxicity). Therefore, by identifying the main
causes of concern regarding nanomaterial safety in oral healthcare products, this is
anticipated to aid future study direction: an important objective for early stage
exploratory scientific investigation. This remains the current situation regarding new
applications of nanomaterials (as oral healthcare excipients) without established safety
profiling.
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2 GENERAL METHODS
Reported here are all the materials used and methods carried out to underpin the
experiments included within this research.

2.1 Materials
Acetic acid glacial 99+%. Specified by Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, UK. Catalogue
number A/0360/PB08
Adenosine 5′-triphosphate disodium salt hydrate (ATP) microbial, BioReagent, suitable for
cell culture, ≥99%. Sigma-Aldrich, Gillingham, Dorset, UK. Catalogue number: A6419
Blotting paper. Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue number: SDE1
Cover glasses (22 x 22mm). Menzel Gläser® Thermo Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue
number: MNJ-450-020-W
CryoTube™ Vials from Nunc®. Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue number: CRY-960-070B
CytoTox 96® Non-Radioactive Cytotoxicity (LDH) Assay. Promega, Southamption, UK.
Catalogue number: G1780
Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) Hybri-Max®. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: D2650
Dulbecco’s MEM/Ham’s F12 basic medium, phenol-red free. Gibco, Fisher Scientific
UK. Catalogue number: 21041
Dulbecco’s MEM/Ham’s F12 basic medium, without L-Glutamine. PAA Laboratories
Ltd., Yeovil, UK. Catalogue number: E15-012
Eagles’s MEM with Earle’s salt without L-glutamine. PAA Laboratories Ltd., UK.
Catalogue number: E15-024
EpiGingival™ tissue model (0.6cm2). MatTek Corporation, Ashland MA, USA. Catalogue
number: GIN-100
Ethanol (200 proof). Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: 493456-1L
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid EDTA Disodium Salt: Dihydrate FW 372.2. SigmaAldrich UK. Catalogue number: ED2SS
Falcon™ 6-well Multiwell plate. Becton-Dickson, Oxford, UK. Catalogue number: 353046
Falcon™ 12-well Multiwell plate. Becton-Dickson UK. Catalogue number 351143
Falcon™ 24-well Multiwell plate. Becton-Dickson UK. Catalogue number 351147
Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), heat inactivated, EU approved. PAA Laboratories Ltd., UK.
Catalogue number: A15-104, University of Brighton reserved batch number: A10408-1516
Fisherbrand™ conical centrifuge tubes (15mL). Fisher Scientific. Catalogue number:
11879640
FisherBrand® 4 mL single use UV curvette. Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue number:
FB55923
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Fluoroshield™ with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue
number: F6057
FM® 1-43FX, fixable analogue of FM® 1-43 membrane stain. Life Technologies™, Fisher
Scientific UK. Catalogue number: F-35355
Formalin solution, 10% v/v (approximately 4% w/v formaldehyde), neutral buffered for
histological tissue fixative. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: HT501128
Formvar /Carbon on 100 Mesh Nickel TEM sample grids. Agar scientific Ltd., Stanstead,
UK. Catalogue number: AGS162N1
Formvar coated 3 mm copper mesh TEM grids. Agar Scientific Ltd., UK. Catalogue
number: S138
GIN-100 maintenance medium. MatTek Corporation. Catalogue number: GIN-100-ASY
25% Glutaraldehyde Solution – Grade I especially purified for use as an electron microscopy
fixative. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: G5882-50ML

L-Glutamine. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: G-8540
Hanks’ Balanced Salt solution (HBSS) modified, with sodium bicarbonate, without phenol
red, calcium chloride and magnesium sulfate, liquid, sterile-filtered, suitable for cell culture.
Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: H6648
High purity 12.5mm aluminium SEM stub. Agar Scientific Ltd., UK. Catalogue number:
G301P
Hydrochloric acid solution (1N). Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: H9892
Hydrocortisone 21-hemisuccinate. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number H2270-100MG
Hydroxyapatite (bulk) powder. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: 289396-25G
Hydroxyapatite nanopowder. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: 677418-5G
Isopropanol (propan-2-ol 99.5%). Fisher Scientific. Catalogue number: P/7507/17
Lead citrate (electron microscopy grade). Agar Scientific Ltd., UK. Catalogue number:
AGR1210
Microlance™ disposable syringe needle (50mm, 21 gauge). Becton Dickinson, UK.
Catalogue number: 301155
Microcentrifuge tubes (1.5 mL). Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue number: FB74075
Microplates (96-well, black and PS surface treated for cell culture). PAA Laboratories
Ltd., UK. Catalogue number: PAA-30296X
Microscope slides Superfrost® Plus(76 x 26mm) Menzel Gläser® Thermo Fisher Scientific
UK. Catalogue number: MNJ-700-020-K
1-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-3,5-diphenylformazan, Thiazolyl blue formazan (MTT).
Signma-Aldrich. Catalogue number: M2003-1G
Nitric acid ≥ 68% and ≤70% (Specified analytical reagent). Fisher Scientific, UK. Catalogue
number: N/2300
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Osmium tetroxide 2% w/v Solution. Agar Scientific Ltd., UK. Catalogue number: AGR1019
Penicillin/Streptomycin (100X). PAA Laboratories Ltd., UK. Catalogue number: P11-010
Phalloidin – tetramethylrhodamine B isothiocyanate conjugate from Amanita phalloides.
Fluka™ Analytical UK. Catalogue number: 77418
Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) tablets, from Oxoid. Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue
number: BR014G
Polyethylene glycol 300. Fluka by Sigma Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: 81162
Polystyrene polymer spheres in aqueous suspension (21nm) - NIST™ traceable size
standard. Brookhaven Instruments Ltd. Worcester, UK. Catalogue number 3020A
Polystyrene polymer spheres in aqueous suspension (70nm) - NIST™ traceable size
standard. Brookhaven Instruments Ltd., Catalogue number 3070A
Propylene oxide ReagentPlus®. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: 110205
Quantikine® Human IL-1α ELISA kit. R&D Systems Europe Ltd.. Abingdon, UK
Catalogue number: DLA50
Reconstructed human oral (RHO) epithelium models (0.5cm2). SkinEthic Laboratories,
Lyon, France. Catalogue number: RHO/S/5
Saran® wrap (cling film). Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue number: SEL-360-500Q
Scalpel. Swann-Morton® Ltd., Sheffield, UK. Catalogue number: 3991.
Silicon dioxide powder (ACROS organics). Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue number:
11944121
Silicon dioxide (bulk) powder. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: 381276
Silicon dioxide nanopowder. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: 718483
SkinEthic maintenance cell culture media. SkinEthic Laboratories. Catalogue number:
SMM/L
Sodium cacodylate. Agar Scientifc Ltd., UK. Catalogue number: R1104-100g
Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS). Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: L-4390
Sodium pyruvate solution (100mM) sterile-filtered, BioReagent, suitable for cell culture.
Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: S8636
Sticky tabs for SEM specimen stubs (12.5mm). Agar scientific Ltd., UK. Catalogue number:
G3109
SynaptoGreen™ C4 (FM 1-43 dye). Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: S6814
Syringe (2ml, disposable) Plastipak™. Becton Dickinson UK. Catalogue number: 300185
Syringe (10ml, disposable) Discardit™II. Becton Dickinson UK. Catalogue number: 309110
Syringe end filter (0.2µm) MiniStart Plus® from Sartorius. Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue
number: FDP-635-010M
T-25 Thermo Scientific Nunc® tissue culture flask. Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue
number: TKT-130-050P
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T-75 Thermo Scientific Nunc® tissue culture flask. Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue
number: TKT-130-370U
TAAB Low Viscosity resin. TAAB Laboratories Ltd., Reading, UK. Catalogue number: T049
Thermo Scientific Nunc® 96 Microwell™. Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue number: TKT180-070U
Thermanox™ cover slips (13 mm). Agar Scientific Ltd. Catalogue number: L4350
Titanium(IV) oxide, mixture of rutile and anatase – nanoparticles in dispersion, 33-37
wt. % in H2O, 99.9% trace metals basis. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: 700347-25G
Titanium(IV) oxide puriss (bulk) powder. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: 14027
Triton™ X-100 surfactant (1% solution in PBS). MatTek Corporation. Catalogue number: TCTRI
Trypsin 0.05% w/v EDTA (1X), from Invitrogen. Fisher Scientific. Catalogue number:
VX25300054
Universal tube (30mL). Appleton woods Ltd., Birmingham, UK. Catalogue number: AB304
Uranyl acetate (electron microscopy grade). Agar Scientific Ltd., UK. Catalogue number:
AGR1260A
Zeta potential disposable capillary zeta cell. Malvern Instruments Ltd, Malvern, UK.
Catalogue number: DTS1061
Zeta potential transfer standard (-68mV). Malvern Instruments Ltd, UK. Catalogue number:
DTS1230
Zinc acetate 99.99% powder. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: 383317
Zinc oxide (bulk) powder. Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number 96479
Zinc oxide 45408 nanomaterial, NanoArc® ZN-2210, 50% in H2O, colloidal dispersion with
dispersant. Alfa-Aesar (a Johnson Matthey Company), Heysham, UK. Catalogue number:
4545408
Zinc oxide 45009 nanomaeterial NanoShield® ZN-3008C, 50% in H2O, colloidal dispersion
with cationic dispersant. Alfa-Aesar. Catalogue number: 45009
Zinc standard for ICP TraceCERT® (Fluka). Sigma-Aldrich UK. Catalogue number: 18562100ML-F
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Characterisation of materials
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) produces pseudo 3-dimensional topographical
images by scanning the surface of a sample with a focused beam of electrons. Electron
interactions with the sample (which also needs to be electrically conductive, at least at
the surface) produce energy exchanges that result in the back scattering of electrons via
three main ways: reflection of high energy electrons from the SEM ion beam by the
sample (known as elastic scattering), inelastic back scattering through the emission of
secondary electrons after collisions between incident beam electrons from the SEM and
atoms in the sample surface region, and emission of electromagnetic radiation through
incident beam-sample interactions (Reed, 2005, Yao & Wang, 2006). Each type of
energy exchange can be detected through specialised detectors installed within the SEM
instrument.
The instrument utilised in this study was a Zeiss sigma field emission gun scanning
transmission electron microscope (FEG-STEM), operating in SEM mode. It utilises
secondary electron detection, reconfigured as a distribution map showing the intensity
of the electron signal emitted from scanning the sample surface topography. The image
is formed by mapping pixels to the position and intensity of detected signal (Williams &
Carter, 2009b).
The inclusion of a field emission gun (FEG) to generate the electron beam allows for a
smaller, sharper and more concentrated incident beam when compared to traditional
thermoionic emitters/filaments found in older instruments. This allowed for a lower
accelerating voltage to be used to generate images, resulting in a significantly improved
signal-to-noise ratio that produces shaper, more defined images (Kuypers, 2002).
SEM analysis was primarily carried out to determine the morphology of materials to be
used in later cell work. The images provide insight into particle shape, surface structure
and extent of aggregation. Single particle sizing was also carried out to contribute to the
overall particle size analysis, and allow direct comparisons between bulk and nano
forms of each material.
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Nanomaterial dispersions were analysed directly as supplied by the manufacturers.
Approximately 2µL aliquots were deposited onto an aluminium SEM stub. A pipette tip
was used to streak material across the surface, forming a thin smeared layer. SEM stubs
were left to dry at room temperature in a fume hood overnight before analysis.
Nanomaterials in powder form were fixed to an aluminium SEM stub with the addition
of an adhesive patch onto the surface. Approximately 25mg was fixed to the stub
before excess powder was removed via a burst of sterile air from a pressurised can
(Dust-off® Plus, Agar Scientific UK Ltd.).
SEM imaging was performed using the Zeiss sigma FEG-STEM (Carl Zeiss Ltd.,
Cambridge, UK) at a extra-high accelerating voltage (EHT) of 2kV combined with a
working distance of 3mm (between detector and sample) to acquire images ranging
from 1K and 500K times magnification. These were configured as Carl Zeiss Tiff files.
Micrographs were also used to accurately determine individual particle sizes present
within each sample. This was carried out by measurements of 30 different particles
using the Carl Zeiss Tiff Annotation Editor (Carl Zeiss Ltd. UK). Particles measured
were selected by dividing micrographs taken at 3 different magnifications (1K X, 50K X
and 100K X) into sectors into sectors and choosing the most prominent particle within
a randomly generated sector. This was repeated 3 times from micrographs imaged at 3
different areas of each sample.
2.2.1.1.1 SiO2 alternate bulk control material.
A true ‘bulk’ SiO2 was sourced from Acros Organics (Fisher Scientific UK) later into
the prokect, and checked for particle size using SEM (Appendix Figure 9.2), as
described for characterisation of other materials in the above section. This was
measured as having an average particle size of 214.7µm (±49.0µm) and provided a
control against the nano-sized particles measured within SigmaAldrich sourced SiO2
powder, in the SynaptoGreen™ FM1-43 assay.

2.2.1.2

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) produces a magnified image focused on a
single thin cross-section of a plane through the sample. Here, a high energy electron
beam is transmitted through an ultrathin sample (in this case, nanoparticles suspended
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on formvar grids). It is the complex interaction between electrons and sample,
specifically their path through thin sections or conversely scattering by materials, that
allows for the formation of sharp, resolved images at magnifications over thousands of
times greater than light microscopy (Buseck et al., 1988).
Transmission electron microscopes are able to exploit three main interactions between
the electron beam and sample: un-scattered electrons (transmitted beam), elastically
scattered electrons and in-elastically scattered electrons (diffracted beams) (Williams &
Carter, 2009a) and each of these principles can be analysed in distinct detectors to form
different types of images. The latter two interactions involve the redistribution of
electrons post contact with a sample: a ‘scattering’ effect, but this technique was not
employed using these studies. Instead, TEM micrographs were generated through the
detection of un-scattered electrons, to characterise material size and shape, from a 2dimensional micrograph constructed via incident beam detection at 180° i.e. below the
sample. An image was then formed in a similar way to light microscopy, by occlusion
and absorption of signal (in this case electrons), where transmission is inversely
proportional to sample thickness (Flegler et al., 1993).
The instrument utilised in this study was the same Zeiss sigma field emission gun
scanning transmission electron microscope (Carl Zeiss Ltd. UK) as described for SEM.
Again, the inclusion of a FEG allowed for a lower accelerating voltage to be used to
capture sharper images at higher magnifications.
TEM analysis was carried out to consolidate size and morphological information
generated from other characterisation methods. Principally, the technique was
considered as a comparative method to SEM when analysing particle morphology. A
secondary consequence, from sample preparation involving dispersion in ethanol, is that
size data was considered directly comparable against results of similar samples using
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA).
All solvents used for diluting samples were first filtered using a 0.2µm syringe filter.
For the nanomaterials supplied dispersed in aqueous based solutions (ZnO-45009,
ZnO-45408 and TiO2), a one in twenty dilution was performed in absolute (200 proof)
ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, UK). For all other materials supplied as solids, a 5% w/v
working solution was made up in ethanol before further dilution to one in twenty as
above. All diluted materials were sonicated (Ultrawave U50H Sonic bath, Ultrawave
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Ltd., UK) at 400 watts in three bursts of 90 seconds. A further one in twenty dilution
was carried out in ethanol, again with sonication as before. This resulted in a 400 fold
final dilution for sample analysis. TEM sample preparation was completed with addition
of approximately 2µL sample onto a formvar coated copper TEM grid. These were left
to dry overnight at room temperature prior to analysis.
TEM imaging was performed on the Zeiss sigma FEG-STEM (Carl Zeiss Ltd. UK) at a
EHT voltage of 20kV and a working distance of 4mm (between detector and sample),
to acquire images ranging from 3.5K to 450K times magnification. Analysis was again
configured as a Carl Zeiss TIFF image. Particle sizing was carried out using the
micrographs generated, as described in the previous section (2.2.1.1) for SEM analysis.

2.2.1.3

Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS)

EDS identifies the elements present in a sample by exploiting the fundamental
principles of each element having a unique atomic structure. In this analysis, an 80mm2
X-max silicon drift detector (Oxford instruments, UK) integrated with the Zeiss STEM
system was used. The apparatus works by using a high energy electron beam, known as
the incident beam, to be directed at a region of the sample. This excites electrons within
the inner shell of the atom(s) causing them to be ejected from that energy region,
leaving behind an electron hole that is filled by a higher-energy shell electron. The
difference in energy required for this to happen is emitted as an X-ray and can be
measured with an energy dispersive spectrometer (Goldstein, 2003).
EDS was carried out on samples alongside SEM analysis, and so samples were prepared
as described previously in section 2.2.1.1. Samples were focused to a high quality image
using the Zeiss sigma FEG-STEM (Carl Zeiss Ltd. UK) before subjecting areas of
interest on the image to high intensity X-rays, using the 80mm2 X-max silicon drift
detector (Oxford instruments, UK).
An EHT voltage of 20kV was used with a working distance of 8.5mm to 10.0mm
(depending on image quality) between detector and sample, to acquire the images at
1,000 times magnification which proved sufficient for EDS analysis. The results were
reported in spectra using AZtec software v2.0 (Oxford instruments, UK).
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2.2.1.4

Nanoparticle size analysis using the Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) principal

Particle size analysis of each material was undertaken using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano
ZS90 (Malvern instruments LTD., UK). This relies upon the principles of dynamic light
scattering (DLS) to calculate the average particle diameter of a test material. It measures
the Brownian motion of particle diffusion when in dispersion, through the backscattering of light at a 90° angle to a photo-multiplying detector that occurs as a particle
moves through the laser beam. Measurement is based on Rayleigh scattering principles
of particle movement through the laser light, with the intensity fluctuations recorded by
a digital correlator and applied to a computer algorithm known as the autocorrelation
function (Malvern, 2011). Large particles move slowly and therefore the intensity of
scattered light also fluctuates slowly (with the reverse holding true for smaller particles).
This is the fundamental property exploited by the Stokes-Einstein equation (Einstein,
1905), used to calculate the hydrodynamic diameter of the particle.
Equation 2.1. Stokes-Einstein equation:

( )
Where:
d(H) = hydrodynamic diameter (of the particle)
D = transitional diffusion coefficient (between the particle and
surrounding medium)
k = Boltzmann’s constant
T = absolute temperature
η = viscosity (of the medium)
The hydrodynamic diameter is reported as a Z-average: expressed as the intensity based
harmonic mean (Thomas, 1987). This is calculated from analysis of DLS data by the use
of the technique of cumulants (Koppel, 1972). Since this technique relies on
numerically stable least squares fitting, it is relatively insensitive to experimental noise.
Due to the analytical design of the instrument, only nanomaterial samples underwent
analysis; (particles > 5µm would be expected to dominate the light scattering signal as
they pass through the laser beam). Nanomaterials were dispersed in each of three
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solvents to investigate the effects that different chemical environments would exert
upon hydrodynamic diameter:


Phenol-red free Dulbecco’s MEM/Ham’s F12 basic medium (PRF
media), to closely mimic the formulations used for cell treatments



Deionised water (dH2O), to act as a control against the presence of salts in
cell culture medium.



Ethanol, due to reports in the literature of its consistent dispersion property
constant through effects of dilution (Hackenberg et al., 2011b, Krebs et al.,
2008).

2.2.1.4.1 Zetasizer sample preparation
All solvents used were syringe filtered using a 0.2µm cellulose acetate membrane
(Sartorius Stedim UK Ltd), except PRF media. This was not deemed appropriate
because interactions with biological molecules were desired for the investigation. No
samples were filtered, so that the true state of the material particle sizes could be
analysed.
NIST™ 2 traceable polystyrene standards (21nm and 70nm) (Brookhaven Instruments
Ltd., Worcester, UK) were used as a control for DLS sample analysis. Preparation
involved the addition of a single drop from the standard from stock solution, into 1mL
dH2O pre-pipetted into a UV grade plastic curvette (Fisher scientific UK). This was
allowed to stand for 2 minutes before analysis, to allow sufficient diffusion for an even
distribution of particles within the sample (Malvern, 1996).
For each nanomaterial analysed, 6mL of a 0.001% w/v solution was freshly prepared in
each of the respective solvents (dH2O, ethanol or PRF media). These were vigorously
vortexed for approximately 30 seconds, left for 5 minutes at room temperature before
sonicating (Ultrawave U50H Sonicator, Ultrawave Ltd., UK) for 10 minutes prior to
DLS measurement following the protocol in 2.2.1.4.2 (below).

2

The National Institute of Standards and Technology is an agency of the U.S. Department of Commerce
tasked with improving measurement accuracy of standards in technology.
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To avoid any variations due to sample dilution, the same samples were then resuspended through sonication and re-analysed by either/or:


NanoSight analysis for direct particle size analysis with particle tracking analysis.



Transferring to a capillary flow cell for Zeta potential measurement.



Heating to 37°C and analysed again in the Zetasizer to mimic physiological
conditions.

2.2.1.4.2 Zetasizer particle size measurements
Samples were re-sonicated for 3 minutes immediately prior to analysis, by pipetting
0.001% w/v sample solutions into disposable, UV grade cuvettes, before loading into
the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90 (Malvern instruments Ltd., UK). Samples were left to
diffuse/equilibrate for 2 minutes prior to analysis. Instrument settings for sample
particle size analysis using DLS are shown in Table 2.1. All samples were measured five
times at both 22°C and 37°C during a single size analysis, with a mean value calculated
at each temperature (± standard deviation). These experiments were repeated six times
for each nanomaterial, to report an overall average particle diameter size using n=6 (±
standard deviation).
Size distributions of the materials were calculated using the polydispersity index. The
lower the value, the more mono-dispersed or uniform the particles are in suspension.
Polydispersity widths were calculated to show the range of particle sizes in that
measurement.
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Table 2.1. Parameters used for automatic optimised particle size analysis using Malvern Zetasizer ZS90 (Zetasizer v6.1). Information obtained from
experimental data and (Malvern, 1996).
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2.2.1.5

Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis

Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) with the NanoSight LM10 instrument uses a
640nm class-1 laser to detect light scattering of nanoparticle movement through the
laser beam by Brownian motion, similar to traditional DLS. Where this technique
differs, is in the capture of detection and analysis of the scattered light. Where DLS
relies upon time dependent scattering intensity fluctuations calculated using data from a
digital correlator input into an autocorrelation function algorithm, NTA uses real-time
filming at a resolved part of the laser beam to detect scattered light through a charge
couple device (CCD) camera. This produces data in the form of recorded video files,
for subsequent analysis using known sample variables. The NTA tracking software is
able to individually track each and every scattered light movement simultaneously. The
speed and distance travelled, in relation to the field of view detected by the camera, is
linked to the Stokes-Einstein equation stated in Equation 2.1 (Einstein, 1905), from
which particle size can be calculated as a direct number/frequency distribution.
Advantages in this detection over DLS include, size determination that is not overly
influenced by intensity weighted z-average distributions, increasing the ability to resolve
heterogeneous/polydisperse particle mixtures, and direct particle counting that can
reveal information on particle concentrations (Filipe et al., 2010). In these respects,
NTA proves to be superior to conventional ensemble methods of particle sizing e.g.,
DLS and photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS). However, it is limited by the
refractive index of the sample material. Highly refractive materials (such as metals)
scatter more light and combined with larger particles, this may result in saturation of the
relatively narrow field of view used to film their Brownian movement. In this regard,
NTA is truly a measure of nanoparticle sizes, with the upper limit restricted to submicron particle sizes (NanoSight, 2009).
2.2.1.5.1 NTA sample preparation
NIST™ traceable polystyrene standards were again used as controls for the instrument.
Due to the low RI of polystyrene, sizing the 21nm standard proved difficult as the nonmetallic particle characteristics did not scatter enough light. Therefore only the 70nm
was, used. This was not expected to be a problem for the more light reflective metal
oxide nanomaterial samples.
The standard was prepared by adding 100µL of the standard from stock solution, into
6mL deionised and pre-filtered (0.2µm) H2O in a sterile universal tube. This was
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allowed to stand for 5 minutes before analysis. Standards were analysed on the
instrument pre- and post-sample analysis.
The nanomaterial dispersions analysed were prepared according to details in section
2.2.1.4.1. Sonication was used to re-suspend any sedimenting particles, or to break up
aggregates that may have formed during the course of DLS analysis (Siddiqui et al.,
2009).
Approximately 2mL of 0.001% w/v suspension was injected into the sample chamber
of the NanoSight insturment. The 20X magnification lens was focused manually, to
show clear particles moving in the laser beam pathway. Particle movement under
Brownian motion was recorded for 100 seconds and particle size calculated using the
NanoSight NTA software (version 2.2) to give mean particle diameters (± standard
deviation). Each nanomaterial was analysed six times on different days to account for
small fluctuations in room temperature (n=6).

2.2.1.6

Zeta potential measurement of colloidal stability

Zeta potential (ζ) is a measurement of the electrostatic charge differential at the
interfacial layer between particle surfaces in dispersed medium. This measurement relies
upon the Derjaguin and Landau, Verwey and Overbeek (DLVO) theory that describes
the electrostatic force between charged particles interacting in solution (as shown in
Figure 2.1). It assumes there to be an electrical double layer (EDL) that exists around
each particle, which is the product of two parallel ionic layers interfacing between the
particle surface and liquid molecules in solution. The inner layer, known as the Stern
layer, is comprised of strongly bound ions directly on the particle surface. The outer, or
diffuse layer, is formed through free ions in solution of opposite charge, being attracted
to the stern layer and electrically shielding the particles from affecting other molecules
in the solution (Sze et al., 2003). As a particle moves in solution, the diffuse layer can be
seen as dynamic depending upon the net charge exerted by the Stern layer. Some ions
remain fixed to the Stern layer and move with the particle, whilst others remain fixed in
solution. This dynamic frontier is known as the slipping plane, and the ionic potential at
this point is the zeta potential (Delgado et al., 2007, Lyklema, 2005).
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Figure 2.1. A schematic representation of Zeta potential. Taken from (Kaszuba et al., 2010).

Zeta potential measurement allows for assessment of the stability of nanoparticle
colloidal suspension in fluid environments, and subsequently the degree of aggregation,
sedimentation, or flocculation of particles (Everett, 2007, Hunter, 1993). It is not
measurable directly, but is calculated using theoretical models from experimentally
determined electrophoretic mobility obtained with the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS
instrument (Malvern Instruments, UK). This utilises a combination of laser Doppler
velocimetry and phase analysis light scattering (PALS) in a patented technique called
M3-PALS to measure the particle electrophoretic mobility (Kaszuba et al., 2010,
Malvern, 2001) (in essence, this involves passing a rapid, alternating negative-positive
charge through the sample solution to ‘sway’ particle movement between the two
electrodes). The same fundamentals of particle movement under Brownian motion can
then be used to determine the light scattered as the particle is pulled and pushed in the
direction of current. This information contributes towards the calculation of zeta
potential (based upon DLVO theory) using Henry’s law and involving the
Smoluchowski's approximation (Equation 2.2):
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Equation 2.2. The Henry equation.

(

)

Where:
UE = Electrophoretic mobility (of the particle in the medium)
ε = Dielectric constant (of the medium)
ζ = Zeta potential (of the complete colloidal system)
f(Ka) = Smoluchowski's approximation
η = Viscosity (of the medium)
DLVO theory suggests that the sum of van der Waal’s forces of attraction between
particles, and the repulsion from particles EDL, can be used to calculate the energy
barrier between particles in the solution. A high zeta potential, with either a positive or
negative reading, indicates a large charge within the dispersion with many repulsive
interactions stopping adherence between particles. This is generally accepted to
correspond with stability in a colloidal dispersion. In contrast, low zeta potential values,
correspond to greater imbalances between the electrostatic potential at the interfacial
EDL. With this scenario, less kinetic energy is required by particles moving in solution
to overcome the repulsive barrier of opposing electrostatic forces at the EDL. This
results in strong adherence or irreversible binding of particles, and hence low zeta
potential measurements are associated with aggregation and flocculation as the
dispersant breaks down (Kirby, 2010).
At the beginning of each analysis, the instrument was checked for calibration using a
known -68mV zeta potential standard (Malvern Instruments, UK. Catalogue number:
DTS1230). Three measurements were taken, with calibration accepted by a mean
reading remaining within 10% of the stated value of each standard.
Samples were those prepared as described in section 2.2.1.4.1. Samples were used to
flush the zeta cell (Malvern Instruments Ltd, UK. Catalogue number: DTS1061) using a
2mL syringe, leaving approximately 500µL of sample within the chamber for analysis
(the sample was then loaded in situ ready for analysis).
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Laser attenuation and number of runs constituting a single measurement were
optimised against the particle RI, count rate and solvent viscosity (stated in Table 2.1)
using the instruments Zetasizer software (version 6.20). Zeta potential was calculated
using Smoluchowski's approximation, averaged over four different measurements per
analysis. This experiment was carried out six times (on different days), with results
expressed as a mean value (± SD) of the readings (n=6).

2.2.1.7

pH measurements of nanomaterial dispersions in aqueous media

pH is an important parameter for controlling particle sizes of colloids because it affects
the stability of surface charge and particle interactions (Berg et al., 2009, Vallar et al.,
1999, Vane & Zang, 1997). It is strongly linked with zeta potential theory, and as such
pH values were recorded in this study to provide the context for zeta potential
measurements. Whilst manipulation of pH could have been investigated to determine
optimal dispersion conditions, to improve stability of nanomaterials in solution, the aim
here was to ascertain actual nanoparticle state in relation to characteristics that could
affect nanomaterials properties in vitro. Therefore, the same dispersions that were
prepared according to the method described in 2.2.1.4.1, were also analysed here (e.g.
dH2O, PRF medium and ethanol).
pH measurements were taken using a Mettler Toledo Seven easy™ pH meter (MettlerToledo Ltd., UK). The instrument was calibrated against Thermo pH solutions at 7.01,
4.01 and 10.01 respectively (Fisher Scientific, UK. Catalogue number 910199).
This technique was not appropriate for nanomaterials dispersed in ethanol. But other
dispersions results presented are the average of 3 readings across 6 different samples
produced on different days (n=6).

2.2.1.8

ICP-OES determination of zinc ion content in ZnO material

Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) is an analytical
characterisation technique that detects chemical composition on a quantitative scale. It
utilises electromagnetic induction (fluctuating the polarity of magnetic fields) to
generate an electrical current that ionises gas into a high energy plasma. This is used to
convert samples from a liquid solution into a gaseous, excited state. Atoms and ions are
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then able to emit electromagnetic radiation at characteristic wavelengths specific to a
particular element. The colours of the emitted light and their intensity can be measured
to identify sample elemental compositions and respective concentrations present within
a sample.
The ICP-OES instrument used was the PerkinElmer Optima 2100 DV (PerkinElmer,
UK). Liquid sample is pumped into a nebuliser where it is converted to a fine aerosol
that becomes desolvated, vaporised and ionised in argon plasma. This causes atoms of
the sample to emit electromagnetic radiation preceding the energy decay from a
reduction in excited state during plasma ionisation (Fredeen, 1997). The wavelengths of
electromagnetic radiation were detected from an axial orientation (with the normal
analytical zone in the plasma rotated to a horizontal position) using a high-speed, highresolution double monochromator, and converted to electronic signal by the
instruments CCD array detector. Analysis was carried out using WinLab 32 software for
ICP (version 3.3.1.0210).
The instrument required all samples to be in liquid form, compatible for vaporisation.
The

nanomaterials

investigated

were

considered

insoluble

from

previous

characterisation, as observed forming a colloidal system of particles in suspension.
Therefore, a wet acid digest was carried out to fully dissolve solid material into fully
recoverable analytes. This technique was carried out to investigate reports in the
literature of free zinc ions being linked to cytotoxicity in cells (Deng & et al., 2009,
George et al., 2010, Hackenberg et al., 2011b, Xia et al., 2008, Yeh et al., 2011).
Therefore, the following methodology was only carried out for zinc materials, based
upon the British Standards Institute EN ISO11885:2009 (BSI, 2009) methodology.
Comparisons to known concentrations of elemental standards were required to calibrate
the system thereby confirming sample elemental composition and respective
concentrations.
All samples were prepared from a 1% w/v solution, including calibration standards:
Zinc TraceCERT® (Fluka, UK. Catalogue number: 18562-100ML-F). Zinc materials
were diluted in three different solvents for analysis: ultra-pure dH2O, phenol-red free
Dulbecco’s MEM/Ham’s F12 basic media (PRF media) or PRF media with the addition
of 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS media). The protective effects of FBS inclusion in
media has been observed in the literature, thought to contribute ion adsorption
properties (Auffan et al., 2009, Hugh J. Byrne, 2010, Kim et al., 2000, Nel et al., 2009,
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Okeson et al., 2004). These studies correlate with the protective effect of FBS, observed
following delivery alongside cytotoxic materials to H376 cells (section 4.1), and so this
nanomaterial delivery was also investigated.
Zinc TraceCERT® calibration standards were prepared fresh for each run, at
concentrations of 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2 and 0.0% w/v diluted in each of the three
solvents. From these results, internal calibration of the instrument was carried out to
enable accurate quantification of Zn2+ in samples.
Sample solutions (1% w/v) were mixed thoroughly using a vortex-mixer, before
sonication (Ultrawave U50H Sonicator (Ultrawave Ltd., UK)) for 10 minutes. Samples
were then diluted 1:4 with either ultra-pure dH2O or underwent an acid digest in 16N
nitric acid (Fisher Scientific UK. Catalogue number: N/2300). Both sets of solutions
were left to react in a fume hood for 24 hours; so that digested samples would release
all available Zn2+. The reaction was quenched by the addition of 2/3rds total volume of
respective solvent, before undergoing ultra-centrifugation (Sorvall® RC Plus with SS-34
rotor (Thermo Fisher Scientific, UK)) at 20,000rpm for 30 minutes. This was carried
out three times to remove any solid precipitate, including nanoparticles. Samples were
diluted 100 fold in respective solvents, to produce a 0.001% w/v final concentration.
Analysis was carried out using the PerkinElmer Optima 2100 DV ICP-OES instrument.
Results were processed using PerkinElmer WinLab software; with Zn2+ concentrations
calculated from the internal calibration of optical emissions produced from the zinc
TraceCERT® standards results. Results were carried out in triplicate with the mean
calculated from three repeats (n=3).
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2.2.2
2.2.2.1

Cell culture
H376 monolayer tissue culture

The H376 cell line is derived from a human oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC)
derived from a non-keratinised sublingual tissue site. Cells were originally investigated
for their integrin expression and metastatic potential (Patel et al., 1993) and have since
been characterised in full by Elsom, 2004.
The line was developed after spontaneous immortalisation of the keratinocytes due to a
p53 mutation and was donated by Professor S. S. Prime (Department of Oral Medicine,
Pathology and Microbiology, University of Bristol). The cells were maintained in culture
for no longer than 10 passages, between the total numbers of passage 30 to 40. This
was to ensure that their metastatic/neoplastic phenotype would not change as a result
of prolonged passage in vitro (Sacks, 1996).
2.2.2.1.1 H376 culture medium
Dulbecco’s MEM/Ham’s F12 (without L-glutamine) was supplemented by the addition
of 10% v/v heat inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2mM L-glutamine, 0.5μg/mL
hydrocortisone and 2,500IU/mL Penicillin/Streptomycin (all as final concentrations),
and used as H376 cell growth medium for routine culture conditions.
2.2.2.2 H376 routine cell culture and passage
H376 cell stocks were maintained by routinely culturing as monolayers at a seeding
density of 3.0 x 103 cells/cm2 in T-75, surface treated polystyrene flasks for cell culture.
Cells were incubated at 37°C in a humidified, 5% CO2 atmosphere (Sanyo-MCO715).
Medium was changed every two days after passage. The cell populations were left to
grow to approximately 75-85% confluence before passage.
Passage was carried out by standard trypsinisation (0.05% w/v trypsin/EDTA (1X) for
10 minutes at 37°C/5% CO2). Cell suspensions were removed from the flask and
centrifuged at 500 x g for 5 minutes (Sigma/Phillips-Harris 2K15). Cell pellets were resuspended in fresh medium and cells counted using a haemocytometer.
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2.2.2.2.1 Freezing and storage of H376 cell stocks
Cells were cryopreserved at a density of 1.0 x 106 cells/mL under liquid nitrogen in a
solution containing the cryoprotectant dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Freezing solution
was prepared containing 70% v/v culture medium, 20% v/v FBS and 10% v/v DMSO
and filter sterilised (0.45µm). Aliquots of cells were suspended in a mixture of fresh
medium and freezing solution (50:50) in sterile cryovials (CryoTube™ Vials from Nunc®,
Fisher scientific UK). Cells were frozen slowly (approximately 1°C per minute, to 70°C) and then transferred to liquid nitrogen for long term storage.
2.2.2.2.2 Thawing H376 cells from cold storage
Frozen cells were thawed rapidly by incubating at 37°C. Cells were washed once in fresh
medium to remove cryoprotectant before seeding into a T-25 surface treated
polystyrene flask at a seeding density of 1.0 x 106/25cm2. Cells were washed daily to
remove unrecovered cell debris and grown to 75% confluence prior to routine passage.
2.2.2.3

Ninety-six well plate growth for assays

H376 cells were cultured in 96 well plates (Thermo Scientific Nunc® 96 Microwell™,
Fisher Scientific UK) for cytotoxicity experiments. The seeding density was increased to
8.0 x 103 cells/cm2 so cells would provide 70% confluent growth surface areas within 48
hours of culture post-passage3. Previous seeding density experiments had identified 70%
confluence to produce a cell surface coverage able to provide reproducible response in
assay detection whilst ensuring that an ample growth surface availability was maintained
for the duration of the assay.

3

An indirect mechanism of nanoparticle toxicity has been reported which suggests their large

surface area to volume ratio, responsible for molecular interactions, causes adsorption of
medium constituents to the particle surfaces resulting in subsequent cytotoxicity associated with
cell starvation Casey, A., Herzog, E., Lyng, F. M., Byrne, H. J., Chambers, G. & Davoren, M.
(2008). Single walled carbon nanotubes induce indirect cytotoxicity by medium depletion in
A549 lung cells. Toxicology Letters, 179, 78-84.. Reduced cell confluence used here was a
precautionary step to ensure sufficient nutrition was available to cells prior to addition of
nanomaterials in the assay (as greater cell numbers would consume medium constituents at a
greater rate during growth).
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2.2.2.3.1 H376 cell treatment in 96 well plate assays
Whilst many studies have reported cytotoxicity in cell lines exposed to similar
nanoparticles for longer durations (Hackenberg et al., 2011b, Lison et al., 2008, Motskin
et al., 2009, Sharma et al., 2011, Shukla et al., 2011, Xiong et al., 2013, Yu et al., 2009), a
shorter time period was considered more representative of interactions between the
human oral mucosa and nanomaterials subjected to model exposure with a typical oral
healthcare formulation e.g. toothpaste. Currently, the NHS in conjunction with the
British Dental Health Foundation recommend normal oral hygiene routine to involve
brushing teeth with fluoride containing toothpaste for a minimum of 2 minutes,
followed by a rinse with a mouthwash for 30 seconds; both occurring twice daily
((BDHF), 2013, NHS, 2013). In practice however, accurate assessment reflecting actual
patient oral hygiene practices often differ between studies, demographics and healthcare
product (Al-Dlaigan et al., 2002, Al-Otaibi & Angmar-Månsson, 2004, Blinkhorn, 1978,
Gallagher et al., 2009, Kambhu & Levy, 1993). The average exposure time of a single
application of a typical oral healthcare product was not thought to exceed 5 minutes
daily, and this was reflected in the study design ((ISO), 2010)).
Cell media was removed prior to washing cells twice with PBS before the addition of
30µL of test material suspension. Each treatment was incubated with the cells for 5
minutes at 37°C/5% CO2. After exposure, treatment solutions were removed before
washing cells thrice in PBS, followed by replacing with culture medium. Cells were
incubated for a further 24 hours at 37°C/5% CO2 before cytotoxicity assays were
performed.

2.2.2.4

Caco-2 cell tissue culture

The human epithelial cell line: Caco-2 is a colorectal adenocarcinoma derived from the
large intestines. The cells were grown in monolayer as a positive control model for
uptake of behaviour, widely reported for investigating adsorption of drugs administered
orally (Sun et al., 2008b). The Caco-2 cell line was purchased from the ATCC catalogue
(LGC Standards, Queens Road, Teddington, Middlesex, TW11 0LY, UK). The cells
(p.39) were maintained in culture for no longer than 10 passages as a protective step,
taken to ensure that their metastatic/neoplastic phenotype would not change as a result
of prolonged passage in vitro (Sacks, 1996).
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2.2.2.5 Caco-2 culture media
Caco-2 culturing media was prepared by the addition of 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS),
2mM L-glutamine and 1mM sodium pyruvate (all as final concentrations) to Eagles’s
MEM with Earle’s salt without L-glutamine.
2.2.2.6 Routine Caco-2 cell culture and passage
A working population of Caco-2 cells were maintained by routine growth in the same
way as described for H376 cells, including freezing and thawing methods (section
2.2.2.1). The main difference between cell lines was the growth media, and seeding
density. For monolayer growth in 80cm2 plastic flasks (T-75 Thermo Scientific Nunc®,
Fisher Scientific UK), Caco-2 cells were serially cultured at plating densities of 1.0 x 104
cells/cm2.
2.2.2.7 Caco-2 cell growth in 96-well plates for the FM 1-43 assay
Caco-2 cells were seeded into black 96-well plates at a seeding density of 8.0 x 103
cells/cm2 and incubated in culture media for 72 hours at 37°C/5% CO2 (SanyoMCO715), until cells reached approximately 70% confluence.

2.2.2.8 Reconstructed Human Oral epithelium tissue model (RHO)
Matching the phenotype of the H376 cells used in monolayer screening, the nonkeratinised 3-dimensional reconstructed human oral epithelium tissue model (RHO)
was sourced from SkinEthic Laboratories (Lyon, France). Cultivated from the human
TR146 cell line, this model is a well-differentiated keratinised carcinoma cell derived
from the buccal mucosa (Rupniak et al., 1985). These cells are grown on permeable
membranes at the air/liquid interface, facilitate the formation of multiple layers. After 5
days (the age at which the tissues were dispatched) the RHO tissue model was expected
to have 6 distinct, non-keratinised cell layers, resembling the histology of the buccal
mucosa in humans (Kazmi et al., 2011). Since the cells were derived from carcinoma
cells, the model is then at least 10 times thinner than native healthy tissue (Rossi et al.,
2005, Shojaei, 1998), and not considered fully representative of the buccal mucosa.
However, the multiple layers and non-keratinised morphology are expected to allow a
more comprehensive and representative study into the assessment of nanomaterials
(when compared against monolayer models).
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2.2.2.9 EpiGingival™ tissue model (GIN-100)
Purchased from MatTek Corporation (Ashland, MA, USA), the EpiGingival™ tissue
model (GIN-100) was identified as a viable, reliable commercial in vitro 3-D model
representative of native human gingival tissue. It consists of normal human derived oral
keratinocytes cultured to form 8-10 cell layers of highly differentiated tissue, with a
keratinised gingival phenotype (Klausner et al., 2007). Models were derived from
primary epithelial tissue, sourced from non-diseased, human oral tissues obtained from
patients undergoing tooth extractions. These were seeded onto collagen coated
MillicellTM CM microporous membrane tissue culture inserts (Millipore Corporation,
Bedford, MA) and cultured at 37 °C, 5% CO2, 98% relative humidity for 4 days
submerged in media. The cell seeded inserts were then elevated to the air-liquid
interface and cultured for 7 days to promote differentiation (Klausner et al., 2007). This
change in growth condition mimics the environment in situ, and causes stratification of
the apical surface that result in a fully differentiated stratum corneum. The cell models
were shipped at 4°C, within 48 hours from MatTek laboratories USA, ready to use as a
fully-differentiated human gingival 3-D tissue representative.
2.2.2.9.1 Tissue construct post-transport reception
Tissue models were delivered secured in agarose gel within 24-well plates and
maintained at 4°C during shipping. The sub-optimal physiological conditions
experienced during transportation were expected to cause a temporary negative impact
on the health of each tissue. It was therefore recommended to allow a recovery period,
for the leaching of stress products associated with the transportation process, to return
the tissue models back to optimal health before use in studies (Kidd et al., 2007).
Under sterile cell culture conditions, respective maintenance media for each tissue
construct was pipetted into wells of a 6-well plate (Falcon™ 6-well Multiwell plate,
Becton-Dickson UK) and equilibrated to 37°C/5% CO2 (Sanyo-MCO715 incubator).
The agarose gel was removed from the tissue model inserts, before transferring models
into the pre-warmed media (0.9mL) and incubating for 24 hours in humidified
atmosphere at 37°C / 5% CO2.
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2.2.2.9.2 Apical dosing of tissue models with materials in suspensions
Maintenance media was aspirated before washing each tissue model twice in sterile PBS
and blotting dry on sterile blotting paper.
Fresh media was pre-incubated in a new 6-well plate before the addition of tissue
models. These were then incubated in the fresh media at 37°C / 5% CO2, for 1 hour
prior to treatment.
Material treatment solutions (nano and bulk) were prepared as described in section
below. The highest concentration of 1% w/v was used to treat the tissues, in serum-free
Dulbecco’s MEM/Ham’s F12 basic media, without L-Glutamine. 5% w/v SDS was
included as a cytotoxic comparison. The higher concentration was used to ensure that a
severe cytotoxic response was observed in each tissue, with the concentration reflective
of the current upper limit for what is accepted as an irritant but safe in existing
commercially available cosmetic formulations ((CIR), 2008, Robinson et al., 2010).
Treatment suspension (100µL) was applied to the apical surface of each tissue
construct. Serum free Dulbecco’s MEM/Ham’s F12 basic media, without L-Glutamine
was used as a negative control and Triton™-X100 (1% v/v in PBS) as the positive
control (to induce cell lysis). Tissue models were incubated at 37°C / 5% CO2 for 1
hour of exposure with the treatment solution.
Following treatment, the tissue models were rinsed in PBS by washing and inverting
continuously for 20 seconds. They were then dried by dabbing insets on blotting paper
and placed in new 6-well plates prefilled with 0.9mL of maintenance media. Tissues
were then left to incubate at 37°C in 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere, for 24 hours.
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2.2.3
2.2.3.1

Biochemical assays
Preperation of material suspensions to test on cell models

All treatments were applied to cell models at equal concentrations to determine the
effect of their interactions in vitro. In all experiments, nanomaterial exposures were
carried out alongside non-nano (bulk) equivalent materials. These were prepared for cell
work as follows.
All dilutions were prepared under aseptic conditions to ensure sterility. A stock solution
was made for each test material (bulk and nano) to a concentration of 1% weight per
volume (w/v) by diluting in either:
(i) Dulbecco’s MEM/Ham’s F12 medium, without L-Glutamine, termed serum
free (SF) medium, due to the absence of protein.
(ii) Dulbecco’s MEM/Ham’s F12 medium, without L-Glutamine supplemented
with 10% FBS v/v4.
TiO2-nano and the two ZnO nanomaterials (45009 and 45408) were supplied as
nanoparticles in unknown liquid dispersion. These were diluted from manufacturer
concentrations of 35%, 50% and 40% w/v for TiO2, ZnO-45009 and ZnO 45408
respectively. Hydroxyapatite and SiO2 were supplied as anhydrous nanopowders from
Sigma-Aldrich, UK, as were all bulk materials, sourced commercially as powders.
All 1% w/v nanomaterial dispersions in cell culture media were vortex mixed (Fisons
WhirlMixer™) before sonicating (Ultrawave U50H Sonicator) at 400watts for 10 minutes
to break up any nanomaterial aggregates. Solutions were sonicated again, immediately
prior to use when required for dilution to final treatment concentrations. All
suspensions were stored at 4°C when not in use. When solutions were stored for an
extended period of time (in excess of 5 days), sonication and vortex steps were repeated
prior to further dilution.
For bulk materials, the sonication step carried out for the nanomaterials was not
repeated, in an effort to avoid possible disintegration of particle sizes in solution.
FBS addition was carried out immediately after sonication only. This step aims to reduce the
agglomeration of proteins expected to act as biological dispersants to the nanoparticles, as
reported by Bihari, P., Vippola, M., Schultes, S., Praetner, M., Khandoga, A. G., Reichel, C. A.,
Coester, C., Tuomi, T., Rehberg, M. & Krombach, F. (2008). Optimized dispersion of
nanoparticles for biological in vitro and in vivo studies. Particle and Fibre Toxicology, 5, 14.
4
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Instead, 1% w/v suspensions were vortexed for approximately 30 seconds prior to use
when required to dilute into final treatment concentrations.
Additional control substances included:


Sodium lauryl sulphate, or sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS). This was included in
cytotoxicity studies as a well-established contact irritant that was expected to
cause cytotoxicity in the in vitro models (Barkvoll, 1989, Coquette et al., 2003, di
Nardo et al., 1996, Healy et al., 2000). Included in oral healthcare formulations at
low concentrations, it was used as a control or benchmark for currently
accepted inclusion limits for irritant formulation constituents.



Polyethylene glycol (PEG) 300 and acetic acid were also tested to evaluate their
possible toxicity as both are known constituents in the dispersion formulae used
by manufacturers/supplier of TiO2 and ZnO nanomaterial products. Analysis
was carried out using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Unfortunately, the exact composition was
not made available by the manufacturers, so analysis constituted the use of
speculative standards against dispersive fluid separated from nanoparticles using
ultracentrifugation. This crude approach did match acetic acid inclusion in TiO2
dispersion, and a variety of PEGs in both ZnO nanomaterial products. To
guard against any dispersion constituent cytotoxicity, acetic acid and PEG-300
were assessed at concentrations representative to their respective nanomaterials.
Comparative analysis of these in results would ascertain whether any
cytotoxicity observed was a consequence of the nanoparticles themselves, or the
combined effect with dispersive constituents. This was considered an important
test in relation to reporting any nano-specific cytotoxicity against their bulk
counterparts.



Zinc acetate was included to assess zinc ion release between differing forms of
the metal.

For each of the additional control samples, these were treated as bulk materials and
prepared in solution accordingly.
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2.2.3.2

LDH assay evaluation of cytotoxicity

The Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay is based on the work of Wacker et al., in 1956
(Wacker et al., 1956). LDH, a stable cytosolic enzyme, is found across many different
cell species and is responsible for the catalysis of lactate to pyruvate with simultaneous
reduction of NAD+ to NADH. LDH is an intracellular enzyme and can only be
measured upon its release following cell lysis and as such, gives an indication of loss of
cell membrane integrity (Yang et al., 2009). The LDH leakage into cell supernatant is
measured in conjunction with a coupled enzymatic assay which results in the conversion
of a tetrazolium salt (INT) into a red formazan product (Nachlas et al., 1960). The
amount of colour formed through this reaction can be analysed spectrophotometrically,
and is proportional to the number of lysed cells. Released LDH in culture supernatants
is measured using the Promega CytoTox96® Non-Radioactive Cytotoxicity Assay
(Promega UK). The kit was used following an adapted method from the Promega
technical bulletin (Promega, 2010).
Lysis solution (1% v/v Triton™-X100) was used to initiate lysis and provide a positive
control to determine 100% LDH release from the standard number of cells in each
sample. In each experiment at least one sample was not exposed to any treatment, and
was instead used as a control to determine the absorbance of LDH release following full
cell lysis. This was carried out by the addition of lysis solution to the control sample 45
minutes prior to the assaying of other wells, with cells maintained at 37°C/5% CO2 in
an incubator. A media only ‘blank’ sample (containing no cells) was also incubated to
control against all background absorbance.
LDH substrate mix was prepared according to manufacturer instructions. This was
added to equal volumes of cell supernatant from the respective sample of cells
previously exposed to treatments 24 hours before. The reaction was carried out at room
temperature away from light for 30 minutes before halting with of an equal volume of
stop solution (1M acetic acid, supplied with the kit). Absorbance was read at 492nm
using a spectrophotometer (Thermo Multiskan Ascent 354). Absorption was converted
to a measurement of toxicity based upon the per cent total LDH released from the cell,
using the following equation.
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Equation 2.3 . Calculation of percent cytotoxcity from LDH release.
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) x 100

S = sample absorption
CF = average cell free blank absorbance
NC = average negative control, or non-treated healthy
population absorbance value
PC = average positive control, or fully lysed cell population
absorbance value.

Values greater than 50% were generally considered to be indicative of a toxic response.
This equates to the median lethal dose (LD50), a crude measure of acute toxicity based
on the dose or concentration (LC50) required to kill half the members of tested
population over the given treatment time (Zbinden & Flury-Roversi, 1981).

2.2.3.3

MTT assessment of cell viability

The (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrozolium bromide) (MTT) assay is a
measure of cell viability. It relies upon mitochondrial reductases, present in healthy cell
populations, to reduce a tetrozolium salt. In this case, MTT (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2yl)2-5-diphenyltetrozolium bromide), a yellow compound that is reduced to a purple
formazan product (Mosmann, 1983), was used. This conversion is accomplished by
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP) or NADhydrogenase (NADH),
co-factors to the dehydrogenase enzymes in metabolically active cells (Berridge & Tan,
1993), with the quantity of formazan product as measured by absorbance, directly
proportional to the number of living cells. MTT requires a solubilising solution to
extract the formazan crystal product from inside the cells e.g. isopropanol.
MTT solution was prepared at a 1mg/mL concentration in supplemented culture
medium without FBS, and filter sterilised at 0.2µm prior to use. It was added to samples
following the removal of growth medium, 24 hours after treatment exposure. The
reaction was carried out at 37°C/5% CO2 in a dark incubator for 4 hours.
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Following incubation, the MTT solution was aspirated and formazan crystals were
solubilised by the addition of isopropanol to each sample. The plate was sealed with
cling film, to avoid loss of solution through evaporation, and stored at 4°C overnight.
Again, a sample of containing no cells was also incubated as a control against
background absorption (in practice, this lane contained only extracting solution
(isopropanol)).
Absorbance was read at 540nm, in a spectrophotometer (Thermo Multiskan Ascent
354). MTT absorption values were converted into cell viability percentages using the
following equation:
Equation 2.4. Percent cell viability from MTT absorption.

((
Where:

(

)
)

) x 100

S = sample absorption
CF = average cell free blank absorbance
NC = average negative control, or non-treated healthy
population absorbance value.

For these measurements, values lower than 50% were considered to be indicative of a
toxic response (through loss of cell viability). This equates to the half maximal
inhibitory concentration (IC50) accepted as showing a drug or toxins ability to inhibit
biological function.
2.2.3.4

MTT cell viability assay on 3-dimensional tissue constructs

Due to the more comprehensive 3-dimensional structure of the tissue models compared
against monolayers, the previous method described above had to be adapted. But the
fundamental assessment, linking mitochondrial metabolism of MTT to a formazan
product as measure cell viability, remained the same.
A 1mg/mL syringe-filter sterilised MTT solution (300µL) was added into wells of a
fresh 24-well plate (Falcon™ 24-well Multiwell plate, Becton-Dickson UK). Following
the 24 hour time period after treatment exposure, tissue models were removed from the
6-well plate, dabbed on sterilised blotting paper (Fisher Scientific, UK) to remove
excess liquid, before placing into the wells containing MTT solution. The 24-well plate
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containing tissue samples was then incubated for 3 hours at 37°C in 5% CO2 in a
humidified atmosphere.
Tissue models were removed from each well, dried on blotting paper, before being
placed into a corresponding well of a fresh 24-well plate. The wells were then filled with
2mL isopropanol to extract the formazan from the cells. The 24-well plate was covered
in cling film (Fisher Scientific, UK) and sealed within a zipliock bag to reduce volume
distortion by evaporation. This was then kept at 4°C overnight before colorimetric
analysis of each solution at 540nm.
Over the course of the cell viability investigations, concerns arose as to the effectiveness
of formazan extraction in 3-D models, especially regarding the method used with
EpiGingiva™ GIN-100 tissues.
A hypothesis was proposed that either the stratified nature of the tissue models, and/or
the stratum coreneum in apical cell layers; may have trapped formazan product, within
the cells. Hence it was decided to investigate this further by repeating the experiment on
n=2 GIN-100 models with the inclusion of an additional step following the 3 hour
incubation with MTT solution (before extraction using isopropanol). Tissue models
were lysed through the addition of 100µL Triton™X-100 (1% v/v) to their apical
surface. Lysis was left to occur at 4°C overnight, before extracting formazan by the
addition of a further aliquot of 2mL isopropanol, as carried out previously.
To determine cell viability, the formazan dissolved in isopropanol was decanted from
each sample back into the well. The extracting solution was then mixed and 200µL was
added to wells of a 96-well plate (Thermo Scientific Nunc® 96 Microwell™. Fisher
Scientific UK) in triplicate. Results were determined after, again reading the plate at
540nm in a spectrophotometer (Thermo Multiskan Ascent 354). Cell viability was
calculated as previously described, using Equation 2.4.

2.2.3.5

IL-1α enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

IL-1α was chosen as the initial cytokine to assess inflammation in this study. This is
based on its principal role as the instigator within the oxidative stress paradigm, as
described in Figure 1.4. It has also been detected effectively following tissue model
response of both MatTek and SkinEthic 3-D models to different toxic stimuli (Kazmi
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et al., 2011, MatTek, 2010, Moharamzadeh et al., 2007, Spielmann et al., 2007).
Investigating IL-1α cytokine levels in both of the models used was thought to
contribute towards the novelty of research, as the comparison of keratinised and nonkeratinised tissue model responses to these nanomaterials has not been investigated to
date.
2.2.3.5.1 Human IL-1α quantification from GIN-100 and RHO cell media supernatant
Detection of human IL-1α cytokine release using enzyme linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) technology allowed for the rapid and reliable relative quantification in cell
culture supernatant. The principals of the Quantikine® human IL-1α ELISA
Quantikine® is consistent with all other ELISA tests that employ the quantitative
sandwich enzyme immunoassay technique. Briefly, this involved the binding of a
monoclonal antibody to IL-1α present within the samples, before the addition of a
polycolonal antibody conjugated to a enzyme that would react during detection. In this
case, hydrogen peroxidase was conjugated to the polyclonal antibody that yielded
chromogenic conversion in colour pigment upon oxidisation. The ELISA was sensitive
to the lower limit of 1pg/mL (R&D Systems Quantikine® human IL-1α ELISA kit
instruction manual). Levels of IL-1α cytokine were expected to increase in response to
cell injury and tissue inflammation, stimulated through cytotoxic treatments.
Cytokine levels were measured in supernatant collected from tissue models following
the 1 hour treatment period and a 24 hour recovery incubation, carried out to as stated
in the kit protocol. Analysis of both samples enabled the assessment of inflammatory
response that may have occurred instantly (during 1 hour treatment exposure), or
alternatively over a post-treatment period (24 hours), Samples were centrifuged to
separate any cellular material, at a speed of 4000rpm/1000 x g (Thermo IEC Micromax)
for 10 minutes.
The microplate provided in the Quantikine® human IL-1α ELISA kit was prepared by
blocking any non-specific binding sites with 50µL of the assay diluent before the
addition of 200µL of neat sample supernatant. Samples were run in duplicate for each
experiment. Sample and assay diluent was incubated for 2 hours at room temperature,
before washing all wells with 4 x 400µL volumes of wash buffer. IL-1α polyclonal
antibody conjugated horseradish peroxidase (200µL) was added to each well and left to
react at room temperature for 1 hour, before removal and repetition of the wash step
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(for a total of 5 rinses in this instance). The substrate solution was reconstituted from
two reagents in a 1:1 ratio immediately on completion of the final wash step. Substrate
(200µL) was then added to all wells and left to react away from light for 20 minutes at
room temperature. The reaction was stopped with 50µL of acidic ‘stop solution’.
The optical density of each well was determined within 30 minutes of completing the
ELISA using a spectrophotometer (Thermo Multiskan Ascent 354). Absorbance was
calculated following wavelength correction of the microplate by subtracting
measurements at 540nm from those at 450nm, with quantified IL-1α cytokine release of
each sample calculated from the standard curve regression output of IL-1α standards
(run alongside the sample in the ELISA) between 0 and 250pg/mL.

2.2.3.6

SynaptoGreen™ (FM1-43) 96-well assay for the analysis of nanoparticle uptake

SynaptoGreen™ is the trademark of Biotium Incorperated (Hayward, California USA).
It is a member of the group of fluorescent dyes known as lipophillic styryl compounds.
These have been utilised in a wide array of studies investigating plasma membrane
trafficking, including vesicle recycling, endocytosis, exocytosis and has been widely
employed by studies investigating synaptic activity (Amaral et al., 2011, Betz &
Angleson, 1998, Brager et al., 2003, Murthy & Stevens, 1998, Rea et al., 2004).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2. The chemical structure of (a) SynaptoGreen™ and (b) FM®1-43X both
variants
of
N-(3-triethylammoniumpropyl)-4-(4-(dibutylamino)styryl)pyridinium
dibromide, styryl dyes. Taken from: http://www.lifetechnologies.com/order/catalog/product/T3163
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Styryl dyes are amphiphilic molecules constituting three different parts to their function.
They possess a lipophilic electron-donating dialkylaminophenyl group as the tail to
enable partition into cellular membranes. This is linked to a catonically charged electron
withdrawing pyridinium group (the ‘head’), and this stops complete molecule
penetration into the cell. Both parts are joined by the body of the molecule, or the
nucleus, consisting of multiple double bonds and aromatic rings that determine the dyes
specific spectral properties (Betz et al., 1996). The length of the styryl hydrocarbon tail
determines the dissociation constant for membrane insertion. Short tails have a high
dissociation constant and move fast in and out of lipids (this equates to lower staining
brightness), while longer tails have a lower dissociation constant which can lead to
irreversible staining. Figure 2.2 shows the structure of FM1-43 dye, with the number of
hydrocarbons constituting the lipophilic tail, thought to strike a good balance between
bright fluorophore signal and reversible staining that would easily washed away from
non-specific cell-surface membrane attachment.
FM®1-43 is a water-soluble dye and nontoxic to cells with virtually no fluorescence in
aqueous medium. Fluorescent occurs at the point of insertion of the lipophilic tail into
the cell membrane. Application to the cell causes the entire outer membrane to be
labelled through the lipophilic dialkylaminophenyl group interaction with the cell
membrane. When internalised, quantum yield increases enormously, speculated to be
attributed due to the differential qualities of solvent properties (Betz et al., 1996) and
vesicle pH (Simon et al., 2000) between the intra- and extracellular environments. This
property has resulted in the majority of studies in literature, reporting endocytosis as the
preferential uptake mechanism and driven the dye to be predominantly applied as a tool
in neurology, for investigations imaging synaptic vesicle recycling (Simon et al., 2000).
However, it is important to report studies that have also observed FM 1-43 uptake
through nonspecific cation channels (Nishikawa, 2011) and even via the sodium pump
(Mazzone et al., 2009). }.
It was hypothesised that utilising this dye with nanoparticles to investigate uptake,
would result in greater fluorescent signal for incidences of increased particle uptake.
Nanoparticles uptake was anticipated to coincidentally permit entry of previously nonfluorescing FM1-43 dye, through the membrane, where it would fluoresce. Any residual
dye that did not pass through the cell membrane would be washed away, together with
nanomaterial particulates that were not internalised. This method is thought to be the
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first application of these dyes used for detecting nanomaterial internalisation within an
assay format. It was developed in both H376 and Caco-2 cell monolayers models.
2.2.3.6.1 SynaptoGreen™ reconstitution
SynaptoGreen™ powder was reconstituted to a 10mM working stock solution by
dissolving in 0.2µm syringe-filtered distilled water. This was aliquoted into smaller
volumes and stored at -20°C.
Aliquots were defrosted and diluted in Dulbecco’s MEM/Ham’s F12 basic media
(phenol-red and L-glutamine free) to a final concentration of 50µM. This solution was
then used to dilute the treatment material solutions to final concentrations, from the 1%
w/v solutions prepared as described in section 2.2.3.1.
2.2.3.6.2 Adenosine-5'-triphosphate (ATP)
Adenosine-5'-triphosphate (ATP) has been used for its critical role in the transport of
macromolecules across the cell membrane (Puckett et al., 2010). It was included as a
positive control substance to promote SynaptoGreen™ FM1-43 into epithelial cells
because extracellular ATP has previously been demonstrated to increase incidence of
macromolecule uptake in different cell types (Kao et al., 2012, Sanches et al., 2002),
including oral and intestinal epithelium (Bertrand et al., 2006, Bourke et al., 1999, Bours
et al., 2007, Campisi et al., 2010, Shojaei, 1998). These supported its use with the H376
and Caco-2 cell lines utilised here.
ATP was purchased as a crystalline solid (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) and reconstituted in
0.2µm syringe filtered dH2O to a concentration of 100mM. It was further diluted to a
stock concentration of 1mM in sterile PBS, before splitting into aliquots suitable for
storage at -20°C. Aliquots were defrosted at 4°C immediately prior to use, diluted to
final working concentrations from 0.25mM in FM1-43 dye/PRF cell culture media for
use in the in vitro experiments.
2.2.3.6.3 SynaptoGreen™ FM 1-43 assay
Cultured cells were washed in ice cold HBSS before the addition of test material
suspension (50μL). Bulk and nanomaterials were delivered in serum and phenol-red free
culture media at room temperature, as described previously in section 2.2.3.1, with the
addition of 50µM SynaptoGreen™/FM 1-43 dye. Cells were exposed to the materials for
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5 minutes before the treatment solution was removed by aspiration, and washed three
times with ice-cold HBSS. Serum and phenol red-free media was added to wells before
fluorescence was measured using 485 ± 20nm excitation and 590 ± 35nm emission
filters in a microplate reader (BioTek® Synergy™ HT).

2.2.4
2.2.4.1

Cell imagaing
H376 cell-nanomaterial interaction as observed using SEM

H376 cells incubated with nanomaterials were investigated using SEM to identify
changes in cell morphology as a result of nanoparticle-cell interaction. In addition, this
method was used to compare nanoparticle characteristics when in a biological
environment to the observations concluded from the previous chapter.
2.2.4.1.1 Growth on Thermanox™ cover slips for SEM
H376 cells were grown on 13mm diameter, circular Thermanox™ cover slips (Agar
Scientific Ltd) within 6 well plates (Falcon™ 6-well Multiwell plate, Becton-Dickson
UK). These were sterile cell culture treated polyolefin polymer cover slips, used for
direct attachment (post treatment and post fixing of cells) to high purity aluminium
SEM stub (Agar Scientific Ltd., UK) ready for SEM analysis.
Cells were seeded at a density of 8.0 x 103 cells/cm2 and maintained in culture as before
(2.2.2.2). Culture medium was changed daily until the cell population adhered to each
coverslip was observed at 70% confluence. Cells were exposed to 0.125% w/v
concentrations of treatments, delivered as described above in 2.2.2.3.1.
2.2.4.1.2 H376 sample fixation
Post treatment and incubation, cell coated Thermanox™ cover slips were rinsed twice in
PBS then fixed in 5% v/v glutaraldehyde in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) by
immersion at 4°C for 2.5 hours. Excess glutaraldehyde solution was removed via
washing coverslips three times in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer at pH 7.4. This
washing step was continued with 5 further rinses of coverslips immersed into fresh
aliquots of 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer pH 7.4 (changed every 15 minutes)
maintained at 4°C. Preceding the final rinse, samples were left in 0.1M sodium
cacodylate buffer at pH 7.4 for 48 hours at 4°C.
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Samples were dehydrated prior to SEM analysis, by 60 second immersions into a graded
ethanol series (5%, 10%, 20%, 50%, 80% and 100% v/v).
Prior to imaging, samples were freeze-dried (Christ® Alpha labs 2-4) under vacuum
(0.42mbar) for 2-3 hours; then coated with a 4nm layer of platinum using the Q150T
ES Turbo pumped sputter coater (Quorum Technologies Ltd., UK). Platinum was used
to increase the ability of the biological material in the sample to emit secondary
electrons from the microscope beam, thus reducing the accumulation of charge at the
surface which distorts image quality (Brunk et al., 1981).
2.2.4.1.3 Image analysis using SEM
SEM imaging was performed using a Zeiss sigma field emission gun scanning electron
microscope (Carl Zeiss Ltd. UK). An EHT voltage of 5kV was used with a working
distance of 8mm to acquire images between 5K and 250K times magnification.

2.2.4.2

FM®1-43FX confocal laser scanning microscopy

FM®1-43FX membrane probe is a derivative of the SynaptoGreen™ FM1-43 membrane
probe that has been modified to contain an aliphatic amine (Figure 2.2). This makes it
more compatible with aldehyde-based fixatives used in histology, such as 4%
formaldehyde used to preserve the cell monolayers in this study.
2.2.4.2.1 Monolayer cell culture on coverslips
Coverslips were sterilised using an autoclave at 121°C for 15-20 minutes (Prestige™
Medical 2100 Classic). Once cooled, they were placed inside a 6-well plate and coated
with FBS before incubation at 37°C for 2 hours to pre-treat their surface ready for cell
culture. FBS was removed by aspiration, before seeding H376 cells at 8.0 x 103
cells/cm2 and Caco-2’s at 1.0 x 104 cells/cm2. Plates were incubated at 37°C/5% CO2
for 48 hours, or until 70% confluence was reached.
2.2.4.2.2 FM® 1-43FX measured particle uptake in cell monolayers
Media was removed and wells washed twice in HBSS. 1mL of bulk or nanomaterial was
suspended at a concentration of 0.125% (w/v) in 50µM FM®1-43FX/serum and phenol
red-free culture media. Exposure to cells was carried out for 5 minutes and samples
incubated at 37°C/5% CO2. Treatment solution was removed from wells before
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carrying out three washes with ice-cold HBSS. Cells were fixed with 500µL 10%
formalin for 30 minutes at room temperature. Samples were then rinsed with PBS to
remove excess formalin. 25µL of 1µg/mL tetramethyl-rhodamine B isothiocyanate
(TRITC) conjugated phalloidin diluted in PBS was used to stain the cellular
cytoskeleton, for 1 hour in the dark before rinsing in PBS. Coverslips were mounted on
microscope slides using Fluoroshield™ with the nuclear stain DAPI.
2.2.4.2.3 Confocal laser scanning microscopy
Confocal images were obtained using a Leica TCS SP5 confocal laser scanning
microscope system. Samples were viewed using a 63 times magnification oil immersion
lens with zoom factor 2 to form combined sequential images at 126 times
magnification. The 405 diode excited DAPI at 405 nm with emissions collected from
415-485nm; the argon laser excited FM1-43 dye at 458nm, with emissions collected
from 487-540nm before a helium-neon laser was used to detect TRITC-phalloidin by
excitation at 543nm and emissions between 556-653nm.

2.2.4.3

3-D tissue model preparation heavy metal staining for TEM imaging

Nanomaterial internalisation was assessed using both the SkinEthic RHO and
EpiGingiva™ GIN-100 3-D models. This involved treating the tissues as stated in
section 2.2.2.9.2, before preparing thin sections suitable for TEM anlysis that allowed
cross-sectional observation through the tissue cell layers.
2.2.4.3.1 3-D tissue treatment
Both MatTek EpiGingiva™ GIN-100 keratinised tissue models, and SkinEthic RHO
non-keratinised models were treated with test ZnO materials as described in section
2.2.2.9.2. Following the 24 hour post-treatment exposure period, tissues were carefully
removed from the insert by hand, using a scalpel. Each tissue model was sliced in half
vertically, to expose the inner cells of the tissue, before fixing in 5% glutaraldehyde
dissolved in 0.2M sodium cacodylate buffer at pH 7.4.
2.2.4.3.2 Heavy metal staining
After fixing in 5% glutaraldehyde for 2.5 hours, the following procedure was kindly
carried out by Dr Julian Thorpe at The University of Sussex (Sussex Centre for
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Advanced Microscopy, John Maynard Smith Building, Falmer, Brighton, BN1 9QG).
Epithelial tissue models were initially post-fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide dissolved in
0.2M sodium cacodylate buffer at pH 7.4, for 4 hours. They were subsequently
dehydrated in an ethanol series, passed through the transition solvent propylene oxide
and embedded in TAAB Low Viscosity resin (TAAB Laboratories Ltd., Aldermaston,
UK). Thin (100nm) sections were cut on a Leica Ultracut ultramicrotome (Leica
Microsystems Ltd., Milton Keynes UK), collected on nickel support grids and poststained in 2% aqueous, 0.22µm-filtered uranyl acetate for 1 hour and subsequently lead
citrate for 20 minutes.
2.2.4.3.3 TEM analysis of nanoparticle uptake
In attempt to locate instances of nanoparticle uptake TEM was carried using a Hitachi7100 (Hitachi High-Technologies Europe GmbH) TEM at 100kV and images acquired
digitally with an axially-mounted (2K X 2K pixel) Gatan Ultrascan 1000 CCD camera
(Gatan UK, Oxford, UK).
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2.2.5

Statistical analysis

Any significant difference in values were reported after checking data for normality, and
carrying out a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test, using the PASW 18
(v.18.0.0) statistics package (IBM SPSS software, USA).
Significance was identified by a P value lower than 0.050, and the degree of significance
are also indicated on figures where appropriate.
Non normalised data were improved by logging data, and accepted for two-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test, using the PASW 18 (v.18.0.0) statistics package
(IBM SPSS software, USA). This was chosen over non-parametric tests when certain
criteria were fulfilled:


The majority of other results in the comparison set were normal (indicated by
Kolmogorov-Smirnov P values greater than 0.050).



The data set was large with only a few outliers.



No left or right skews were observed on normal Q-Q plots of standard
residuals.

To guard against improper reporting of marginal significance in results with nonnormalised data, P values were adjusted using the Bonferroni Correction (the
significance level / n).
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3 CHARACTERISATION OF MATERIALS
The metal oxides investigated in this study are all currently utilised in oral healthcare
products in bulk form (Allaker, 2010, Khataee & Kasiri, 2010, Tschoppe et al., 2011).
Whilst regulation dictates the stringent grade and purity necessitated for ingredients
utilised in these formulations, industry often requires large volumes of chemical
materials to mass produce products for commercial markets. Therefore, the materials
investigated here have been sourced from industrially relevant commercial suppliers.
Specific nanomaterial characteristics are known to be governed by the level of control
exerted on certain parameters during their production (Skapin et al., 2007) e.g. particle
size linked to temperature and pH of reaction during synthesis (Choo et al., 2002, Dixon
et al., 2012). As manufacturing conditions were unknown for the commercially sourced
materials used in this study, characterisation was thought a necessity, to provide some
level of quality control and to determine the exact starting state of each nanomaterial. In
addition, characterisation was carried out to fully evaluate the interaction between the
structure-function properties of a nanomaterial and any effects these might have in
biological environments. This was important, both for understanding the change in
properties as particle size moves away from that of the bulk material, and in identifying
individual characteristics responsible for any specific nano-scale effects exerted in the
cellular environment. Therefore, characterisation methods should ideally be designed to
replicate in situ conditions as closely as experimentally possible.
The aim of this chapter is then to accurately determine the characteristics of each of the
nanomaterials, investigated for putative improved properties in future healthcare
formulations. Where possible, characteristics were compared directly to bulk
composites, to identify and assess the potential novel properties that may arise from
differences in the nanoparticle form. Identification of specific attributes are compared
to the literature, in an attempt to extrapolate potential effects exerted by the
nanomaterial in vitro. Characterisation can be achieved through the utilisation of an array
of different techniques that encompass multiple analyses. These were combined to
generate data that could be critically reviewed. The appropriateness of this method of
application with these materials is used to establish profiles of each nanomaterials
individual characteristics. Moving forward, these can be used to better understand their
behaviour in cell culture media formulations and effects of exposure to in vitro models,
representative of cell and tissue types relating to the human oral mucosa.
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Through the application of analytical (dynamic light scattering, nanoparticle tracking
analysis) and visual imaging techniques (electron microcopy) the size, shape, crystallinity
and surface composition of each nanomaterial can be observed in direct comparison to
bulk (non-nano) counterparts. It was anticipated that imaging techniques, at low
magnification, would also show the natural aggregation behaviour of each material to
compliment additional data generated from nanoparticle size analysis. Utilising multiple
sizing techniques, alongside zeta potential and pH measurement enables investigation
into nanoparticle size across a range of environments: from distinct nanoparticle
chemical compounds to their formulation in biocompatible dispersions, both at room
and

physiological
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temperatures.

3.1 Results
The following results were determined from the methods described previously. Results
encompass multiple techniques used to comprehensively characterise each material,
from starting state, to changes that may have occurred under conditions representative
of the human oral mucosa.

3.1.1

SEM analysis of particle size and morphology

This section utilised the high power detailed imaging of SEM to enable individual
particle size, morphology and surface appearance to be distinguished.
Figure 3.1 shows low magnification micrographs that provide an overview of the
natural particle state in agglomerates, to contextualise observations drawn from
individual particles imaged at higher magnification. At this magnification,
hydroxyapatite displayed the most notable disparity between bulk and nanomaterial
particle-particle interactions. The bulk material formed groups of particles in distinct
domes with a rough mottled surface appearance measuring between 4µm and 30µm in
diameter. Nanomaterial hydroxyapatite, however, formed flatter, more irregular shaped
particle groupings very much on the micron scale of size measurement (the largest
measuring in excess of 60µm). Both forms of hydroxyapatite material displayed
relatively tight clusters of particles together; suggesting that particle-particle attraction
was favoured over a loose distribution of particles that otherwise would have more
evenly covered the surface of the SEM sample stub. These nanomaterials were
therefore considered as agglomerates5.
SiO2 material was very similar in appearance to the nano-hydroxyapatite with regard to
bulk and nanomaterial particle agglomeration. It was difficult to draw comparisons
between both TiO2 and ZnO respective bulk and nanomaterial compositions at this
scale. This was in part due to the smooth surface after drying that had formed in
nanomaterial samples prepared from dispersions being different to bulk powders.

The term ‘agglomerates’ is used here to differentiate between the term ‘aggregate’ which is
used in incidence of a permanent change to the material. As the degree of permanency was
currently unknown, agglomerate was deemed more appropriate.
5
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
(a) Hydroxyapatite-bulk
(b) Hydroxyapatite-nano
(c) SiO2-bulk
(d) SiO2-nano
(e) TiO2-bulk
(f) TiO2-nano
(g) ZnO-bulk
(h) ZnO-45009
(i) ZnO-45408

(i)

Figure 3.1. SEM images 1,000X magnification of particles (bulk and nano) in typical
agglomerates, as observed by imaging their distribution spread across the aluminium
specimen stub. Scale bar = 25µm.
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Scanning electon micrographs taken at 100,000X magnification better displayed the
morphology and sizes of individual particles in each sample. This enabled identification
of specific nano-characteristics when comparing bulk and nano particles. Figure 3.2
shows hydroxyapatite material demonstrating the greatest disparity between bulk and
nanomaterial, with the bulk having a heterogeneous population of different shaped and
sized particles, all with sharp angular edges producing a crystal-like appearance. The
irregular shapes and sizes demonstrated rod-like particles alongside those of a more
spherical nature, comprising a wide range of sizes to be measured dependent upon the
dimension orientation that was sized. The majority of particles measured in excess of
100nm, but the presence of a secondary population, observed as nanoparticle, was also
noted. Conversely, the hydroxyapatite nanomaterial sample was mainly formed by
uniformly-shaped nanoparticle spheres interjected by the presence of much larger ‘bulkscale’ spheres. The regularity of both particle-types within the nanomaterial sample,
gave rise to a distinctly bi-modal particle population, different from the bulk material.
In contrast, both forms of SiO2 material were observed to be very similar in appearance,
with no major difference between bulk and nanomaterial. Individual particle
morphology was difficult to interpret due to the small size of particles at this
magnification, with both bulk and nanomaterial samples comprised solely from
nanoparticles (<100nm).
Figure 3.2 enabled a good comparison between the scale differences observed for TiO 2
bulk materials over the much smaller nanoparticles observed in the nanomaterial
sample. Particle morphology was uniformly spherical in both materials, with size of
particle providing the sole difference between samples (mean values of 28.5nm ± 9.8nm
and 183.2nm ± 73.9nm were recorded for nano and bulk TiO2 particles, respectively).
Size differences between bulk and nanomaterial samples were also evident for ZnO,
which shared similarly diverse particle morphologies across all three forms of the
material imaged. ZnO particles, whether in bulk or nano-form, were very different from
spherical entities observed for other materials. Formed partially of short, flat-faceted
granular particles, these were interspersed alongside long, thin, spindle-like rods to
produce a highly non-uniform, polydispersed sample. In the heterogeneity displayed,
the only common characteristic between ZnO materials was the predominantly flat,
straight edges of their particles. The main difference between bulk and nano forms of
ZnO was deemed to be the greater frequency of much larger particles present in bulk
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samples only. However, small particles were present within bulk ZnO material, with at
least one or more dimension measuring less than 100nm in length and so conforming to
nanoparticle definition. The majority of particles present within the samples of ZnO45009 and 45408 conformed to the same nano-size range. However, no notable
difference could be observed between the two nanomaterials, from micrographs taken
at this magnification.
The further increased resolution at greater magnification (300,000X) used in Figure 3.3
(below), allowed for even greater dissemination between individual particles of bulk and
nanomaterials. They confirmed the observations of particle morphologies reported at
100,000X magnification (Figure 3.2), including disparity between bulk and nanomaterial
particle sizes, for all materials except SiO2. At 300,000X magnification, individual SiO2
nanoparticles could be depicted. Observations support size measurements made at
lower magnification, whilst also depicting the similarities shared by both bulk and
nanomaterial particle morphology: roughly spherical, granular nanoparticles.
In addition, the increased resolution enabled accurate observational analysis of surface
properties, such as relative surface areas and porosity. These are important
characteristics that govern increased particle surface reactivity, reported for
nanomaterials. No nano-pores were visible on the surface of particles for any material,
but, sub-100nm gaps were noted between hydroxyapatite and TiO2 nanoparticle
agglomerates, as well as both SiO2 composites.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
(a) Hydroxyapatite-bulk
(b) Hydroxyapatite-nano
(c) SiO2-bulk
(d) SiO2-nano
(e) TiO2-bulk
(f) TiO2-nano
(g) ZnO-bulk
(h) ZnO-45009
(i) ZnO-45408

(i)

Figure 3.2. SEM images 100,000 X magnification of all particles (bulk and nano)
investigated for their interest within oral healthcare. Size, shape, surface appearance
and to some extent, particle-particle interaction’ can all be observed at this
magnification. Scale bar = 500nm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
(a) Hydroxyapatite-bulk
(b) Hydroxyapatite-nano
(c) SiO2-bulk
(d) SiO2-nano
(e) TiO2-bulk
(f) TiO2-nano
(g) ZnO-bulk
(h) ZnO-45009
(i) ZnO-45408

(i)

Figure 3.3. SEM images 300,000X magnification of all particles (bulk and nano)
investigated for their interest within oral healthcare. The precise dimensions and
surface characteristics of each particle can be observed at this high magnification. Scale
bar = 100nm.
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ZnO-45009
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28.8nm
27.4nm
SiO2

Hydroxyapatite
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Figure 3.4. Mean particle sizes of both nano and bulk materials measured from SEM
images taken between 1,000 and 100,000 times magnification. Particle size was calculated
by averaging the measurements of 30 different particles, selected at random by dividing images
from 3 different magnifications into sectors, taken from 3 different areas of sample (n=3). Error
bars show the standard deviation (S.D.).

Observations described for the SEM images in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 supported
trends measured through particle-by-particle sizing using the SEM micrographs
collected and recorded in Figure 3.4. All bulk materials had a larger mean particle size
when compared to their nanomaterial equivalents. SiO2 material was the only exception,
with a mean particle size measured from bulk form, as less than 100nm. At 28.76nm (±
13.5nm), this material cannot be considered a true bulk variation, due to the similarity in
average size closer to the distinct nanomaterial product (measured at 27.36nm ±
14.1nm) than above the 100nm nano-threshold cut off.
It was noted that both ZnO and hydroxyapatite bulk materials exhibited a high standard
deviation in particle measurements. This was explained by the presence of very large
(>500nm) and nano-scale dimensions (<100nm) particles, measured in the respective
SEM images.
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The hydroxyapatite nanomaterial sample has a large standard deviation in particle sizes
of ± 163.1nm, with the mean particle size measured exceeding the 100nm definition of
a nanoparticle. The disparity in size between the larger spheres and the nanoparticles
observed in Figure 3.2 (b), perhaps explains the standard deviation exhibited by
nanoparticle sizing here. However, it was still considered a nanomaterial based upon the
total number of particles, measuring less than 100nm exceeding 50% of the total sample
population ((EU), 2011, (SCENIHR), 2009).
Overall, the mean measurement in nanomaterial particle sizes recorded using SEM were
ranked, and closely followed the order expected from manufacturer information (Table
2.1):
Hydroxyapatite > ZnO-45009 > ZnO-45408 > TiO2 > SiO2.

3.1.2

TEM analysis of particle size and morphology

Similarly to SEM, TEM enabled analysis of shape and size of particles. In addition, it
provided verification to other particle sizing methods employed during characterisation
through comparisons with SEM, including the potential for agglomeration behaviour
that may result from sample preparation in solvent (ethanol). This is shown below, in
Figure 3.5. Combined with information from low magnification SEM, these
microgrpahs weres expected to aid explanations in results observed through DLS and
NTA size analysis (also carried out on dilutions of sample dispersed in solutions,
including ethanol).
At increased magnification individual particle morphology was more evident amongst
the structure of agglomerates that formed (Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7). In all samples,
TEM analysis of particle morphology supported the observations described from SEM
micrographs. Disparity was observed between the crystal-like hydroxyapatite bulk
particles and the obviously spherical nanomaterial hydroxyapatite. A similar granular
appearance was seen in both forms of TiO2 material that only differed in particle
diameter and number of particles. ZnO materials displayed heterogeneous particles
across all forms, which were observed agglomerating in different ways across the
different samples.
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Particle morphology of SiO2 bulk material proved difficult to accurately observe at
75,000X magnification (Figure 3.6) due to the small size and lack of contrast evidenced
in TEM micrographs. At a similar magnification, the nanomaterial form also proved
difficult to observe in terms of individual nanoparticle structures. But evidence of their
branched, chain-like agglomeration was noted from the high magnification (350,000X)
micrographs (Figure 3.7).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
(a) Hydroxyapatite-bulk
(b) Hydroxyapatite-nano
(c) SiO2-bulk
(d) SiO2-nano
(e) TiO2-bulk
(f) TiO2-nano
(g) ZnO-bulk
(h) ZnO-45009
(i) ZnO-45408

(i)

Figure 3.5. TEM images 80,000X magnification of particles (bulk and nano) in typical
agglomerates, spread across the formvar coating on the copper grid. Scale bar = 500nm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.6. TEM images at 75,000X magnification of bulk-sized particles included as control materials for comparisons of nano-sepcific properties of
nanoparticles of the same chemicals. Size and shape can be made out at this magnification, along with agglomeration tendency of the material and approximate
particle concentration when dispersed in ethanol. Scale bar = 500nm. (a) Hydroxyapatite-bulk, (b) SiO2-bulk, (c) TiO2-bulk and (d) ZnO-bulk.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 3.7. TEM images at 350,000X magnification of nanoparticles investigated for potential use within oral healthcare formulations. Size and shape
can be made out at this magnification, along with agglomeration tendency of the nanomaterial and approximate particle concentration when dispersed in ethanol.
Scale bar = 100nm. (a) Hydroxyapatite-nano, (b) SiO2-nano, (c) TiO2-nano, (d) ZnO-45009 and (e) ZnO-45408.
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Figure 3.8. Mean particle sizes of both nano and bulk materials measured from TEM
images taken between 3,000 and 180,000 times magnification. Particle size was calculated
by averaging the measurements of 30 different particles, selected at random by dividing images
from 3 different magnifications into sectors, taken from 3 different areas of sample (n=3). Error
bars show the standard deviation (S.D.).

Size measurements from TEM recorded in Figure 3.8 differ from those calculated by
SEM. Most notable was the increase in mean particle size for SiO2 bulk material. This
result was larger and recorded a greater standard deviation (59.9nm ± 63.8nm) when
measured from TEM micrographs. Despite the increase, the mean particle size was not
large enough to exceed the 100nm threshold used to define a nanomaterial. Thus, SiO2
bulk particles were again considered within the nanoscale size range.
Hydroxyapatite nanomaterial particle size (69.1nm ± 33.3nm), indicates more evidently
the sample being formed of ‘nanoparticles’ when measurements were taken from TEM
micrographs (compared against SEM analysis). Hydroxyapatite material showed the
greatest disparity between bulk and nanomaterial particles sizes.
ZnO-45009, ZnO-45408 and TiO2 nanomaterials, were all measured to be within the
nano-scale and with smaller standard deviations recorded from TEM micrographs when
compared against SEM. This reflects the disparity in particle sizes recorded in
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Figure 3.8, between nanomaterial and bulk particle mean sizes. However, overall results
of particle sizes measured across both electron microscopy techniques were similar.
This included the ranking of nanomaterial particle sizes from TEM micrographs to
match that recorded from SEM analysis (from largest to smallest):
Hydroxyapatite > ZnO-45009 >ZnO-45408 > TiO2 > SiO2.

3.1.3

EDS analysis of chemical composition

EDS was carried out to confirm the elemental composition of the materials, thereby
acting as a quality control check against the manufacturer specifications given for each
material. The X-ray signal was measured as number of counts per second in electron
volts (cps/eV) detected, and configured as peak area by the AZtec (version 2.0)
software (Oxford Instruments, UK). This allowed semi-quantitative comparisons to
indicate the quantity of a particular element in relation to other constituents in the same
sample, although not in terms of a definitive mass.
Elemental analysis results confirmed the expected chemical composition for each of the
materials, in both bulk and nano forms. Constituent peak intensities relating to
elemental signal were higher for bulk materials over nano forms, likely linked to the
greater abundance of sample (as was visible in the corresponding SEM image).
Carbon and platinum were detected in all samples in small amounts. These elements
were considered contaminants from previous sample analysis. Platinum, due to sputter
coating commonly carried out to prevent accumulation of charge on some sample
surfaces, and carbon from the adhesive used to attach the sample to SEM stub.
Aluminium was detected as background from nanomaterial dispersions dried directly on
the SEM sample stub (Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12). Trace levels of sulphur (Figure
3.10), potassium (Figure 3.11) and sodium (Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.12) were also noted
which may be residual artefacts from particle production processes or nanomaterial
dispersants.
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Figure 3.9. EDS spectra of Hydroxyapatite (Ca5(OH)(PO4)3) material (top) bulk,
(bottom) nanoparticle using the 80mm2 X-max silicon drift detector (Oxford instruments,
UK) integrated with the Carl Zeiss FEG-STEM system, set-up to take SEM images (shown).

C = Carbon, Ca = Calcium, O = Oxygen, P = Phosphorus and Pt = Platinum.
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Figure 3.10. EDS spectra of Silicon dioxide (SiO2) material (top) bulk, (bottom)
nanoparticle using the 80mm2 X-max silicon drift detector (Oxford instruments, UK)
integrated with the Carl Zeiss FEG-STEM system, set-up to take SEM images (shown).

C = Carbon, O = Oxygen, Na = Sodium, Pt = Platinum, S = Sulphur and Si =Silicon.
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Figure 3.11. EDS spectra of Titanium dioxide (TiO2) material (top) bulk, (bottom)
nanoparticle using the 80mm2 X-max silicon drift detector (Oxford instruments, UK)
integrated with the Carl Zeiss FEG-STEM system, set-up to take SEM images (shown).

Al = Aluminium, C = Carbon, K = Potassium, O = Oxygen, Pt = Platinum and Ti =
Titanium.
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Figure 3.12. EDS spectra of Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanomaterial solutions (top) ZnO-45009,
(bottom) ZnO-45408 using the 80mm2 X-max silicon drift detector (Oxford instruments, UK)
integrated with the Carl Zeiss FEG-STEM system, set-up to take SEM images (shown).

Al = Aluminium, C = Carbon Na = Sodium, O = Oxygen and Zn = Zinc.
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Figure 3.13. EDS spectra of Zinc oxide (ZnO) bulk powder using the 80mm2 X-max silicon
drift detector (Oxford instruments, UK) integrated with the Carl Zeiss FEG-STEM system, setup to take SEM image (shown).

C = Carbon, O = Oxygen, Pt = Platinum and Zn = Zinc.

3.1.4

DLS nanoparticle hydrodynamic diameter measurements and material
polydispersity

The reporting of particle size distributions and polydispersity alongside Z-average
hydrodynamic diameter enabled nanomaterial particle size to be investigated in the
context of their behaviour in suspension at physiological temperature (37°C). DLS
results were compared against nanomaterial particle size measurements from alternative
techniques, enabling assessment towards the effect each solvent environment had on
the particle dispersions. This formed the basis for evaluation into those nanocharacteristics that may be present for each particular nanomaterial, when in later
chapters, particles are to be delivered under conditions more representative of the
human oral mucosa in vitro. The effects of dilution, increased temperature and chemical
composition of media were all speculated to cause increased agglomeration in
nanomaterials (Kaszuba et al., 2010).
Understanding the relationship between nanoparticle characteristics and the effect of
biological environments remains challenging due to the numerous complex interactions
that govern nanoparticle properties. There remains little information specifically
focused on the behaviour of nanoparticle dispersion at physiological temperature. It was
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thought essential, in modelling the impact that environmental conditions play on
nanoparticle effects in biological systems, to investigate any potential differences that
may arise from particle behaviour of analysis, and upon exposure in vitro at 37°C.
3.1.4.1 Nanoparticle size measurements by DLS
Table 3.1 reports the Z-average particle sizes recorded from DLS analysis carried out at
room temperature (22°C) and physiological temperature (37°C), for each nanomaterial
dispersed in dH2O, phenol-red free media (PRF) and (a non-aqueous comparison) in
ethanol. Overall, analysis using DLS recorded particle size measurements produced far
larger sizes than those specified by the manufacturers of each nanomaterial. In all
samples, the particle size reported exceeded the 100nm nano-size threshold used to
define a nanomaterial.
Results from 21nm and 70nm polystyrene standards were considered within
specification at 22°C (set at ± 2nm and ± 3nm, respectively), but slightly exceeded
standard deviations when the temperature of analysis was increased to 37°C. However,
its increase may be attributed to thermo-expansion properties of polystyrene (Patnode
& Scheiber, 1939), and was not deemed significantly outside the expected results for the
standards not to serve as controls in assessing other nanomaterial Z-average
hydrodynamic diameters.
Based on the accuracy of DLS to measure polystyrene standards, and in the context of
previous particle sizing data from electron micrographs, Z-averages reported in Table
3.1 were thought to be influenced by agglomeration. Complex, dynamic colloidal
systems were speculated to have developed in each of the nanomaterial dispersions,
with the rate and extent of agglomeration differing in respect to nanomaterial sample,
dispersion solvent and temperature of analysis. This was displayed best by the reordering of materials when ranked in size order (large to small):
Manufacturer Expected  Hydroxyapatite > ZnO-45009 > ZnO-45408> TiO2 >
SiO2.
dH2O  Hydroxyapatite > TiO2 > SiO2 > ZnO-45009 > ZnO-45408.
PRF media  TiO2 > SiO2 > Hydroxyapatite > ZnO-45009 > ZnO-45408.
Ethanol  TiO2 > SiO2 > ZnO-45009 > ZnO-45408 > Hydroxyapatite.
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The order changed again when analysis took place at 37°C:
dH2O  Hydroxyapatite > SiO2 > ZnO-45009 > ZnO-45408 > TiO2.
PRF media  Hydroxyapatite > TiO2 > SiO2 > ZnO-45009 > ZnO-45408.
Ethanol  TiO2 > SiO2 > hydroxyapatite > ZnO-45009 > ZnO-45408.
The large variation observed in the particle size data (constituting the Z-average), meant
statistical significance could not be accurately reported from DLS data. Results
suggested all nanomaterials were present within a dynamic colloidal system, particularly
so when dispersed in PRF medium. As a solvent, this led to the largest Z-average for all
nanomaterials across both temperatures, in addition to the largest standard deviation in
measurements. Hydroxyapatite nanomaterial was the exception, with dH2O dispersion
recording the largest Z-average for this material (1535.7nm ± 648.8nm (22°C) and
1241.5nm ± 850.4nm (37°C)), and ethanol the smallest (153.8nm ± 149.2nm (22°C)
and 292.0nm ± 114.6nm (37°C)).
ZnO nanomaterials were seen as the most stable samples, consistently ranking amongst
the smallest in terms of Z-average values recorded and standard deviation in the
measurement. No notable difference in Z-average hydrodynamic diameter was observed
during analysis at both temperatures, with ethanol and dH2O dispersions recorded as
comparable for each respective ZnO nanomaterials. In all dispersions, ZnO-45408
nanomaterial recorded smaller Z-averages when compared against ZnO-45009, which is
consistent with trends observed in earlier particle sizing work.
TiO2 was consistently ranked larger than SiO2 (except for analysis at 37°C in dH2O) and
both nanomaterials were amongst the larger Z-averages recorded. However, an
incidence of decreased hydrodynamic diameter was recorded when both materials were
analysed at 37°C (consistent across all dispersions). This was also linked to large
standard deviation values that were speculated to imply that increased agglomeration,
flocculation and sedimentation may have occurred during the analysis.
3.1.4.2 Nanoparticle size distributions of samples analysed in dispersions using DLS
Z-averages in Table 3.1 reported the intensity weighted mean hydrodynamic size of the
particles. Since nanomaterial sizing in solution had resulted in the measurement of
significantly larger particle sizes (than electron microscopy), the data contributing to Zaverage hydrodynamic diameters was investigated further, to scrutinise the precise
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particle sizes within each sample. The aim was to determine the effects that different
dispersions had on the nanomaterial, and to establish why the particle sizes recorded
using DLS (unexpectedly) constituted sizes outside the 100nm threshold. In addition,
reviewing the particle distributions served to verify the reliability of averaging size
values (and standard deviations) recorded for nanomaterial particle sizing assessed by
DLS.
Figure 3.14 through to Figure 3.19, report the particle size distribution graphs for each
nanomaterial dispersed in all three solvents. Comparisons can be made between particle
size distribution analyses carried out at 22°C and 37°C. The distribution results were
considered to be a more complete representation of the nanomaterial particle sizes in
solution, constituting precise and comprehensive inclusion of all particle sizes present
within the sample. This was speculated to include large agglomerates up to the
instruments limit in detection (5µm), that may have skewed the Z-average
hydrodynamic diameter (Bootz et al., 2004, Filipe et al., 2010, Kato et al., 2009).
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Table 3.1. Nanomaterial particle diameter results analysed at 22°C and 37°C using the DLS based particle sizing instrument (ZetaSizer Nano ZS90).
All measurements are the mean of 6 runs (n=6) averaged from at least 5 analyses per measurement, with standard deviation reported.

Nanoparticle size*
(nm)

Material

Solvent

*Manufacturer details
21
Polystyrene standard dH2 O
70
Polystyrene standard dH2 O
~ 30
ZnO-45408
dH2 O
PRF media
ethanol
~ 70
ZnO-45009
dH2 O
PRF media
ethanol
<30
TiO2
dH2 O
PRF media
ethanol
~ 12
SiO2
dH2 O
PRF media
ethanol
< 200
Hydroxyapatite
dH2 O
PRF media
ethanol

ZetaSize Z-average
at 22 C
hydrodynamic
diameter (nm)
21.5
73.2
177.1
376.0
184.1
231.6
522.2
212.0
345.8
3352.7
1890.6
334.3
1417.7
637.3
1535.7
577.4
153.8
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S.D.
(nm)
0.2
1.3
4.8
167.4
10.6
12.4
467.7
13.6
539.8
795.1
770.6
119.1
577.4
153.8
648.8
228.0
149.2

ZetaSize Z-average
at 37 C
hydrodynamic
diameter (nm)
22.2
76.2
180.7
348.0
161.7
243.1
591.8
180.8
145.6
956.2
711.8
254.2
777.5
499.1
1241.5
1452.9
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21nm NIST polystyrene standard

70nm NIST polystyrene standard

37°C

21nm NIST polystyrene standard

70nm NIST polystyrene standard

Figure 3.14. DLS particle size distributions by intensity polystyrene standards dispersed
in dH2O at 22°C (top) and 37°C (bottom): turquoise line indicates particle distribution
of 21nm standard and pink line indicates particle distribution of 70nm standard. All
results report the mean of n = 6 from a minimum of 5 readings per n.

Figure 3.14 shows the particle size distribution for polystyrene nanosphere control
samples. The distributions for both 21nm and 70nm standards depict highly stable
monodispersed nanoparticle populations that were not altered despite analysis occurring
at 22°C and 37°C. These results served to successfully report accuracy of the DLS
instrumentation, in replicating the average particle sizes stated in Table 3.1.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.15. Demonstration of the difficulty in accurate measurement of DLS particle size distributions by intensity of back scattered light by
hydroxyapatite nanomaterial dispersed in three different solvents at 22°C (a) dispersed in dH2O, (b) PRF media, (c) ethanol and (d) n = 6 mean values.
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Figure 3.15 has been included to demonstrate the typical size distribution of
hydroxyapatite nanomaterial in each of the different solvent dispersions, and the
difficulties that arise in reporting the average size distribution for this nanomaterial.
Hydroxyapatite nanoparticles were only stable when dispersed in ethanol, with
reproducible traces observed for each analysis. In this dispersion, nanoparticles were
monodispersed, with a single peak, constituting all particle sizes detected between
100nm and 1µm.
In aqueous media (dH2O and PRF media), different particle size distributions were
observed for each analysis, with little relation to the average distribution reported (d).
This disparity was speculated as being an indication of a dynamic, unstable dispersion
that formed different sized agglomerates at different rates for each analysis.
Hydroxyapatite was observed as the most difficult nanomaterial to analyse in dispersion
using this method, and this has been demonstrated here in the way results were
reported for this sample. All of nanomaterials displayed in the figures below, were
thought more stable during DLS analyses, hence averages are reported. Unstable
dispersions have been noted from observations of their size distributions in descriptions
of the results, but included: SiO2 nanomaterial dispersed in PRF media (Figure 3.16) and
TiO2 nanomaterial dispersed in both PRF media and ethanol (Figure 3.17).
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22°C

37°C

Figure 3.16. DLS particle size distributions by intensity of SiO2 nanomaterial dispersed
in three different solvents at both 22°C (top) and 37°C (bottom): blue line indicates particle
distribution in dH2O, red line indicates particle distribution in PRF media and green line indicates particle
distribution in ethanol. All results report the mean of n = 6 from a minimum of 5 readings per n.

Figure 3.16 shows SiO2 nanomaterial dispersed in dH2O and ethanol to form a more
stable colloidal system (than PRF media). This was observed by the wide, but
monomodal particle size distribution. At 37°C analysis, the particle size distribution
narrowed in both dispersions, shifting peak intensity towards the smaller hydrodynamic
diameters. For dH2O dispersion, the peak in intensity correlated closely with the Zaverage, in Table 3.1, but was observed to be smaller than the SiO2-ethanol Z-average.
The more unstable PRF media dispersion recorded a multimodal particle size
distribution when analysis was carried out at 22°C. This was formed by varied particle
sizes, all recorded at low intensities, due to the irreproducible analyses. Within the
average distribution was a distinct population measuring below 30nm in size, whereas
the majority of particles measured between 100nm to 1µm in size. This sample also
produced large agglomerates, indicated by a separate distribution of particles measuring
in excess of 1µm. The analysis of the SiO2-PRF media sample at 37°C produced a
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narrowed distribution in the particle sizes recorded, constituting a bi-modal distribution
at smaller hydrodynamic diameters. This was sized with the highest intensity peaking at
200nm with a secondary shoulder recorded at half the intensity around 700nm in size.
In relation to the Z-average (777.5nm ± 655.2nm), the distribution implied more bias
towards the larger particle sizes recorded, but correlated closely with the standard
deviation in the measurement calculated for this sample.

22°C

37°C

Figure 3.17. DLS particle size distributions by intensity of TiO2 nanomaterial dispersed
in three different solvents at both 22°C (top) and 37°C (bottom): blue line indicates particle
distribution in dH2O, red line indicates particle distribution in PRF media and green line indicates particle
distribution in ethanol. All results report the mean of n = 6 from a minimum of 5 readings per n.
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Figure 3.17 is the analysis of TiO2 nanomaterial and shows wide particle size
distributions recorded for all dispersions at 22°C analysis. The greatest intensity of
particles were measured peaking in excess of 1µm for both PRF and ethanol
dispersions, and did not correspond closely with the Z-averages recorded in Table 3.1.
The Z-average may have been skewed by the presence of larger particle size populations
observed in the tail of the distribution curves. This was also observed for dH2O
dispersed TiO2 nanomaterial, although this peaked with the highest intensity of particles
measuring closer to 100nm in size. The particle size distributions were observed to have
similar size ranges when analysis was carried out at 37°C; however, there was an
absence in the larger particle sizes recorded as tails in the relative peaks in intensities at
22°C analysis. This caused each particle distribution to narrow, with peaks recorded
being more closely aligned with the respective Z-averages recorded in Table 3.1.

22°C

37°C

Figure 3.18. DLS particle size distributions by intensity of ZnO-45009 nanomaterial
dispersed in three different solvents at both 22°C (top) and 37°C (bottom): blue line
indicates particle distribution in dH2O, red line indicates particle distribution in PRF media and green line
indicates particle distribution in ethanol. All results report the mean of n = 6 from a minimum of 5
readings per n.
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ZnO-45009 nanomaterial distribution curves are shown in Figure 3.18 and were
observed to be similar at the two temperatures tested, for nanomaterials dispersed in
dH2O and ethanol. The intensity of the peaks from the particle size distributions
corresponded closely with those stated in Table 3.1, with narrow peaks relating to
smaller standard deviations (in dH2O at 22°C and ethanol at 37°C). No large particle
sizes were detected in either of these two dispersions (outside the main distribution
curve) indicating a more stable monomodal colloidal system of ZnO nanoparticles in
these solvents. This was not the case in PRF media, where the distribution was skewed
to a higher average particle diameter, over a broad range with some very large sizes
detected at 22°C. Particle sizes around the 1µm size were measured, with a lower
intensity recorded exceeding the sensitivity of the Zetasizer instrument. Narrowing of
the particle size distribution was observed in this sample, when analysed at 37°C. The
peak intensity was positioned exceeding 100nm and had a relatively broad distribution
(between 100nm and 400nm) with a shoulder on the main peak covering particle size
ranging in excess of 1µm. This broad particle size distribution for ZnO-45009
nanomaterial dispersed in PRF media was suspected to contribute the high standard
deviation values calculated in Table 3.1. However, these data do not correlate with the
Z-average size, which was more heavily weighted towards the larger sized particles /
agglomerates.
Particle size distributions recorded in Figure 3.19, showed similarities to the previous
ZnO-45009 nanomaterial analysis. The ZnO-45408 nanomaterial dispersed in both
dH2O and ethanol had size distributions that corresponded closely with each other.
This was consistent under analysis at both temperatures, and the intensity of the peaks
matched closely the Z-averages stated in Table 3.1. Compared with the results for ZnO45009, size distribution curves for ZnO-45408 were shifted towards the smaller
nanoparticle sizes (validating manufacturing specifications given in Table 2.1). PRF
media was considered the dispersion solvent that experienced the greatest
agglomeration, observed by the shift in particle population intensities towards an
increased measurement of larger particle sizes. These peaked at intensity levels
correlating to hydrodynamic sizes comparable with those stated in Table 3.1.
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22°C

37°C

Figure 3.19. DLS particle size distributions by intensity of ZnO-45408 nanomaterial
dispersed in three different solvents at both 22°C (top) and 37°C (bottom): blue line
indicates particle distribution in dH2O, red line indicates particle distribution in PRF media and green line
indicates particle distribution in ethanol. All results report the mean of n = 6 from a minimum of 5
readings per n.

3.1.4.3 Polydispersity calculations of nanoparticle dispersions using analysis by DLS
In addition to size measurements of hydrodynamic diameter for each nanomaterial, the
Malvern ZetaSizer instrument was able to generate a polydispersity index (PDI)
measurement. This utilised the Cumulants analysis algorithm from the DLS measured
autocorrelation function (Malvern, 2011), to report a number that signifies the width of
particle size distribution that was detected within a single sample. This number can be
between 0 and 1, with values closer to 0 symbolising monodisperse samples containing
particles of similar size. Conversely, samples are described as polydisperse the nearer
they approach 1.
In Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21, this value was plotted against the absolute polydispersity
width to provide comparison between actual particle size distributions recorded,
allowing the disparity in particle sizes measured to be put in context against the sample.
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Data points closer to the 0 value for both axes were expected to relate to particles
similar in size, which are recorded as sharp peaks in distribution curves. Using
comparisons from both of the polystyrene standards at either temperature, it was clear
to see the correlation. Therefore, comparisons between Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21
allowed for trends of particle behaviour at each temperature to be easily noticed, which
added towards the explanation of particle sizes recorded in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.20. DLS ZetaSizer data showing the polydispersity index (y axis) versus the averaged actual polydispersity width of particle diameters
recorded during size measurements (x axis), for all nanomaterials dispersed in each of three different solvents at 22°C.
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Figure 3.21. DLS ZetaSizer data showing the polydispersity index (y axis) versus the averaged actual polydispersity width of particle diameters
recorded during size measurements (x axis), for all nanomaterials dispersed in each of three different solvents at 37°C.
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The results showed dH2O to be the most stable and monodisperse solutions for all
nanomaterials across both temperatures, except for nano-hydroxyapatite. This was
indicated by the cluster of ‘blue’ points seen closer to the 0 value on both axes (Figure
3.20 and Figure 3.21). PRF media was observed to produce the least stable dispersions,
with a greater scatter of points showing more variability in particle distributions and
polydispersity, indicated by points spread out further from the bottom left corner of
PDI figures.
Nanomaterials that recorded large Z-average hydrodynamic diameters (Table 3.1) were
determined as aggregates when data points were located closer to the y axis of the PDI
figures (and considering the size ranges recorded through electron microscopy). At this
position in the graph, large average particle sizes were detected within a sample of
otherwise similarly sized particulates (low PDI) and within a low absolute PDI width.
Using this hypothesis, regularly sized aggregates were thought to form when
hydroxyapatite nanomaterials were dispersed in dH2O and ethanol, as well as SiO2
nanoparticles in dH2O (when analysis occurred at 22°C).
Dispersions were considered unstable when data points were aligned further to the right
on the absolute PDI width (x) axis and higher up the PDI (y) axis. This indicated a
particle size that was dynamic and changing as the analysis occurred. This situation was
observed for all nanomaterials dispersed in PRF media, analysed at 37°C, as well as
SiO2, TiO2 and hydroxyapatite nanomaterials analysed at 22°C, and hydroxyapatitenanomaterial dispersed in dH2O. All of these samples corresponded to wide particle
size distribution curves in the respective DLS analysis figures.
Nanomaterial dispersions that recorded a low PDI value but high absolute PDI were
linked to larger Z-average measurements speculated to have been skewed by the
presence of large agglomerates during DLS analysis. These corresponded to Zetasizer
software sample reports, warning of sedimentation or contamination relating to the
presence of large agglomerates forming. Incidence of PDI-PDI interactions
corresponding to sample warnings was noted for both hydroxyapatite and ZnO-45009
nanomaterials in PRF media, TiO2 nanomaterial dispersed in ethanol (all at 22°C) and at
37°C: both TiO2 and SiO2 nanomaterials dispersed in PRF media and ethanol
respectively.
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3.1.5

NanoSight nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) of nanomaterial size
distribution

As a complementary technique to DLS, NTA was used to support findings from
nanomaterial sizing in solution. Furthermore, NTA has been shown to be advantageous
(over DLS) for resolving polydisperse samples due to its ability to measure individual
nanoparticles (Filipe et al., 2010). DLS results have already suggested that the majority of
nanomaterial samples investigated in this study are of polydisperse nature.
3.1.5.1 Average particle size measurement by NTA
The following data in Table 3.2 show the mean particle diameters recorded during NTA
from 100 second video clips of nanomaterial particles scattering light, when dispersed in
each of the three solvents.
The 20nm polystyrene standard did not have a high enough refractive index to visibly
refract the light required to record particle Brownian movement necessary for NTA. It
was therefore not included in this study.
The 70nm polystyrene standard was measured to have an average diameter of 71.7nm
(± 44.0nm). The mean value was acceptable within the limits verified by NIST™
authentication (± 3.0nm), but the high standard deviation exceeded the expected range
in particle sizes measured. As this sample was a traceable standard control, these values
suggested limitations with the reliability of sample size results recorded. A critical review
into the accuracy in size measurements recorded by NTA, was further prompted by the
close proximity of the mean particle diameter measured for each nanomaterial in
different dispersions; a conflicting outcome in comparison to DLS data. Major
discrepancies between the two techniques were revealed through viewing the average
nanomaterial particle size measured by NTA in rank order:
Manufacturer Expected  Hydroxyapatite>ZnO-45009 >ZnO-45408>TiO2> SiO2.
SEM/TEM Expected  Hydroxyapatite> ZnO-45009> ZnO-45408> TiO2> SiO2.
dH2O  Hydroxyapatite > ZnO-45009 > SiO2 > TiO2 > ZnO-45408.
PRF media  SiO2 > Hydroxyapatite > TiO2 > ZnO-45009 > ZnO-45408.
Ethanol  Hydroxyapatite > ZnO-45009 > SiO2 > ZnO-45408 > TiO2.
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Hence the trends observed for NTA were different to those following DLS analysis,
and from what was expected based on manufacturer information. This prompted
further investigation into the data used to report mean particle diameters measured by
NTA.
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Table 3.2. Nanomaterial particle diameter results analysed at ambient temperature using the NTA based particle sizing instrument (NanoSight
LM10). All measurements are the average of 6 runs (n=6) with standard deviation reported.

Manufacturer
Stated size
(nm)
70
~30

Material
70nm Polystyrene standard
ZnO-45408

~70

ZnO-45009

<30

TiO2

~12

SiO2

<200

Hydroxyapatite

Solvent
dH2 O
dH2 O
PRF media
ethanol
dH2 O
PRF media
ethanol
dH2 O
PRF media
ethanol
dH2 O
PRF media
ethanol
dH2 O
PRF media
ethanol
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NanoSight NTA
mean average particle
diameter (nm)
71.7
68.6
68.5
75.2
101.4
95.6
92.9
94.8
99.0
62.7
98.4
104.8
82.0
109.0
102.8
105.3

S.D.
(nm)
44.0
39.5
41.2
40.8
52.7
54.0
47.5
51.3
57.6
38.4
44.0
55.3
44.8
54.3
57.1
55.7

3.1.5.2 Nanomaterial particle size distribution measured by NTA
In the following Figure 3.22 through to Figure 3.26, nanomaterial particle size
distributions were reported as direct particle number counts measured at specific sizes
ranging between 1nm and 200nm. Detection limits were restricted by the refractive
index (RI) of each nanomaterial in reference to the sensitivity and field of view available
to record light scattering of particles using the CCD camera.
Nanomaterial sample distributions were compared to results of the NIST™ traceable
70nm polystyrene standard (shown in yellow within each figure), with the aim to
provide assessment of reliability in the mean particle sizes reported in Table 3.2. In
addition, the manufacturer stated sizes as a guide to any differences that may have
occurred from alterations between dry and nanoparticle size distributions in solution.
Consideration of results obtained for the 70nm polystyrene standard dispersed in dH2O,
shown across Figure 3.22 to Figure 3.26, constituted a homogenous particle distribution
across the size range, forming an obvious peak in particle concentration at 47nm. This
did not correlate with the mean particle size reported in Table 3.2, measured as 71.7nm
± 18.0nm. The known particle size monodisperisty in polystyrene spheres (NIST™
traceable) caused this broad distribution to be considered unrepresentative. Observation
of peak concentration of particles recorded at sizes below what was present within the
70nm standards inferred false reporting of nanoparticle sizes and increased scepticism
towards the lack of accurate representation in particle size distributions recorded using
the NTA technique. The particle distribution reported using NTA of 70nm standard,
reduced confidence in the reliability of mean sizes stated in Table 3.2. Nanomaterial
samples in dispersion were analysed with reference to the observations noted from
particle distribution results of the 70nm polystyrene standard. Figure 3.22 shows
hydroxyapatite nanomaterial having the largest number of nanoparticles when dispersed
in ethanol. In both dH2O and PRF media, hydroxyapatite nanomaterial particles were
sized over a wide distribution (from 29nm to the upper limit of detection 200nm) but at
low concentrations and no obvious peak. It was difficult to compare these particle sizes
with reference to the manufacturer details, as all data recorded during NTA falls within
stated particle sizes (<200nm). In comparison to electron microscopy sizing, NTA
measurements would be consistent with the range of nanoparticle sizes, if not the
calculated average. Despite the difference in particle distribution observed for
hydroxyapatite nanomaterial dispersed in each solvent, the mean size of particles was
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calculated to be similar across all three samples. This was consistent with the outcome
observed in the standard, and attributed to the larger numbers of particles detected in
the tail of NTA analysis. These may have indicated the formation of an agglomerated
nanomaterial, consistent with behaviour experienced in DLS analysis (Figure 3.15), but
which fell outside the upper limit of detection for NTA.
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Figure 3.22. NTA size distribution expressed as number of particles of hydroxyapatite
nanomaterial dispersed in: dH2O (blue), PRF media (red) or ethanol (green). The 70nm
polystyrene standard results are shown in yellow. The dotted lines indicate the position of mean particle
size calculated from distribution data for each dispersion with the black line indicating manufacturer stated size.
Analysed at room temperature (n = 6).
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Figure 3.23. NTA size distribution expressed as number of particles of SiO2
nanomaterial dispersed in: dH2O (blue), PRF media (red) or ethanol (green). The 70nm
polystyrene standard results are shown in yellow. The dotted lines indicate the position of mean particle
size calculated from distribution data for each dispersion with the black line indicating manufacturer stated size.
Analysed at room temperature (n = 6).

Figure 3.23 shows SiO2 nanomaterial particle size distributions as being multimodal,
recording a wide range of particle sizes over the 100seconds of analysis. In all
dispersions, SiO2 nanomaterial was measured between 10nm and 21nm as an initial
peak in number of particles detected, similar to the stated size expected from
manufacturer data. However, the average for PRF media and ethanol dispersions were
likely to be skewed by larger particle sizes peaking in a wider distribution between 25nm
to 71nm before slowly tailing off towards the upper limit of detection. SiO2
nanomaterial dispersed in dH2O recorded particle concentrations forming a secondary
peak close to the 98.4nm ± 44.0nm mean reported by the manufacturer (at
approximately 92nm). All results would imply likely agglomeration in comparison to the
initial peak of particle numbers, expected from close compatibility with manufacturer
description.
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Figure 3.24. NTA size distribution expressed as number of particles of TiO2
nanomaterial dispersed in: dH2O (blue), PRF media (red) or ethanol (green). The 70nm
polystyrene standard results are shown in yellow. The dotted lines indicate the position of mean particle
size calculated from distribution data for each dispersion with the black line indicating manufacturer stated size.
Analysed at room temperature (n = 6).

Figure 3.24 shows TiO2 nanomaterial particle size measurements in both dH2O and
PRF media, which follow wide and flat distribution with no obvious peak in
concentration, and no obvious relationship with regard to mean values reported. This
follows the discrepancies noted in the 70nm polystyrene standard, implying data lacked
reliability.
When dispersed in ethanol, TiO2 nanomaterial particle size was observed through a
distinct population peaking at 13nm with two shoulder peaks measured at 20nm and
31nm. The distribution then tailed off before the upper limit in detection (200nm). This
produced the smallest mean particle diameter recorded, closer to the manufacturer
stated size range (<30nm).
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Figure 3.25. NTA size distribution expressed as number of particles of ZnO-45009
nanomaterial dispersed in: dH2O (blue), PRF media (red) or ethanol (green). The 70nm
polystyrene standard results are shown in yellow. The dotted lines indicate the position of mean particle
size calculated from distribution data for each dispersion with the black line indicating manufacturer stated size.
Analysed at room temperature (n = 6).

The particle size distributions in Figure 3.25 show ZnO-45009 nanomaterial dispersed
in all solvents peaking with the highest concentration of particles at a similar size to
those recorded for the 70nm polystyrene nanosphere standard (43nm, 54nm, 46nm and
47nm for dH2O, PRF media, ethanol and the standard, respectively). These were
smaller than the manufacturer particle size indication (~70nm).
There was an obvious skew noted in the calculation of the averages reported, due to
larger particles in the tail of distribution curves. This was consistent with the result from
NTA analysis of the polystyrene standard. For ZnO-45009 nanomaterial dispersions,
this was likely a consequence of the high number of particles recorded across the entire
size range in all dispersions. The dH2O and PRF media dispersions in particular
displayed high concentrations of particles above 100nm, corresponding to the largest
mean diameters.
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Figure 3.26. NTA size distribution expressed as number of particles of ZnO-45408
nanomaterial dispersed in: dH2O (blue), PRF media (red) or ethanol (green). The 70nm
polystyrene standard results are shown in yellow. The dotted lines indicate the position of mean particle
size calculated from distribution data for each dispersion with the black line indicating manufacturer stated size.
Analysed at room temperature (n = 6).

Figure 3.26 shows the particle sizes recorded for dH2O and PRF media dispersions of
ZnO-45408 nanomaterial, displaying a sharp peak in particle size distribution curve
corresponding well with manufacturer details. However, it is evident that the mean is
skewed due to the presence of particle numbers measuring in excess of 100nm, as
explained by the ‘tail’ in size distribution. The ‘tails’ were lesser in extent to those for
the previous ZnO-45009 nanomatetial, resulting in a smaller average across all
dispersions. In ethanol, a lower number of particles was recorded across the size range
of detection, as this dispersant contributed a broad peak stretching between particle size
measurements of 20nm-85nm.
The effects of solvent on nanomaterials were hypothesised to have contributed these
‘real’ measurements, speculated as agglomerates formed in unstable colloidal systems
that were thought dynamic and in the process of flocculation. This was tested by
evaluating colloidal stability as inferred by measuring nanomaterial zeta potential.
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3.1.6

Nanomaterial zeta potential measurements

Zeta potential measurements allowed for assessment of the stability of nanoparticles in
each of the three dispersions used for DLS and NTA size measurements. To present
the zeta potential measurement in the correct context, pH values of the solutions
analysed were also included.
Results are reported below, and refer to data in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 with zeta
potential stated graphically in Figure 3.28 with respect to the generally accepted
assessment of colloidal stability depicted within the Figure 3.27 below.

Figure 3.27. The general classification of colloid stability in solution based on zeta
potential (ζ) measurements, negating charge on particle. Adapted from (Vallar et al.,
1999).
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Table 3.3. Zeta potential of nanoparticles measured in three different solvent dispersions at both 22°C and 37°C. The Smoluchowski's theory was used for
calculations of electrophoretic mobility of the particles based on laser doppling and M3-PALS in the Malvern ZetaSizer NS90. a All results stated are the average of 6
runs (n=6) averaged from at least 4 measurements per run.
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Table 3.4. pH measurement of nanomaterials diluted to a 0.001% w/v concentration in either dH2O or PRF medium prior to Zeta Potential analysis.
All measurements carried out at room temperature, with results an average of 3 different readings carried out on different days (n=3) with standard deviation
reported.
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Figure 3.28. Zeta potential measurements of nanoparticle surface charge, taken from the data in Table 3.4. Coloured zones indicate the generally accepted
levels of colloidal stability: RED = Flocculation, AMBER = instability, DARK BLUE = Moderate stability and LIGHT BLUE = Good stability.
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Table 3.3 highlights the range of zeta potential measurements of the various
nanomaterials and also the differences exerted by the solvent environment they were
dispersed in. Both positive and negative charges were observed, ranging from +46.8mV
(hydroxyapatite nanomaterial dispersed in ethanol (37°C)) to -27.5mV (SiO2
nanomaterial dispersed in dH2O (22°C)). Results remained consistent for the majority
of nanomaterials in each of the dispersions, despite the 15°C temperature difference
between the two analyses. These data suggested physiological temperature had little
impact on colloidal stability, with no statistical significance noted. The sole exception
was TiO2 nanomaterial in dH2O, where the validity of the measurement was questioned
due to large standard deviations at both 22°C and 37°C. This was thought to contribute
an assessment of colloidal instability for this nanomaterial when dispersed in dH2O.
The pH values recorded in Table 3.4 showed elevated H+ levels in both aqueous
solutions through the presence of nanomaterials in dispersion. However, the values
reported do not exceed human physiological pH ranges and would not be expected to
cause harm to cells, except for ZnO-45009 in PRF media. ZnO-45009 was the only
sample to record a positive zeta potential measurement in PRF media, and this was
observed alongside increased the pH of solution (by nearly 50% from the original
control value). This dispersion was more alkaline, with pH value exceeding that of most
living systems in the human body (Boron & Boulpaep, 2008). Whilst the remaining
nanomaterials also increased the alkalinity of the dispersions, none of the values were
considered extreme, with respect to other physiological conditions found in the human
body.
During nanomaterial sizing in solution (DLS and NTA results), most particle
distributions had inferred nanomaterial instability in each of the disperions tested, to
differing extents. This hypothesis was supported by the zeta potential data, as can be
visualised in Figure 3.28. The graph plots zeta potential for each nanomaterialdispersion, measured at both 22°C and 37°C, in the context the value implies to
colloidal stability with reference to the generally accepted classification shown in Figure
3.27 (Berg et al., 2009, Kaszuba et al., 2010, Vallar et al., 1999).
Figure 3.28 shows zeta potential measurement of TiO2 nanomaterial in dH2O analysed,
at both temperatures (to correspond with the red zone) indicating the likely occurrence
of flocculation or agglomeration. Flocculation was also indicated for the ZnO-45408
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nanomaterial dispersed in PRF media. Zeta potential values corresponding with the
highest incidents of instability (the amber zone) were recorded in this dispersant.
Temperature of analysis was not considered a significant factor relating to nanomaterial
stability in dispersion, with only hydroxyapatite and SiO2 nanomaterials dispersed in
ethanol (and the example of SiO2 in PRF media) observed to change the stability label
of the suspension. However, in all examples, analysis at 37°C corresponded with
improved stability, but only marginal differences were observed in the actual zeta
potential measurement when compared to the results at 22°C. Dispersion solvent was
considered to have a greater influence on zeta potential. In aqueous solutions (dH2O
and PRF media), all zeta potential measurements recorded a net negative charge (ZnO45009 being the exception), and for all nanomaterials this was reversed to a net positive
charge in ethanol (except for SiO2 nanomaterial).
Due to the relative ionic neutrality of the three solvents, both ZnO-45009 and SiO2
nanomaterials were thought to express the strongest ionic charges (positive and
negative, respectively) at their particle surfaces. The polarity of their strong ionic net
charge prevailed despite the effects of solvent molecules, and this corresponded to
some of the largest zeta potential values measured across all samples (Table 3.3). ZnO45009 and SiO2 nanomaterials were observed to form the most stable dispersions, along
with hydroxyapatite nanomaterial-ethanol dispersions.
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3.2 Discussion
It has been documented previously that nano-scale confers new and often unique
properties to a nanomaterial over its bulk counterpart. These are increasingly being
exploited in new technologies, with safety assessment and legislation struggling to keep
pace with nano-technological developments (Choi et al., 2010). This is complicated by
governments, regulators and industry adopting a cautious approach in definitively
specifying the criteria required for new chemical entities to trigger a ‘nano’ tag. This is
most obvious through mapping the European Commissions’ (EC) progress towards a
regulatory framework tasked to deal with the growing presence of nanomaterials
((SCCP), 2007, (SCENIHR), 2006, (SCENIHR), 2009). On the 18th October 2011, the
EC adopted the recommendation of the current definition of a nanomaterial ((EU),
2011). This states’:
“A natural, incidental or manufactured material containing particles, in an unbound state or as an
aggregate or as an agglomerate and where, for 50 % or more of the particles in the number size
distribution, one or more external dimensions is in the size range 1 nm - 100 nm.
In specific cases and where warranted by concerns for the environment, health, safety or competitiveness
the number size distribution threshold of 50 % may be replaced by a threshold between 1 and 50 %.”
Whilst not legally binding, this legislation gives both those working towards exploiting
nano-properties or investigating their safety a guideline to work to so that research can
start to employ these conditions when investigating nanomaterials. This project seeks to
comply with these conditions, and so initial characterisation work in this chapter was
chiefly concerned with identifying nano-characteristics in each commercially sourced
nanomaterial. Through comprehensive utilisation of as many techniques available,
comparisons back to bulk and between the different chemical materials, any nanospecific findings were to be linked with explanations for potential cytotoxic effects
observed later, using in vitro models. This constituted the initial stage of the risk
assessment of hydroxyapatite, SiO2, TiO2 and ZnO nanomaterials for use in
formulations putatively advantageous in future oral healthcare products.
The slow progress in arriving at a consensus on a clear and full nano definition has in
part been due to legal ramifications for commercial products and industrial processing
working with nanomaterials, with their risk assessment not fully complete. But it has
also been complicated due to the intrinsic complexities manifested at the nano-scale
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when traditional materials are reduced in size. These were experienced during the course
of this investigation, and will now be discussed in detail.

3.2.1

Size determination

Working within the EC recommended definition of a nanomaterial, measuring the
particle size was considered the most fundamental characteristic to determine.
However, from the results presented in this chapter, the average particle size of each
material characterised was different dependent on the technique used for analysis. Table
3.5 summarises the average particle diameters recorded for each material, measured
using the different sizing techniques. Average particle size values recorded were
generally outside those reported by the manufactures for each material. However, it is
important to accept how crude a single size value may be when not reported alongside
the conditions of analysis to provide appropriate context. No one value recorded using
any one of the different methods was considered more or less accurate than another.
These points highlight the difficulty in simply determining a characteristic considered a
fundamental attribute of a material being defined as “nano” ((HSE), 2010, Borm et al.,
2006).
When we consider the term “particle size”, it projects an assumption towards a
definitive, fundamental characteristic. However, in reality this view is too simplistic. For
example, particle size can be expressed in many different ways (e.g. average particle size,
primary particle size, agglomerate, surface area etc.) depending upon a number of factors
((SCENIHR), 2009). It can be affected by particle shape, uniformity of shape in the
sample, uniformity of size within a sample (known as polydispersity) and from these,
the size distribution must be considered which in turn can influence the terminology by
which the average particle size data is reported (Domingos et al., 2009). To make the
situation even more complicated, many of these factors can change with regard to
experimental conditions, nanomaterial manufacturing processes, sample preparation
and even method of reporting size analysis (Stone et al., 2010).
Determining the morphology of particles using electron microscopy was perhaps the
most straight forward characterisation process. It relied upon visual inspection to
determine the size, shape and with SEM, surface appearance. Both SEM and TEM
micrographs showed clear nanoparticle

morphologies which allowed

direct

measurement of individual particle sizes. Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.8 were deemed to be
the most representative assessment of size due to the close proximity of the mean
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values of size measurements recorded with those stated by nanomaterial suppliers
(Table 3.5). Electron microscopy had the additional benefit of being the only technique
employed that allowed for direct comparison with the bulk counterparts, over a range
of magnifications. However, this technique of measuring size also relied most heavily
on operator intervention and interpretation in identifying the most appropriate
magnification, image quality and manual measurement to generate reliable sample
populations. By dividing each image using a grid and randomly selecting particles to
measure, it was hoped subjectivity in size measurement would be avoided. However, in
reality subjectivity was impossible to circumvent completely. For example, the greater
value for bulk SiO2 mean particle size recorded from TEM micrographs, in comparison
to SEM may have been a consequence of particle morphology being harder to observe
from the TEM micrographs. The size measured may have also been dependent upon
geometry of the particles. For example, the size of a regular sphere is measured in terms
of a radius, or diameter. A cuboid, by its height, width and depth. This simplicity breaks
down dramatically as structures move further away from these regular shapes, and this
has implications for the vast majority of current particle sizing techniques that are
inadequate in dealing with particle geometry and orientation (Mathaes et al., 2013). For
example, particular difficulties have arisen in characterising dispersed carbon nanotubes
(Krause et al., 2010), nano-rods and fibres (Oberdorster et al., 2005a) (such as ZnO),
with length and width dependent upon sample orientation. Even more difficult is the
accurate measurement of surface modifications with relation to particle diameter, that
considerations such as the thickness a protein corona may contribute (Lynch et al.,
2007). Non-spherical particles are difficult to characterise over mono-modal spheres in
terms of sizing techniques, but all nanoparticles are subject to increased agglomeration
in biological media, which often creates non-uniform and unpredictable structures
(Landsiedel et al., 2010). This was definitely the situation experienced with the
nanomaterials characterised in this study, with an array of particle shapes and sizes
observed, sometimes all within the same sample.
Heterogeneity was likely to be a factor that contributes to the high standard deviations
recorded for particle sizing carried out from micrographs (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.8).
The particle size measurements for hydroxyapatite bulk material and all three ZnO
materials were noted as particularly troublesome; each sample exhibited highly
heterogeneous particle morphologies. Morphology was not the sole contributor towards
increased error in particle size measurement: particle orientation when fixed during
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sample preparation and and non-symmetrical particle morphologies were also
problematic. In addition to the difficulties these posed towards accurate particle sizing,
they also had important connotations for other areas of this study. Reports in the
literature have long linked particle shape with cytotoxic properties (Borm et al., 2006,
Buzea et al., 2007, Nel et al., 2006, Oberdorster et al., 2000):, particularly with regards to
rod-like fibres (the classical example being that of asbestos fibres causing chronic
diseases in humans (Mossman et al., 1983, Oberdorster et al., 2005a)). Furthermore,
shape of particle has an important bearing on the theory of DLS. A fundamental
assumption used in the calculations of a particle size assumes Brownian movement of
spherical particles. Rod-like shapes as observed in some ZnO material morphologies can
still follow Brownian motion at the right concentrations. However, their movement is
likely to involve a tumbling motion that during lengthways rotation scatters light from
the surface at a greater intensity than reflection from the alternative axis surface
momentum. This results in the detection of more scattered light, transpiring as a larger
average particle diameter. The degree to which this situation influences results was
difficult to accurately assess because of the unpredictable movement of nanoparticles,
which is by nature random when moving by Brownian motion. In practice, most regular
shapes, devoid of one or more extreme dimension in relation to the majority of the
particle surfaces (e.g. long thin fibres) fit the algorithm with only a small percentage of
error occurring when they form some symmetry in rotation (Pabst & Gregorová, 2007).
This makes DLS particle sizing a popular nanoparticle characterisation tool.
Table 3.5 displays the low standard deviations for values recorded for average particle
diameters of both bulk and nano forms of SiO2 and TiO2. Electron microscopy imaging
depicted the more uniform nature of these particle structures and sizes, but this did not
necessarily correspond to a low polydispersity index values from DLS analysis (Figure
3.20 and Figure 3.21). The explanation behind this again refers back to subjectivity in
that operator expertise is required to interpret particles morphology observed through
electron microscopy imaging. Through manual interpretation of micrographs, it was
possible to identify nanomaterial agglomerates, distinguishable from individual
nanoparticles. In doing so, this limited the extent of large agglomerates contributing to
the average measurements by excluding them from particle size calculations. This may
be a subjective decision, but it was also a deliberate action to measure the primary
particle size, in an attempt to gain some baseline towards unmodified, individual particle
size. It is therefore difficult to compare electron microscopy particle size measurements
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with more automated techniques, which lack effective direct agglomeration/aggregation
identification.
Modern software packages often possess complex computational analysis programmes
able to flag up warnings of heavy agglomeration and sedimentation during sample
analysis, but these are still relatively insensitive. DLS analysis using the ZetaSizer
software (version 6.1) reported these warnings for hydroxyapatite nanomaterial
dispersed in dH2O (22°C) and PRF media (37°C); SiO2 nanomaterial dispersed in PRF
media (22°C and 37°C); and TiO2 nanomaterial dispersed in both PRF media (22°C)
and ethanol (37°C). In all cases, except SiO2 nanomaterial in PRF media at 37°C, these
indications were confirmed by zeta potential values that corresponded to the red and
amber zones used to indicate flocculation and dispersion instability (Figure 3.28). Other
nanomaterial dispersions also fell within these regions on the graph, and yet were not
detected by the instrument software. Automated, algorithm-based size determination
software serves these warnings, which can prove useful when reporting the data, but
they do not actively manipulate the data to aid single particle size measurements.
Therefore, other nanomaterials in dispersion may have sizing data skewed by the
measurement of agglomerates as large single particles. This was speculated to have
major consequences in the average particle sizes measured, specifically those reliant
upon DLS. Since the intensity of the scattered light is inversely proportional to the sixth
power of the radius of the nanoparticle, a 50nm particle will scatter a million times as
much light as a 5nm particle. As such, average particle size values determined by DLS
are likely to be heavily biased in the presence of large particulates (Filipe et al., 2010,
Linsinger et al., 2012a). It is not only the larger size of agglomerates over individual
particles, but the irregular shapes formed by uncontrolled, complex particle-particle
interactions that can lead to increased skewing in size averages (again connected with
their random orientation as they move through the laser beam to scatter light)
(Landsiedel et al., 2010). Both of these effects were considered as occurring during DLS
analysis of the nanomaterials investigated here. This was observed through the much
greater particle sizes recorded when using this technique in comparison to all others
(Table 3.5), and consolidated by zeta potential values falling within the range considered
unstable. Results reported in this study correlate closely with Domingos et al., findings;
notably the increased particle sizing of TiO2 and ZnO nanoparticles by DLS, due to
agglomerates, in a multi-method sizing comparative study (Domingos et al., 2009). This
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rationale was used to exclude the results from DLS analysis when size measurements
were applied to display the overall ranking of size between the nanomaterials.
Conversely, very large agglomerates may also skew results in the opposing direction,
producing smaller particle size measurements that are different from the real particle
size distributions. Large agglomerates may become dense enough to sediment to the
bottom of the solution (Allouni et al., 2009, Bootz et al., 2004, Murdock et al., 2008,
Provder, 1997), a process termed flocculation. Large masses of agglomerates can then
be negated from the size measurement and cause the detection of larger numbers of
smaller particles than actually present. This occurs through falsely recording fast
sedimentation as Brownian movement (with fast light scattering correlating to smaller
particles), or alternatively, real detection of nanoparticles still suspended and present
within the dispersion. Both of these effects may have been present within the DLS data
reported, where small average particle sizes calculated correspond with zeta potential
measurements below 20mV. This effect was highly probable to have occurred within
the relatively unstable TiO2 nanomaterial dispersion in dH2O, as both DLS and zeta
potential results corresponded to visual flocculation in the sample tube. This view was
backed up by Meiβner et al., who also experienced the high agglomeration rates of
mixed anatase:rutile TiO2 that was dispersed in serum-free media (Meißner et al., 2009).
Throughout the characterisation of these nanomaterials in dispersion, many of the
problems associated with DLS particle size analysis can be attributed to the high
heterogeneity between the particle size and morphology of each sample, as observed in
Figure 3.20, Figure 3.21 and through observations with electron microscopy. These
were deemed a consequence of utilising commercially sourced, bulk manufactured
nanomaterial products. Whilst the particle size variation added complexity to the
characterisation process, especially in regard to determining common characteristics that
may have implications in future cytotoxicity studies, these outcomes reflect real life
scenarios. Large-scale industrial manufacturing of nanomaterials is currently unlikely to
result in strictly uniform, monodisperse nanoparticles (Schulze et al., 2008), as was
highlighted during this study. These remain difficult to produce on the analytical scale,
due to the high level of environmental control required to produce nanoparticles
(Skapin et al., 2007), that maintain their characteristics in situ (Borm et al., 2006).
Heterogeneity has implications for the cosmetic industry, where it is likely to require
bulk scale masses of nanomaterials in the formulation of commercial scale product
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manufacturing (Aitken et al., 2006). Outcomes from characterisation fully reflected the
challenges facing nanomaterial formulation in future oral healthcare products, in
fulfilment towards stringent regulation and legislation to protect the consumer ((SCCP),
2007).
Despite its well documented problems, particle size measurements recorded by DLS
were thought to be fully vindicated for inclusion as a characterisation technique. DLS
was the only technique able to detect the likely occurrence of a change in nanoparticle
state with regards to agglomeration or aggregation, when dispersed in different
solutions (Domingos et al., 2009). It was important to consider agglomerates, as they are
likely to exist or manifest in real life nano-samples. The EC has accepted this, and
incorporated into the nanomaterial definition the terms agglomerate and aggregate. The
ISO Technical Specification (TS) 27687 defines particles clustered in agglomerates and
aggregates separately:
“Agglomerate: Collection of weakly-bound particles or aggregates or mixtures of the two where the
resulting external surface area is similar to the sum of the surface areas of the individual components.
Aggregate: Particle comprising strongly-bonded or fused particles where the resulting external surface
area may be significantly smaller than the sum of calculated surface areas of the individual components”.
((ISO), 2008).
Their consideration as nanomaterials is due to the possibility of nano-pores conferring
functionality within the agglomerated nanoparticles. Low magnification images of the
samples studied here showed large agglomerates in some of the powdered starting
materials. The term agglomerates is preferred here, due to the unknown reversibility of
material back to nano-form. When magnification was increased, gaps in particles were
measured and deemed to meet the criteria constituting a nanoparticle definition.
However these were not included in the measurements that constituted the mean size
of nanoparticles at this stage of initial characterisation. This was due to the primary
interest directed towards the raw nanomaterial properties, and no nano-pores were
observed through SEM analysis of particle surfaces.
The NTA method has also been reported to suffer from similar inaccuracies associated
with nanoparticle agglomeration tendencies (Domingos et al., 2009). This was not
considered such a problem with the NanoSight instrument, as results using this method
reported lower particle size distributions for all nanomaterials dispersed in solutions. As
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the same samples were analysed for both DLS and NTA instrumentation, the latter
measurements were thought to be restricted by a lower upper limit of particle size. The
reason is due to the small field of view used to video the nanoparticle movements
which can easily become saturated by materials that have high refractive indexes, a
property indicative of metal oxides (such as those of the nanoamaterials investigated in
this project). This method could be interpreted so as to distort the mean particle size,
away from the ‘real’ average of the sample, present within a wide mix of nanoparticle
sizes and agglomerates.
This behaviour of the nanomaterials may have contributed to these ‘real’ measurements,
indicated by the initial peaks in number of particles detected, for SiO2, TiO2 and ZnO45408 nanomaterial sizes by NTA, which match well with the manufacturer stated
particle sizes (Figure 3.23, Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.26 respectively). Alternatively, the
remaining distribution may have been skewed by agglomerates forming in unstable,
dynamic colloidal systems that may have been in the process of flocculation, as
observed by DLS. However, an alternate explanation may be that the origin is similar to
the problems associated with polystyrene standards, in respect to RI values of the
material. Polystyrene, hydroxyapatite and SiO2 were known to have lower RI in
comparison to the other nanomaterials (Table 2.1), and would have scattered light less
prominently. NTA using the NanoSight LM10 instrument relies upon visualised light
scattering through the CCD camera. Changes in these parameters govern image quality
in the video files. Where inadequate light scattering resolution was observed, changes in
these parameters (such as increased gain), may have caused NTA software to detect
background interference as small particles. Noise from data capture may not entirely be
a result of low RI, as Montes-Burgos et al., experienced similarly broad peaks as
reported for the 70nm polystyrene here, with their study using a NIST™ traceable 60nm
gold standard (known to scatter light well (Jans et al., 2009) for evaluating DLS versus
NTA for nanotoxicology related characterisation (Montes-Burgos et al., 2010).
Therefore, low and high RI values may heavily influence the respective lower and upper
limits of particle detection for this technique (Gardiner et al., 2013, Malloy & Carr,
2006).
Despite the limitations, NTA analysis was thought beneficial to this study, utilising the
greater sensitivity reported for this technique in analysing highly polydisperse samples
(like these nanomaterials investigated in this research) (Filipe et al., 2010). NTA was able
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to avoid the influence of larger particulates within a polydisperse sample, by sizing on a
particle by particle basis, using video tracking of the light refracted by a single moving
particle. It then followed similar theoretical assumptions as DLS, where smaller particles
move faster and larger ones migrate more slowly when in Brownian motion. NTA
particle size distributions peaked before the nanosize definition of 100nm particle size
was reached for the majority of samples analysed. Only the NIST™ traceable standards
recorded a comparable average size result to DLS analysis. This suggests that whilst
NTA sizing data might fail to show the true picture of average particle sizes for the
overall sample, it is more sensitive at the nanoscale. This was important information to
collate within the research, as it enabled a more accurate assessment of just how small
the particles in each nanomaterial might be. It is expected that like most nanomaterials
dispersed sub-optimally in culture media (mimicking conditions of delivery when
applied to treat cells in vitro), hydroxyapatite and the metal oxides investigated here,
would also agglomerate (Allouni et al., 2009, Murdock et al., 2008, Teeguarden et al.,
2007). But it remains important to fully characterise the entire population of
nanoparticles, some of which may remain nano in size and in doing so, able to exert a
nano-specific cytotoxic effect (Jaeger et al., 2012, Moos et al., 2010, Patri et al., 2009,
Yang et al., 2009, Yuan et al., 2010). Through identification of the smallest sizes of
nanoparticle in each sample, potential nanomaterial toxicity could be considered,
assessing the full risk of nanotoxicity from the worst case scenario.
Problems experienced by both DLS and NTA include relating particle size distributions
to the average values within each sample. This was especially pertinent considering the
positioning of the mean in relation to NTA size. DLS in contrast, reports quantitative
intensity-size distributions, which are direct representations of the ‘raw’ signals and use
a minimum of additional assumptions about the particles. From this, the hydrodynamic
diameter was calculated as the mean effective size within the population. Conversion of
DLS data to a number-weighted result requires assumptions about nanomaterial shape
and dispersity, which are usually much different in real samples. It can therefore be
prone to errors that are exponential in their influence as the calculations are applied.
Therefore, direct comparison between particle distributions achieved through DLS and
NTA analysis cannot be made.
A particle size distribution can be characterised by various parameters. Traditionally, as
was the case here, means are often reported (Mathaes et al., 2013). However, there are
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compelling arguments towards including the modal size value and/or the median
average (Roebben et al., 2011). In perfect monomodal nanoparticle dispersions, the
mean, modal and median values would all be equal, located at the centre of a symmetric
particle size distribution curve. As observed over the course of characterisation with
these nanomaterials, this was not the case. Similarly, it would be viewed as uncommon
for most nanomaterials in the real world. Reporting the modal average constitutes the
particle size measurement corresponding to the highest peak in respective size
distributions. This may be appropriate under comparable bi- or multimodal
distributions, where particle size distributions concisely fits into separate populations of
equal intensity/concentration (Montes-Burgos et al., 2010). In a similar way to MontesBurgos et al., 2010, who reported modal average of gold nanoparticles dispersed with
protein, this may also have been effective in DLS reporting of hydroxyapatite
nanomaterial dispersed in dH2O (Figure 3.15) or SiO2-nanomaterial analysed in PRF
media (Figure 3.16). However, it was not considered appropriate for the other samples,
viewed during analysis as (presenting a dynamic, turbulent environment) many of which
were suspected to experience un-quantified but significant flocculation. During
repetitive measurements (n=6), individual distributions were viewed differently between
analysis, as indicated by relatively high standard deviations in hydroxyapatite sizing.
Whilst the mode may have been acceptable for an individual run, the variation in
sample distributions experienced between results may have produced a wildly inaccurate
averaged modal value, constituted from the data of multiple analysis (n). The lack of
reducibility between runs raises serious questions as to the appropriateness of particle
sizing this material without first stabilising particles in the dispersant. Whilst this could
have been done, through the use of biocompatible surface coatings such as polyethylene
glycol (Wang et al., 2010) or FBS proteins (Dominguez-Medina et al., 2013), this was
considered a modification which would have invalidated the study investigating the
natural effect hydroxyapatite nanomaterial has on the human oral mucosa. Both PEG
and FBS protein coatings applied to nanoparticles surfaces to aid dispersion, have been
subsequently found to increase uptake into cells (Prasad et al., 2013b, Shah et al., 2012,
Walkey et al., 2011).
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The median particle size reports the middle value in the sample distribution. This has
proved useful for nanomaterials specifically, when the wording of the current
recommended definition is considered. This states a nanomaterial to be defined as such:
“…where 50 % or more of the particles in the number size distribution, one or more external
dimensions is in the size range 1 nm - 100 nm.” ((EU), 2011).
Therefore, in most cases where there exists no large population of nanoparticles (less
than 1nm in size), materials with a median particle size between 1nm and 100nm can be
considered as meeting the requirements to be defined as a nanomaterial. Reporting this
average may have worked well for NTA particle distributions, where the upper limit of
detection was below 200nm. However, the upper limits of DLS detection was stated to
be on the µm scale (5µm), and so agglomerate size measurements were as significant in
the particle distributions as nanoparticles. The bias towards light scattering from larger
particles, as reported by the median from these data would likely skew the average size
towards a larger value then actually present in the distribution. Therefore, whilst median
arithmetic values may strike a good balance between extremes of small and large sizes
on the nano-scale, the mean was reported for the data known to constitute micron sized
agglomerate, which is consistent in multiple analyses. This was a compromise to allow
for comparison between the different sizing techniques, but was only deemed accurate
when reporting values in the context of how the particle size distribution was
configured: a strategy currently deemed most appropriate for the reporting of
polydisperse nanomaterial sizes (Bootz et al., 2004, Gaumet et al., 2008, Kato et al., 2009,
Murdock et al., 2008).
In the context of the multiple techniques used to assess the nanomaterial particle sizes
investigated within this study, the best approach to compare size disparity was via their
rank position, from smallest to largest (Domingos et al., 2009). All data was pooled in
Table 3.5 to allow direct comparisons between the materials investigated. The general
trend indicated from the manufacturer particle size information was considered accurate
in comparison to the relative ranking position of each material. The exception was
unexpectedly the SiO2 bulk material, positioned first with the smallest particles
(measured using electron microscopy). Key to the study research goal was particle
disparity between nano and bulk materials, to highlight any nanomaterial differences
observed during in vitro cytotoxicity testing. Bulk materials remain the best available
reference or control to nano-investigation in the face of few limited standardised
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nanomaterial controls (Stefaniak et al., 2013). Attempts are being made to establish a
catalogue of traceable nanomaterial standards that measure reproducible characteristics
between different labs (Aitken et al., 2008), but the variety of these systems currently
remains limited. Slow progress has perhaps been in part due to the difficulties in
handling nanoparticles. As characterisation has proved here, identifying clear attributes
is highly dependent upon the environment they are in (Nel et al., 2009, Oberdorster et
al., 2005a) and the technique and sample preparation steps carried out during analysis
(Linsinger et al., 2012a). SiO2 size results may have proved to be a surprise, and prompt
caution in reporting any nano-specific effects as the investigation moves forward into
their use as treatments in the in vitro studies, but they actually serve to highlight the
importance and need for thorough characterisation of materials. Understanding what
the characteristics mean related to raw properties is crucial in the context of cosmetic
ingredient regulation ((SCCP), 2007, (EU), 2010, Faunce, 2008), and important in
establishing the background for ascertaining the full risk assessment of their inclusion in
future healthcare formulations.
SEM and TEM imaging techniques provided the greatest insight into nanomaterial
characteristics such as the shape, surface appearance and overall morphology of each
material. Hydroxyapatite appeared the most different when comparing bulk and nano
forms, however it was impossible to determine the similarity of material composition in
terms of crystalline structure, specific isoform or other stereochemistry’s without other
analytical investigation. This may be crucial in attempting to explain effects of a material
through interaction with biological structures, with toxicity studies plentiful with reports
of specific isoforms of a material causing a different reaction over the same chemical in
alternative forms (Brunner et al., 2006, Gulson et al., 2012, Maurer-Jones et al., 2010,
Park et al., 2011, Xia et al., 2008, Zhang et al., 2003). The generation of a polydispersity
index in DLS analysis was a particularly useful calculation and enabled numerical
attributes to be used to compare the differences in particle sizes and appearance
observed for SEM and TEM.
Bulk hydroxyapatite was noted as lacking uniformity between particle to particle
morphologies in SEM micrographs. Whilst polydispersity was also present in bi-modal
sizes of the nanoparticles constituting the nanomaterial, overall it remained more likely
to find two particles dissimilar in size and appearance for bulk hydroxyapatite material.
This was not considered a major issue as bulk materials are expected to be cruder in size
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and appearance, due to the less strict controls exerted over particle formation during
manufacturing. In contrast nanomaterials are relatively difficult to manufacture. Their
complex chemistry’s require accurate and precise control over temperature, pH,
pressure, precipitation rates as well as the milling, recovery and classification processes,
which are all intertwined to produce nano-sized materials (Applerot et al., 2009, Skapin
et al., 2007). ZnO nanoparticles (ZnO-45009 and ZnO-45408) emphasised this, with
some particulates that are long and spindly mixed in with shorter, wider, relatively more
spherical particles.
EDS was carried out to confirm the composition of materials were what were stated by
the manufacturers: a level of quality control validated in the light of SiO2 bulk particles
measuring nano in size (<100nm). Spectra confirmed the composition of the materials
contained elements expected from chemical structure of each material. Spectra were
consistent between bulk and nanomaterial comparison for each distinct material,
including hydroxyapatite despite the clear differences in particle morphology.
Unexpected elements were largely accounted for by background from the FEG-STEM
instrument (aluminium, carbon and platinum). However, some additional peaks were
observed for elements speculated to account as remnants from sample preparation.
The EDS samples were prepared for initial SEM analysis, with dispersions not diluted
from stock solution. These were highly concentrated and contained elements of the
manufacturers original dispersant. Evidence of this was seen by the presence of
unexpected elements following EDS analysis of SEM samples, particularly sodium
present alongside both ZnO nanomaterials (Figure 3.12). This was speculated to belong
to the dispersant, with sodium based salts commonly formulated alongside polyethylene
glycol6 (Chen et al., 2011, Shah et al., 2012, Zhang et al., 2007). The presence of these
artefacts from EDS may have inferred the presence of residual coatings on nanoparticle
surfaces, used to avoid particle-particle interaction, much like what is possible when
engineering nanoparticles as drug delivery permeation enhancers (Andrews et al., 2009,
Kipp, 2004, Kreuter et al., 2003, Lockman et al., 2003, Lockman et al., 2002, Rahimnejad
et al., 2006, Senel et al., 2000, Yin Win & Feng, 2005).

6

Polyethylene glycol (PEG) was determined to be a prominent constituent of both ZnO-45009 and
ZnO-45408 nanomaterial dispersions (see appendix data). PEG is a widely employed coating to reduce
particle-particle interactions between nanomaterials, and was likely utilised with ZnO nanomaterial
products to maintain the nano-size range of their particles in solution.
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Table 3.5. A summary of the particle size analysis for all current materials tested in all methodologies reported within this chapter*. All results included
are taken from analysis carried out at 22°C.
Material
ZnO-45408

nanomaterial
ZnO-45009
nanomaterial

Bulk ZnO
TiO2

nanomaterial

Bulk
TiO2
SiO2
nanomaterial

Bulk
SiO2
Hydroxyapatite
nanomaterial

Bulk
hydroxyapatite

Supplier
information

Solvent

Alfa Aeasar
dH2 O
Aqueous
PRF media
suspension
~ 30nm particle
ethanol
size
Alfa Aeasar
dH2 O
Aqueous
PRF media
suspension
~ 70nm particle
ethanol
size
dry
Sigma-Aldrich
powder
bulk scale powder ethanol
Sigma-Aldrich
dH2 O
Aqueous
PRF media
suspension
~21nm particle
ethanol
size
dry
Sigma-Aldrich
powder
bulk scale powder ethanol
Sigma-Aldrich
dH2 O
nanopowder PRF media
~10-20nm particle
ethanol
size
dry
Sigma-Aldrich
powder

ZetaSize

± S.D

NanoSight

± S.D

SEM

± S.D

177.1

4.8

68.6

39.5

53.4

30.2

376.0

167.4

68.5

41.2

184.1
231.6

10.6
12.4

75.2
101.4

40.8
52.7

522.2

467.7

95.6

54

212.0

13.6

92.9

47.5

Mean particle diameter (nm)

345.8

539.8

94.8

51.3

3352.7

795.1

99.0

57.6

1890.6

770.6

62.7

38.4

334.3
1417.7

119.1
577.4

98.4
104.8

44
55.3

637.3

153.8

82.0

44.8

67.6

57.5

229.5

226.3

28.5

9.8

183.2

73.9

27.4

14.1

47.6

28.8

13.5

648.8
228

109.0
102.8

54.3
57.1

122.8

163.1

153.8

149.2

105.3

55.7

286.3

199.4

(nm)

(1-9)

62.7

3rd

82.9

5th

222.4

8th

62.3

2nd

180.3

7th

66.3

4th

44.3

1st

101.8

6th

345.4

9th

23.1

28.4

215.2

196.6

26.6

16.3

177.4

67.1

59.9
1535.7
577.4

± S.D

56.9

19.2

bulk scale powder ethanol
Sigma-Aldrich
dH2 O
nanopowder PRF media
<200nm particle
ethanol
size
dry
Sigma-Aldrich
powder
bulk scale powder ethanol

TEM

Overall mean
Particle size
particle
ranking
diameter *

8.2

63.8

69.1

33.3

404.6

273.3

* Zetasizer measurements were negated from the overall mean due to questions upon the reliability of the method to assess nanomaterial particle size accurately.
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3.2.2

Colloidal stability

Leading on from difficulties experienced attempting to measure the size of each
nanomaterial, much of the explanation can be attributed to their instability in solution.
Nanoparticle behaviour was particularly dynamic when dispersed in cell culture media, a
crucial characterisation environment to consider when wanting to understand the
condition of nanomaterials applied in vitro. In determining the risk assessment of test
nanomaterials it was important to determine their characteristics, not only as a primary
particle, but also their interactions between other particles and environmental
constituents. These were investigated under a simplified protein containing model of
the human oral mucosal environment. Many issues arose, especially size measurement
carried out in PRF media, with flocculation encountered as described earlier. This has
implications for cell based cytotoxicity assays, with nanomaterial delivery in culture
media. It also had important implications for accurate characterisation of nanomaterials,
with some of the methods used. In particular, the uniformity in sample preparation,
required for direct comparison with nanomaterials investigated at the same dilution in a
non-aqueous environment which they may not universally be stable in. The dispersion
of nanomaterials governs their behaviour with respect to particle-particle interactions
(agglomeration and more permanent aggregation) and particle-solvent interactions that
control colloidal stability (Chowdhury et al., 2010, Murdock et al., 2008).
Total protein content in DMEM-Ham’s F-12 PRF cell culture media was calculated as
0.75g/L, including essential amino acids such as histidine, isoleucine, lysine, methionine,
phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophan and valine, amongst many others (noted from the
formulation sheet). As previously discussed, these may affect interactions at the ‘naked’
nanoparticle surface, due to their reputed high surface area and reactivity (Borm et al.,
2006, Hussain, 2009). The protein corona has proved difficult to accurately model and
measure (Cedervall et al., 2007b, Faunce et al., 2008, Lynch et al., 2007), but has been
implicated in driving interactions at the cell surface with implications on cytotoxicity
(Prasad et al., 2013b, Treuel et al., 2013). More applicable to colloidal stability with
regard to characterisation difficulties, is the composition of various salts in cell culture
media, calculated to contain 7.6g/L, including important elemental salts from ferric,
manganese, magnesium, potassium, sodium and zinc derivatives (amongst many others).
The variety promotes a highly complex ionic environment that results in interactions
that affect the electrokinetic potential measured by the zeta potential (Chowdhury et al.,
2010). This measurement has been attributed to reflecting the stability of nanoparticles
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in solution, depending upon the value corresponding to Figure 2.1. The difference in
ionic environment was most evident between ethanol and aqueous dispersion of
nanomaterials, as indicated by the larger zeta potential values in ethanol.
For all size investigation analysis, a successful method of dispersing the nanomaterials
was using ethanol. It was chosen to compare the effects of ionic composition in a nonaqueous environment, in part due to preliminary investigations highlighting problems
with sedimentation of particles, following dilution (required for accurate analysis)
carried out in water or PBS (due to the complex ionic interactions that govern metal
oxide nanomaterials dispersion). It is important to note that ethanol is not compatible
with cell culture, and so whilst it provided preliminary starting sizes of the
nanomaterials, it is unlikely to be an accurate reflection of the state of nanomaterials
subjected as solution utilised in vitro.
Changes in nanomaterial concentration may have an effect on the behaviour, and in
turn the solubility and flocculation tendencies, of each material in dispersion. This
related back to views that nanomaterials have individual and unpredictable properties
specific to the nano-scale which often different to the bulk scale chemical counterpart
(Nel et al., 2006). In particular, it is thought this impacts on their ability to form
agglomerates/aggregates with each other and/or other biological material (Kreyling et
al., 2006b, Schins et al., 2004, Xia et al., 2004), due to the increased surface area available
for particles at the nanoscale resulting in increased surface reactivity (Borm et al., 2006).
Whilst dilution can cause agglomeration, it was not observed as a major problem that
occurred for the sample preparation carried out using the nanomaterial investigated
here. At each characterisation analyses, solutions underwent de-aggregation using a
sonicator, as has proven successful in other studies (Siddiqui et al., 2009). This was
visibly seen to re-suspend particulates, where during post-cold storage (4°C)
agglomeration and sedimentation were both observed. Considering the EC definition of
the terms, agglomeration was therefore considered a more probable definition to use
throughout this study, due to the reversibility of dispersing nanoparticles back into
solution. Alternatively, dispersion can be achieved through a change of the chemical
environment in which the agglomerates are kept (pH, concentration of dispersants, etc.)
(Meißner et al., 2009). However, biological systems work hard to maintain equilibrium
under set physiological environments, and this was considered the least controllable
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factor, and less compatible with nanomaterial interactions to be studied on cell models
under in vitro conditions (Schulze et al., 2008).
The science behind colloidal dispersions (such as nanomaterials in solution) is very
much governed by particle surface charge interactions at the boundary with solvent
molecules (Delgado et al., 2007). As demonstrated in Figure 3.27, zeta potential
measurements allude to the solubility of nanoparticles under specific pH interactions
(Berg et al., 2009). These results showed that most nanomaterials investigated were
unstable or liable to flocculate under the dispersive conditions of analysis. The
exceptions included hydroxyapatite and ZnO-45009 nanomaterial (both in ethanol), as
well as SiO2-nanomaterial in dH2O and PRF media (37°C). These zeta potential
measurements were deemed of good or moderate stability, respectively (Figure 3.28).
As touched upon, zeta potential measurement is not only useful in supporting
assessment of particle stability/instability state, but has important implications for the
future study involving exposure to cells in the in vitro models. In particular, with regards
to the interaction of nanomateirals with cell membranes, their proteins and constituents
within the delivery vehicle, and importantly, the link between nano-surface properties
and cytotoxicity (Berg et al., 2009, He et al., 2010, Yin Win & Feng, 2005). Charge in
relation to cytotoxic effect of nanoparticle properties was discussed in detail earlier,
specifically relating to the release of ions that generate an oxidative stress environment
inside the cell (section 1.2.5). Example studies prompted the analysis of two different
nanomaterials from the same chemical material, hence the inclusion of both ZnO45009 and ZnO-45408 in this study.
From what is known of the ZnO nanomaterial production, ZnO-45009 is supposedly
drawn from a cationic dispersant and is likely to have a different surface charge to that
of ZnO-45408 (prepared from an uncharged dispersant) (AlfaAesar, 2012). Charge is a
complicated property with regards to the current nanotoxicity landscape. The majority
of studies find cationic nanoparticles to be the most toxic (Xia et al., 2006, Yu & et al.,
2011). Conversely, a negative surface charges has also been demonstrated to confer
toxicity, particularly in gold nanoparticles (Schaeublin et al., 2011) and across the blood
brain barrier (Kreuter et al., 2003, Lockman et al., 2003, Nel et al., 2006). Furthermore, it
has proved preferential in cytotoxicity towards tumours (He et al., 2010).Yet the surface
charge has also been speculated to account for protein adsorption interactions to the
nanoparticle surface in biological media, neutralising the effect of negative surface
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charges, but increasing intracellular uptake that can result in increased cytotoxicity
(Alkilany & Murphy, 2010, Chithrani et al., 2006, Horie et al., 2009).
Zeta potential measurement, although not strictly a direct assessment of particle charge,
is related to the surface ionic properties (surface charge) in relation to interactions
within the ionic environment (dispersant). Results here displayed a difference in the
surface properties between the two ZnO nanomaterials analysed under the same
conditions. ZnO-45009 differed from all other nanomaterials, with a positive zeta
potential measurement when dispersed in aqueous solutions. This re-enforces the
hypothesis that there may have been some modification to its nanoparticles’ surface
chemistry, by the dispersant. In terms of the cytotoxic effect, the difference in
availability of polar opposite surface charge may hold importance to the properties
exerted by the nanoparticles on cell interactions.
The relationship between surface charge, zeta potential and colloidal stability is highly
dependent upon ionic composition of the dispersant, therefore, pH is always required
to provide the context of a zeta potential measurement (Berg et al., 2009, Cosgrove,
2010). Under physiological conditions, the nanomaterials were reported to exhibit
agglomeration and flocculation tendencies, as discussed. The relationship between pH
and zeta potential governs the stability with a solid, and relates to the disparity in net
double layer charge; between the solvent molecules interacting at particle surface and
the boundary called the slipping plane, saturated by solvent and further away from the
influence of the molecules at the particles surface. Considering nanoparticle surface
reactivity has been well documented to be enhanced over bulk composites of the
material (Dick et al., 2003, Donaldson & Tran, 2002, Duffin et al., 2007, Nel et al., 2006,
Oberdorster et al., 2005b, Zhang et al., 2003), it is possible that the relationship between
particle and dispersion medium is more sensitive for nanomaterials than bulk
(Navrotsky et al., 2008). This scenario would cause nanoparticles to more readily
flocculate out of dispersion when conditions are sub-optimal, as was the case for the all
nanomaterials investigated here in biologically compatible PRF media. Alternatively, it
could be assumed that they may also form a closer relationship with the dispersion
medium when conditions are more suitable, improving solution stability. This might
explain the behaviour of hydroxyapatite nanomaterial in ethanol having good stability,
thought a consequence of the free OH- groups in solution that could act to stabilise the
ionic balance of hydroxyapatite (Ca5(PO4)3OH) chemical structure (Kuriakose et al.,
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2004). Unfortunately, the ZetaSizer instrumentation detection sensitivity was not
suitable for comparison with bulk material, which may have proved useful to help
explain morphological differences observed in low magnification SEM images of
aggregated material (Figure 3.1).

3.2.3

Temperature effects on nanomaterial characteristics

Through size comparisons carried out using the ZetaSizer instrument, temperature was
investigated to determine if this parameter influences the properties of nanoparticles,
specifically when increased to physiological body temperature. Whilst the results
reported that TiO2 nanomaterial in PRF media having a smaller average particle
diameter at 37°C, in general there is a lack of statistical significance for this trend. The
materials investigated in this study were metal oxides not expected to, in terms of
hydrodynamic diameter, experience expansion or contraction of individual particle size
across the moderate 15°C temperature swing (between ambient and physiological
temperatures). Therefore, changes in nanoparticle sizes recorded were more likely
observations of a dynamic colloidal environment that involved all, or none, of
agglomeration, aggregation or sedimentation of the material, at different rates in
solution. The extra reaction kinetics of increased temperature were speculated to
account for any disparity (Freitas & Müller, 1998, Sawai et al., 1996), but that the effect
of a 15°C increase would be minimal.
Results suggested that temperature was the least influential parameter that governs the
nanomaterial properties investigated during this study. The consequence of this result
means nanomaterial treatments carried out in vitro, at physiological temperatures, are
unlikely to experience any difference from the sample preparation carried out at
ambient laboratory temperature (22°C).

3.2.4

Evaluation of nanomaterial characterisation

Overall, most of the characteristics currently available to nanotechnology have been
explored through the employment of one or multiple techniques within this chapter. It
should be stressed, that the purpose of this section was not to critically examine the
strengths and weakness of one method of analysis over another; but rather to assess the
measurement given in a context that allows for the best possible understanding of
particle characteristics for each nanomaterial. This is important to determine extent
nano-size specific characteristics will contribute to the properties of the nanomaterial,
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and how these could influence what type of interactions are available at biological
membranes encountered in the human oral mucosae.
Whilst some techniques revealed greater depth of information over others, all must be
employed in a multifaceted approach to accurately determine the characteristics of each
material as it changes from a stable chemical entity, to a dynamic colloidal system with
implications to the environment in terms of aggregated size, surface area, ion release,
charge and of course toxicity when interfacing with biological membranes. In that
respect, size results reported here may be best utilised as ranges for each nanomaterial,
purposely stated as being dependent upon the conditions they are measured in (Bootz et
al., 2004, Kato et al., 2009, Murdock et al., 2008, Gaumet et al., 2008), with nanocharacteristics investigated through comparisons with bulk equivalent materials and/or
other varieties of the same species of nanomaterial. The size ranges gain further clarity
when linked with information from polydisperisty and zeta measurements, as well as
visual inspection of particle appearance that hint at agglomeration/aggregation
behaviour. All this combined, helped build a profile of particle behaviour in relation to
its size, at first in native chemical form, right through to when found in physiological
representative environments used to model conditions of nanoparticle interaction with
tissue of the oral mucosa.
Hydroxyapatite-nanomaterial can be described as a nanomaterial produced from a
bi-modal mix of spherical nanoparticles that are likely to produce varied sized
agglomerates in cell culture media (577.4nm ± 228.0nm (DLS)). These are still likely to
remain smaller than the bulk material (101.8nm (nanomaterial) and 354.4nm (bulk)
(Table 3.5)), of differing particle morphology. Therefore, it would be expected that any
differences observed during in vitro effects may not solely be attributed to nanocharacteristics, but also morphology.
SiO2-nanomaterial was observed to have the smallest nanoparticles of all
nanomaterials investigated within this study (27.4nm ± 14.1nm and 19.2nm ± 8.2nm
for SEM and TEM analysis respectively), with nanoparticles roughly spherical in
appearance but no different to the ‘bulk’ control material. Dispersion in cell culture
media resulted in rapid agglomeration (1417.7nm ± 577.4nm (DLS)) that was not
expected to sediment. Therefore, nano-sized effects are likely to be less prominent in
vitro, with SiO2-nanoparticles more likely to get delivered as larger agglomerates.
Properties may prove indistinguishable between bulk effects that were measured of
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similar diameter when sized using electron microscope techniques (28.8nm ± 13.5nm
and 59.9nm ± 63.8nm for SEM and TEM respectively).
TiO2-nanomaterial can be described as a monodisperse nanomaterial made from
roughly spherical and uniformly distributed nanoparticles (at starting state). These
measured 28.5nm ± 9.8nm for SEM, and 26.6nm ± 16.3nm using TEM, but were likely
to flocculate rapidly into large agglomerates that are liable sediment in cell culture media
solutions (3352.7nm ± 795.1nm (DLS)). Morphologically, it differed from bulk material
solely on reduced particle sizes, therefore any disparity exerted in vitro would likely be
attributed to nano-specific characteristics.
ZnO nanomaterials were both considered very similar to each other in terms of
morphology, and this can be linked to common ancestry with bulk material. All versions
of the material constituted particles considered less spherical in shape with the presence
of spindly rod-like fibres evident. EDS elemental composition matches both expected
chemical composition (zinc and oxygen) and ratio in comparison to bulk material. The
major difference occurred from disparity in zeta potential measurements between the
two nanomaterials in cell culture media. Size was the major differentiating factor
between the ZnO materials, with bulk significantly larger in average particle size to both
nanomaterials (>200nm (Table 3.5)), and nanomaterials both loosely following the
manufacturer stated ranking: ZnO-45408 being the smaller of the two, with particles
ranging from 23.2nm to 83.6nm in size (SEM), with agglomeration tendencies that
increased the size measurement most severely when dispersed in PRF media (376.0nm
± 167.4nm). In comparison, ZnO-45009 nanoparticles ranged from 10.1nm to 125.1nm
in size (SEM), again increasing dramatically when dispersed in PRF media, to average
agglomerate measuring 522.2nm (± 467.7nm).
The profiles generated from the characterisation experiments carried out in this chapter,
will be used to explain effects observed through studying the response in cell models in
vitro. Any cytotoxic effects will then be related back to individual characteristics of the
nanomaterial that may differ from bulk composite. These will be used to explain
interactions with oral mucosal cells, linking unique attributes to specific effects
observed.
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4 IN VITRO MONOLAYER SCREENING OF
MATERIALS
The initial stage of investigation concerned screening nanomaterials to identify any
cytotoxic effects.

Cytotoxicity testing was carried out with a variety of nano-

formulations alongside bulk (non-nano) counterpart controls. Bulk material inclusion
was thought important in providing the context for any nanotoxicity, due to the absence
of established nanomaterial standards that could act as controls to the nanomaterials
investigated (Nyström & Fadeel, 2012, Stone et al., 2010). It was hoped that any
nanomaterial cytotoxicity, could be linked to specific nanoparticle characteristics, or
conditions relating to their exposure (e.g. doses, exposure times or composition of
delivery vehicle).
A targeted approach to risk assessment was carried out using a tier based system (or
decision tree (Figure 1.2)), following a strategy devised from current best practice in
toxicology (Hansson & Rudén, 2007). It has been adopted by the EC to fill gaps in data
that currently exist regarding nanotoxicity ((SCENIHR), 2009), whilst simultaneously
attempting to reduce the use of animals in toxicity testing by increasing the reliability
and sophistication of in vitro models. These were important considerations for this
study, as oral healthcare regulation typically falls under the EC Cosmetics Regulation
that now completely prohibits the use of animals in the safety assessment of cosmetic
ingredients and cosmetic products ((EU), 2013). Current toxicological assessment uses a
multi-endpoint approach that generates data through a battery of in vitro tests. The
results of this chapter constitute the top tier of initial risk assessment for nanomaterials,
requiring investigation as new chemical entities.
Studies in this area are currently limited for toxicology risk assessment in the human
oral mucosa, therefore it was thought important to test a wide variety of nanomaterials
under differing conditions to provide a comprehensive exploratory study. This led to
the development and subsequent optimisation of an in vitro screening model that could
investigate interactions between nanoparticles and the human oral mucosa. H376
monolayers had been previously characterised in full, and were considered a
representative model of non-keratinised oral epithelium (Elsom, 2004). The nonkeratinised tissue type, expressed in buccal mucosa, covers the largest surface area of
epithelium within the human oral cavity (Rossi et al., 2005). It has been proven to
demonstrate a high sensitivity to cytotoxic and permeable stimuli populations (Squier &
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Kremer, 2001, Walker et al., 1973, Wertz & Squier, 1991), and both these properties
were expected to prove advantageous in a model required for detection of cytotoxicity
exhibited by nanomaterials. In representing the worst-case scenario, this cautionary
approach was thought useful for preliminary risk assessment. Development and
optimisation of H376 cell use in 96 well plates would enable basic cytotoxic evaluation,
investigating a number of experimental variables relating to modelling nanomaterial
exposure in vitro (such as concentration). Establishing the conditions that may result in
cytotoxicity (assessed using the LDH assay) and loss in cell viability (using MTT to
assess the mitochondrial activity), constituted initial risk assessment.
In addition, the successful identification of nanomaterial cytotoxicity using H376 cells
would validate the model as a sensitive screening tool for substances exposed to the
human oral mucosa. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was utilised to consolidate
cytotoxic assay assessment, provided through surface interactions. Observations in cell
and nanoparticle morphology were speculated to provide insight into the health of cells
exposed to each nanomaterial, consolidating results from LDH and MTT assays, as well
as identification of common characteristics that may link to cytotoxic properties.
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4.1 Cytotoxicity screening results
4.1.1

LDH assay results

Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.4 report LDH release by H376 cells 24 hours post treatment (5
minutes exposure) incubated at 37°C and in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere. Results
were reported as a % cytotoxicity measurement in the context of normal LDH release
(negative control) and a fully lysed population, indicating the maximal amount of
cellular LDH available for release. Cytotoxicity was defined using the LD50 threshold,
where a material dose was considered cytotoxic when LDH release (indicating cell
death) exceeded 50%.
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Figure 4.1. A graph comparing the cytotoxic effects of bulk versus nano material
exposure to H376 monolayers at concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.25% w/v in serum
free growth media, for 5 minutes at 37°C/5% CO2. Results are the average of six experiments (n =
6) with standard deviation reported. * indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s post-hoc test to highlight a difference between results when nano cytotoxicity was
compared to bulk results at the same concentration. + indicate significant cytotoxicity when
compared against negative control (P<0.050). The dotted line represents the LD50 threshold.
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Figure 4.1 compares nano versus bulk effects on cytotoxicity when cells were exposed
to treatments delivered in serum-free media. All nanomaterial treatments tested under
these conditions were deemed non-cytotoxic when compared to LD50. In addition, all
test materials, even at the highest doses, had statistically lower values compared to the
positive control (with all P values < 0.001 when compared against lysis result).
Comparisons to the negative control, did show statistically significant increases in LDH
released, for cells treated with ZnO-bulk and ZnO-45009 materials (P < 0.001 at all
concentrations, bar ZnO-45009 at 0.031% w/v (P = 0.017)). In contrast, low levels
recorded for cells treated with all concentrations of ZnO-45408 nanomaterial meant
bulk versus nano comparison resulted in an obvious distinction in the effects observed
with statistical significance across all concentrations (bulk more cytotoxic than ZnO45408 nanomaterial at 0.250, 0.125, 0.063% (P < 0.001) and 0.031% (P = 0.020)).
Despite the low percentage of cytotoxicity in cells exposed to SiO2 nanomaterial, a dose
dependent trend was exhibited that was different to the bulk material. No other
difference between nano and bulk effects were observed, because all materials except
ZnO-bulk and ZnO-45009 were considered well tolerated by the H376 cell model, with
<20% cytotoxicity recorded.
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Figure 4.2. A graph comparing the cytotoxic effects of nanomaterial exposure to H376
monolayers at concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.25% w/v when delivered in different
media, incubated at 37°C/5% CO2 for 5 minutes. Results are the average of six experiments (n =
6) with standard deviation reported. * indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s post-hoc test to highlight a difference between results when serum free delivery was
compared to FBS media results at the same concentration. + indicate significant cytotoxicity
when compared against negative control (P<0.050). The dotted line represents the LD50
threshold.

Figure 4.2 shows results that compare the effect of FBS proteins present in
nanomaterial delivery vehicles to serum-free delivery results. No difference was
observed for hydroxyapatite nanomaterial exposure, as evidenced by the lack of LDH
release reported across all concentrations. There was a reduction in SiO2 nanomaterial
cytotoxicity in the presence of FBS proteins, although not statistically different. This
trend was also observed with TiO2 nanomaterial exposure (although less marked) and
also for ZnO-45408 nanomaterial, across all concentrations tested. Cell exposure to
ZnO-45009 recorded statistically significant difference in the protective effect of FBS
protein nanomaterial delivery at doses of 0.125 and 0.063% w/v (P = 0.008 and 0.004
respectively).
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Figure 4.3. A graph comparing the cytotoxic effects of bulk particle sized material
exposure to H376 monolayers at concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.25% w/v when
delivered in different media, incubated at 37°C/5% CO2 for 5 minutes. Results are the average
of six experiments (n = 6) with standard deviation reported. * indicates statistical significance using oneway ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test to highlight a difference between results when serum
free delivery was compared to FBS media results at the same concentration. + indicate
significant cytotoxicity when compared against negative control (P<0.050). The dotted line
represents the LD50 threshold.

Similarly to the trend observed for FBS delivery of nanomaterials, Figure 4.3 shows
reduced LDH release following H376 cell exposure to bulk materials in presence of
FBS supplemented media. As expected, this effect was most pronounced with exposure
of cytotoxic ZnO bulk material, with a statistically significant decrease in LDH release
observed across all concentrations less than 0.250% w/v (P<0.002). In the TiO2 bulk
material results, no LDH release was recorded when the material was delivered in FBS
supplemented media, although the effect on cytotoxicity was limited due to the
relatively low levels recorded for serum-free exposure (<20% at all concentrations).
The effect that FBS proteins had on LDH release was not as obvious for evaluations of
SiO2 and hydroxyapatite bulk materials, due to their respective low cytotoxicity at the
concentrations tested in both delivery vehicles.
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Figure 4.4. A graph comparing the cytotoxic effects of additional control materials
exposed to H376 monolayers at concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.25% w/v when
delivered in different media, incubated at 37°C/5% CO2 for 5 minutes. Results are the average
of six experiments (n = 3) with standard deviation reported. * indicates statistical significance using oneway ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test to highlight a difference between results when serum
free delivery was compared to FBS media results at the same concentration. + indicate
significant cytotoxicity when compared against negative control (P<0.050). The dotted line
represents the LD50 threshold.

As demonstrated in Figure 4.4, cytotoxicity (LD50) was not observed in cells exposed to
the additional control materials included in this study (i.e. agents used for nanoparticle
colloidal suspensions, SDS and an alternate form of zinc (zinc acetate)) exposed to cells
under the same experimental conditions as that used for screening nanomaterials and
bulk metal oxides. Differences were observed however, following exposure with zinc
acetate, which recorded a high, but non-cytotoxic reading for LDH release at 0.250%
w/v dose (48.0% ± 12.2%). The cytotoxic effect was again reduced by exposure
following delivery in presence of FBS proteins (13.6% ± 4.5%). This trend was
observed at all other concentrations. PEG-300 was the only other material to register a
low level cytotoxic response as measured by LDH release (8.4% ± 6.5% was the highest
cytotoxicity measurement, following serum-free exposure at 0.250% w/v).
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4.1.2

MTT assay results

The MTT assay results reported below in Figure 4.5 to Figure 4.8 show cell viability for
the same H376 cell populations assayed for LDH, 24 hours after treatment exposure (of
5 minutes duration) incubated at 37°C and in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere. LDH
values inversely correlated to MTT results with the latter reported as cell viability in the
context of % MTT metabolised to formazan by a healthy cell population (negative
control).
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Figure 4.5. A graph comparing the cytotoxic effects of bulk versus nanomaterial
exposure, to H376 monolayers, in terms of cell viability calculated from MTT
metabolism at concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.25% w/v in serum free growth media
for 5 minutes at 37°C/5% CO2. Results are the average of six experiments (n = 6) with standard
deviation reported. * indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s posthoc test to highlight a difference between results when nano cytotoxicity was compared to bulk
results at the same concentration. + indicates significantly reduced cell viability when compared
against negative control (P<0.050). The dotted line represents the IC50 threshold.

Figure 4.5 shows that both ZnO-bulk and ZnO-45009 nanomaterial exposure caused a
pronounced effect on H376 cells under the conditions tested. The loss in cell viability
after exposure to these treatments, constituted a cytotoxic response (as defined using
the IC50 threshold) for concentrations greater than 0.031% w/v. At doses exceeding
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0.063% w/v, ZnO-bulk and ZnO-45009 nanomaterial had no statistical difference in
cell response comparison to the fully lysed H376 cell population that constituted a
positive control. Alternate statistical comparisons against the negative control cell
viability result, reported a significant difference for both ZnO-45009 and the bulk
material at concentrations above 0.031% w/v (P < 0.001).
No statistically significant nano-specific effect was observed, until comparisons were
made between ZnO-bulk and the well tolerated ZnO-45408 nanomaterial. This
comparison was significantly different at all concentrations (P < 0.001), despite the
dose-dependent reduction in cell viability observed following cell exposure to the
nanomaterial (ZnO-45408). This dose-dependent decrease was observed for both
hydroxyapatite and SiO2 nanomaterials, however, it was only statistically significant
when compared against bulk composite for hydroxyapatite at 0.063% w/v
concentration (P = 0.022). A rationale for this result was explained through a general
tolerance of H376 cells to all materials exposed under the conditions for this
investigation (when assessed using MTT), with only ZnO bulk and ZnO-45009
nanomaterials having any significant cytotoxic effect on cell viability.
Overall, the trends observed here correlate closely with those obtained using the LDH
assay.
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Figure 4.6. A graph comparing the cytotoxic effects of nanomaterials exposed to H376
monolayers at concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.25% w/v when delivered in different
media, incubated at 37°C/5% CO2 for 5 minutes. Results are the average of six experiments (n =
6) with standard deviation reported. * indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s post-hoc test to highlight a difference between results when serum free delivery was
compared to FBS media results at the same concentration. + indicates significantly reduced cell
viability when compared against negative control (P<0.050). The dotted line represents the IC50
threshold.

Figure 4.6 shows that cell exposure to all treatments did not produce losses in
mitochondrial function, as indicated by high cell viability measurements. This shows
that most nanomaterial treatments were non-cytotoxic, with respect to the IC50
definition. ZnO-45009 nanomaterial was the exception, at concentrations exceeding
0.063% w/v in serum-free media and at the top concentration, and cells showed higher
viability only when delivered in FBS supplemented media. All nanomaterial treatments
across the concentrations tested showed a marked increase in cell viability when
delivered in FBS media compared against the results from serum-free media. The
exceptions were SiO2 and TiO2 nanomaterials at 0.031% w/v, where only small changes
in cell viability were observed.
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Statistically significant impacts of the FBS proteins resulting in greater cell viability
(when compared against the serum-free media delivery vehicle for nanomaterials) was
only observed for treatments of ZnO-45009 at 0.063% w/v concentration, and ZnO45408 at 0.250% w/v (P <0.001 and P =0.022, respectively).
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Figure 4.7. A graph comparing the cytotoxic effects of bulk particle sized materials
exposed to H376 monolayers at concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.25% w/v when
delivered in different media, incubated at 37°C/5% CO2 for 5 minutes. Results are the average
of three experiments (n = 3) with standard deviation reported. * indicates statistical significance using
one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test to highlight a difference between results when
serum free delivery was compared to FBS media results at the same concentration. + indicates
significantly reduced cell viability when compared against negative control (P<0.050). The
dotted line represents the IC50 threshold.

Figure 4.7 results show how, hydroxyapatite, SiO2 and TiO2 bulk materials have been
well tolerated by the H376 cell model at all concentrations tested. There was no obvious
effect on cell viability by the inclusion of FBS in their delivery media. ZnO bulk
material exhibited cytotoxicity at all concentrations when exposed in serum-free media,
but displayed statistically significant increases in cell viability when cells were exposed
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using FBS supplemented delivery vehicle (P < 0.001 for all concentrations except
0.250% w/v (P = 0.011)). The protective effect of FBS proteins increased most notably
with cell viability above the IC50 threshold when ZnO-bulk was delivered in FBS media
at top concentration (52.2% ± 5.3%). In serum-free media, this treatment had been
observed cytotoxic (cell viability recorded as 10.9% ± 4.0%).
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Figure 4.8. A graph comparing the cytotoxic of additional control materials exposed to
H376 monolayers at concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.25% w/v when delivered in
different media, incubated at 37°C/5% CO2 for 5 minutes. Results are the average of three
experiments (n = 3) with standard deviation reported. * indicates statistical significance using one-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test to highlight a difference between results when serum free
delivery was compared to FBS media results at the same concentration. + indicates significantly
reduced cell viability when compared against negative control (P<0.050). The dotted line
represents the IC50 threshold. Acetic acid and PEG-300 were not assessed alongside FBS
delivery due to LDH data reporting no cytotoxicity.

The cell viability results in Figure 4.8 show that the additional control materials
screened using the H376 monolayer model are inconsistent with trends observed for
nanomaterials and their bulk constituents. The lack of cytotoxicity observed through
measuring LDH release (Figure 4.4) did not always correspond to high cell viability, as
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indicated by 0.250% w/v acetic acid and all concentrations of SDS delivered in serumfree media, exhibiting a statistically significant decrease when compared to the negative
control (P < 0.001). These results were consistent with the levels for the lysed positive
control.
For acetic acid, this reduction in cell viability was not considered a problem regarding its
application in TiO2 nanomaterial as a dispersant; as this nanomaterial itself had been
well tolerated in the H376 cell model, using the same LDH and MTT assay assessment
towards cytotoxicity. PEG-300 was also well tolerated in the cell model, inferring ZnO
mediated cytotoxic effect to be a consequence of cell interaction with particles and not
the dispersant constituents. This tolerance was used as a rationale for not completing
studies alongside FBS delivery that would be expected to decrease cytotoxicity in line
with results observed for nanomaterials.
FBS inclusion in zinc acetate delivery did not result in notably different cell viability
responses. This was an exception to trends observed for other ZnO containing
materials (in Figure 4.1 through to Figure 4.7), and the cytotoxic SDS. At the lowest
concentration (0.031% w/v) FBS supplemented media delivery of SDS significantly
increased cell viability when compared against serum-free media (P <0.001).

4.1.3

SEM visual analysis of material particle-H376 cell interactions

The SEM images presented in the following figures depicted both cell and particle
morphologies, representing the H376 cell response to nanomaterial and bulk treatment
exposure. The micrographs obtained over a range of magnifications, were aimed at
identifying specific particle characteristics that could be linked to cytotoxic properties
observed during assay screening.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.9. SEM images of H376 cells exposed to control substances for 5 minutes incubation at 37°C and 5% CO2 in serum-free DMEM-Ham’s F12
without L-Glutamine. (Top) Negative control cells treated with just serum free media. Colonies of cells are uniform in size with clear evidence of membrane
structure and extrusions promoting cell-cell contact and communication. (Bottom) Positive control cells treated with 1% Triton-X100. There is notable absence of
cell structures with only remnants of surface modification where cellular integrins would leave interacted components of extra cellular matrixes (ECM). (a) = 1K X
magnification with scale bar = 25µm, (b) 5K X magnification with scale bar = 5µm, (c) 10K X magnification with scale bar = 2.5µm and (d) enlarged 10K X magnification with scale
bar = 2.5µm. All samples are indicative of n=3 samples.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.10. SEM images of H376 cells exposed to hydroxyapatite materials for 5 minutes incubation at 37°C and 5% CO 2 in serum-free media. (Top)
0.125% w/v Hydroxyapatite-nanomaterial. Cells appeared smaller than healthy control populations with irregular squamous shapes and reduced membrane
extrusions in the presence of hydroxyapatite nanomaterial clearly observed as distinguishable particles in contact with the cell apical membrane. At the higher
magnification, cell-nanoparticle interaction seems confined to the apical surface, with little evidence of particle penetration deep within the cell structure observed.
(Bottom) 0.125% w/v Hydroxyapatite bulk material. Sparse interaction of bulk material was observed with cell membranes with material forming large aggregates
few in number. This suggested a more limited interaction of the material with the cell surface when compared against nanomaterial. (a) = 1K X magnification with scale
bar = 25µm, (b) 5K X magnification with scale bar = 5µm, (c) 10K X magnification with scale bar = 2.5µm and (d) enlarged 100K X magnification with scale bar = 250nm. All
samples are indicative of n=3 samples.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.11 SEM images of H376 cells exposed to SiO2 materials for 5 minutes incubation at 37°C and 5% CO2 in serum-free media. (Top) 0.125% w/v
SiO2-nanomaterial. Cells remained consistent in membrane appearance and size despite clear evidence of SiO2-nanomaterial at the cell surfaces which form
agglomerates in places. Limited material interactions were observed with non-cellular areas of the surface i.e. protein coated Thermanox support. (Bottom) 0.125%
w/v SiO2 bulk material. Similar observations to the nanomaterial were observed for the bulk material here, with no apparent size difference between the particles,
or obvious changes in cell morphology noted. (a) = 1K X magnification with scale bar = 25µm, (b) 5K X magnification with scale bar = 5µm, (c) 10K X magnification with scale
bar = 2.5µm and (d) enlarged 100K X magnification with scale bar = 250nm. All samples are indicative of n=3 samples.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.12 SEM images of H376 cells exposed to TiO2 materials for 5 minutes incubation at 37°C and 5% CO2 in serum-free media. (Top) 0.125% w/v
TiO2-nanomaterial particles were observed interacting at the apical surface of the cells, however, particles are also observed across the protein coated Thermanox
support suggesting non-specific affiliation towards a particular surface. Individual particles were nano in scale but showed evidence of agglomeration. These were
observed within structures apparent at the apical membrane. (Bottom) 0.125% w/v TiO2 bulk material. A greater particle size was observed for bulk material,
which may be attributed to a sparser interaction with cell membranes. These again, readily formed agglomerates and seemed to sit on top of the cell surface
membrane with no obvious effect on H376 cell appearance. (a) = 1K X magnification with scale bar = 25µm, (b) 5K X magnification with scale bar = 5µm, (c) 10K X
magnification with scale bar = 2.5µm and (d) enlarged 100K X magnification with scale bar = 250nm. All samples are indicative of n=3 samples.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 4.13. SEM images of H376 cells exposed to ZnO materials for 5 minutes incubation at 37°C and 5% CO 2 in serum-free media. (Top) 0.125%
w/v ZnO-45009 nanomaterial. (Middle) 0.125% w/v ZnO-45408 nanomaterial.(Bottom) 0.125% w/v ZnO bulk material. Across all ZnO materials, there was
evidence of morphological changes associated with cell cytotoxicity observed through cell appearance (i.e. cell shrinkage, blebbing and deconstruction of normal
ECM and cell extrusions). These were combined with changes in surface topography in the absence of defined ZnO material. (a) = 1K X magnification with scale bar =
25µm, (b) 5K X magnification with scale bar = 5µm, (c) 10K X magnification with scale bar = 2.5µm and (d) enlarged 75K X magnification with scale bar = 250nm. All samples are
indicative of n=3 samples.
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SEM micrographs for H376 cells exposed to control treatments (serum-free media
(negative) and 1% Triton™X-100 (positive)) served as references to the extremes in cell
appearance. A typical healthy population is shown for the negative control sample
(Figure 4.9 (top)), and the effects of 100% full lysis is depicted in the positive control
(Figure 4.9 (bottom)). Healthy cells appeared roughly spherical, approximately 45µm in
diameter and flat. They were grouped together in clusters, each with long
microfilaments over their surfaces and extruding from the cell body in all directions.
These seemed to contact with other cells in the surrounding space to form networks
between neighbouring cells. As expected, H376 cells were completely absent following
treatment with Triton-X100. All that remained of cellular adherence were dark areas on
the SEM stub with undefined remnants of biological material that implied smaller,
irregular shaped bodies had once been present.
Hydroxyapatite treatments showed disparity between the two forms of the material,
both in terms of cell and particle appearances (Figure 4.10). H376 cells exposed to
hydroxyapatite nanomaterial exhibited typical morphological signs of cell stress, such as
a raised, domed surface that seemed to be recoiling away from neighbouring cells.
Examples this was can be observed in Figure 4.10-top (c), showing obvious interaction
of particles at the apical surface. The particulate material was spherical and correlates
with the appearance noted from SEM characterisation (Figure 3.2). In contrast, the
H376 cells exposed to the bulk form of hydroxyapatite were observed to be flatter in
appearance. This was despite the presence of a large agglomerate of particles resting on
their surface, observed as having little interaction with any cellular material (Figure 4.10top (d)). Clear disparity observed between nanoparticle and bulk material appearance
with H376 cells, supports results recorded from LDH and MTT assays.
Similarly to hydroxyapatite bulk material, neither bulk nor nanoparticle distributions of
SiO2 material exposure were seen to cause any notable changes in H376 cell
morphological appearance (Figure 4.11), with little deviation from cell morphology
observed from negative control. Subtle differences in material distributions and
interaction between particle and cell included greater agglomeration of SiO2nanoparticles leading to a reduction in the number of particles interfacing with each cell
(Figure 4.11 (c)). In comparison, bulk material remained distributed more evenly across
cell membrane surfaces, and in smaller numbers of particles per agglomerate. Despite
these close interactions, no obvious signs of cell stress were observed and particle
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morphology resembled closely that observed during characterisation, including the
similarity between bulk and nanomaterial particle sizes (Figure 3.3).
Observations of H376 cells interacting with TiO2-nanomaterial differed from that
observed in exposure to bulk material (Figure 4.12). The cells exposed to TiO2
nanoparticles were densely coated with agglomerated material that covered the majority
of the apical surface through close interactions. The presence of particulates
corresponded with symptoms of cell stress that were observed, similarly, to cells
exposed with hydroxyapatite nanomaterial. These samples dislayed cell surfaces that
seemed to be raised as its total surface area shrank, with cells observed moving away
from their neighbours. These effects contradict the results of cytotoxicity analysis for
this nanomaterial, using LDH and MTT assays. There was an abundance of
agglomerated TiO2 nanoparticulates, distributed widely across the sample. In contrast,
the bulk material was observed in clusters seemingly less connected with the underlying,
healthy appearing H376 cells they were in contact with.
ZnO material interaction with cells provided the most unique set of observations, in
comparison to the negative control and the other materials used to treat H376 cells.
Exposure to all ZnO material treatments exhibited clear visual signs of cytotoxicity
observed through cell stress markers that included a reduced or complete lack of
filament networks on the cell surface, reduced cell diameter and blebbing combined
with “doming” as the stressed cell lost flatness (Figure 4.13). There were similarities
between cells exposed to both nanomaterials and the bulk ZnO treatments, however,
cytotoxic effects were more obvious in cells exposed to ZnO bulk particles, which
generally follows outcomes observed in results from cytotoxic screening (Figure 4.1 and
Figure 4.5). Common to all ZnO treated cell samples (but different to the other
nanoparticle exposed cells) was the absence any particles interfacing at the apical
surface. Therefore, no comparison could be made to the elongated, rod-like particle
morphologies observed from characterisation micrographs.
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4.2 Discussion
Most toxicity testing begins with an investigation into the dose dependent effect of
cytotoxicity in vitro (Choi et al., 2010, Hillegass et al., 2010, Rabolli et al., 2010, Soenen
& De Cuyper, 2010). These initial studies are aimed at ascertaining the concentration or
dose of a material that will instigate a toxic response on the cellular level. If the
cytotoxic dose administered correlates with a plausible level for in natura exposure, the
material will warrant concern and require further investigation. Three main conditions
were investigated here, comparing i) nano versus bulk material results (to determine
nano-specific cytotoxicity of each material), ii) nanomaterial versus nanomaterial, to
establish what nano-characteristics relate to cytotoxic properties and iii) protein free
versus protein containing delivery systems. The latter explored comparisons between
the environments the cells are cultured in FBS containing media and a serum-free media
solution, representative of a low protein containing delivery vehicle e.g. saliva. The
purpose was to determine if the presence of protein in media had any significant
bearing on cytotoxicity of the nanomaterials used to treat H376 cells in vitro.
Combining cytotoxicity assay results with observations from SEM imaging was a
strategy designed to complement biochemical responses (detected using LDH and
MTT) with observations from cell-particle interactions. The micrographs revealed
information augmenting basic cytotoxicity results, linking with material properties
determined in the previous characterisation chapter. Notable changes in cell
morphology were linked with assay results to speculate the likely hypotheses towards
each nanomaterials specific cytotoxic mechanism of action.
It is important to consider that the monolayer cell model differs significantly in
representing the full permeability and protective properties of native tissue, lacking even
the barriers of protection more accurately afforded by artificial 3-D tissue constructs.
However, this limitation was actually considered an important and beneficial property
for preliminary toxicity screening. Exposure to an overly sensitive model in comparison
to in-situ or in vivo conditions, allowed low level cell damage to be detected. The
outcomes from screening nanomaterial effects on H376 cells enabled identification of
any potential harmful interactions in a model representing the most sensitive area of the
human oral mucosa epithelium. The use of H376 OSCC in monolayer in vitro
experiments, served as initial tier testing to assess the risk posed by nanomaterials in
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oral healthcare products. Cytotoxic ‘hits’, or established conditions resulting in
cytotoxicity, would then undergo further investigation.

4.2.1

Evaluation of nanoparticle cytotoxicity by colorimetric assays

There currently exists an abundance of well-established tests that can determine cell
health, with many optimised for use with 96 well plates and other high-throughput
formats, as required to assay drug or compound cytotoxicities in vitro (Weyermann et al.,
2005). All have their own particular merits and limitations, which can make choosing
the correct assay challenging, particularly when screening a range of treatments that may
act upon the model via differing cytotoxic mechanisms. Additionally, each assay exploits
conditions relating to the parameters of the biochemical components used within the
cytotoxicity test e.g. LDH assay linked to cell membrane damage and MTT with
mitochondrial function. The culmination from all of these consequential variations has
meant standardisation between assays is difficult, often with different cytotoxicity
results generated for a specific material, dependent upon the assay employed
(Weyermann et al., 2005). Therefore, nanotoxicity, like traditional toxicological
screening, has recommended the adoption towards a multi-faceted, multi-tiered strategy
to assess potential nanomaterial dangers towards human safety (Borm et al., 2006,
Fotakis & Timbrell, 2006, Monteiro-Riviere et al., 2009, Nel et al., 2006, Oberdorster et
al., 2005a). Here, two common assays were chosen to screen nanomaterial responses on
the H376 cell line, in the context of control substances. These were the LDH and MTT
assays.
Potential future excipients containing nanomaterials were compared to bulk
constituents currently formulated in oral healthcare products (Allaker & Memarzadeh,
2013, Khataee & Kasiri, 2010, Mihranyan et al., 2012, Tschoppe et al., 2011). These nonnano controls represented the established biochemical response in the cell model, to
compare against potential nano-specific properties. They were utilised in each assay
alongside traditional experimental controls that included a healthy H376 cell population
(negative control), SDS as a known irritant but accepted in oral healthcare formulations
and Triton™ X-100: a non-ionic surfactant used to permeablise cell membranes. This
causes rapid cell death through necrosis (Jones, 1999) and was considered suitable as a
cytotoxic positive control. Selection of appropriate controls is an important
consideration for studies investigating nanoparticle behaviour, due to the lack of
standardisation that exists in both nanomaterial composition (as demonstrated by
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characterisation of heterogeneity in particle morphologies in a specific sample) and
study parameters. Currently, only a very limited range of nanoparticle reference
standards exist (Nelson et al., 2013). With outcomes from nanomaterial characterisation
suggesting nanoparticle characteristics may change dependent upon the environment,
comparisons between studies may be heavily dependent upon the conditions of
exposure. In this work, cytotoxic properties of each nanomaterial were described in
comparison against a bulk composite, with the context provided by cytotoxic positive
controls.
The screening method employed here allowed the assessment of cytotoxicity to be
carried out from two different endpoints on the exact same H376 cell population. The
LDH assay was chosen pragmatically, due to its speed and relative ease of use, a
decision supported by its widespread application in other, similar nanotoxicity studies
(Eun et al., 1994, Hussain et al., 2005, Li et al., 1999, Liu & Sun, 2010, Yu et al., 2009).
The choice of which assay to utilise for initial cytotoxicity screening also considered the
mechanism of cell death expected. Loss of intracellular LDH is widely accepted as an
indicator of irreversible cell death (Fotakis & Timbrell, 2006). This corresponded with
reports of cell membrane damage in a variety cell types, following exposure with zinc
materials (Gerloff et al., 2009, Lin et al., 2009, Liu et al., 2009, Nair et al., 2009, Nel et al.,
2006, Yeh et al., 2011, Zhang et al., 2007). MTT was employed to assess the effect of
nanomaterials from the inverse perspective of cell viability in addition to the provision
of checking against mechanisms of cell injury that do not result in cell lysis and/or
LDH detection. This avoided false safety reporting. These two complimentary
measurements of cytotoxicity mirrored their application together across many in vitro
toxicology studies (Fotakis & Timbrell, 2006, Hillegass et al., 2010, Monteiro-Riviere et
al., 2009, (NIEHS), 2001, Oberdorster et al., 2005a, Weyermann et al., 2005).
Overall LDH assay results showed all nanomaterial treatments were non-cytotoxic, even
at the highest concentrations. ZnO-bulk was the only exception, releasing 52.8% ±
6.1% of the total LDH available in the H376 cell population at the 0.25% w/v top
concentration. Hydroxyapatite and ZnO-45408 nanomaterials were particularly well
tolerated, alongside both SiO2-bulk and even SDS. SiO2-nanomaterial exposure was
observed to lyse more cells at the higher concentration, but no more so than TiO2
material: well established as relatively inert and non-toxic in work supported by many
studies (Hsiao & Huang, 2011, Hussain et al., 2005, Jeng & Swanson, 2006, Lewicka et
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al., 2013, Simon-Deckers et al., 2008). Common to many of the examples, is the use of
LDH-assessed cytotoxicity, showed the reduced effects of TiO2 nanoparticles (in cell
lines to model lung epithelium, primary and carcinoma derived liver cells and human
skin) in comparison to many other metal oxide nanomaterials, including aluminium,
carbon nanotubes, iron, silver and ZnO. In this work, ZnO-45009 was the only
nanomaterial to release significantly more LDH into supernatant, when compared
against the negative control (but not the positive lysed population). Both assay results
were clear in the reporting of a protective effect of a protein supplemented delivery
vehicle for all the treatments tested. These results also included the IC50 evaluation
reporting no cytotoxicity observed for hydroxyapatite, SiO2, TiO2 and ZnO-45408
materials. However, the associated MTT assay did display cytotoxicity (not detected in
LDH results), for all but the lowest 0.03125% w/v concentration of both ZnO-bulk
and ZnO-45009 and SDS at all concentrations tested. In addition, a more severe loss of
cell viability was observed for hydroxyapatite nanomaterial over its bulk counterpart,
indicating a nano-specific effect that was not recorded using the LDH assay.
Therefore, whilst it was evident that there exists some close correlation between the
IC50 and LD50 values, results of which were used to confer evaluations of cytotoxicity
for each nanomaterial in the context of the H376 model, there were also some
discrepancies. In particular, towards correlation of the exact dose and levels cytotoxicity
measured by each of the materials. These discrepancies implied greater sensitivity of the
MTT assay results over LDH, observations shared by many other studies into
nanotoxicity (Fotakis & Timbrell, 2006, Kroll et al., 2009, Monteiro-Riviere et al., 2009,
Weyermann et al., 2005). Specific examples include: cadium particles, smaller than 50µm
in size. These particles were observed to impair respiration in rat hepatocytes prior to
any membrane breakdown being visualised (Koizumi et al., 1996). Cadium chloride
nanoparticles have been observed to manipulate internal cell structures without
destroying cell membrane in a porcine renal epithelial model (Gennari et al., 2003).
Additionally, colbolt-chronium nanoparticles have been observed showing cytotoxicity
in terms of reduced formazan conversion (MTT) a full 3 days before cytotoxic results
were observed by LDH in human fibroblasts (Papageorgiou et al., 2007). Disparity may
exist between all comparative methodologies, and care should be exercised relating to
specific parameters used for each particular study. The examples in literature
demonstrate differential assay sensitivity that may in part be attributed to extremes in
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exposure models when considering the highly toxic nature of such metals, reported
even on the bulk scale (Basketter et al., 2003, Maret & Moulis, 2013).
Experimental outcomes reported within this chapter have resulted in the suggested
explanation that extremely toxic and fast acting treatments were responsible for
interference with cell adhesion, causing a loss of cells from the population (and thus
with less cells left to contribute LDH supernatant levels). The reduced sensitivity of the
LDH assay suggests interference with adhesion proteins, likely as a cytotoxic
mechanism of action for SDS treatment on the H376 cell model. Evidence towards this
hypothesis was provided in light microscope images, detailing loss of cells following 5
minutes exposure to SDS (Figure 9.1). This phenomenon was perhaps not surprising
given SDS’s well-defined role in protein denaturation through disruption of covalent
bonds that can lead to the removal of proteins from tissue culture plastic ware (Ostuni
et al., 2001). It is this property that accounts for its widespread inclusion in cosmetic
formulations, as a chemical penetration enhancer able to increase the skins permeability
(James-Smith et al., 2011). Just as nano-structured surfaces are being used to develop
more specificity in cell-type adhesion (Popat, 2010), so too is it reasonable to assume
that alternate nanomaterials may interfere with the permeability process, and thereby
with cell adhesion. Cell adhesion disruption been reported for gold nanoparticles
(Comfort et al., 2011, Wei et al., 2007), and is now an area currently under investigation
using other nanomaterials.
Equally, numerous studies exist to support the application of LDH in conjunction with
MTT, including those related to the materials investigated within this work. Motskin et
al.,(2009) prepared and screened nano-hydroxyapatite on human monocyte derived
macrophages. They found the data between LDH and MTT results followed similar
experimental outcomes experienced in this work, with assay sensitivity weighted in
favour of MTT assessed cytotoxicity, evident at lower concentrations than detected
using LDH (Motskin et al., 2009). The same trend was observed through nano-silica
exposure on the human hepatic cell line: L-02 (Ye et al., 2010) and ZnO nanoparticles
on a human epidermal cell line (Sharma et al., 2009b). Comparative studies investigating
TiO2 nanoparticles are harder to report, mainly due to conclusions that the material is
generally non-toxic (Borm et al., 2006, Heinlaan et al., 2008, Hussain et al., 2005, Schilling
et al., 2010, Suska et al., 2005, Xia et al., 2006). This consensus fits well with results
reported here for TiO2 effects on H376 cultures. Similar observations were repeated by
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Dumetrescu et al., (2010), when human gingival cell line HGF-1 was exposed to TiO2nanorods 120nm in diameter and found to be non-cytotoxic by MTT and LDH assays,
despite there being small increases in LDH signal (Demetrescu et al., 2010).
Conversely, it should be noted that a lack of sensitivity has been reported in cell viability
assays following exposure with TiO2 nanomaterial due to the materials ability to
produce free oxidative species. This can affect the rate of tetrazolium salt metabolism to
formazan (Valant et al., 2012, Wang et al., 2011). Other comparative studies can be
found reporting problems associated with nanoparticle assessment of cell viability using
MTT. These consistently link the colorimetric output of MTT assay results (a common
design of many traditional high-throughput methodologies) with a susceptibility to
optical interference by both light absorbing and scattering abilities reported to specific
nanoparticles (Díaz et al., 2008, Gonzales et al., 2010, Kroll et al., 2012, Kroll et al., 2009,
Oostingh et al., 2011, Simon-Deckers et al., 2008). This may also be expected through
LDH application, which may suffer additional interference by the fundamental catalysis
of the assay reaction preceding enzyme release into cell media supernatant (outside of
the intracellular environment). This increases the probability that LDH enzyme will
likely encounter direct contact with nanoparticles. Their small size has been reported to
interact at the binding site of other enzymes, causing conformational change, partial
efficiency or complete inhibition of catalytic action ((SCENIHR), 2006, Cheng et al.,
1999, Hainfeld & Powell, 2000, Penn et al., 2003). These effects have been linked to the
large surface area and subsequent increased reactivity afforded to a nanoparticles’
surface, with literature reporting nanoparticle adherence to the protein make-up of
macromolecules (including enzymes), reducing functionality (Cedervall et al., 2007b,
Klein, 2007, Lynch et al., 2007, Schrand et al., 2010, Soenen et al., 2010, Xiong et al.,
2013).
In the absence of direct nanoparticle-macromolecule contact, nanotoxicology
consequences may bring about inhibition of LDH in the assay through changing the
environmental conditions. This can include both acidic and alkaline pH moving in a
negative direction for optimal enzymatic catalysis (Babson & Phillips, 1965, Nachlas et
al., 1960), as well as ionic potential through the leeching of ions in cell culture (Kroll et
al., 2009). The latter is especially relevant for nanotoxcity, considering the abundance of
reports related to metal oxide nanoparticle ion release causing damage through the
generation of ROS. This can occur at the interface with macromolecules (such as LDH)
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in much the same way as reported for nanotoxicity (Kroll et al., 2009). With respect to
this study, this mechanism of LDH inhibition has been observed by copper
nanomaterial ions (Han et al., 2011, Suska et al., 2005), silver nanoparticles (Comfort et
al., 2011, Wei et al., 2007) and carbon nanotubes (Wang et al., 2012a). A number of these
scenarios are reported to have similar cytotoxic effects in the whole cells, detected using
the MTT assay. But with the LDH assay reliant upon the release of an internal enzyme
into an extracellular environment compared against direct nanoparticle inference with
MTT dependent upon uptake into the cell, the mechanism of LDH assay was seen to be
more susceptible to breakdown.
Despite this, critical evaluations that report nano-induced problems with LDH, MTT or
other colorimetric assays, all seem to concern the application of engineered
nanomaterials with highly refractive, extremely small nanoparticles, or those with large
surface areas (<50nm particle sized nano-gold and silver in particular, posing problems
associated with optical interference with colorimetric assays). The main examples
include carbon nanotubes, quantum dots and gold nanomaterials (Alkilany & Murphy,
2010, AshaRani et al., 2008, Dhawan & Sharma, 2010, Han et al., 2011, Kroll et al., 2012,
Monteiro-Riviere et al., 2009, Oostingh et al., 2011, Wörle-Knirsch et al., 2006). In all
cases, the characteristics that mark them as problematic in colorimetric assays are also
beneficial to the desirable nano-specific properties that researchers are looking to
exploit in technology: a common dilemma posing the further expansion of
nanotechnology. But equally, the individual characteristics of the nanomaterial are noted
in many a study as specific towards effects observed under very distinct environmental
parameters. This unfortunately contributes towards the great controversy surrounding
nanomaterial safety that must now be determined definitively by researchers, on a case
by case basis, due to limitations in current technology.
In all examples, nanoparticle interference within assay mechanistic relies upon the
interaction of the nanoparticle being present within the assay. Every effort was made to
avoid this during the washing steps employed immediately following treatment and
before the addition of assay reagents (2.2.2.3.1). Unfortunately, from the data reported,
it is impossible to determine the effectiveness of these steps in ensuring the complete
removal of every nanoparticle from contact with the cell. But reproducibility of results
and cytotoxicity outcomes that fit well within trends described within the literature
promoted confidence. In addition, consideration of the challenges reflected by unique
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nanoparticle properties in traditional cytotoxic evaluation consolidated the requirement
for multi-endpoint risk assessment, employing multiple assays ((SCENIHR), 2009,
Borm et al., 2006).

4.2.2

Cytotoxicity assessed through cell imaging

The previous chapter characterised key microstructural properties of the nanomaterials
investigated in this study, with outcomes showing each of them having none of the
extreme characteristics associated with engineered nanomaterials (such as carbon
nanotubes, graphene or quantum dots), in terms of the particle size-surface area ratio.
The smallest particles analysed were bulk-SiO2 (44.3nm mean from Table 3.5) sourced
commercially in amorphous form. This measurement was considered an anomaly with
regards to the non-nano size expected of bulk particles. Most nanomaterials were
characterised with particle sizes in excess of 60nm (Table 3.5). During analysis of
nanoparticle properties it became evident that accurate and definitive sizing of particles
would be difficult, especially in biological media due to the formation of agglomerates
and aggregates. This scenario was thought likely to occur under the cell culture
conditions necessitated for H376 growth. This behaviour was observed for all materials,
except ZnO, which was imaged on the surface of H376 cells by SEM (Figure 4.10 to
Figure 4.12), and is consistent with outcomes from many studies working with uncoated
nanoparticles in vitro (Albanese & Chan, 2011, Allouni et al., 2009, Chowdhury et al.,
2010, Kendall, 2004, Limbach et al., 2007, Oberdorster et al., 2005a, Pickrell et al., 2010).
One study reported agglomeration in different carbon nanomaterials used to treat
human epidermal keratinocytes as part of an evaluative study investigating the suitability
of nine common in vitro cytotoxicity methods with engineered nanoparticles (MonteiroRiviere et al., 2009). They concluded active discrimination against the use of direct cell
counting assays (such as live/dead cell count, trypan blue exclusion assay and calcein
AM) due to the inaccuracies in reporting data obscured by the shielding of visual
cytotoxic indicators by agglomerate sedimentation and adherence to monolayer
surfaces. These are considered some of the main alternative methodologies to both
LDH and MTT assays.
With bulk materials comprising much larger sized particles, at any equal weight (in
comparisons to nanomaterials) there is likely to be an increased number of nanomaterial
particles, over the bulk. Assuming direct particle contact is related to increased incidents
of cell cytotoxicity, then the higher number of nanoparticles to bulk would likely lead to
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greater levels of cell death within a sample population. Conversely, bulk particle
interactions would occur less frequently and be limited to affecting ‘hot spots’ of cell
damage that result in an overall reduced level of cellular damage across the sample
population (Balásházy et al., 2008). This is clearly evident in both Figure 4.10 and Figure
4.12, for the hydroxyapatite and TiO2 materials respectively. They demonstrate how the
difference in both the size and number of particles between bulk and nanomaterial, led
to a large differential in the ability of each to directly contact and exert influence on the
H376 cell population. Whilst this only manifested using MTT to compare the effects
between hydroxyapatite bulk and nanomaterial exposure (Figure 4.5), it would be
expected to have implications on the accurate dosing of nanoparticles.
SEM images depicted morphological signs of cell stress, including nuclear condensation,
blebbing and obvious cell shrinkage (Friis et al., 2005, Green & John C. Reed, 1998,
Green, 2011, Strasser et al., 2000, Taatjes et al., 2008, Wyllie et al., 1980, Ziegler &
Groscurth, 2004). Where cell morphology was thought to exhibit symptoms of
cytotoxicity, these were seen to correspond closely to assay results in Figure 4.5. For
example, ZnO-bulk and ZnO-45009 materials were shown to be the most cytotoxic,
and this is evident from the greater abundance of H376 cells showing morphological
signs of cell death in the SEM images (treated with a 0.125% w/v concentration). In
contrast to the assay results, cell morphologies indicative of cell death were also
observed through H376 cell interaction with ZnO-45408 nanoparticles. The high
cytotoxicity of bulk ZnO, even at low concentrations, reduces the likelihood of ‘nano’
properties being solely attributable to greater cell death for this material, a view
consolidated by the sensitivity of the H376 model to zinc acetate exposure (Figure 4.4
and Figure 4.8). An alternative explanation may come from considerations of ion
release, an area well established regarding nano-uptake through their application in drug
delivery design (Cho et al., 2009, Yin Win & Feng, 2005, Yu & et al., 2011).
The incorporation of two different dispersions of ZnO nanomaterial proved crucial in
determining the importance of charge on material behaviour and potential toxicity.
Whilst ZnO-bulk charge could not be characterised and compared to zeta potential
measurements of the ZnO-nanomaterials, the characterisation results reported in Figure
3.28, highlighted the opposing charges of ZnO-45009 and ZnO-45408 nanomaterials.
The revelation that ZnO-45009 was the only nanomaterial from all studied, to possess a
positive zeta potential in biological media, would seem to infer the importance of this
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property when investigating cytotoxicity. Evidence from literature enhances this
hypothesis, with numerous studies able to demonstrate the large surface areas
(characteristically niche to nanoparticles) linked to their ability to generate oxidative
stress in cells through ion release and surface reactivity (Asati et al., 2010, Berg et al.,
2010, Kroll et al., 2009, Oberdorster et al., 2005a). Whilst this connection cannot be
concluded from results given in this study, and in part due to the high cytotoxicity
caused by ZnO-bulk on this cell model, it does serve as verification to explore this
property further.
The SEM images presented within this chapter provide additional validation of particle
behaviour that was hypothesised from the characterisation chapter. Examples include
the inherent instability of nanomaterial dispersions in biological media, as observed
from EM and particle size data determined by DLS in addition to zeta potential
measurements. All suggested agglomeration and sedimentation would be highly
probable. This is evident in distributions of many nanoparticles interacting at the
surface of cells. ZnO material was the exception and it was hypothesised that the
particles may be interacting with cellular material present at the surface of the H376
cells, causing them to be less easily seen elsewhere in the images. This was speculated as
a route/mechanism for uptake, even by the bulk materials which were characterised as
containing low numbers of small and nanoparticles (Figure 3.3).

The other

nanomaterials particles were obvious at the higher magnifications, observed interacting
in groups or agglomerates at the cell surface. Combined with evidence from the
literature, this suggested a probable explanation for the unanimously reduced
cytotoxicity seen when nanomaterials were delivered in protein supplemented media.
The large surface area afforded specifically to nanoparticles over their bulk counterparts
is well established as contributing their high surface reactivity (Borm et al., 2006, Nel et
al., 2006, Oberdörster, 2010). This same property associated with cytotoxicity, is also
thought to protect against nanoparticle-cellular injury, where macromolecules may form
a barrier, neutralising the direct interaction between nanoparticle surface and cell
structures. Biocompatiable surface coatings have been exploited for nanoparticle drug
delivery (Andrews et al., 2009, Kreuter, 2001, Kreuter et al., 2003, Lockman et al., 2002,
Rahimnejad et al., 2006, Yin Win & Feng, 2005) and surface functionality in product
formulation (e.g. sunscreens (Lewicka et al., 2013, Morabito et al., 2011, Schulz et al.,
2002, Tsuji et al., 2006)). The surface coatings used to deter agglomeration in dispersion
solutions were expected to be diluted following nanomaterial preparation described in
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2.2.3.1, and this was indicated by the agglomerates observed in SEM micrographs. To
determine whether cytotoxicity observed during screening was definitively a result of
nanoparticle action, it was considered important to screen dispersant constituents.
Whilst the exact constitution and composition of nanomaterial dispersants remained
confidential as the intellectual property (IP) of the manufacturers, preliminary
assessment had revealed acetic acid and PEGs present in TiO2 and ZnO nanomaterial
solutions respectively. These are common chemical additions that act as stabilisers in
nanoparticle dispersions (Trung et al., 2003). Low cytotoxicity was observed for PEG300 in terms of LDH release, with 8.4% ± 6.5% recorded at the top concentration of
0.25% w/v dose. This was just over half the total of the comparative low cytotoxicity
recorded for ZnO-45408 nanomaterial (14.1% ± 4.7% LDH release), and
approximately a fifth in comparison to the levels reported for ZnO-45009 at the same
concentration (40.7% ± 7.4%). Assessment using MTT resulted in negligible losses in
cell viability following all exposure limits of PEG-300. As such, the risk assessment
exerted by ZnO dispersant was deemed negligible in comparison to the effects of ZnO
nanoparticles. Acetic acid had more impact on cell viability, exhibiting a statistically
significant decrease in cell viability at 0.250% w/v concentration (P < 0.001). However,
this was not matched by TiO2 nanomaterial cytotoxicity, and so the effects were
thought to have been diluted during nanomaterial exposure treatment preparation.
Equally, nanoparticle surface coating has also been found to occur non-specifically by
the formation of a protein corona (Cedervall et al., 2007b, Faunce et al., 2008, Lynch et
al., 2007). Many different protein and peptide species have been observed forming a
layer over a nanoparticle surface, both through uncontrolled interactions in a biological
environment (Cedervall et al., 2007a, Horie et al., 2009, Klein, 2007, Lynch et al., 2007,
Merhi et al., 2012) and during a controlled surface modification of nanoparticles during
formulation for drug delivery (Rahimnejad et al., 2006, Senel et al., 2000, Soppimath et
al., 2001, Yin Win & Feng, 2005). Many examples also report this alongside a similarly
marked decrease in cytotoxicity (Dominguez-Medina et al., 2013, Landsiedel et al., 2010,
Merhi et al., 2012, Prasad et al., 2013b, Tedja et al., 2012, Xia et al., 2008), was also
observed in the assay results reported here (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.6). How exactly this
protein layer affords protection to the cell is currently not fully understood. Current
theories encompass a wide range of different scenarios. These include neutralisation of
direct contact between a highly reactive ‘naked’ nanoparticle surface, reported to form
and release ROS that can inflict an oxidative stress reaction on the cell (Dominguez200

Medina et al., 2013, Hardman, 2006, Merhi et al., 2012). This has been speculated to halt
an immune-reaction that may otherwise occur in response to a foreign body (such as a
‘naked’ chemical nanoparticle surface) if substituted by a biocompatiable ‘native’ protein
as seen in in vivo studies (Johnston et al., 2010b, Scheel & Hermann, 2011, Walkey et al.,
2011). The formation of a protein corona is also linked with the modification of nanocharacteristics, by overruling particle-particle forces that may govern solubility in
dispersions, especially as a protein corona has been seen to be affiliated with greater
aggregation of random large agglomerates. The protein adhered agglomerated
nanoparticles may subsequently be too large to gain entry into cells, reducing
cytotoxicity, when the mechanism of cell injury is dependent upon nanoparticle
internalisation (Díaz et al., 2008, Tedja et al., 2012). However, this explanation is
complicated by reports of genotoxicity caused after long exposure times with TiO 2
nanoparticles that led to increased particle uptake and bioaccuimulation without
significant cytotoxicity (Prasad et al., 2013b, Shukla et al., 2011). Results presented within
this chapter did not investigate genotoxic effect, but due to the short term exposure and
single dose of nanomaterial treatment to the cells they were not expected to observe
similar effects. These results reported FBS protection observed here, consistent with the
majority of literature.
For zinc acetate (bulk) material, no protective effect was observed through delivery in
FBS supplemented media. This was surprising considering the presence of ligands in the
media aimed at regulating zinc ion levels, which are a required nutrient, but known to be
toxic in elevated concentrations (Bozym et al., 2010). Albumin protein too, present in
FBS was expected to have a high affinity with zinc ions (Masuoka & Saltman, 1994),
essentially binding with the free ions to stop their cytotoxic action in cells (as observed
for ZnO material). It was therefore speculated that the increased solubility of this form
of zinc (over metal oxide), may have led to the increased dissolution of zinc ions in
solution, irrespective of protein content, to levels sufficient to overwhelm the H376
cells used in the model. This hypothesis was based on the ability of zinc acetate to
deliver high amounts of free Zn2+ ions at physiological pH when applied as a common
cold remedy (Eby, 2008) and through its use in supplements to combat in zinc
deficiency (Stefanidou et al., 2006). The link between zinc ion release and cytotoxicity
will be explored further in the proceeding chapter, to determine mechanisms of action
for the material that exhibited the highest cytotoxic response during H376 cell
screening.
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The experimental parameters investigated here will be used for further investigation
with the more comprehensive models in the next chapter. This includes the use of both
assays (LDH and MTT), and nanomaterial treatment delivery in serum-free culture
media. It could be argued that the inclusion of protein might more accurately represent
the complex mix of proteins that contribute to the physiological barrier of the oral
mucosa (section 1.3.2 of the introduction). But the significantly increased protection
afforded across delivery of all materials in this model may screen against any potential
cytotoxic effects of exposure to nanomaterials investigated here. Therefore, to consider
a worse-case-scenario for initial investigation, serum-free delivery will used in 3-D tissue
models. This will be employed alongside greater exposure times and increased doses of
nanomaterials, to guard against the expected increase in durability of 3-D models over
the sensitivity of H376 monolayers. The application of nanomaterials to the 3-D models
of the oral mucosa remains a novel study in reference to contributing the advancement
of research for nanotoxicology in vitro. The use of more complex models will more
realistically replicate conditions of exposure to assess the risk these nanomaterials pose
to an area of the body currently devoid of examination: the human oral mucosa.
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5 NANOMATERIAL CYTOTOXICTY TESTING
USING 3-DIMENSIONAL IN VITRO MODELS
The European Union has long strived for a reduction in animal testing and this has
culminated in the recent amendment to the Cosmetics Directive that now prohibits the
testing of ingredients on animal models ((EU), 2013). Improved in vitro 3-dimensional
models are now available to more accurately represent native tissue. The development
and complexity of models has advanced as a direct consequence of the EU ban on
animal testing in cosmetics (Daston & McNamee, 2005, Hartung, 2009). A lucrative
commercial market has subsequently emerged for such models. In toxicology, these are
being utilised for studies investigating new materials and pharmaceuticals across all areas
of the body (Alépée et al., 2013, Dhiman et al., 2005, Härmä et al., 2010, Loessner et al.,
2010, Lu et al., 2012, Ren & Daines, 2011, Subramanian et al., 2010). Some of the more
advanced models that have been developed include epithelial layers, such as those
representative of human skin (Berthiaume et al., 2011, Group, 1999, Meyer et al., 2009).
The close relationship shared by keratinocytes in human skin and the two tissues of the
oral mucosa, have seen both keratinised and non-keratinised tissue constructs
developed as commercially available oral mucosal models. Artificial 3-D tissue
constructs allow more comprehensive in vitro testing, through the use of models that
more accurately represent the thickness and differentiated strata of native tissue
(Mazzoleni et al., 2009). Two such constructs have been utilised here, to investigate the
effects of nanomaterial interactions on more representative models of the oral mucosa
(both keratinised and non-keratinised tissues).The added sophisitication of 3-D models
builds upon the exploratory data gained from simplified monolayer cell screening
studies. This approach to toxicity testing aligns closely with the multiple tiered-testing
approach adopted by nanotoxicologists, in determining the effects on health of
nanoparticle exposure in the body (Oberdorster et al., 2005a).
Cytotoxicity of all nanomaterials was again analysed in comparison against bulk and
traditional controls, using the LDH and MTT assays. The lack of cytotoxicity
experienced in H376 monolayers for all but ZnO nanomaterial (45009 only) and the
bulk ZnO material warranted the investigation into early inflammatory response, which
may have indicated only mild irritation to preceed a cytotoxic response. Interleukin-1
alpha (IL-1α) will be used to monitor this response.
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The reported cytotoxic mechanisms of zinc materials were discussed in the previous
chapter. The outcomes led to the hypothesis that Zn2+ ions may have been responsible
for the cytotoxic effects of zinc material, observed on H376 cells during screening,
similarly to other studies reporting zinc material cytotoxicity (Applerot et al., 2009,
George et al., 2010, Huang et al., 2010a, Lin et al., 2009, Sharma et al., 2009b, Wong et al.,
2010, Xia et al., 2008). The role of free Zn2+ ion concentration related cytotoxicity was
investigated further by quantifying ion concentrations of each zinc material.
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5.1 Results
5.1.1

Cytotoxicity testing using the RHO model of non-keratinised oral
mucosal tissue

5.1.1.1 LDH assay results reporting cytotoxicity in the RHO non-keratinised model
Figure 5.1 reports the results of LDH release when RHO models were exposed to 1%
w/v concentration of the material solutions delivered in serum free media. No
cytotoxicity was observed for any of the tissue model samples at a 0.1% w/v
concentration (not reported) using exposures comparable with H376 dose
investigations. LDH results reported are those generated 24 hours after treatment, as
preliminary results identified that no LDH release was detected when assayed
immediately preceding the 1 hour treatment exposure period.
Results report a % cytotoxicity measurement in the context of normal LDH release
(negative control) and a fully lysed population, indicating the maximal amount of
cellular LDH available in the tissue models. As before, cytotoxicity was defined using
the LD50 threshold, where a material dose was considered cytotoxic when LDH release
(indicating cell death) exceeded 50%.
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Figure 5.1. A graph comparing the cytotoxic effects of bulk versus nano material
exposure to RHO tissue models at a 1% w/v concentration dispersed in serum free
growth media for 1 hour exposure at 37°C/5% CO2. Results are the average of three experiments (n
= 3) with standard deviation reported. * indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s post-hoc test to highlight a difference between results when nano cytotoxicity was
compared to bulk results at the same concentration. + indicate significant cytotoxicity when
compared against negative control (P<0.050). The dotted line represents the LD50 threshold.

The results presented in Figure 5.1 demonstrated detectable levels of LDH were
released from RHO tissue models in response to 1 hour exposure to all test materials
(apart from negative control), under the conditions tested. SiO2 bulk and the two ZnO
nanomaterials (45009 and 45408) showed a statistically significant increase in amount of
LDH released when compared to the negative control (P = 0.004 and <0.001,
respectively). However, this was not to the same extent as the more cytotoxic
Triton™X-100 lysed tissue models (P = <0.001 over SiO2 bulk and ZnO-45009, and P =
0.003 over ZnO-45408). Along with positive controls (SDS and lysis), the ZnO
nanomaterials were observed as being cytotoxic, as assessed using the LD50 definition.
However, the ZnO-45408 nanomaterial was the sole treatement observed to cause a
statistically greater cytotoxic effect than the ZnO bulk material equivalent (P = 0.005).
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5.1.1.2 MTT assay results of cell viability using the RHO non-keratinised model
The MTT assay results show cell viability for the same RHO tissue models, 24 hours
after treatment exposure (1 hour duration) incubated at 37°C and in a 5% CO2
humidified atmosphere. LDH values were therefore inversely correlated to MTT results
with the latter reported as cell viability in the context of % MTT metabolised to
formazan by a healthy cell population (negative control).
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Figure 5.2. A graph comparing the cytotoxic effects of bulk versus nanomaterial
exposure, to RHO tissue models, in terms of cell viability calculated from MTT
metabolism. Results are the average of three experiments (n = 3) at a 1% w/v concentration dispersed
in serum free growth media for 1 hour of exposure at 37°C/5% CO2. Error bars shown report
standard deviation. * indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s posthoc test to highlight a difference between results when nano cytotoxicity was compared to bulk
results. + indicates significantly reduced cell viability when compared against negative control
(P<0.050). The dotted line represents the IC50 threshold.

Figure 5.2 shows MTT results corresponded closely to outcomes observed using LDH
assay for cytotoxic assessment. Both ZnO nanomaterials reported a statistically
significant decrease in cell viability compared to the negative control (P <0.001),
although not to the same severity as SDS and full lysis (P <0.001 when compared
against nanomaterials).
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Unlike the results obtained using the LDH assay, ZnO bulk material exposure to RHO
models did not exhibit a decrease in cell viability (as compared to the negative control).
Instead, ZnO bulk particles caused a reduction in cell viability (P <0.001) in comparison
to negative control values under the conditions investigated here. Despite the bulk
effect on cell viability, both ZnO-45009 and ZnO-45408 nanomaterials were observed
to have decreased cell viability to a statistically significant level (P <0.001) in
comparison: a result displaying the only nano-specific effect of treatmens, experienced
by RHO tissue model cell viability examinations.

5.1.1.3 IL-1α release in RHO non-keratinised models.
IL-1α cytokine release was measured at two time points, as described in the methods.
ELISA results were amalgamated to report the total amounts of IL-1α detected, but
split into a ratio of levels released during both the 1 hour incubated exposure time
period, and 24 hours after treatment with each material. These were quantified values
(in pg/mL) extrapolated from the calibration curve of a known concentration of IL-1α
(as measured from the 250pg/mL standard supplied with the kit).
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Figure 5.3. IL-1α cytokine release in RHO tissue models following 1 hour exposure to
treatments applied apically, dispersed in serum free growth media at a 1% w/v
concentration. Results are the average of three experiments (n = 3) with standard deviation reported. *
indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test to highlight
a difference between results when nano cytotoxicity was compared to bulk results. + indicate
significant cytotoxicity when compared against no treatment /negative control (0% w/v). P =
<0.050.

Figure 5.3 shows the cytokine release by the RHO models after exposure to all test
material treatments, delivered under conditions described previously. Measurements
were carried out for supernatant corresponding to the 1 hour and the post treatment
recovery period (24 hours). Only the cytotoxic positive controls (SDS and Triton™X100 induced lysis) were observed to cause statistically significant levels of IL-1α detected
(P = 0.018 and <0.001 respectively), during what was considered rapid release phase of
the cytokine, detected in supernatant collected from the 1 hour treatment exposure
period. Levels were also statistically significant in the supernatant collected 24 hours
post-treatment (P <0.001 for SDS and 0.004 following full lysis).
RHO model exposure to 1% w/v TiO2 nanomaterial was the only other treatment to
display a statistically significant increase in IL-1α release compared to the negative
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control, when ELISA was carried out on 24 hour post-treatment supernatants (P =
0.016).
It was noted that ZnO bulk material exposure recorded no detection of the IL-1α
cytokine, and both ZnO nanomaterials (45009 and 45408) also displayed low levels
across supernatants tested at 1 hour and 24 hours post exposure. This result was in
contrast to the increased cytotoxicity observed following tissue treatment, as assessed
using the LDH and MTT assays (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2).

5.1.2

Cytotoxicity testing using the EpiGingiva™ keratinised oral mucosal
tissue model

5.1.2.1 LDH assay results reporting cytotoxicity in the EpiGinigiva™ keratinised tissue model
Figure 5.4 reports the results of LDH release from MatTek’s EpiGinigiva™ keratinised
tissue model (GIN-100), presented in the same way as that described for the study using
RHO models. Again, no cytotoxicity was observed for any of the materials tested, when
exposed to the tissue model at a 0.1% w/v concentration (not reported). LDH results
reported are those generated 24 hours after 1% w/v treatment, as no LDH release was
detected when assayed immediately preceding the 1 hour treatment exposure period.
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Figure 5.4. A graph comparing the cytotoxic effects of bulk versus nano material
exposure to GIN-100 tissue models at a 1% w/v concentration dispersed in serum free
growth media for 1 hour exposure at 37°C/5% CO2. Results are the average of three experiments (n
= 3) with standard deviation reported. * indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s post-hoc test to highlight a difference between results when nano cytotoxicity was
compared to bulk results at the same concentration. + indicate significant cytotoxicity when
compared against negative control (P<0.050). The dotted line represents the LD50 threshold.

Figure 5.4 shows that negligible detection of LDH levels were released in the keratinised
tissue model, following exposure to all nano and bulk materials (< 1% cytotoxicity).
Only the results of positive controls (SDS and lysis solution) instigated a cytotoxic
effect that was statistically significant in comparison to the negative control (P <0.001 in
both instances).
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5.1.2.2 MTT assays results of cell viability using the EpiGinigiva™ keratinised tissue model
The MTT assay results show cell viability for GIN-100 tissues exposed to treatments in
exactly the same way as reported for RHO tissues. This includes cell viability assessment
carried out on the same models assayed by LDH i.e., 24 hours after treatment exposure
(1 hour duration) incubated at 37°C and in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere. These
were therefore expected to show an inverse correlation to results demonstrating no
cytotoxicity.
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Figure 5.5. A graph comparing the cytotoxic effects of bulk versus nanomaterial
exposure, to GIN-100 tissue models, in terms of cell viability calculated from MTT
metabolism at a 1% w/v concentration dispersed in serum free growth media for 1 hour
of exposure at 37°C/5% CO2. Results are the average of three experiments (n = 3) with standard
deviation reported. * indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s posthoc test to highlight a difference between results when nano cytotoxicity was compared to bulk
results. + indicates significantly reduced cell viability when compared against negative control
(P<0.050). The dotted line represents the IC50 threshold.
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Figure 5.5 demonstrates the increased cell viability experienced by the GIN-100 models,
following treatment with both bulk and nanomaterials. This was observed through
comparison with the negative control, which reported a reduced cell viability
measurement to all models treated with bulk and nanomaterial hydroxyapatite, SiO2 and
ZnO. The differences were statistically significant in comparison to hydroxyapatite bulk
and nanomaterial (P <0.001), and SiO2 nanomaterial (P <0.001). The standard deviation
bars reported for the bulk material SiO2 may have reduced the reporting towards a
statistical significance increase in cell viability, observed at 200.1% (± 70.9%). Increase
in cell viability was also observed for GIN-100 exposure to previously cytotoxic
nanomaterials, ZnO-45009 (173.9% ± 14.1%) and ZnO-45408 (163.9% ± 19.6%).
The data presented in Figure 5.5 correspond well with those from LDH assay
assessment values, which reported no cytotoxicity in the GIN-100 models. However,
the increase in cell viability was unexpected and required further investigation. Two
hypotheses were considered:
(i) The materials investigated may promote increased cell proliferation, not
previously reported for keratinised tissues.
Or, based upon characterisation outcomes from chapter 3:
(ii) Insoluble materials precipitate upon delivery, resulting in hard particles that may
mechanically disrupt tissue structure, or promote desquamation (known to
contribute a protective mechanism for gingiva tissue) and rapid renewal of the
cells that comprise the tissue model. In both instances, it was speculated that
increased levels of formazan may have been present in solution, more so than
amounts that may have been locked within the cornified cells of the negative
control.
Therefore, the experiment was repeated on additional GIN-100 tissue models, but with
lysis occurring following their incubation with MTT solution (as previously described in
section 2.2.3.4). This additional step was intended to release all available formazan
crystals from cells, prior to solubility with isopropanol and calculation of cell viability as
normal.
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Figure 5.6. A graph comparing the cytotoxic effects of bulk versus nanomaterial
exposure, to GIN-100 tissue models that had been lysed before extracting formazan
formed during MTT metabolism. at a 1% w/v concentration dispersed in serum free growth
media for 1 hour of exposure at 37°C/5% CO2. Results are the average of three experiments (n = 2)
with error bars reporting standard deviation. * indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA
with Tukey’s post-hoc test to highlight a difference between results when nano cytotoxicity was
compared to bulk results. + indicates significantly reduced cell viability when compared against
negative control (P<0.050). The dotted line represents the IC50 threshold.

Figure 5.6 shows the results of the experiment investigating lysis to release all available
formazan from tissue models. When the negative control samples underwent lysis
before isopropanol extraction, cell viability was calculated to show effects of material
treatments anticipated from previous data. No cytotoxicity was observed, as assessed
using IC50 with only full lysis by Triton™X-100 inducing a statistically significant
reduction in cell viability.
Lysis following MTT incubation released 15% more formazan than that from the tissue
models that did not undergo the step (unlysed). There was also a reduction in variability
between results, expressed as smaller standard deviations, when samples exposed to
treatments had been lysed before extracting formazan in isopropanol.
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5.1.2.3 IL-1α release in the EpiGinigiva™ keratinised tissue models.
The following results report the quantified levels of IL-1α released in cell supernatant
from EpiGingiva™ GIN-100 models, exposed to treatments in exactly the same way as
reported previously in the RHO non-keratinised models.
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Figure 5.7. IL-1α cytokine release in GIN-100 tissue models following 1 hour exposure to
treatments applied apically, dispersed in serum free growth media at a 1% w/v
concentration. Results are the average of three experiments (n = 3) with standard deviation reported. *
indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test to highlight
a difference between results when nano cytotoxicity was compared to bulk results. + indicate
significant cytotoxicity when compared against no treatment /negative control (0% w/v). P =
<0.050.

Figure 5.7 reports the levels of IL-1α cytokine released from GIN-100 tissue models,
following exposure to all treatments tested under the conditions studied. Only cytotoxic
positive controls (SDS and lysis) induced a statistically significant increase in the release
of IL-1α (P = 0.008 and 0.011 respectively). The concentrations detected from the
release by GIN-100 positive control tissues, emphasised the low levels observed
following treatment by the other materials. This was considered in relation to the total
amount available for release (659.5 ± 31.6pg/mL and 440.7 ± 15.3pg/mL for SDS and
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lysis positive controls) in GIN-100 tissue models, significantly greater than that detected
for non-keratinised RHO models (196.9 ± 4.4pg/mL and 312.2 ± 17.8pg/mL
respectively).
The other notable result observed in Figure 5.7 was the detection of IL-1α after
exposure to ZnO materials (bulk and nano) that was the negligible following exposure
to the RHO model. This included low concentrations released during the initial 1 hour
of exposure.

5.1.3

ICP-OES measure zinc ion concentration

This experiment was carried out in an attempt to determine any difference between the
concentrations of zinc ions present in the different forms of the material. Alongside the
three forms of ZnO (bulk, nano-45009 and nano-45408), zinc acetate was analysed to
provide a control for zinc chemical structure. The following figures show results
quantifying the concentration of Zn2+ ions released either natively, or following a nitric
acid digest, for the different forms of ZnO material used in this study.
Figure 5.8 shows the zinc ion concentration for each undigested zinc material. An
inverse trend was noted relating to high zinc ion concentrations corresponding with
small average particle sizes recorded during characterisation (Table 3.5). Bulk ZnO
recorded less free Zn2+ content in comparison to the two nanomaterials, with the larger
ZnO-45009 nanoparticles having less free ions than ZnO-45408 nanomaterial. Zinc
acetate also measured significantly lower concentration of Zn2+ in comparison to the
nanomaterials (P <0.001).
No difference was noted between Zn2+ concentrations measured across the different
solvents used to disperse the zinc particles. This highlighted how the dispersion media
had little effect on the concentration of Zn2+ recorded. Only ZnO-45009 dispersion in
PRF media recorded a statistically significant difference in concentration of 10.8ppm
Zn2+ ions (± 0.7 standard deviation), which was larger than the measurement taken
from the material dispersed in other solvents (P <0.001). The result was not thought a
direct consequence of the dispersion media, with Zn2+ ion concentration measured as
negligible in the control (blank) results.
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Figure 5.8. Zn2+ concentration of zinc materials analysed with ICP-OES, without a
nitric acid digestion. Results are the average of three experiments (n = 3) with standard deviation bars
shown. * indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test to
highlight a difference between (comparisons of each material in the three solvents used for
dispersion (P < 0.050).
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Figure 5.9. Zn2+ concentration of zinc materials analysed with ICP-OES, after a 24 hour
nitric acid digestion. Results are the average of three experiments (n = 3) with standard deviation bars
shown. * indicates statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test to
highlight a difference between (comparisons of each material in the three solvents used for
dispersion (P < 0.050).

Figure 5.9 shows the effect digestion by nitric acid had on the concentration of zinc
ions released from each of the materials investigated. Overall, the digestion was
observed to have only a limited effect on the concentration of Zn2+ released from the
respective materials. Statistically significant differences were detected between the
different dispersions of ZnO-45009 and ZnO-45408 nanomaterials in PRF media (all P
<0.001). However, the actual values recorded following the digest compared to the
undigested materials, showed little difference. This was displayed best when comparing
zinc acetate Zn2+ concentration in dH2O dispersion, averaging 3.2ppm in both
undigested and nitric acid digested sample (± 0.1ppm and 0.2ppm standard deviation,
respectively).
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Only ZnO bulk material exhibited a statistically significant difference in levels of Zn2+
detected, being between undigested sample and that following oxidisation by nitric acid.
Across all dispersions, the nitric acid digest increased Zn2+ concentration (P <0.001), to
similar levels observed for ZnO-45009 nanomaterial dispersion in dH2O and FBS
media.
ZnO-45408 nanomaterial samples were again observed measuring the greatest
concentration of Zn2+ ions.
The results of ICP-OES analysis of different zinc materials imply the ready availability
of free Zn2+ ions from particles is related to the surface area, and chemistry of the
material. This was demonstrated by the use of nitric acid digestion to release all
potential ions from each material into solution with only ZnO bulk recording a
significant difference between sample preparation methods. In comparison, dissolution
of ions was complete without the aid of digestion in nanomaterials, with measurements
related to their average particle size, characterised previously (Table 3.5). Zinc acetate is
a more soluble form of the zinc (Yang et al., 2004), and the compound is made up of
particle sizes measuring in excess of the nano-scale (>100nm). It is therefore suggested
that zinc ions were released in solution without the need of an acid digestion, but were
still not recorded at equivalent concentrations as the two ZnO nanomaterials (with
greater surface areas linked to higher free ion release).
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5.2 Discussion
The results presented here form an integral part of the tiered strategy approach
recommended for both skin irritancy testing and nanotoxicology. They build upon the
previous results and outcomes determined using the H376 monolayer model, but allow
for a more sophisticated representation of the fate of nanomaterials applied to human
oral mucosae. By investigating cytotoxicity, cell viability and the primary cytokine switch
responsible for keratinocyte inflammation (IL-1α release), in comparison to both a
known irritant used in cosmetics (SDS) and respective bulk constituents, a more
comprehensive assessment of the impact of potential nanomaterial formulations in oral
healthcare was established.

5.2.1

Assessment of in vitro toxicity testing

The differences in outcomes between H376 screening compared to the non-keratinised
RHO model, demonstrate the increased sensitivity of monolayer cell growth, thought to
reduce representation of nanomaterial interactions with the oral mucosa. For over thirty
years studies have indicated the significant limitations of 2-D monolayers in closely
mimicking natural tissues and organs (Eisenbrand et al., 2002, Mazzoleni et al., 2009). In
2-D cell culture, cells are grown and adhere to synthetic surfaces e.g. treated polystyrene
plastics. Cell monolayers disperse across the growth surface in stiff, flat, very unnatural
structures that are anchored by proteins that are deposited and denatured on the
synthetic surface (Sackmann & Tanaka, 2000). In this regard, monolayer growth cannot
adequately capture the relevant complexity of the in vivo microenvironment, including
the loss of tissue-specific architecture, mechanical and biochemical signals, and cell–cell
communication (Eisenbrand et al., 2002). Furthermore, this disparity may cause
misrepresentation in resultant outcomes to some extent, by forcing cells to adapt to an
artificial, flat and rigid surface, moving them away from normalised functioning
(Mazzoleni et al., 2009). An example of this effect in this work was thought to be
demonstrated by the lack of LDH release detected from H376 cells following exposure
to otherwise cell viability reducing SDS concentrations (Figure 4.4).
In contrast, 3-D cell culture ex vivo models better simulate the composition of
extracellular matrix by using collagen or hyaluronic acid based scaffolds (Chen et al.,
2012, Pescosolido et al., 2011), with selective incorporation of signalling factors,
adhesion factors, and proteins (Rimann & Graf-Hausner, 2012). Central to constituting
representative ex vivo structure is the direct cell-cell attachment that interacts with the
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extracellular matrix to form stratified cell layers. Consequently, the complex structural
proteins remain in their native configuration and so provide important biological
instructions to other cells. This includes inducing force on one another, directing the
migration of cells during differentiation (Friedl & Gilmour, 2009). Differentiation and
more accurate depiction of direct cell-cell interactions are demonstrated by the greater
prevalence of gap junctions in 3-D tissue models (Debnath & Brugge, 2005, McNeilly et
al., 1996, Radisic et al., 2004). These enable more natural cellular communications
through the exchange of ions, small molecules and electrical currents (Grellier et al.,
2009, Griffith & Swartz, 2006, Radisic et al., 2004), which is thought to be a better
model of cell-cell communication and signalling that is critical for cell function. The
closer development of 3-D models into tissue-like structures, produces greater similarity
in morphology to ex vivo tissue (Carlson et al., 2001, Griffith & Swartz, 2006,
Moharamzadeh et al., 2012), which in turn enables a better representative model to
investigate function in living organisms (Rimann & Graf-Hausner, 2012). This has been
observed most successfully in studies comparing 3-D technology to monolayer cell
models of the liver (Gunness et al., 2013, Mueller et al., 2013, Yip & Cho, 2013), gut
(Cencič & Langerholc, 2010b), various epithelial tissue (including, lung epithelium
(Balharry et al., 2008, Carterson et al., 2005, Rothen-Rutishauser et al., 2008) and human
skin (Junginger et al., 1999, Moharamzadeh et al., 2012, Sun et al., 2006)) and cancer
studies (Härmä et al., 2010, Loessner et al., 2010).
The development of increasingly sophisticated and representative in vitro and ex vivo
models is reflected by the growth in application of such 3-D tissue models in research.
There is strong demand in toxicology studies, as scientists look to move away from
traditional animal models that suffer from ethical issues, high costs and interspecies
variation (Piersma, 2006), with the latter limiting the extent to which extrapolation of
results outcomes may apply to humans (Hartung, 2009). Regarding the oral mucosa,
many common laboratory animal models would suffer major limitations due to the high
frequency of predominantly keratinised epithelium lining their oral cavity (Harris &
Robinson, 1992, Wertz et al., 1993). Driven by the principals of the 3 R’s: replace,
reduce and refine (Russell et al., 1959), the EU is particular keen to employ validated
alternate models to minimise the extent of animal studies. Urgency can perhaps be
attributed to the current EU initiative, for Registration, Evaluation, and Authorisation
of CHemicals (REACH) (Pedersen et al., 2003), which is aimed at completing a minimal
toxicity database for thousands of existing chemicals during the coming decade. In
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current guise, REACH assessments will have to intensify animal testing dramatically, a
process estimated to consume over half the total resources attributed to the initiative
(Piersma, 2006), and clearly not sustainable as more and more new materials, drugs and
chemicals are developed. In applications investigating the internalisation of
nanoparticles, the scientific committee on emerging and newly identified health risks
(SCENIHR) promotes the use of in vitro and ex vivo models, due to scepticism of the
suitability in whole animal models working to assess cellular uptake ((SCENIHR),
2009).
It is the cosmetic industry that currently leads the way in validating alternative models to
replace laboratory animals in testing (Rimann & Graf-Hausner, 2012). The skin can be
considered a relatively simple organ in comparison to others that function within the
body (i.e. the liver, kidneys, heart etc.), and limitations in organotypic 3-D models for
other human tissues need to be overcome before widespread replacement of animal
models can occur in alternate industries. Currently, 3-D culture is often more timeconsuming than monolayer growth, and this has kept costs high, reducing their viability
for widespread or large studies. In addition, many 3-D models remain novel, with very
niche and specific applications as of a consequence of their design to model a particular
scenario e.g. keratinocyte and melanocyte co-culture models for research into
melanogenesis (Iriyama et al., 2011). Whilst batch to batch variability between models
has largely been overcome through substitution of animal derived scaffold components
to synthetic chemical materials (Kim & Mooney, 1998), the artificial construction of
many models may not demonstrate the full range of biological functions representative
of native tissue. These issues are at odds to the properties desired by industrial pharma
companies, reliant upon efficient, universally standardised but versatile high-throughput
screening technology.
Versatility is an important consideration in the replacement of in vivo studies by artificial
3-D models. In particular regarding tissue areas of the body prone to mechanical or
biomechanical stresses i.e. the epithelial layers of the oral mucosa, exposed to
mechanical insult during mastication. More sophisticated 3-D tissue models are still
currently limited in only representing static conditions (Mathes et al., 2010). The impact
in comparison to in vivo studies, is the necessity of multiple tissue models to mimic a
range of scenarios (e.g. damaged or diseased skin alongside healthy models), and the
subsequently increased volume of analysis required to enable accurate extrapolation and
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interpretation of results. The analysis itself can be complicated through study of 3-D
models, in particular regarding conventional imaging techniques. 3-D samples are
typically highly light scattering and several hundreds of micrometres thick, prone to
photobleaching and light-induced damage (Pampaloni et al., 2007).
Problematic for many in vitro studies, not solely attributed to 3-D models, are the
limitations placed on simplified models of complex biological systems. For ex vivo, there
remains a lack of validated non-animal models for the evaluation of systems available
to study systemic or long-term toxicity (Bhanushali et al., 2010). The level of validation
required for a regulatory framework means this is a long process and by no means
assured to succeed in gaining acceptance by the regulators. For the foreseeable future,
toxicity testing conforming to the 3 R’s is likely to have to rely on a battery of different
assays and models (Jaworska et al., 2010). However, limitation in the use of 3-D studies
can only be considered in the context of comparisons to in vivo models. Cost and
efficiency aside, nearly all applications of 3-D cell culture will provide a more
sophisticated and representative model when compared against cells grown in
monolayer. Utilisation of the 3-D tissue models representative of human oral mucosae,
allowed for cytotoxic effects to be analysed in models closer to an in vivo situation than
H376 cell monolayers used previously.

5.2.2

Comparisons of 3-D keratinisation models

By testing nanomaterials on two different tissue models, a more realistic evaluation of
both types of distinct tissues that encompass the human oral mucosa was fulfilled
(kertainised and non-keratinised). In addition, cytotoxicity testing contributed towards
the novel impact on knowledge: at the time of writing, no nanomaterials reputed of
interest to oral healthcare formulations have been assessed for nanotoxicity with either
MatTek EpiGingiva™ or SkinEthic RHO tissue models. These well characterised 3-D
tissue constructs formed multilayer, stratified non-keratinised and keratinised oral
epithelium, respectively, which exhibit ex vivo-like properties and growth characteristics
(Moharamzadeh et al., 2007). Keratinised tissue has already proved important in the
development of mouthwashes and oral healthcare technology; particularly toothpastes,
denture implants and denture adhesives that are either applied in close proximity to, or
more vigorously on, keratinised regions of the oral mucosa (De Clement & Wheater,
2009, Koschier et al., 2011, Sullivan et al., 2011, Yang et al., 2011). The use of such
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models in this study, allowed for the cytotoxic assessment of potential nanoparticle
excipients for next generation oral healthcare products.
It was hypothesised here that the additional cell layers afforded to 3-D tissue constructs
would manifest an increased robustness towards the cytotoxic effects of treatments
observed during monolayer screening. This was expected to be enhanced in the
EpiGingiva™ GIN-100 model, due to the differentiation process forming a tough,
cornified stratum corneum at the apical surface, representative of in vivo keratinised tissue
of the gingiva and hard palate (Wertz & Squier, 1991). Preliminary data (not included)
had confirmed this effect in the models, enhancing their credential to more accurately
mimic nanomaterial effects on human oral mucosae in situ. Therefore, both dosage and
exposure times were increased when using the 3-D models, continuing the investigation
from the ‘worst case scenario’ perspective. A 1 hour exposure time with nanomaterials
was considered well within the period expected for residual contact reported for
compounds formulated in some oral care products (Creeth et al., 1993, Cummins &
Creeth, 1992, Gilbert & Williams, 1987, Saxton et al., 1986, Zero et al., 1992). After 1
hour exposure, results still showed no cytotoxicity in response to exposure of any test
material on the GIN-100 model, and only low levels of IL-1α inflammatory cytokine
release were observed. In comparison, cytotoxicity was observed for ZnO material
exposed to the RHO models. In the non-keratinised tissue models, this was observed
more prominently using LDH assay, as defined using the LD50. Furthermore, moderate
levels of cell lysis were observed, following exposure to all other materials (Figure 5.1).
Whilst different to H376 results, which reported ZnO bulk and ZnO-45009
nanomaterial cytotoxicity as a loss in cell viability, (with the MTT assay proving more
sensitive than LDH on monolayer cells), these results were attributed to the accurate
reflection of greater durability indicative of native keratinised tissue (Squier & Kremer,
2001). This was exemplified by the requirement of lysis following MTT incubation to
fully release formazan locked within GIN-100 tissue models.
However, the superior robustness may also have been in part, due to difference in tissue
models. Whilst neither 3-D model reflected the true, full thickness expected of native
tissue (Rossi et al., 2005, Shojaei, 1998, Winning & Townsend, 2000), there was a
difference in the number of cell layers between the two models. GIN-100 samples were
validated to encompass 8-10 fully differentiated cell layers, consistent with keratinised
tissue morphology. These were considered thicker than RHO tissue models, comprised
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of just 6, non-keratinised cell layers. Considering the increased doses required to
instigate only a mild cytotoxic response for most materials, following exposure to RHO,
comparison to the more sensitive H376 monolayer models necessitated consideration of
the impact of increased cell layers on cytotoxicity. Similar trends were observed during
the cytotoxicity testing of hydrogen peroxide and silver nitrate in three different human
skin keratinocyte cell types (both normal and the transformed keratinocyte cell line,
HaCaTs), fibroblasts and endothelial cells, all demonstrating superior robustness in 3-D
models over 2-D monolayers (Sun et al., 2006). RHO models were considered less
representative of normal human oral mucosae tissues, cultured exclusively from the
transformed TR146 cell line. Compared with normal oral keratinocytes, these do not
form a fully differentiated oral epithelium (Yadev et al., 2011), solely recreating the
structural and functional features present at the superficial layer of the human buccal
mucosa (Vande Vannet et al., 2007). For example, Langerhans cells play a critical role in
cutaneous immune response and cytokine production, but are absent from the RHO
model used (Cumberbatch et al., 1996, Srivastava et al., 1994). However, these are now
close to becoming available commercially, in more sophisticated, full thickness buccal
mucosal models (Chang et al., 2007).
Whilst cell line use may have reduced batch-to-batch variability (Moharamzadeh et al.,
2012), 3-D models based on normal oral keratinocytes (seeded onto fibroblastpopulated bovine collagen matrices (Mostefaoui et al., 2004)) have been observed as
more accurately representing the complex interactions that govern keratinocyte
differentiation, basal cell proliferation and cytokine expression similar to normal oral
mucosa (Yadev et al., 2011). The EpiGingiva™ GIN-100 models were derived from
normal human oral keratinocytes, isolated from non-diseased, human oral tissues that
were obtained from patients or cadavers (Klausner et al., 2007). Keratinised primary cells
are considered more readily available via “off cuts” from routine dental surgery that
does not require invasive biopsies i.e. unlike the punch biopsy employed to collect
specimens from the buccal mucosa (Sasaki et al., 2012). They are and considered to
better represent normal cell functioning, that can deviate as cell lines acquire a
molecular phenotype quite different from cells in vivo (Cencič & Langerholc, 2010a, Pan et
al., 2009). Traditionally, culturing primary cells has been linked to short culture periods
and batch-to-batch variation as a consequence of dissimilarity between donors (van der
Valk et al., 2010). These issues seem to have been addressed during manufacturing
methodologies, perhaps as a result of keratinised tissue sharing close alignment to
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human skin, and the development of well-established and fully validated skin models
that are widely commercially available (Groeber et al., 2011, Macfarlane et al., 2009,
Spielmann et al., 2007, Vinardell & Mitjans, 2008). Consequently, the GIN-100 model
has been successfully utilised in assessing the response of alcohol based mouthwashes
(Moharamzadeh et al., 2009), SDS (Klausner et al., 2007, Moharamzadeh et al., 2012) and
other dental materials (Yang et al., 2011), to mimic outcomes representative of native
tissue.
In summary, whilst limitations exist in the use of 3-D in vitro models, they can still be
considered more representative towards modelling the interactions that would be
expected for short-term exposure of nanomaterials on the human oral mucosa. Both
keratinised and non-keratinised tissue types represent the first cells in contact with test
products, and have been widely embraced as alternates to animal testing for initial stages
of cellular irritation. From these results, ZnO nanomaterials pose the greatest risk of
cytotoxicity, but were well tolerated by the EpiGingiva™ GIN-100 models, mimicking
the anticipated greater robust of native gingiva tissue. Caution must be observed,
however, in extrapolating comparisons between the two models. In particular the mild
cytotoxicity and inflammation observed in RHO tissue studies, which will now be
discussed.

5.2.3

Further investigation of potential cytotoxic mechanisms

Cytotoxicity was only observed in the RHO non-keratinised tissue models exposed to
ZnO material treatments (bulk and nano), consistent with outcomes from screening
materials using the H376 model. However, in the RHO model, both nanomaterial
samples studied were observed as causing cell lysis and loss in cell viability, more so
than the bulk material. This reflected outcomes of ICP-OES analysis for quantification
of free Zn2+ ion concentrations, which showed the smaller nanomaterials to have
significantly greater Zn2+ dissolution over larger particulates (ZnO-45408 > ZnO-45009
> ZnO bulk). In this respect, the RHO results were thought to align more closely with
reports in the literature obtained using other ex vivo models, that demonstrate similar
increases in cytotoxicity of ZnO nanoparticles over bulk composites (Hackenberg et al.,
2011b, Hsiao & Huang, 2011, Sharma et al., 2011, Xia et al., 2008, Yu & et al., 2011).
As previously discussed, zinc ion release has been heavily reported to cause oxidative
stress and is considered the main mechanism of action resulting in cytotoxicity ftom the
material (Rabani, 2001, Ross et al., 1997, Wong et al., 2010, Wu et al., 2012, Xia et al.,
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2008, Yeh et al., 2011). Whilst needed in small quantities for regular cell function, an
environment overloaded with Zn2+ can contribute to the initiation of an inflamed
reaction by the cell. In an effort to consolidate the link between zinc ions and
cytotoxicity exerted by non-keratinised oral epithelia, the use of ICP-OES was
employed to quantify Zn2+ concentrations, specifically for those that may be available as
free ions during in vitro exposure. These results (Figure 5.8) indicate the ready availability
of free ions relating to all zinc nanomaterials (not bulk), as demonstrated by no
significant change occurring upon nitric acid digestion of the nanomaterials (Figure 5.9).
Relating these findings to the increased cytotoxicity reported for nanomaterials (over
bulk particulate material), the Zn2+ concentrations detected were noted as being
inversely correlated to average particle size. The smaller ZnO-45408 nanomaterial was
observed to have the highest concentration of Zn2+ in all dispersions, readily available
without the need for a nitric digest. This was then followed by the slightly larger
nanomaterial, ZnO-45009. Free ion content may be linked to their increased surface
reactivity, reported for nanoparticles due to the greater proportion of their atoms being
present at the surface of the particle (Borm et al., 2006). Silver nanoparticles, also
investigated for their reputed antimicrobial activity, show ion release kinetics linked to
both particle characteristics and the environmental factors they are dispersed in
(Alissawi et al., 2012). Dissolved oxygen, pH, temperature and complex interaction with
organic constituents were found to have the greatest influence (Liu & Hurt, 2010). No
obvious trend was observed with respect to dispersion media impacting upon zinc ion
concentration in these studies. The low concentrations recorded for each respective
media controls (both undigested and nitric acid digested) inferred a negligible effect by
the solvents.
For ZnO-45009 nanomaterial results, significant differences were observed between the
zinc ion concentrations observed for each type of media (the more so following
digestion). This was also observed for digested ZnO-45408 nanomaterial in PRF media
(measured to have lower concentrations to both dH2O and FBS media dispersion). An
explanation for these results proved difficult, leading to the consideration and critical
review of sample preparation. The method utilised followed an ISO standardised
protocol to detect zinc (ISO11885:2009), but in traditional bulk form. It is possible that
measurements for nanoparticle specific characteristics may require further investigation,
or optimisation of the methodology. The small particle size of nanoparticles was
thought likely to contribute a decreased density when compared against bulk composite
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(Jeong et al., 2005). Centrifugation was used to separate any remaining solid present
within the sample prior to analysis, however, this may not have been sufficient to
remove the smallest particles. The presence of ZnO nanoparticles may have contributed
spikes in zinc ion detection, if they were small and light enough to remain suspended
following desolvation, prior to ionisation within the ICP-OES instrument. However,
this was considered unlikely for samples digested using the wet acid preparation (BSI,
2009). Strong nitric acid was used to oxidise the ZnO environment, degrading all zinc
material to soluble Zn2+ analytes in each of the aqueous media. Digestion for 24 hours
at room temperature was deemed sufficient to produce reproducible results for each
experiment (n=3), as shown in Figure 5.9. Further optimisation could have involved
increasing the strength of the nitric acid digestion, through the addition of a complexing
acid e.g. HCl, or another oxidiser e.g. hydrogen peroxide (Gleyzes et al., 2002, Silva et al.,
2006). Reaction kinetics can also be increased through the use of a closed system, which
permits the digestion to occur safely at higher temperatures and pressures than the
atmospheric pressure and room temperature conditions used here (Araújo et al., 2002,
Bettinelli et al., 2000). These modifications in methodology may ensure a more
comprehensive digestion of solid material, combating concerns of potential particulate
spiking (through nanoparticle ambient suspension during vaporisation, prior to
detection following ionisation). However, no evidence was observed in the data
suggesting unreliability in the results presented, related to sample preparation. The
similarity in zinc ion concentrations detected for nanomaterials actually consolidated the
method, for successfully reporting maximal available ion concentration for each
material, regardless of digestion.
The different concentrations of zinc ions detected for each sample, were more likely
influenced by particle size characteristics than properties related to the media they were
dispersed/analysed in. Increased reaction kinetics have been reported for nanoparticle
surfaces, corresponding to studies linking smaller particle sizes with increased ion
release rates and concentrations (Sotiriou & Pratsinis, 2010, Zhang et al., 2011b). From
size characterisation of the materials investigated previously, the smallest average
particle size was confirmed for ZnO-45408, followed by ZnO-45009 nanomaterial and
then bulk material and is linked the role of increased nano-reactivity, related to greater
zinc ion concentrations detected. Alternatively, the smaller size of particles may also
relate to increased ion concentrations in the samples, simply through the greater
number of particles and larger surface areas involved, when different samples were at
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comparable w/v concentrations In addition to zinc ion detection disparity, this may
have a major consequence associated with cytotoxicity and dose relationships.

5.2.4

Inflammatory response

LDH results from the RHO models exposed to cytotoxic ZnO nanomaterials,
corresponded to significant decreases in cell viability. Evaluation of these results implied
ZnO nanomaterial effect on RHO tissue health may bypass the IL-1α cytokine
controlled inflammatory pathway. Instead, perhaps a more severe or rapid cytotoxic
response by the non-keratinised cells was initiated in the presence of ZnO material.
Similar results have been observed with the RHO model, supplemented by the addition
of polymorphonuclear leukocytes, to investigate the immune response to Candida
albicans infection (Schaller et al., 2004). Schaller et al., observed a stronger expression of
interleukin-8 (IL-8) and the cytokine granulocyte-macrophages colony-stimulating
factor (GM-CSF), over a mild IL-1α response. In addition, the modification of the 3-D
model accurately mimicked the in vivo reaction through the up-regulated Th-1 immune
response. The Th-1type cytokines interferon γ (IFN-γ) and tumour necrosis factor alpha
(TNF-α), are pro-inflammatory and are up-regulated as part of an autoimmune response
to kill intracellular parasites (Berger, 2000). The inflammatory response is controlled by
the expression of Th-2 neutralising cytokines, and where the imbalances in equilibrium
exist, this has been implicated with contact allergies to metals (Minang et al., 2006).
Inflammation remains an intricate process, delicately controlled by a number of
complex pathways. Keratinocytes produce and are able to release a number of different
inflammatory cytokines that rapidly generate cutaneous inflammation in response to a
number of different materials. These can be grouped as irritants and/or sensitizers, but
no specific marker has clearly been identified able to distinguish one effect from
another (Coquette et al., 2003).
Interleukin-1 alpha (IL-1α) is an important signalling protein amongst the 11 cytokines
that constitute the interleukin-1 family. It is one of the most widely studied members of
the IL-1 family alongside interleukin-1 beta (IL-1β), due to their critical role in immune
and inflammatory responses. Both are structurally related polypeptides that share 25%
homology at the amino acid level. Synthesised in cells as 31kDa precursors, they are
subsequently cleaved into proteins with molecular weights of approximately 17.5kDa
(Dinarello, 1998). The precursor and mature form, are both biologically active. More
importantly, both exert their effects through recognition and binding to the same cell
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surface receptors, identified as IL-1 receptor type 1 and 2 (RI and RII) (O'Neill &
Greene, 1998).

IL-1 RI has been isolated from T-cells, fibroblasts, keratinocytes,

endothelial cells, synovial lining cells, chondrocytes and hepatocytes, with IL-1 RII
found on B cells, neutrophils and bone marrow cells. Furthermore, IL-1 possesses a
wide variety of biological activities, from specific cell type responses to targeting entire
systems. This has led to it being described as ‘prototypic “multifunctional” cytokine’
affecting nearly every cell type in the human body (Dinarello, 1998, O'Neill & Greene,
1998).
Normal production of IL-1 is critical to the mediation of normal host responses to
injury and infection, and as such, IL-1 is expressed constitutively in keratinocytes, some
epithelial cells and specific cells of the central nervous system. These experience a
dramatic increase in levels in response to stimulation by inflammatory agents, infections
or toxins (Dinarello, 1998). In keratinocytes, the majority of IL-1α stays in its precursor
form, accumulating in the cytoplasm when there are no inflammatory stimuli. A smaller
portion interacts with the cell membrane where it has been linked to acting in a
paracrine fashion on neighbouring cells that contain IL-1 receptors (Sims et al., 1993).
Under normal conditions, IL-1α has no hydrophobic leader in its polypeptide sequence,
and so is not a candidate for transmembrane secretion (Welss et al., 2004). IL-1α can
only be released from lysed cells that have experienced injury or membrane
perturbation. Upon release, it is believed to be the main ‘switch’ in the initiation of
inflammation identified for it its principal role as an important controller of
inflammatory mediation in keratinocytes (Coquette et al., 2003). In this capacity, IL-1α
acts as the primary response towards inflammation in keratinocytes (Williams &
Kupper, 1996), and is the stimulant responsible for inducing the release of other
markers of inflammation, including TNF-α, IL-6 and IL-8 (Coquette et al., 2003, Welss
et al., 2004).
Commercially available non-keratinised 3-D models, similar to the models used here,
have been reported to have elevated IL-1α release in response to SDS exposure,
indicating its use as a toxicity biomarker (Klausner et al., 2007, Ponec & Kempenaar,
1995). Therefore, analysis using a human IL-1α ELISA was carried out to constitute an
initial assessment towards the mechanism of nanotoxicity responsible for any cytotoxic
manifestation in the RHO 3-D model, in an effort to correlate results from the other
assays used. Hydroxyapatite, SiO2 and TiO2 materials (both bulk and nano) were noted
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as having very mild inflammatory responses, correlating with low levels of IL-1α and
cell viability reductions with non-significant detection of LDH release. IL-1α
inflammatory response correlated well with the non-cytotoxic outcomes observed
through exposure to monolayers. Explanation towards the lack of IL-1α release in
response to ZnO material exposure would require future study into a more
comprehensive cytokine analysis.
The RHO model only recreates the structural and functional features of the epidermis
in non-keratinised oral mucosa epithelium, and suffers from the absence of bloodderived and resident leukocytes, along with Langerhans cells, this may reduce the
complexity of the cytokine network ex vivo (Vande Vannet et al., 2007). Commercially
available 3-D models are a relatively new development, and are associated with high
cost. Hence, full exploration into the inflammatory response expressed through
cytokine release, remains in the infancy with regard to only a limited number of studies
and materials tested. To determine how far down the inflammatory cascade (Figure 1.4)
RHO models are able to replicate in vivo responses, future work could involve ‘chasing’
the cascade of cytokine release that initiates inflammation following exposure to the
nanomaterials while tested using this model. The central role IL-1α plays in initiating
inflammatory response (Williams & Kupper, 1996), means that it is considered a potent
inducer of IL-8 and important for controlling the recruitment of leukocytes in
inflammatory skin disorders (Schroder, 1995). This may be the next cytokine to
investigate, consistent with elevated release of IL-8 in the SkinEthic RHO model, in
response to common dental materials: nickel chloride and cobalt chloride (Schmalz et
al., 2000).
TNFα also governs IL-8 release, and an ELISA analysis for TNFα was attempted
during preliminary experiments with the GIN-100 model, but none was detected
(results not shown). It was carried out due to reports of its release in the tissue models
utilised during this study (Moharamzadeh et al., 2012), corresponding to release
following stimulation in other keratinocyte cell models (Köck et al., 1990), independent
to the release of IL-1α (Corsini et al., 1996). However, similar to the use of other skin
equivalent models, other studies have concluded that not all chemicals, which have the
potential to cause skin irritation and cutaneous inflammation, will elicit detectable TNFalpha responses (Bernhofer et al., 1999, Heylings et al., 2003). These studies serve to
demonstrate the limitation in cytokine analysis using ELISA due to either the tissue
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model restraints in representing real in vivo function, or in a challenge to the sensitivity
of ELISA detection. As discussed, the RHO model only partially represents full
thickness tissue, with limited immune function (Vande Vannet et al., 2007). Limitations
in cytokine analysis have been demonstrated by the feasibility of IL-6 as a marker of
skin irritation, but only in co-culture models of fibroblasts and keratinocytes (Ponec &
Kempenaar, 1995, Welss et al., 2004). Yet IL-6 induction has been observed in the RHO
model, in response to non-toxic dental materials (Schmalz et al., 2000).
The sensitivity of ELISA is dependent upon the fluorescent signal of the conjugate, in
turn governed by the amount of cytokine able to bind to the monoclonal capture
antibody (Crowther, 2000). In typical kits, the lower limits of sensitivity remain on the
pg scale (manufacturer data). Yet on the cellular scale, smaller amounts may be released,
especially in cases of subtle or slow release that may be linked to low-grade
inflammation, associated with a wide variety of chronic human diseases (Cancello &
Clément, 2006, Kolb & Mandrup-Poulsen, 2010, Monteleone et al., 2014, Moutsopoulos
& Madianos, 2006). Analysis of IL-1β levels was considered for investigation following
exposure to non-cytotoxic nanomaterials (hydroxyapatite, SiO2 and TiO2) to determine
if more subtle changes were occurring in tissue homeostasis (Dinarello, 1998). This may
have implications for studying nanomaterial damage associated with long term or
multiple exposures (Gui et al., 2013, Liu et al., 2012, Park et al., 2009, Sang et al., 2012,
Yang et al., 2008). However, the role of IL-1β in homeostasis makes it difficult to study,
due to the sensitivity in differences thought likely to occur on a cellular level. Human
skin keratinocytes produce significant amounts of the IL-1β precursor protein
constitutively, but fail to convert it to the bioactive form unless stimulated by a suitable
irritant (Zepter et al., 1997). Release into cell supernatant, and subsequent ELISA
analysis may prove too insensitive to accurately determine disparity in cytokine signal.
Mechanistic investigation of intracellular changes can be more sensitive indicators of
immune response. Various molecular biology techniques, including western blotting,
immunostaining and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) have been widely employed to
investigate inflammatory pathways initiated in response to nanoparticle exposure,
similar to the hydroxyapatite, SiO2, TiO2 and ZnO nanomaterials investigated here
(Ahmad et al., 2012, Han et al., 2013, Jaeger et al., 2012, Jeong et al., 2010, MárquezRamírez et al., 2012, Park et al., 2013, Romoser et al., 2012, Sharma et al., 2012, Yin et al.,
2012). Referring back to the hierarchal oxidative stress model (Figure 1.4) thought to
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contribute nanoparticle cytotoxic actions, NF-κB and activating protein (AP-1) were
considered likely transcription factors that could have been investigated as early
indicators of IL-1α directed inflammatory response (Welss et al., 2004). Molecular
expression of these would have served to consolidate results from IL-1α release
detected in cell supernatant (O'Neill & Greene, 1998, Stylianou & Saklatvala, 1998).

5.2.5

Risk implications of nanomaterial exposure on the oral mucosa

The correlation between greater zinc ion concentration and increased cytotoxicity in cell
models does enhance the link between free ion induced oxidative stress as the cytotoxic
mechanism of ZnO nanomaterials. However, the exact mechanism of action cannot be
conclusively deduced from the data reported here. Caution would have to be exercised
when considering these nanomaterials for use in future oral healthcare formulations.
This is despite the significantly greater effect observed in the 3-D models following
exposure to the cytotoxic SDS, which was similar to results observed in other studies
using models of the oral mucosa (Healy et al., 2000), and the more robust skin epidermis
(Coquette et al., 2003). Based on the cytotoxicity results, the nanomaterials,
hydroxyapatite, SiO2 and TiO2 would be considered to constitute less risk. The only
adverse effects they exhibited were in the RHO model, with LDH release related to a
mild inflammatory response. It is important to consider the physiological relevance of
these concentrations (Hiroshima et al., 2011), with persistent mild inflammation
constituting gingivitis that can develop into the more serious periodontal disease
(Pihlstrom et al., 2005). However, IL-1α ELISA has also been demonstrated to lack the
same sensitivity as MTT results in the RHO model (Kazmi et al., 2011). The low
inflammatory response coupled with no significant losses in cell viability in either 3-D
cell model, and during monolayer screening, would support the safe application of all
nanomaterials bar ZnO in future oral healthcare formulations at this stage of the
investigation. Furthermore, the data reported has been carried out through
investigations negating the stabilising effects of other formulation constituents that may
offer surface coating on nanoparticles to reduce their reactivity (Ryman-Rasmussen et
al., 2007, Tsuji et al., 2006, Yin Win & Feng, 2005) and also without representation of
the physiological barriers of saliva and mucus (Lendenmann et al., 2000).
For ZnO nanomaterials, further risk analysis could include an extension of the battery
test approach, to encompass assays specifically assessing oxidative stress. This could be
carried out either through depletion of a cellular antioxidant known as glutathione
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(GSH) (Berg et al., 2012, Prasad et al., 2013a, Zhang et al., 2011a), quantified in ratio to
its oxidised state (GSSG) (Betha et al., 2012, Brown et al., 2013), or conversely, the
increase in hydrogen peroxide detection (AshaRani et al., 2008, Limbach et al., 2007,
Musa et al., 2012). Each of the approaches to quantify levels of oxidative stress can
easily be performed thanks to commercially available assay technology. Similarly,
genotoxicity may also easily be performed in vitro using commercial assay technology
(Barillet et al., 2010, Hackenberg et al., 2011a, Hackenberg et al., 2011b, Sharma et al.,
2009b, Shukla et al., 2011, Yang et al., 2009). The comet assay has already been widely
employed in studies demonstrating the potential for nanoparticles to cause harmful
DNA damage on a cellular level. Long term exposure studies, likely involving animal
models, would therefore be necessary to elucidate the full extent and severity. However,
this remains beyond the remit of this work, and would not prove compatible with
research contributing new cosmetic ingredient testing ((EU), 2013). Continuing
investigation into the cytotoxic mechanism would instead follow existing reports of
ZnO nanomaterial toxicity in other studies using similar assays for in vitro toxicity testing
(Ho & Ames, 2002, Huang et al., 2010a, Lin et al., 2009, Sharma et al., 2012, Xia et al.,
2008, Yang et al., 2009).
For 3-D tissue models, the MTT assay can be used as an indirect measurement of the
barrier function afforded to tissue structure (Klausner et al., 2007). The MTT assay
depends on the reduction of MTT by mitochondrial dehydrogenases (Mosmann, 1983),
with activity predominantly occurring deeper in the tissue cell layers (Ayehunie et al.,
2006). For a test material to affect the MTT response, as seen for ZnO nanomaterial
exposure in RHO models of the non-keratinised tissue, the material must permeate into
the tissue and interact with, or damage the basal cell layers. Therefore it is important to
understand whether and how nanoparticles were taken up into the cells used in this
investigation. This will be explored in the proceeding chapter.
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6 UPTAKE POTENTIAL OF NANOMATERIALS IN
VITRO
This chapter investigates the uptake of the materials using cell-based in vitro models due
to the small particle size affords nanomaterials the capacity for uncontrolled uptake, and
possible translocation to more sensitive areas ((SCCP), 2007, Borm et al., 2006, Florence
et al., 1995, Kreyling et al., 2002, Oberdorster et al., 2000, Oberdorster et al., 2005a, Tay et
al., 2013). Subsequent bioaccumulation is thought to contribute the greatest safety
concern following metal oxide nanomaterial exposure, likely to induce severe toxicity
and considerable threat to the health of an organism ((SCENIHR), 2009). However,
nanoparticle internalisation into cells has been linked to increased cytotoxic action
(introduction section 1.2.6). Out of the nanomaterials investigated here, it is speculated
that ZnO nanomaterials may pose the greatest risk of nanoparticle internalisation. This
hypothesis is consistent with reports in the literature demonstrating ZnO nanoparticle
uptake into cells (Sharma et al., 2011, Xia et al., 2008, Yu & et al., 2011), passage through
tissues relating to the use of ZnO and TiO2 nanomaterials formulated in sunscreen
products (Gulson et al., 2012, Lewicka et al., 2013, Monteiro-Riviere et al., 2011, Schulz et
al., 2002) and importantly within the context of this study, that results from previous
chapters that have shown ZnO nanomaterial exposure resulting in greater cytotoxicity
and losses in cell viability. It is therefore important to evaluate, as part of a risk
assessment towards safe levels of exposure in the oral mucosa, whether this is a
consequence of either nanoparticle internalisation into the cell or uptake through the
tissue.
To determine ZnO nanomaterial uptake potential for inducing increased cytotoxicity in
the 3-D models, TEM was used to search for evidence of nanoparticle internalisation in
fixed EpiGingiva™ and RHO model samples. Locations of nanomaterial within the
tissue were speculated to contribute to assessment towards which transport pathway
may have been used (para- or transcellular transport). Furthermore, micrographs were
expected to reveal morphological indication related to cytotoxicity of ZnO exposure,
and any differences between the keratinised and non-keratinised protective mechanisms
(e.g. cell junctions, stratum corenum structure and desquamation etc.) Analysis was only
carried out for ZnO materials, due to the limited number of tissue models available.
Using the H376 monolayer cell model, transcellular uptake pathways were investigated
for all nanomaterials. Specifically, this related to endocytosis associated nanoparticle
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internalisation, as a non-receptor mediated form of endocytosis was considered the
most likely mechanism of internalisation for the inorganic nanomaterials used here
(Treuel et al., 2013). In this respect, it was considered important to maintain in vitro
conditions relating to those previously characterised for the nanomaterials, as evidence
has linked changes (i.e. through changing environment etc.) to altered nanomaterial
behaviour in solutions and cytotoxicity properties (Meißner et al., 2009, Montes-Burgos
et al., 2010, Nel et al., 2009). The commercially sourced nanomaterials possessed no
optical properties that could naturally be exploited to enable cellular localisation
mapping, resulting from potential uptake. Therefore, a non-toxic, water soluble
fluorescent membrane probe, more usually associated with studying synaptic vesicle
cycling (Amaral et al., 2011, Betz & Bewick, 1992, Rea et al., 2004, Richards et al., 2005),
was applied to correlate internalised membrane invaginations with speculated
nanoparticle intercellular locations. This was achieved through the development of an
assay and consolidated using confocal microscopy study.
As the mechanisms of uptake are currently unestablished for the H376 cell line, Caco-2
cells were utilised as a positive control for uptake capacity of the nanomaterials. The
Caco-2 monolayer model is well-established within pharmacokinetic studies, and has
proven uptake capacity in facilitating the transport of many different molecules across
its membrane (Grès et al., 1998, Hubatsch et al., 2007, Sambuy et al., 2005, Sun et al.,
2008b), including nanoparticles (Fröhlich & Roblegg, 2012, Gaiser et al., 2012, Jahn et
al., 2012, Kenzaoui et al., 2012).
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6.1 Results
SynaptoGreen™ uptake assay results

6.1.1

Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.4 show results from the fluorescent emissions of 50µM
SynaptoGreen™ FM1-43 dye that was internalised in each of the epithelial cell
monolayer models. Fluorescence was compared against background levels from the
negative control cell population undergoing natural vesicle recycling. Increased
fluorescence in the presence of nanomaterial exposure was taken to indicate uptake into
the cell. ATP was used as a positive control to validate the capacity of the cell lines to
increase uptake above background vesicle recycling rates.

6.1.1.1 H376 cellular uptake of nanomaterials
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Figure 6.1. SynaptoGreen™ fluorescence measured following uptake into H376 cells
during 5 minute exposure to test materials. Results are the average of n = 8 with standard deviation
bars reported. Statistical significance was calculated using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s posthoc test (P<0.050) comparing results with negative control (*) and nanomaterial difference to
respective bulk (+).

* ATP concentration relates to mM at the same values as other materials diluted from a
% w/v unit of measurement.
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Figure 6.1 shows the results of SynaptoGreen™ fluorescence detected in response to the
test materials exposed to H376 cells for 5 minutes. SiO2 materials (bulk and nano) were
the only treatments to result in increased measurement, which followed a dose
dependent response of increasing fluorescence, up to 0.125% w/v concentration. Both
bulk and nanomaterial SiO2 caused similar readings that were significantly different
(P<0.020) above 0.008% doses, in comparison to the background vesicle cycling of
H376 cells (negative control) and the negligible increased in fluorescence observed
following exposure to all other materials. This also included ATP ‘positive control’
treatment, which did not exhibit an increase in fluorescence in the H376 cell model.
SiO2 nanomaterials had previously been characterised as measuring the smallest starting
particle sizes (Table 3.5). To determine if SiO2 associated uptake was due to the nanosize of particles, this assay was repeated with an alternative bulk control. The results of
this experiment are shown in Figure 6.2 below, comparing the SigmaAldrich sourced
SiO2 nanomaterial, to a newly sourced SiO2-bulk material (ACROS), verified as a true
‘bulk’ control (Figure 9.2).
The repeated assay showed only SiO2 nanomaterial, sourced from SigmaAldrich, to
elicit an increase in SynaptoGreen™ fluorescent in the H376 cells, similarl to the results
determined previously. This was statistically significant at concentrations delivered at
0.016% w/v or above (P <0.001), when compared against the ACROS-bulk and the
negative control. Like the ACROS-bulk, ATP again displayed no propensity to increase
fluorescence in the cell model, following 5 minute of exposure.
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Figure 6.2. SynaptoGreen™ fluorescence comparing ACROS SiO2 bulk particle uptake
into H376 cells to 5 minute exposure of SiO2 nanomaterial. Results are the average of n = 7
with standard deviation bars reported. Statistical significance was calculated using one-way ANOVA
with Tukey’s post-hoc test (P<0.050) comparing results with negative control (*) and
comparison to SiO2-ACROS-Bulk (#).

* ATP concentration relates to mM at the same values as other materials diluted from a
% w/v unit of measurement.
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6.1.1.2 Caco-2 cellular uptake of nanomaterials
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Figure 6.3. SynaptoGreen™ fluorescence measured following uptake into Caco-2 cells
during 5 minute exposure to test materials. Results are the average of n = 11with standard deviation
bars reported. Statistical significance was calculated using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s posthoc test (P<0.050) comparing results with negative control (*) and nanomaterial difference to
respective Bulk (+).

* ATP concentration relates to mM at the same values as other materials diluted from a
% w/v unit of measurement.

Figure 6.3 shows the results obtained using Caco-2 cell uptake in response to the
materials tested. The results showed similar trends to those observed in the H376
model. This confirms that the H376 cell assay works, in respect to uptake potential for
SynaptoGreen™ associated internalisation alongside nanoparticles with characteristics
affording them entry into cells. Caco-2 uptake of SigmaAldrich sourced SiO2 materials,
bulk and nano, confirmed the heightened ability of these particles to become
internalised into cells. Similarly with H376 cell assays, a dose dependent relationship was
observed for SiO2 materials, but was only significant at concentrations exceeding
0.016% w/v for bulk (P <0.001), and in the top two concentrations of nanomaterial
exposure (P <0.001). The disparity noted between the two forms of SiO2 material
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related to fluorescent signal of internalised SynaptoGreen™ produced a statistically
significant difference at 0.063% and 0.031% w/v respectively (P <0.001 and P = 0.007
respectively).
The Caco-2 baseline SynaptoGreen™ fluorescence was marginally lower than that
observed in the H376 cells, and this meant ATP stimulated uptake was statistically
greater than negative control treated Caco-2 cells, and so was considered a more
effective control, in this model, increasing uptake.
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Figure 6.4. SynaptoGreen™ fluorescence comparing ACROS SiO2 bulk particle uptake
into Caco-2 cells to 5 minute exposure of SiO2 nanomaterial. Results are the average of n = 6
with standard deviation bars reported. Statistical significance was calculated using one-way ANOVA
with Tukey’s post-hoc test (P<0.050) comparing results with negative control (*) and
comparison to SiO2-ACROS-Bulk (#).

* ATP concentration relates to mM at the same values as other materials diluted from a
% w/v unit of measurement.
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The experiment with SiO2-ACROS bulk material was repeated in the Caco-2 cell
models, to compare against the suspected nano-specific effect of SiO2 uptake. Results
shown in Figure 6.4 supported those obtained using the H376 model. This noted the
lack of SynaptoGreen™ fluorescence associated with SiO2-ACROS bulk exposure,
which resulted in a statistical difference between SiO2 nanomaterial dosed at 0.125%
w/v concentration (P <0.001).

6.1.2

Confocal laser scanning microscopy imaging of particle uptake

Confocal microscopy was used to validate the findings from the previous studies with
images displaying increased fluorescence, for both cell lines, exposed to the two SiO2
materials sourced from SigmaAldrich (Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.4). The use of cytoskeletal
and nuclear labelling allows co-localisation of the internal cellular structures in
conjunction with the fluorescing vesicles, associated with nanoparticle uptake.
Furthermore, cell cytoskeleton and nuclear morphology would contribute visual
information that could be used to interpret the health of each cell imaged i.e.
determining if high vesicle internalisation related to apoptotic nuclear distortion or loss
of regular cell structure.
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Figure 6.5. Confocal laser scanning microscope images taken at 126X magnification of H376 cells treated for 5 minutes with 0.125% w/v of materials
diluted in 50µM FM®1-43FX. Using sequential scans internalised FM®1-43FX dye can be observed fluorescing (green) alongside DAPI stained cell nuclei (blue)
and TRITC-phalloidin fixed actin cytoskeleton (red). Scale bar = 25µm.
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Figure 6.6. Enlarged Confocal laser scanning microscope images to highlight increased uptake of nanoparticle containing SiO2 material, into 50µM
FM®1-43FX fluorescent vesicles (green) within the cytoplasm of H376 cells. DAPI stained cell nuclei (blue) and TRITC-phalloidin fixed actin cytoskeleton
(red). Scale bar = 25µm.
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Figure 6.7. Confocal laser scanning microscope images taken at 64 X magnification of Caco-2 cells treated for 5 minutes with 0.125% w/v of materials
diluted in 50µM FM®1-43FX. Using sequential scans internalised FM®1-43FX dye can be observed fluorescing (green) alongside DAPI stained cell nuclei (blue)
and TRITC-phalloidin fixed actin cytoskeleton (red). Scale bar = 50µm.
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Figure 6.8. Enlarged Confocal laser scanning microscope images (63X magnification) demonstrating increased uptake of nanoparticle containing
SiO2 material, into 50µM FM®1-43FX fluorescent vesicles (green) over the baseline vesicle formation demonstrated in the negative control. DAPI
stained cell nuclei (blue) and TRITC-phalloidin fixed actin cytoskeleton (red). Scale bar = 50µm. Images taken at 252X magnification have been included to highlight
evidence of the increased number of vesicles internalised within the cytoplasm of cells following exposure to the two SiO 2 materials that contain nanoparticles (scale
bar = 10µm).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9. Zoomed in 256X magnification images to show the spherical shape of suspected vesicles loaded with FM®1-43FX dye (as indicated by
arrows) within (a) H376 cells and (b) Caco-2 cells. These images support the previous set of figures that demonstrate exposure to SiO2 nanoparticles correlated
to increased endocytotic uptake into the cytoplasm. Scale bar = 10µm.
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Figure 6.10. Confocal laser scanning microscope images taken at 64 X magnification of test materials without cells. Using sequential scans background
fluorescence of materials was checked as a control to guard against cross fluorescence from particulates that may have resulted in false positives incurred as FM®143FX dye uptake. The confocal set up remained the same as previous figures for cell work, with FM®1-43FX emissions (green) alongside DAPI stain (blue) and
TRITC-phalloidin emission (red). Scale bar = 50µm.
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Confocal images seen in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.10 correspond closely with the
SynaptoGreen™ assay results (Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.4). The brightest FM®1-43FX
fluorescence signal was observed following exposure to nanoparticle containing SiO 2
materials (sourced from SigmaAldrich) and was consistent in both H376 and Caco-2
cell lines, as highlighted in the enlarged images shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.8,
respectively. Fluorescence remained localised within the cytoplasm of cells, with no
FM®1-43FX signal observed overlapping with that of DAPI stained nuclei.
SiO2 material with larger, micron sized particles (ACROS-bulk) only caused low
intercellular fluorescence, no greater than the negative control (in H376 and Caco-2
cells). All other materials, including 0.1mM ATP positive control, exhibited fluorescence
levels similar to that of normal vesicle recycling, demonstrated by the negative control.
ZnO material exposure to H376 cells showed disparity, with a lack of FM®1-43FX
corresponding to indications of cell stress extrapolated from observations of cell
morphology (Figure 6.5). These include cell shrinking, observed by the TRITCphalloidin stained actin filaments outlining the cytoskeleton; and nuclear fragmentation
and chromatin condensation, indicated by the shape and brightness of DAPI
interactions with adenine and thiamine present in the nuclei. To some extent, high
incidents of internalised vesicle fluorescence following SiO2 nanoparticle exposure
which also displayed some similar examples of cell stress, especially following SiO2
nanomaterial to H376 cells (Figure 6.5).
In all samples, FM®1-43FX fluorescence was linked to fluorescing dye internalised in
vesicles (as demonstrated in Figure 6.9) and not particle auto-fluorescence, as
demonstrated by the lack of ‘green’ signal in Figure 6.10. ZnO nanomaterials (45009
and 45408) registered some background fluorescence of particles (under the
wavelengths used in the sequential scan for DAPI and FM®1-43FX settings), but this
did not correspond to greater FM1-43FX fluorescence in the cell samples.
To determine that FM®1-43FX fluorescence was associated with internalisation of the
dye within the membrane forming vesicle that envelopes nanomaterials during
transcellular transport mechanisms, Z-stack images were taken for 4.99µm horizontal
slices through Caco-2 monolayer.
Figure 6.11 confirmed the increased fluorescence recorded with SiO2 nanoparticle
exposure was associated with uptake of FM®1-43FX dye into the cell, and was not
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accumulation of fluorescence at the surface of the cell where exposure occurred. The
majority of FM®1-43FX associated fluorescence emanated from within the Caco-2 cells,
with the fluorescent intensity peaking within the middle sections of the cell monolayer:
Z4 to Z7.
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Figure 6.11. Confocal microscope images overlaid on light microscopy images at 20X
magnification to depict internalised FM®1-43FX dye in Caco-2 cells. Z-stack images taken
at 4.99µm intervals were used to visualise Caco-2 cell sections after 5 minutes exposure to (a)

50µM FM®1-43FX/PRF media and (b) 0.125% w/v SiO2 nanomaterial dispersed 50µM
FM®1-43FX/PRF media. Light microscopy images were overlaid with FM®1-43FX

fluorescent signal collected from emissions between 487-540nm after excitation by argon laser
at 458nm. Scale bar =250µm.
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6.1.3

TEM-EDX analysis of nanoparticle uptake in 3-D tissue models

SEM micrographs presented earlier had alluded to ZnO nanomaterials as the prime
candidates for internalisation into the cell. Yet this remained unproven as a mechanism
of cytotoxicity (as has been demonstrated in the literature) following study using the
fluorescent SynaptoGreen™/FM1-43 internalisation method. It was considered that the
cytotoxicity of ZnO material may have contributed to the break down in the dye
fluorescence, through disruption of the cell membrane. This provided rationale for the
preferential study of ZnO materials with the limited number of 3-D tissue constructs
(left over from cytotoxicity work (chapter 5)).
Following treatment with ZnO bulk and both nanomaterials (45009 and 45408), tissue
models were fixed and stained to identify cellular structures observed using TEM. This
approach is a common method that has been used in other studies to locate
nanoparticle internalisation within individual cells (Kasper et al., 2013b, Ben-Dov &
Korenstein, 2012, Hackenberg et al., 2011b, Simon-Deckers et al., 2008). Using both the
keratinised and non-keratinised tissue models, signs of ZnO uptake were investigated
either within cell structures, implying transcellular uptake; or alternatively, within the
extracellular spaces that would demonstrate their penetration using paracellular
transport.
6.1.3.1 RHO non-keratinised tissue model analysis of nanomaterial uptake using TEM imaging
The TEM micrographs in Figure 6.12 show 100nm tissue sections of the SkinEthic
RHO tissue models that were treated with 1% w/v of each ZnO material (for 1 hour of
exposure). Particle penetration was assessed through comparison to a negative control
(serum free culture media), and in comparison to the bulk ZnO material.
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ZnO-45009

ZnO-45408

Apical surface

Basal layer

Figure 6.12. TEM images of SkinEthic RHO tissue sections taken at 1,000 times magnification using the Hitachi-7100 TEM. Samples were treated for 1
hour with serum free culture media (Negative control), ZnO-bulk, ZnO-45009 nanomaterial and ZnO-45408-nanomaterial all at 1% w/v in serum free culture
media before fixing. Green scale bar = 5µm. In general, from bottom to top images are representative coming from the base of the tissue to the apical surface, but are
not scaled to accurate depths within the tissue. Areas of suspected nanoparticle uptake have been magnified to 5,000X and are shown with red borders. Blue scale bar = 1µm.
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Figure 6.12 shows signs of nanomaterial internalisation as uncharacteristic non-organic
shaped electron dense material, within the cells of RHO tissue (these have been
enlarged in Figure 6.14, below). The positioning of electron dense material suggested
ZnO material internalisation was limited to transcellular uptake pathways, with none of
the particles observed located with the extracellular spaces. Nano-size may also have
played a role, with little evidence of ZnO particles in bulk treated tissue, and increased
depth of penetration for the smaller ZnO-45408 nanomaterial over ZnO-45009.
Measuring the size of the electron dense regions, and considering the inorganic
morphology of suspected of ZnO nanomaterials, revealed the likelihood of them
forming agglomerates that were confined within vacuole-like structures in the cytoplasm
of individual cells, but there was no incidence of them entering nuclear envelope.
Cell morphology showed signs of cytotoxicity evident in all the tissue models exposed
to ZnO materials, including bulk and nanomaterial forms. Comparisons with the apical
cells of the negative control revealed ZnO exposure to result in severe vacuolisation,
with surface cells appearing ruptured, alongside the loss of apical cells structure. In
contrast, the negative control tissue sample has intact apical cells with a full complement
of organelles. The respective observations correspond well with results from
cytotoxicity testing using the RHO models (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2), with ZnO-45408
cell damage considered more severe than ZnO-45009 and bulk material treated sample
limited to the top cell layer.

6.1.3.2 EpiGingiva keratinised tissue model analysis of nanomaterial uptake using TEM imaging
TEM micrographs enable comparisons to be drawn between the two tissue models
treated with 1% w/v of each ZnO material (for 1 hour). Here, Figure 6.13 shows
EpiGingiva™ GIN-100 tissue structure following ZnO bulk and nanomaterial exposure.
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Figure 6.13. TEM images of EpiGingiva™ GIN-100 tissue sections taken at 1,000 times magnification using the Hitachi-7100 TEM. Samples were
treated for 1 hour with serum free culture media (Negative control), ZnO-bulk, ZnO-45009 nanomaterial and ZnO-45408-nanomaterial all at 1% w/v in serum
free culture media before fixing. Green scale bar = 5µm. In general, from bottom to top images are representative coming from the base of the tissue to the apical
surface, but are not scaled to accurate depths within the tissue. Areas of suspected nanoparticle uptake have been magnified to 5,000X and are shown with red borders. Blue scale
bar = 1µm.
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Figure 6.14. Enlarged TEM micrographs to highlight ZnO nanoparticle internalisation
into 3-D tissue model sections. Scale bar = 0.5µm and 0.2µm for SkinEthic RHO (nonkeratinised tissue) model and the EpiGinigiva™ GIN-100 (keratinised tissue) model,
respectively.

As anticipated, micrographs in Figure 6.13 show the MatTek GIN-100 keratinised
models with morphology considerably different to the RHO non-keratinsed tissue
constructs. In the keratinised models, cell layers were less well differentiated, dense with
stained biological material and had no obvious organelle structures, including nuclei.
Cell membranes that partitioned the cell layers were also difficult to interpret due to the
dense cell structure. Clearly evident was the squamatisation of the cells towards the
apical surface. These were stacked in stratified structures thicker than the RHO model,
consisting of 8-11 cell layers.
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Evidence of ZnO material internalisation was again confined to nanomaterials, with
electron dense areas observed within the cells (Figure 6.14). Differently to RHO
models, was the depth of penetration, with suspected nanomaterial agglomerates
(>500nm) observed throughout all cell layers. However, the lack of cellular structure
distinction makes it difficult to determine their positioning within the cells.
Common to all samples was the disheveled appearance of their apical cells in the
keratinised model, with no other signs of cell stress observed. This perhaps indicated
evidence towards the desquamation defence, known to occur in native keratinised
epithelium of the oral mucosa e.g. gingiva. The occurrence of apical layers being lost in
response to cytotoxic stimulation may help to explain the lack of cytotoxicity
experienced in this tissue model, with no loss in cell viability or elevation in LDH levels
above that of the negative control (Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.6).
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6.2 Discussion
As a consequence of the novel properties exhibited by a material reduced in particle size
to the nano-scale, it is important to assess the potential health and environmental risks
of exposure (Oberdörster, 2010). Hydroxyapatite, SiO2, TiO2 and ZnO have all been
safely incorporated into existing oral healthcare formulations for a number of years, as
bulk-scale particles (Allaker, 2010, Khataee & Kasiri, 2010, Tschoppe et al., 2011). The
data generated within this thesis has contributed towards the compilation of a safety
assessment, in terms of the risks involved through exposure of the oral tissues, to nanoforms of the materials. Whilst ZnO has demonstrated incidents of cytotoxicity in
previous chapters, the accepted use of SDS 7 in oral healthcare (Newby et al., 2011)
provides context, suggesting the low risk of cytotoxicity posed by ZnO materials on
oral mucosal tissues. With hydroxyapatite, SiO2 and TiO2 nanomaterials all
demonstrating lower cytotoxicity than ZnO, these too would be considered to
constitute a low risk based on the cytotoxicity hazard assessed in vitro in this study.
However, a unique attribute of nanomaterials widely exploited in drug delivery, is
related to their small size facilitating increased uptake into cells and penetrating tissues
(Elder et al., 2009), including permeation through the buccal mucosa (Campisi et al.,
2010, Harris & Robinson, 1992, Rossi et al., 2005, Shojaei, 1998). The cytotoxicity
exhibited by ZnO would subsequently constitute a more serious hazard to health, when
uptake risks are considered in comparison to localised cytotoxicity. Nanomaterial
uptake manifests the potential to reach systemic circulation and cause cytotoxicity in
more sensitive, secondary exposure sites within the body (Holsapple et al., 2005,
Oberdorster et al., 2005a). Furthermore, the lack of degradation that would be expected
for metal oxide nanomaterials in the body, could manifest a risk of bioaccumulation
more serious than initial cytotoxic action ((SCENIHR), 2009). Both TiO2 and ZnO
nanoparticle internalisation has been observed to cause genotoxicity in epidermal
keratinocytes (Prasad et al., 2013b, Shukla et al., 2011, Sharma et al., 2011), which could
pose increased risk of carcinoma following long term or multiple exposure (Bercu et al.,
2008).

7

an existing and widely formulated surfactant agent in oral healthcare products, known to cause localised
inflammation following exposure (EU) (2013). Cosmetics Directive 76/768/EEC. Official Journal (OJ) of
the European Union, L 262, p. 169, di Nardo, A., Sugino, K., Wertz, P., Ademola, J. & Maibach, H. I.
(1996). Sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) induced irritant contact dermatitis: a correlation study between
ceramides and in vivo parameters of irritation. Contact Dermatitis, 35, 86-91., but considered an acceptably
low hazard for inclusion in cosmetics
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Nanomaterial uptake has been investigated relating to the skin as a primary exposure
site (Borm et al., 2006, Oberdorster et al., 2005b), and has specifically focused on TiO2
and ZnO nanoparticle inclusion in commercially available sunscreens (Lewicka et al.,
2013, Gulson et al., 2012, Monteiro-Riviere et al., 2011, Schilling et al., 2010, (SCCP),
2007, Lademann et al., 1999, Tan et al., 1996). Despite the abundance of studies,
controversy still persists to the extent and effects of these nanomaterials to penetrate
the epidermal layers, especially when formulated alongside chemicals designed to impart
surface and formulation stability of particulates (Monteiro-Riviere et al., 2011, Nohynek
et al., 2010, Schulz et al., 2002). The current consensus is that nanomaterial uptake
remains limited to the outermost layers of healthy skin epithelium ((SCCP), 2007,
Gulson et al., 2010, Lademann et al., 1999, Nohynek et al., 2010, Weir et al., 2012), and
that their inclusion in cosmetics remains safer than the effects of UV damage (Schilling
et al., 2010). Extrapolation between their safe exposure at the epidermis may suggest an
acceptable and low risk for keratinised areas of the oral mucosa, that share the similar
protection of a tough stratum corneum at the membrane of apical cells. However, a
typical oral healthcare formulation is unlikely to remain constrained to one region of the
oral mucosa, and would be expected to interact with non-keratinised tissue areas also.
These have long been identified as more permeable regions of the mouth as differences
in structure have been discovered (Presland & Jurevic, 2002, Squier & Wertz, 1993,
Wertz et al., 1993), and alternate drug delivery sites have been explored (Campisi et al.,
2010, Gandhi & Robinson, 1994, Hao & Heng, 2003, Hoogstraate & Wertz, 1998,
Nicolazzo et al., 2005, Sudhakar et al., 2006). Therefore, it was an important
consideration within a comprehensive preliminary risk assessment of nanomaterial
exposure in the oral mucosa, to investigate their potential for uptake.
The results from this investigation showed monolayer cell exposure to SiO 2 materials
that contained nanoparticles (SigmaAldrich sourced ‘bulk’ and nanopowder), to
contribute an increase in fluorescence using the SynaptoGreen™/FM1-43 assay. H376
cells were characterised demonstrating the same uptake mechanisms to those of the
positive control Caco-2 cell model. Assay results were supported by similar observations
from confocal microscopy. The use of these methods was associated with the transport
of nanoparticles using the transcellular uptake pathways available in monolayer models,
and this is put forward as the route for speculated internalised ZnO nanomaterial
observed in TEM micrographs of both keratinised and non-keratinised tissue models.
The factors and influences that cause these outcomes will now be discussed in detail.
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Specifically, this will be aimed at the results reported here in the context of the wider
study exploring nanoparticle uptake related to their risk on human health.

6.2.1

Nanomaterial uptake routes

The transport pathways available to nanomaterials in the human oral mucosa have
previously been introduced in detail (within introduction section 1.2.6). Elucidating the
exact uptake pathway taken by each different nanomaterial applied to the human oral
mucosa was considered an ambitious initial aim, given the current level of established
links between nanoparticles and internalisation mechanisms hindered by the
complexities associated with cellular uptake pathways (Doherty & McMahon, 2009).
Even within the confines of in vitro assessment, there exists a multitude of transcellular
transport routes available to substances passing through a number of different
membranes in stratified oral mucosal epithelia (Campisi et al., 2010). Paracellular
transport of nanomaterials is harder to model, as it can only be discerned from stratified
models of the epithelium. These pathways have been demonstrated to a lesser extent,
due to many common in vitro cell models limited in full representation the stratified in
vivo structure (Ward et al., 2000).
The uptake pathway and subsequent biodistribution of nanomaterials following
exposures are linked to complex surface physio-chemical properties, which make them
chemically more reactive upon interaction with biological systems (Gosens et al., 2010).
It has been well stated that the novel risk concerning nanotoxicity emanates from the
small particle sizes conferring the ability to transport through tissues, across cell
membranes and even into organelles (Besic Gyenge et al., 2011, Geiser et al., 2005,
Lovric et al., 2005). Considering the size range used to define nanomaterials (1 –
100nm), they correspond closely with the sizes of typical cellular components, viruses
and even DNA ((FDA), 2009, Kim et al., 2008). A wealth of evidence has demonstrated
this, from alveolar macrophage (Ruge et al., 2011, Takenaka et al., 2001, Vranic et al.,
2013b), endothelial cells (Davda & Labhasetwar, 2002, Soenen et al., 2010, Xia et al.,
2007), pulmonary epithelium (Nemmar et al., 2002, Oberdorster et al., 2005a, Pickrell et
al., 2010), gastrointestinal epithelium (Cavet et al., 1996, Desai et al., 1997, Finley et al.,
1995, Lin et al., 2012, Moyes et al., 2010), red blood cells (Antonelli et al., 2011, Zhao et
al., 2011), platelets (Solomon et al., 2013) and nerve cells (Bulcke et al., 2013, Ceresa et
al., 2013, Hutter et al., 2010). The nanomaterials of interest here for future healthcare
formulations (hydroxyapatite, SiO2, TiO2 and ZnO) have all been reported to internalise
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within a number of different cell types in the body (Bauer et al., 2008, Besic Gyenge et
al., 2011, Hackenberg et al., 2010, Kao et al., 2012, Kasper et al., 2013b, Schilling et al.,
2010, Tay et al., 2013, Tedja et al., 2012, Yu & et al., 2011), but not in oral epithelial cells,
until now.
It is not solely nano-size that permits transport of metal oxide materials through
biological membranes. Nano-characteristics also include unique surface properties
resulting from the large volume to surface area ratio of a nanoparticle. These are
thought to contribute an increased ability to permeate cell structures through high
surface reactivity, specific charge properties and other related surface modifications
(Elder et al., 2009, Harush-Frenkel et al., 2008, Massignani et al., 2009, Schleh et al., 2012,
Verma & Stellacci, 2010). The increased surface reactivity of nanomaterials can be
considered the initial catalyst for interactions leading to uptake of material upon
exposure to an epithelial layer. These can occur through Van der Waals forces,
electrostatic charges, steric interactions or interfacial tension effects, all dependent upon
the characteristics of the nanomaterial (Buzea et al., 2007). The type of interaction will
then dictate what mechanism of uptake is initiated, dependent upon those available to
the cells exposed.
Characterisation outcomes of the key properties exhibited by each nanomaterials under
the in vitro conditions investigated here, were used to narrow the transport pathways
available in each of the cell models. SiO2, TiO2 and ZnO nanoparticle sizes had all been
observed below 100nm in starting nanomaterial form with hydroxyapatite nanomaterial
only slightly larger (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.8). All were expected to agglomerate upon
delivery in media and through interactions with the cell surface proteins. The increase in
nanomaterial size when agglomeration occurs would be expected to limit the amount of
uptake via transport routes that require extreme small particle size. Therefore,
significant incidental internalisation through facilitated diffusion would be less likely
(Teeguarden et al., 2007). When size is not the principle property governing uptake,
other physiochemical properties must take precedent. It was already discussed how
charge and surface coatings play a major role in nanomaterials used as targeted drug
delivery penetration enhancers. However, the nanomaterials were delivered here in
serum-free media with no surface coatings or deliberate modification applied to govern
interactions targeting specific cell membrane receptors. This would seemingly rule out
selective uptake activated through specific binding e.g. receptor-mediated endocytosis.
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Additionally, binding to receptors has also been calculated as size specific, dependent
upon cell surface-nanoparticle adhesion concentrations (Zhang et al., 2009). Individual
nanoparticles may still be internalised through incidental uptake, via other mediated
transport mechanisms, and so receptor-mediated transport routes need to be
investigated on a case by case basis. Studies have recently been carried out using
pharmaceutical inhibitors of known uptake pathways, to elucidate the exact uptake
mechanisms of polystyrene nanoparticles designed with different surface characteristics
(Jiang et al., 2011).
Carrier mediated transport mechanism have been relatively well established in studies
involving oral drug delivery of macromolecules (e.g. glucose, amino acids, sodium and
potassium ions) that correspond to much smaller sizes of molecule than any of the
nanomaterials here. However, demonstration of carrier mediated transport capacity by
Caco-2 cells has been observed in vitro (Grandvuinet et al., 2013, Grès et al., 1998,
Hubatsch et al., 2007, Neuhoff et al., 2005), including incidents of unregulated access by
cadmium and chromium nanomaterials internalised using this pathway (Wang et al.,
2008b, Zha et al., 2008). Studies have linked nanomaterial surface reactivity with their
ability to adsorb cell culture constituents, making them more biocompatiable (Merhi et
al., 2012). Incidentally, this has also been put forward as a mechanism of nanoparticle
cytotoxicity (Casey et al., 2008, Elder et al., 2009, Guo et al., 2008, Hussain, 2009), and
works essentially through cell starvation by depletion of available nutrients in the media.
The formation of a protein corona, coating the reactive surfaces available at the nanoscale, has been reported to increase their potential for both incidental and intentional
uptake (Cedervall et al., 2007a, Cedervall et al., 2007b, Dominguez-Medina et al., 2013,
Lynch et al., 2007, Tedja et al., 2012). Subsequently, cell receptor molecules may
recognise the structure from protein coatings on nanoparticles, affording them entry
through specialised uptake pathways, such as the heparin sulfate proteoglycans
membrane receptor (Huang et al., 2010b). This has been observed for cationic
nanoparticles (Tyagi et al., 2001, Wadia & Dowdy, 2005), demonstrating the potential
for exploiting these interactions for drug delivery applications (Kreuter et al., 2003,
Medina-Kauwe, 2007, Rahimnejad et al., 2006). Conversely, protein coatings have also
been demonstrated to reduce uptake of nanoparticles, shielding their foreign structure
from the immune response, specifically macrophage engulfment (Xie et al., 2007).
Currently our knowledge about conformational changes of the proteins upon
adsorption onto nanoparticle surfaces remains limited. It is a complex area, only
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recently gaining attention through studies directed towards modelling nanoparticleprotein corona interactions (Cedervall et al., 2007b, Faunce et al., 2008, Lynch et al.,
2007).
Characterisation was carried out under simplified conditions relating to the in vitro
environment for nanomaterial delivery, and not in the presence of FBS supplemented
media. This was deliberate, due to the highly heterogeneous nature of FBS, constituted
of numerous proteins, each with complex behaviour and properties relating to their
ability to interact with nanomaterials in different ways. Furthermore, this correlated with
cytotoxicity studies demonstrating serum-free delivery of nanomaterials to correspond
with increased cytotoxic actions (Dominguez-Medina et al., 2013, Landsiedel et al., 2010,
Merhi et al., 2012, Prasad et al., 2013b, Tedja et al., 2012, Xia et al., 2008). However, it
cannot be ruled out that during in vitro exposure to cells, the high surface reactivity may
have interacted with a variety of media constituent or cellular proteins constituting the
apical membrane (Nel et al., 2009). In situ, this situation would be further complicated
through the abundance of different interactions that may occur between nanomaterials,
when formulated in oral healthcare products, and the complex cocktail of constituents
available in saliva and mucus in the oral mucosa (Fröhlich & Roblegg, 2012,
Lendenmann et al., 2000).
Styryl dyes have routinely been used to monitor membrane cycling of synaptic vesicles
(Groemer & Klingauf, 2007, Harata et al., 2001, Lebonvallet et al., 2012, Orenbuch et al.,
2012, Winterer et al., 2006, Yakovleva et al., 2013). Here, the styrl dye FM 1-43 was
identified as a marker for assessing the membrane invagination uptake mechanisms, and
was developed into a novel assay for rapidly screening the potential for nanomaterial
uptake in this way. Membrane invagination is a constituent process of endocytosis,
carried out in most eukaryote cells, including human epithelium (Innes & Ogden, 1999).
The non-specific nature of pinocytosis meant this mechanism of transport into cells was
considered the most likely for nanoparticle transcellular transport in oral mucosal
tissues (Harush-Frenkel et al., 2008, Treuel et al., 2013, Vranic et al., 2013a), although
others could not be ruled out.
FM®1-43FX has been reported for other confocal work, describing similar nanoparticle
compounds suspected of uptake into cells via endocytosis (Gomes et al., 2013,
Grabrucker et al., 2011, Hosokawa et al., 2011, Kao et al., 2012, Rhee & Davis, 2006,
Thevenot et al., 2008). However, to the best of our knowledge utilisation of its
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SynaptoGreen™ derivative in assay form remains novel as a method for investigating
nanoparticle uptake across the cell membrane. Development of the dye as an assay
allows real time analysis of uptake kinetics to be carried out in live cells, using
nanomaterials that do not exhibit traditional fluorescence properties. Any positive
results indicated a capacity for increased uptake, and would subsequently warrant more
in depth mechanistic investigation. This could be linked to increased risk of intracellular
cytotoxicity or potential for translocation through tissues, in much the same way as the
tiered strategy employed for nanotoxicology studies.

6.2.2

Endocytosis as a transcellular uptake pathway for nanomaterials putative
of interest in future oral healthcare applications

Results demonstrated the increased internalisation of SynaptoGreen™/ FM®1-43FX in
response to exposure with SiO2 nanomaterials. The increased fluorescent intensity was
consistent in both H376 and Caco-2 cell monolayer models in both assay assessment
and verification by confocal microscopy. Caco-2 cells, therefore served as an effective
control model (known for expressing several morphological and functional
characteristics of the mature enterocyte, including a number of enzymes and transporter
molecules to mimic processes such as transcellular transport, paracellular transport, and
some aspects of efflux and active transport (Sambuy et al., 2005)) for SiO2 nanoparticle
uptake potential into oral mucosal non-keratinised cells (represented by the H376
model). Similar fluorescent intensities were observed across both monolayer models,
perhaps indicating the same mechanism was responsible for the increased rates of
internalisation.
Endocytosis pathways were considered as the predominant mechanism of uptake for
SiO2 nanoparticles in epithelial cells, supported by the presence of fluorescent vesicles
identified within the cells imaged using confocal microscopy. Various endocytotic
pathways has been demonstrated to occur for the internalisation of SiO2 in other cell
models (Besic Gyenge et al., 2011, Herd et al., 2013, Kasper et al., 2013a, Kasper et al.,
2013b, Tay et al., 2013). Besic-Gyenge et al., 2011, were the first to demonstrate the use
of SiO2 based nanoparticles as a novel therapeutic delivered to head and neck cell
carcinomas, with fluorescent core SiO2 nanoparticles seen as both agglomerated and
free forms, localised in cytoplasmic membrane-bound vesicles. The exact endocytotic
pathway was not fully deciphered, but speculated to involve clathrin-associated
pathways. Herd et al., 2013, used a series of chemical inhibitors of endocytosis, to
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elucidate that different geometries of SiO2 nanoparticles that exhibit different uptake
profiles dependent upon their orientation when they interact at the cell surface. Kasper
et al., 2013, have demonstrated the importance of flotillins as indicators for clathrin- or
caveolae-independent uptake mechanisms of amorphous SiO2 nanoparticles, in both
alveolar and microvascular cell lines. These are likely to have been internalised using
CLIC-GEEC endocytosis mechanisms (Doherty & McMahon, 2009). Tay et al., 2013
have even demonstrated the localisation of SiO2 nanoparticles in cell nuclei of TR146
cells, similar to the cell line used as the basis for RHO 3-D tissue models.
Internalisation was associated with increased oxidative stress in the cells, but only
marginal nanotoxicity as assessed using apoptotic markers. These results provoke
thought as to the cytotoxic effect of SiO2 nanoparticle internalisation in non-keratinised
oral tissue, which is measured as not being significant in this study using LDH and
MTT assay assessment. As discussed within the introduction, the use of in vivo models
that enable multiple dosing has demonstrated SiO2 internalisation and subsequent
translocation to bioaccumulate in the liver, causing hepatotoxicity (Hasezaki et al., 2011,
Liu et al., 2012, Nishimori et al., 2009). In each of the studies, SiO2 nanoparticles had to
be delivered intravenously for accumulation to occur in the liver. However, SiO2
inclusion in future oral healthcare formulations may provide an entry route to systemic
circulation, were uptake, as demonstrated here, is persistent enough to penetrate deeper
through the tissue layers of the stratified epithelium, through the submucosa and into
systemic circulation via numerous blood vessels connected to the lingual artery (Squier
& Wertz, 1993). The risk cannot be accurately extrapolated from the simplified in vitro
models here, which do not include the full thickness of the non-keratinised tissue, or
replicate the permeability barriers of the sub-mucosa, stratified epithelial tissue
(Nicolazzo et al., 2003, Rossi et al., 2005, Senel & Hincal, 2001, Wertz & Squier, 1991) or
the physiological barriers of salivary flow and pellicle formation alongside mucus
(Collins & Dawes, 1987, Lendenmann et al., 2000, Slomiany et al., 1996, Squier & Wertz,
1993). However, the risk requires further consideration, considering the routine
application of oral healthcare products as part of a regimented oral hygiene treatment
(Lagerweij & Ten Cate, 2010, Moore et al., 2008) e.g. brushing teeth twice a day
((BDHF), 2013, O'Mullane et al., 2004), and the potential for bioaccumulation over
time.
Exposure to the original SiO2 bulk material sourced from Sigma Aldrich (which was
characterised containing individual nanoparticles similar in size to the distinct
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nanomaterial product) was also observed to increase internalised fluorescence into
H376 and Caco-2 cells, to a similar extent as the nanomaterial. These results
demonstrated the importance of appropriate controls being utilised in studies
investigating nano-specific effects (Borm et al., 2006). For uptake, this was achieved
through comparisons to an extra material: the ACROS Organics sourced SiO2 bulk
(Figure 9.2). Exposure of the larger SiO2 particles to both H376 and Caco-2 cells did
not correspond with increased SynaptoGreen™/FM®1-43FX fluorescent intensities
above the negative control (Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.4). The investigation involving the
larger particles of ACROS sourced SiO2 material proved uptake was experienced solely
by SiO2 nanoparticles. Characterisation data had proved the materials that correlated
with increased SynaptoGreen™/FM®1-43FX fluorescent-linked uptake, were amongst
the smallest analysed from starting state as powders (Table 3.5). Combined, these results
would suggest that the transcellular uptake mechanism experienced by both H376 and
Caco-2 cells, was nano-size dependent.
Hydroxyapatite, TiO2 and ZnO nanomaterial (45009 and 45408) exposure did not result
in increased SynaptoGreen™/FM®1-43FX fluorescence for either monolayer cell model.
Evidence in the literature has demonstrated internalisation of hydroxyapatite, TiO2 and
ZnO internalisation (Bacchetta et al., 2013, Belade et al., 2012, Jaeger et al., 2012,
Motskin et al., 2009, Xia et al., 2008, Yuan et al., 2010). In each study, this uptake was
observed alongside cytotoxic responses by the cell. Hydroxyapatite and TiO2
nanomaterials were not observed as causing cytotoxicity in earlier assessment using the
H376 cell model (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.5), and considering the lack of
SynaptoGreen™/FM®1-43FX fluorescence in these cell lines, this was taken to suggest
that neither nanomaterial were internalised into epithelial cells using endocytosis.
However, it is important in risk assessment to stress that unlike in vitro cell lines, there
may be multiple uptake pathways within in vivo tissue structures comprised of multiple
cell types (Elder et al., 2009, Junginger et al., 1999, Oberdorster et al., 2005a). Therefore,
the passage through cell membranes using other pathways cannot be ruled out, based
on the results presented here for hydroxyapatite and TiO2 nanoparticle exposure.
For ZnO nanomaterials, it was thought their cytotoxic action (observed across all in vitro
oral mucosal models), may have interfered with the assessment of their uptake potential
using SynaptoGreen™/FM®1-43FX. The mechanism of styrl dye fluorescence relies
upon the existence of an electrochemical differential between intra and extracellular
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environment (Betz et al., 1996). This effects the electron transfer potential between the
lipophilic tail inserted into a lipid bilayer (membrane or internalised vesicle) and the
polar head that anchors the molecule from complete passage through cell membranes
(Richards et al., 2005). The fluorophore core of the molecule is redundant where no
difference in pH or solvent environment exists between the polar head and lipophilic
tail. Equilibrium would be anticipated between the intra- and extracellular
environments, following cell lysis. ZnO materials were observed to cause cytotoxicity as
measured using an assay to detect the extracellular release of LDH enzyme following
cell lysis (Figure 4.1). In addition, apoptosis signals were observed during particle
interactions at the surface of H376 cells, and through morphological observations of the
confocal microscope images presented in this chapter (Figure 6.5). Cytotoxicity, particle
uptake associated or not, would likely break down the mechanism that permits the dye
molecule to fluoresce. The fact that SiO2 nanomaterials were observed to be well
tolerated by the H376 cell model during cytotoxic screening may account for the
significant increases in SynaptoGreen™ or FM®1-43FX observed for this material over
the others.
Extracellular ATP was similarly not found to have stimulated an increase in uptake of
SynaptoGreen™/FM®1-43FX into the cell as vesicles. This was not anticipated, a result
that deviated from studies reporting pinocytosis commonly observed alongside energydependent carrier mediated diffusion (Campisi et al., 2010, Dobson & Kell, 2008,
Sugano et al., 2010). ATP was chosen as it had been successfully used to stimulate
uptake in other epithelial cells (Benali et al., 1994, Mason et al., 1991, Schwiebert &
Zsembery, 2003), including for FM 1-43 trafficking in human colonic epithelial goblet
cells (Bertrand et al., 2006). At excess levels, extracellular ATP has been implicated in
the expression of anti-ATP and other markers of cell apoptosis (Schulze-Lohoff et al.,
1998). This study was used as a hypothesis that might help explain the difference in the
results reported here to that of others observing increased uptake in other epithelium,
with ATP induced cytotoxicity causing a similar break down in the mechanism of
SynaptoGreen™/FM®1-43FX fluorescence, as experienced following ZnO material
exposure. However, cell death reported in the Schulze-Lohoff study, was caused
through ATP exposure to mesangial cells, at concentrations greater than 0.3mM for a 3
hour time period. The method employed in our study required only 5 minutes of
exposure, at less than 0.3mM in all instances. The observations drawn from
interpretation of the cell morphologies (stained by TRITC-labelled phalloidin) revealed
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no obvious signs of cytotoxicity, following a 0.1mM dosage (Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.7).
Instead, the lack of significant increase in uptake (for positive control) was considered
to be indicative of the type of mechanism responsible for internalisation of
SynaptoGreen™/FM®1-43FX. ATP plays a critical role in internal transport, and so the
results observed would seemingly rule this out as the predominant mechanism of uptake
in either H376 or Caco-2 epithelial cells. Endocytosis is a relatively low energy
consumptive process in comparison (Lodish H, 2000). Sufficient stores of energy may
have been available to both H376 and Caco-2 cells during their culture, thus permitting
the uptake of SynaptoGreen™/FM®1-43FX containing vesicles into the cell (over the
course of the experiments). Future work could follow the precedent of other studies, by
using pharmaceutical inhibitors to deduce the mechanism of uptake for SiO2
nanomaterials in each of the cell lines used (Herd et al., 2013, Jiang et al., 2011).
Future studies would also be focused on fully determining the link between
nanomaterial uptake using SynaptoGreen™/FM®1-43FX fluorescence. It remains only
an assumption that internalisation of dye captured in vesicles is accompanied by the
nanoparticles themselves, and that SiO2 nanoparticles did not just stimulate endocytosis
(although no such evidence currently exists to suggest nanoparticle interactions
stimulate uptake without becoming internalised themselves). Characterisation data
(demonstrating the small starting size of SiO2 nanomaterials over the others used) can
be used to support this view, as individual nanoparticles remain small enough to fit
inside endocytotic invaginations (Iversen et al., 2011). In addition, SEM micrographs
have previously demonstrated the abundance of close interactions between
nanomaterials at the surface of H376 cells, an environment similar to known conditions
that enable particle engulfment into vesicles (Innes & Ogden, 1999, Okamoto, 1998).
Further experimentation could employ a fluorescent SiO2 nanoparticle, engineered to
similar specifications to those characteristics recorded for the SiO2 materials
investigated here, but with different excitation and emission wavelengths to the stryl
dye. The aim would be to expose the fluorescent SiO2 nanomaterial to the cell models
in combination with FM®1-43FX, matching the study design reported here. Confocal
microscopy would then be employed following a traditional application, as has been
demonstrated in determining the localisation of various fluorescent nanoparticles
internalised within different monolayer cells (Besic Gyenge et al., 2011, Ceresa et al.,
2013, Gomes et al., 2013, Jin et al., 2007, Soenen et al., 2013). The hypothesis would be
that if SiO2 nanoparticles were internalised, fluorescent nanoparticle signal would
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overlay with regions of FM®1-43FX fluorescence. The limitation that would remain,
concerns the modifications to the nanomaterial properties brought about by modified
optical properties to enable fluorescence (Nel et al., 2009).

6.2.3

Paracellular transport of nanoparticles

The development of 3-D tissue culture has enabled the study of paracellular transport
pathways through stratified cell layers in vitro. Examples in the literature demonstrate the
ability of extremely small, engineered nanoparticles, to penetrate across cell junctions,
and through the permeability barrier of human epithelial tissue (Lin et al., 2007,
Nicolazzo et al., 2003). However, it is important to consider, that under normal
physiological conditions paracellular transport of nanoparticles is likely to be extremely
limited due to the minute pore sizes (<1nm) measured at tight junctions between cells
(des Rieux et al., 2006). This is thought to be especially restrictive in the gingiva and hard
palate tissues that make up the keratinised regions within the oral mucosa. Keratinised
cells form a particularly tightly packed tissue structure, bound by multiple tight
junctions and desmosome complexes, between protein and lipid rich squamous cells
that lack much intercellular space for extraneous substances to travel through (Garrod
& Chidgey, 2008, Presland & Jurevic, 2002, Wertz & Squier, 1991). The observations
drawn from TEM micrographs of the EpiGingiva™ GIN-100 model exposed to ZnO
nanomaterials support this, displaying no distinguishable barrier between the cells, and
no electron dense regions (speculated to represent ZnO particles) observed (by TEM)
within the extracellular spaces between cell membranes (Figure 6.13). Non-keratinised
regions are more permeable areas of the oral mucosa, but not freely permeable to all
substances (Hoogstraate & Wertz, 1998, Rossi et al., 2005, Squier & Kremer, 2001,
Wertz & Squier, 1991). They possess an array of morphological permeability barriers in
to govern the transport of substances, as discussed within the introduction (section
1.3.1.2). The fact that no material was found within the extracellular spaces of SkinEthic
RHO tissues maybe due to some, or all, of the effective barrier functions available.
These were expected to mimic closely the inter-cellular lipid based bilayer (Wertz et al.,
1993), described in detail within section 1.3.1.2.
In the context of nanomaterials investigated for potential roles in future oral healthcare
formulations, overall the risk of transcellular internalisation into systemic circulation
remains limited. A major challenge in drug delivery is the internalisation through the
apical plasma membrane of the polarised epithelial cells (Sandvig & van Deurs, 2005),
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such as the oral mucosal tissue. The reduced permeation through this pathway is in part
due to the mucosal barrier and low rate of endocytosis at these membranes, with only a
few publications describing penetrative uptake of nanoparticles through the apical side
of polarised tissues (Harush-Frenkel et al., 2008). Substances looking to penetrate both
keratinised and non-keratinised epithelial tissues in the oral mucosa in situ, have
additionally to overcome the flowing obstruction provided by saliva and 40 to 300μm
thick mucus layers that coat the mucosal surface (Sudhakar et al., 2006). Mucus can be
described as a viscous colloid, produced in the sublingual and minor salivary glands, that
has evolved to encompass robust barrier mechanisms that trap and immobilise
pathogens, (Cone, 2009). Alongside the salivary pellicle, both layers constitute
numerous proteins, glycoproteins and mucins that will result in complex interactions
with nanoparticle reactive surfaces (Lendenmann et al., 2000). This is an area currently
unexplored with relation to nanoparticle interaction with the human oral mucosa, and
requires better characterisation with respect to the uptake of nanoparticles, and in order
to understand the mechanisms of potential nanomaterial toxicity.
TEM micrographs of the pseudo-tissue sections showed morphological differences
between the tissue models, following exposure of ZnO treatments. In RHO models,
exposure to ZnO nanomaterials displayed incidents of clearer, more pronounced
structural degradation than the keratinised model. But this was not observed alongside
increased penetration of electron dense materials. The electron dense areas present
within both nanomaterial treated tissue model samples, were suspected to constitute
agglomerated ZnO nanomaterial. These observations are similar to reports of
internalised ZnO nanoparticles seen in other cell types using TEM detection
(Hackenberg et al., 2011b, Monteiro-Riviere et al., 2011, Sharma et al., 2011). Despite the
dark contrast of these areas on the micrograph, visual interpretation at increased
magnification observed a textured appearance and distinctly non-organic morphology
for each of the electron dense ‘shapes’. Visualisation matched with other observations
of internalised metal oxide nanoparticles (Jin et al., 2008, Kreyling et al., 2002, Kroll et al.,
2009, Mortensen et al., 2008, Patri et al., 2009, Shvedova et al., 2003). Under the
conditions of in vitro exposure, the ZnO nanomaterial was thought to agglomerate
(Table 3.1), which may account for the approximate 1µm electron dense regions. At this
size, ZnO agglomerates would have been too large to navigate the tightly packed
paracellular transport pathways in keratinised tissue (des Rieux et al., 2006). Locations of
the suspected ZnO nanomaterial agglomerates were predominantly noted within
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individual cells, supporting the view of localised uptake via a transcellular pathway, and
not between the extracellular spaces of apical cells. In addition, incidents of electron
dense regions remained confined to tissue model samples dosed with nanomaterial
ZnO’s, and not bulk particles. This observation would imply transcellular uptake to be
nano-size specific.
With regards to their application in future oral healthcare formulations, internalised
ZnO at the apical surface cells may not constitute an increased risk of cytotoxicity or
potential for systemic translocation. This is despite the greater cytotoxic action of the
ZnO nanomaterials observed here leading to more significant damage in the RHO
models, and considered a consequence of the different keratinisation pathway followed
by apical cells (Squier & Wertz, 1993, Wertz & Squier, 1991). Both keratinised and nonkeratinised 3-D models displayed signs of desquamation, a protective mechanism
exhibited by keratinised oral tissue in situ. Cell layers corresponding to signs of
cytotoxicity, and even correlated with suspected nanomaterial internalisation (ZnO45009 sample imaged in Figure 6.13) were observed ‘sloughing off’ away from the rest
of the tissue. This protective mechanism, has been reported to absolve concerns of
nanoparticle ZnO and TiO2 penetration through all but the uppermost cell layers in
human skin, when utilised in sunscreen products (Gulson et al., 2010, Lademann et al.,
1999, Maynard, 2007a, Nohynek et al., 2010, Park et al., 2011). It is expected that this
mechanism also protects the tissues of the oral mucosa from exogenous noxious or
therapeutic substances (Dale et al., 1990), such as oral healthcare constituents.
SDS, however, is a widely formulated surfactant agent in oral healthcare products that
aids dispersion of other constituents during delivery (Newby et al., 2011). It is also
known to cause localised inflammation following exposure ((EU), 2013, di Nardo et al.,
1996) and increase the permeability of oral mucosal tissues (Healy et al., 2000). Other
detergents (adinol, Tego Betain and Pluronic) formulated in toothpastes have also been
reported to reduce the cell viability of a keratinised cell line (OKF6) alongside SDS, and
have been speculated to aggravate inflammation, weaken cell turnover and thus render
the oral mucosa at risk of oral ulceration (Moore et al., 2008). Nanomaterials formulated
alongside other common constituents could profit from increased permeation thought a
consequence of the loss of cell layers, or mucosal injury, in much the same way as hair
follicles and injured skin pose a greater risk to the uptake of nanomaterials in sunscreens
((SCENIHR), 2006, Lademann et al., 2006, Monteiro-Riviere et al., 2011). However, the
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complex interactions expected to occur between nanomaterials and other formulation
constituents may also prove as unpredictable as their nano-scale properties.
Surface coatings such as PEGs, have been employed to improve stability in
nanomaterial dispersions and are widely utilised in cosmetics (including toothpastes) for
similar reasons (Fruijtier-Pölloth, 2005). Surface coatings have been demonstrated to
reduce surface reactivity, and instances, cytotoxicity as a consequence (RymanRasmussen et al., 2007, Tsuji et al., 2006). They have also been found to modify uptake
characteristics, often manipulated to enhance drug delivery (Lipka et al., 2010, Shah et
al., 2012). PEGs are used due to their low toxicity and do not readily penetrate the skin
(Fruijtier-Pölloth, 2005). Their inclusion alongside nanomaterial constituents, may avoid
the risks associated with nanomaterial uptake. Similarly, alcohols such as ethanol are
common constituents in many commercially available mouthwashes (Koschier et al.,
2011) and have experienced safety concerns through regular exposure in their own right
(Moharamzadeh et al., 2009). During characterisation, ethanol was used here due to
reports of its universal solvent properties aiding dispersion of nanoparticles, to stop
mass agglomeration (Krebs et al., 2008). In doing so, it can be expected to increase the
proportion of individual nanoparticles and enhance nano-specific properties when
formulated together. Yet contrary to fears, alcohol containing mouthwashes have not
been demonstrated to increase cytotoxicity or permeability of exogenous substances,
when tested using a similar in vitro oral buccal mucosal construct (Koschier et al., 2011).
Even SDS has been observed to lose its ability to increase the permeability of ventricle
tongue mucosa in the presence of zinc and Triclosan (Healy et al., 2000).
Nanomaterial interactions within the environment are now known to be important
factors governing by there properties. There is no doubt that formulation constituents
would form strong interactions at the nanoparticle surface, effecting their cytotoxic and
uptake profiles when delivered to the oral mucosal tissues as a complete oral healthcare
product. However, this is a complicated area of chemistry, which is in its infancy
regarding investigations involving nanomaterials (Nel et al., 2009). As a preliminary risk
assessment, this study focused upon the interactions of unmodified nanomaterials
within the in vitro environments.
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6.2.4

Nanomaterial uptake potential summary

Results reported within this chapter show SiO2 nanoparticles (SigmaAldrich bulk and
nanomaterial products) to be the only materials linked to internalisation within oral
epithelial monolayers. Hydroxyapatite and TiO2 materials were not found to have
increased styryl dye fluorescence, associated with increased endocytosis of materials into
the cell. ZnO nanomaterial uptake potential remained inconclusive, due to no
fluorescence-linked-internalisation being observed during uptake screening with
SynaptoGreen™, but agglomerates of nanomaterial were speculated to have internalised
within both keratinised and non-keratinised cells of the 3-D models. Transcellular
pathways were considered the predominant mechanism of nanomaterial internalisation,
as no evidence of paracellular transport was observed in the study (limited to
investigating ZnO materials only). The result for each nanomaterial’s uptake potential,
taken in context alongside their cytotoxicity profiles, suggest hydroxyapatite and TiO2
nanomaterials to constitute the lowest risk if moved forward in the research to exploit
them in future oral healthcare formulations. However, due to the many uptake routes
available in the oral mucosal tissues, especially non-keratinised regions, further
investigation would be required to more fully evaluate their potential uptake. The assay
developed within this chapter, may prove a useful screening tool, however it only
explores one set of transport mechanisms that form the different endocytotic uptake
routes for cellular internalisation. Crucially, it may prove limited with regard to risk
assessment with the mechanism of fluorescent detection breaking down upon cell lysis:
a pivotal mechanism of cytotoxicity.
SiO2, despite proving non-cytotoxic under the in vitro conditions of exposure
investigated here, would also constitute further investigation into the long term effects
of exposure and speculated cellular internalisation. This is especially important for
reputed potential inclusion in future oral healthcare formulations, where routine
exposure would be expected through adoption of a daily oral hygiene regime ((BDHF),
2013).
Cytotoxicity combined with inconclusive uptake assessment would be cause enough for
additional investigation into the effects of ZnO nanomaterial inclusion in oral
healthcare formulations. It may be expected that additional constituents may limit the
effects of their surface reactivity, speculated from their increased ability to generate
ROS as nanoparticles (Bozym et al., 2010, Cooper, 2008, Hackenberg et al., 2011b,
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Hsiao & Huang, 2011, Sharma et al., 2012, Xia et al., 2008). However, the surface
interactions that govern the behaviour of nanomaterials and mechanism of
internalisation, is a complex area that is only beginning to be explored in relation to
biological environments (Nel et al., 2009). To begin with, future work would have to
fully elicit the potential for uptake into oral mucosal tissues, as speculated from the
TEM micrographs reported here. TEM in combination with EDS would provide a
simple answer, but it may take some time for studies to fully decipher the mechanism of
uptake using simplified in vitro biological models and longer still in extrapolating the data
from these studies to be able to predict with any degrees of certainty associated with the
effects in situ (Stone et al., 2010). Yet the results reported here do serve as a novel
contribution to knowledge, as a preliminary risk assessment of nanomaterial interactions
in the oral mucosa: an area of the body currently devoid of investigation from a
nanotoxicology perspective.
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7 GENERAL DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This study set out to evaluate the risk of nanomaterial interactions with the human oral
mucosae, based on wide-spread reporting of exposure to nanoparticles (<100nm)
leading to toxic events not experienced by exposure to their non-nano (bulk)
counterpart materials (Borm et al., 2006, Kreyling et al., 2006a, Nel et al., 2006,
Oberdorster et al., 2005b). Establishing the risk of nanomaterials to this area of the body
was important due to current gaps in knowledge related to their fate within the oral
mucosa. With the increased development of nanotechnology, it is predicted that
inclusion of nanoparticles within many products will only become even more widespread (Buzea et al., 2007, Faunce, 2008, Oberdorster et al., 2005b, Tsuji et al., 2006,
Whitesides, 2005). Cosmetics hold the most patents involving nanomaterial applications
(Kimbrell, 2006, Raj et al., 2012), linked to their novel properties and improved efficacy
in comparison to existing bulk composites (Mihranyan et al., 2012). Nanohydroxyapatite, SiO2, TiO2 and ZnO nanomaterials are all reputedly of interest in future
oral healthcare formulations and this would result in exposure to the oral mucosa. To
ascertain the plausibility of their development, it was first important to apply a ‘weight
of evidence’ approach through an integrated testing strategy to fully evaluate their risk.
The experiments within the investigation here, contribute to address the absence of
toxicity studies involving exposure at the human oral mucosa to nanomaterials. They
were carried out specifically from the perspective of a preliminary risk assessment, to an
area of the body hypothesised as being more susceptible to nanoparticle uptake (and
related cytotoxicity) (Campisi et al., 2010).

7.1 Study conclusions
Findings from this study have contributed the following conclusions.
(i) Hydroxyapatite and TiO2 nanomaterials pose the lowest potential risk to the

health of oral mucosal tissues, with an absence in cytotoxicity observed across
all models. No internalisation of particles was detected using the FM1-43 assay
developed.
(ii) SiO2 nanomaterials are non-cytotoxic according to current cytotoxicity testing

protocols, but evidence of particle internalisation was suggested, when assaying
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endocytotic uptake using FM1-43 fluorescent dye. These results require further
attention to fully extrapolate the risk of SiO2 nanoparticle internalisation.
(iii) ZnO nanoparticles pose the greatest risk to oral mucosal tissues and may elicit a

more severe inflammatory response. The status of their internalisation remains
unknown, and until it is established, the nanomaterial forms of this material
constitute a potential risk.
(iv) Consistent with literature, non-keratinised tissue was found to experience

greater cytotoxicity at similar doses than the more robust keratinised epithelium.
This was concluded following study using 3-D tissue models that demonstrated
less sensitivity when compared to the H376 monolayer cell line, hypothesised as
being more representative to the stratified nature of the oral mucosa in situ.
(v) Overall, nano-formulations were not though to pose a greater risk over bulk

composites of the material purely through the basis of the reduction in particle
size <100nm, as demonstrated by the cytotoxicity of ZnO-bulk. Nanocharacteristics are therefore hypothesised as being highly complex, with dynamic
physio-chemical factors governing the materials’ properties, which may only
remain consistent within a set environment.
These assessments are derived from the outcomes of experimental work carried out
within this investigation. The study can be described as having been successful in
answering the three main research questions stated within the aims. It was
demonstrated that both SiO2 and ZnO nanoparticles posed a greater risk to tissues of
the oral mucosa than bulk counterpart materials. This was observed through the greater
potential internalisation and cytotoxicity of SiO2 and ZnO nanomaterials respectively.
The study did not fully reveal the mechanistic details of how the nanomaterial forms
affected the in vitro models differently to bulk materials. It was thought, however, that
the smaller particle size enabled SiO2 nanoparticles to fit inside membrane
invaginations, likely to be linked to greater incidental internalisation of materials into
monolayer cells. For ZnO materials risk, increased cytotoxicity was observed at the
nano-scale and was likely a consequence of increased ease of free ion release related to
greater surface reactivity. These resulting outcomes, especially when linked to the
possible uptake potential, would warrant the investigation to be taken further, for full
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evaluation as to the extent of related toxicity and dose determination of nanoparticle
penetration.
Through attempts to answer the key research questions, the initial aims of the study
were met with regards to fully characterising the nanomaterials in relation to bulk
composites, and changes in behaviour associated with the type of media delivery in vitro.
This enabled the successful screening of cytotoxicity, in identifying discreet differences
between the effects of material interactions following exposure simulating single dose
applications of an oral healthcare ingredient. Whilst only partially fulfilling the aim of
linking nano-specific properties with the risk pathway, mechanisms of cytotoxic action
could be hypothesised from the data. In doing so, cytotoxicity testing was carried out
successfully without the use of animals, and 3-D models were demonstrated to have
better represented native tissue robustness than the monolayer cells. Therefore, in vitro
studies possess the potential to contribute to the risk assessment of substances coming
into contact with the oral mucosa, in the same way fully validated skin models have for
topical irritancy testing ((ECVAM), 2009, Spielmann et al., 2007).

7.2 Experimental limitations of the study
Despite contributing to further the knowledge of nanomaterial interactions within the
oral mucosa, difficulties associated with applied research were encountered, limiting
some aspects of the investigation.

7.2.1

Difficulties associated with accurate nanoparticle characterisation

The nano-size range is used to confer the nanomaterial definition on a wide variety of
different materials. Grouping such a diverse range of materials is always going to prove
challenging when attempting to identify common themes or attributes that govern their
behaviour. Arguably, this has proved more difficult due to unpredictable properties
arising at the nano-scale. Furthermore, many characteristics are thought to contribute to
nanomaterial properties but may only be specific under certain environmental
conditions i.e. solvent, concentration or ionic composition (Nel et al., 2006). This was
demonstrated by the difficulty in even defining ‘nano’ status when measuring particle
size here. No one measurement technique could accurately represent the true size
characteristic of any of the nanomaterials studied (Linsinger et al., 2012b). The extent of
polydispersity or lack of homogeneity in particle morphology within each sample played
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a role in size ranges measured, yet even reporting the average particle size was
inappropriate for characterisation carried out in dynamic solutions more representative
of the physiological environment. Using DLS and NTA to report particle size
distributions was also fraught with problems, linked with the tendency for nanomaterial
dispersions to agglomerate and flocculate in biological media (Allouni et al., 2009,
Murdock et al., 2008, Oostingh et al., 2011). These are not problems unique to the
methods carried out within this study. Instead, these are problems experienced by the
whole field of nanotoxicology, charged with accurate characterisation of complex
physiochemical characteristics in even more complex and dynamic biological
environments. Thus, currently there exists no identified nano-specific attributes that
have firmly linked to specific cytotoxic actions across common exposure scenarios, and
it is recommended that nanotoxicity must be carried out on a case by case basis
((SCENIHR), 2009). Key to these studies is accurate characterisation, and crucially the
reporting of these in context, alongside the analysis conditions (Borm et al., 2006).
Collaborative initiatives are now underway, with the aim of reaching consensus on the
priority of which key physiochemical characteristics to report with regards to
nanotoxicology (Stone et al., 2010). As yet, the most advanced report has evaluated the
use of 8 separate techniques to measure the nanoparticle size characteristic alone, but
failed to fully recommend the implementation of any one specific strategy (Linsinger et
al., 2012b).
Characterisation carried out here resulted in the surprising discovery that the
SigmaAldrich sourced SiO2 material, intended as the bulk control for SiO2, contained
nanoparticles as small in size as that of the distinct nano product. This result emphasises
the importance of thorough characterisation, but also demonstrates the need for
accurate nanoparticle standards that can be used as controls in nanotoxicology studies.
A consensus was reached into the priority of candidates put forward for development,
including TiO2 (Aitken et al., 2008), but the inherent difficulty in working at the nanoscale has meant their utilisation remains limited, through both the range available and
their standardisation under different environments (Stefaniak et al., 2013).
The use of suitable controls remains crucial to any scientific experiment, and in the lack
of available nano reference materials, this study relied upon comparisons of
nanomaterials to bulk-scale counterparts. SEM micrographs revealed potential problems
with this approach, under the characterisation techniques used. Disparity between the
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particle morphology of bulk and nano-hydroxyapatite was clearly observed relating to
crystalline structure. This may have important consequences regarding nanotoxicology,
with different forms of a chemical material having distinct toxicity profiles. An
applicable example can be demonstrated between the respective differences in
cytotoxicity of rutile and anatase TiO2 particles (Hsiao & Huang, 2011, Park et al., 2011,
Yin et al., 2012). Despite the employment of all nano-characterisation techniques
available to the project, future work would have to include analysis into chemical
composition and crystal structure, to determine that accurate comparisons were made
between the bulk and nanomaterial varieties of each compound e.g. X-ray diffraction.
Related to accurate comparison between bulk and nanomaterial effects, the issue of
dose has proved a complex parameter to measure in relation to nanotoxicology
(Oberdorster et al., 2007). The expression of dose as a weight per volume percent of
material in solution remains the easiest comparison in relation to working with colloidal
systems. However, in terms of particle number, there is obviously a disparity between
the concentrations expressed as particles in a nanomaterial over their bulk material
equivalents. Due to reports in the literature of nanoparticle characteristics affording
them novel effects (e.g. large surface areas), other expressions of dose may prove more
applicable under certain conditions (Borm et al., 2006, Oberdorster et al., 2007). For
example, relative surface area may prove a more accurate comparison into the influence
of nanoparticle size on the increased cytotoxicity observed between ZnO materials,
with morphology and dispersion characteristics remaining constant between the bulk
and nano-scale. A greater particle surface area has been linked to increased ion release
implicated in ROS generation that has been linked to the cytotoxic action of ZnO
nanoparticles (Jeong et al., 2013, Sharma et al., 2012, Xia et al., 2008). Branauer-EmmettTeller (BET) analysis should be considered for investigations into the specific surface
area of the solid material’s particles. This technique measures the precise molar volume
of a gas (normally nitrogen) able to adsorb to the surface of the particles. Nitrogen
intrusion porosimetry is an analytical technique expected to compliment other
characterisation areas (Lewicka et al., 2013).

7.2.2

In vitro models and the current limitations of toxicity testing

Overall the use of the models representative of the human oral mucosa proved
pertinent to investigating the main research questions posed. Few oral epithelial human
cell lines are currently available for such studies. Healthy non-keratinised primary tissue
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is particularly difficult to obtain, requiring invasive punch biopsies subject to large
variation between donors. Gingiva/keratinised primary tissue is more readily available (as
surgical trimmings from non-invasive dental procedures) but were not considered for
initial investigations. Development and characterisation of a suitable gingival model was
beyond the focus of this work. In addition, gingival tissues undergo the process of
keratinised differentiation resulting in the formation of a tough stratum corneum
around the exterior of apical cells devoid of organelles (Presland & Jurevic, 2002, Wertz
& Squier, 1991). This structure closely resembles keratinocytes of the skin, and similarly
would be expected to offer superior protective capabilities over non-keratinised cell
types. It was thought more logical to begin investigating cytotoxicity of nanoparticles
using a model more representative of the non-keratinised mucosa, because this counts
for approximately 60% of the total surface area of all epithelial lining in the oral mucosa
(Rossi et al., 2005).
The H376 cell model proved useful for preliminary screening but suffers limitations in
representing the full function of differentiated, multi-layered tissues, crucial for studying
paracellular transport pathways. Monolayer culturing of many in vitro models suffer
intrinsic limitations that fail to fully replicate all the protective mechanisms from in situ
ordered tissue and organ topography. These include reduced robustness, imbalance of
metabolic competence, lack of cell–cell interactions, destruction of organ topology and
absence of tissue communication (Eisenbrand et al., 2002). Immortalised cell lines suffer
greater limitation, differing further from normal cellular metabolism to an increased
uniformity in geno- and phenotype after transformation, to make them pragmatic to
handle in the laboratory (Pan et al., 2009). Toxicology studies in vitro prove useful in
isolating specific mechanisms of action by a substance, or cytotoxic pathways that may
be experienced in different areas of the body (Eisenbrand et al., 2002). Here, the exact
mechanisms of cytotoxicity were deliberately not investigated in favour of the more
pressing risk related to nanomaterial internalisation. Many studies have been performed
elucidating the role of ROS generation related to large nanoparticle surface areas, using
similar in vitro models of the exposure site investigated (Heinlaan et al., 2008, Huang et
al., 2010a, Huang et al., 2010b, Hussain et al., 2005, Karlsson et al., 2008, Nel et al., 2006,
Xiao et al., 2003). Yet extrapolation of these relatively simple investigations to fully
evaluate representative exposure conditions in situ, remains difficult. This is
demonstrated by differing cytotoxicity thresholds calculated through in vitro studies in
comparison to different assessments when using in vivo models (Johnston et al., 2010a).
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The use of three different in vitro models complied with current cosmetic ingredient
testing guidelines ((EU), 2013), whilst simultaneously constituted a tiered strategy
approach in the risk assessment of nanomaterials through the use of more
comprehensive 3-D models of the oral mucosal tissues. However, the methods
employed largely follow a toxicity testing strategy intended for assessment of traditional
‘bulk-scale’ chemicals. In addition, further restrictions in full representation include the
lack of consideration given to the physiological barriers of saliva and mucous layers, in
the substantial protective mechanisms they are speculated to afford the human oral
mucosa (Cone, 2009, Lendenmann et al., 2000, Rossi et al., 2005). Yet because
translocation of nanomaterials has been reported following passage both through cells
and tissue structures, uptake remains the primary concern related to risk following
exposure. Therefore, the stratified nature of both 3-D models utilised in this study,
meant that they were considered more representative to study transport pathways, over
monolayer cells lines that are restricted to the study of transcellular mechanisms of
nanoparticle internalisation.
3-D cell culture models better simulate the composition of extracellular matrix by using
collagen or hyaluronic acid based scaffolds (Chen et al., 2012, Pescosolido et al., 2011),
with selective incorporation of signalling factors, adhesion factors, and proteins
(Rimann & Graf-Hausner, 2012). These constitute the formation of representative
stratified cell layers, which influences cell communication and subsequently tissue
function, all of which is more sophisticated in comparison to monolayer models.
Evidence of this can be shown through the support of closely-related skin epithelial
models gaining accreditation by the European Centre for the Validation of Alternative
Methods (ECVAM), to replace animal models in the assessment of potentially corrosive
and irritant materials ((ECVAM), 2009). The capabilities of organotypic 3-D models in
replacing in vivo study of toxicology are improving; however, their potential for assessing
translocation of nanoparticles is currently at an early stage. To the best of the author’s
knowledge, this study is the first to expose RHO and GIN-100 tissue models to
nanoparticles. It was hypothesised that the stratified structure of 3-D models (and
consequently the increased sophistication that is brought about by the more natural cellcell interactions) would enable transport pathways and permeability of the models to
closely resemble that of non-keratinised and keratinised regions of the oral mucosa
respectively. This was supported through their acceptance in other dental material
toxicological studies (Klausner et al., 2007), including retention and adsorption through
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the tissues (Yang et al., 2011), in addition to observations from micrographs reported in
this thesis (Figure 6.14) showing evidence of ZnO nanomaterial internalisation in both
non-keratinised and keratinised tissue models. Future work is required to definitively
identify the electron dense regions as Zn material. However, the positioning of
speculated ZnO nanomaterials within the structures of the tissue sections correlates
closely to what may have been predicated based upon knowledge of keratinisation
differentiation, and the implications this has on epithelial morphology. Thorough
phenotypic characterisation of both tissue models has been carried out by the suppliers,
who report fully representative differentiated morphology, expression of native
proteins, lipid profiles and other small molecule signalling that contribute similarities to
their respective, native tissue-type (Kamzi et al., 2011, Klausner et al., 2007 and
Moharamzadeh et al., 2007). However, the transport pathways available require
comprehensive characterisation.
The full, elucidated risk of nanoparticle uptake is not easily represented in vitro. Many
current models, including those utilised here, are limited through the lack of systemic
modelling and links to multiple exposure sites (a limitation frustrating the whole area of
nanotoxicology). The legislation implemented by the EU to ban the testing of cosmetic
ingredients in animal models has increased the pressure on researchers to develop
increasingly sophisticated in vitro models (Hartung, 2009). State of the art designs are
under development, known as “organs-on-chip” technology, speculated to reduce the
gap in predictive substance testing prior to human exposure (Sonntag et al., 2010).
Although some way off validation, these novel approaches will be crucial for the future
safe application of nanomaterial technologies designed for use in the body (Chan et al.,
2013). Where they may still fall short however, is in the current necessity to investigate
the effects of multiple or extended exposure periods. Within this study, SiO2
nanoparticle demonstrated the capacity for cell internalisation, with no cytotoxic
response observed. Yet their hepatotoxicity has been observed over multiple dosing in
animal in vivo studies (Nishimori et al., 2009). This suggests that acute toxicity may not
be the only risk requiring assessment in nanomaterial exposure, with their small size
linked to increased uptake and subsequent chronic exposure and toxicity through
bioaccumulation ((SCENIHR), 2009). As all nanomaterials investigated here were metal
oxides, they are unlikely to degrade and could accumulate within the cell where uptake
pathways exist (Fröhlich & Roblegg, 2012, Kreyling et al., 2002, Sharma et al., 2011,
Thubagere & Reinhard, 2010). Therefore, the stratified 3-D models may still be of use
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in suggested future work (question 4, below), if their time in culture can maintain
integrity of tissue strucure over a longer duration, to enable multiple dosing that would
mimic a typical oral healthcare regime.
Other sources of extracellular nanotoxicity have again involved their characteristic large
and reactive surface properties, in particular their high binding capacity. This has been
linked to reports of cytotoxicity through media constituent depletion and essentially cell
starvation (Casey et al., 2008, Elder et al., 2009, Guo et al., 2008, Hussain, 2009,
Oberdorster et al., 2005a), observed for both TiO2 and ZnO nanomaterials (Horie et al.,
2009, Kroll et al., 2009, Xiong et al., 2013). However, this property is thought unlikely to
be responsible for loss in cell viability reported here, where just a 5 minute and 1 hour
exposure was investigated in the monolayer and 3-D models respectively. In
comparison most other studies suggesting this prominent property of nanoparticle
propensity for cytotoxicity applied extended exposure periods in excess of 24 hours
before results were assessed. However, this property has to be considered in study
design investigating long term exposure, especially if doubling time is low for the cell
line; meaning reactive surface area can certainly be thought of as nanotoxic
characteristic, despite their links to affording protective effects through the formation
of a protein corona (as mentioned previously).
Examples in the current literature provide insight into the possible mechanisms
involved in nanoparticle cytotoxicity. However, they remain speculative and due in part
to incomplete links to particle characteristic evaluations. Like the emerging science of
nanotoxicology, we are still in the early stages of understanding how nanoparticle
characteristics elucidate interactions with their environment. This remains complicated
when the nanoparticle is subjected to the complex internal molecular mechanisms
provided by an in vitro cellular model, able to express toxicity via a number of pathways.
These include the relatively simple measurement of cell death, through the cell viability
and toxicology assays mentioned. However, the more intricate processes of a cells
inflammatory response; involving cascades of complex cell signalling that is thought to
occur under the oxidative stresses of nanoparticle-cell interactions, unravelling this
requires a far more specific and sensitive design towards cytotoxic measurements.
Through increased understanding and skilled application of knowledge, different
inflammatory responses can be measured and related to a network of indicators that will
help explain the mechanisms of nanoparticle toxicity. The tools for this type of research
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are available and growing commercially now. Therefore, there is hope that the increase
in data reporting can be amalgamated within databases that, in the future, may offer
some predictive modelling of nanomaterial interactions, with their effects becoming
more familiar.

7.3 Future study
The outstanding questions that remain from the risk assessment of nanomaterial
exposure to the oral mucosa require further investigation to definitively address the lack
of knowledge. These can be formulated as new research questions to direct future
research:
1) What are the characteristics attributed to increased cytotoxicity of ZnO
nanoparticles, compared to both bulk material response and with other metal
oxide nanomaterials?
From this investigation, it was hypothesised to be the greater availability of free ions, or
alternatively, to the presence of elongated ZnO nanoparticle shapes that influenced
cytotoxicity. Future work could employ more characterisation methods, specifically
BET analysis to determine surface area disparities between the bulk and nanomaterial
forms. In doing so, dose metrics may be more appropriately compared using similar
surface areas in cytotoxicity assays (Borm et al., 2006). Furthermore, fluorescent and
more recently luminescent based detection systems are now available to quantify the
intracellular levels of specific ROS (e.g. superoxide, hydrogen peroxide and nitric oxide)
(Held, 2010). The levels can be used narrow down the likely redox signalling pathway
activated (Burhans & Heintz, 2009), to determine the state of the cell and which
mechanisms are activated at particular times or in the presence of different stimuli
(Rada & Leto, 2008) i.e. nanomaterial exposure (Moos et al., 2010, Park & Park, 2009,
Sharma et al., 2009b, Thubagere & Reinhard, 2010, Zhu et al., 2011).
2) Internalisation of SiO2 nanoparticles – what mechanism of uptake may be
responsible in oral mucosal models?
It was hypothesised here that SiO2 nanoparticle uptake is a result of endocytosis
internalisation (either pinocytosis or receptor-mediated, depending upon the formation
and influence of a protein corona), of SiO2 nanoparticles within vesicles that fluoresced
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during the capture of SynaptoGreen™/FM®1-43 dye. Future work could follow the
approach adopted by other studies investigating the mechanistic uptake of materials by
systematically inhibiting specific transport pathways with drugs to elucidate the
preferential route into the cell (Doherty & McMahon, 2009, Herd et al., 2013, Orenbuch
et al., 2012). As studies advance into modelling the protein corona thought likely to
accumulate at the reactive surfaces of nanoparticles, these maybe used to predict which
interactions predominate at the sites of surface reception in different cell types
(Cedervall et al., 2007a, Faunce et al., 2008, Nel et al., 2009).
3) Does SynaptoGreen™/FM®1-43 fluorescence correspond to locations of
nanoparticle internalisation?
The hypothesis was affirmative, as only cell exposure to SiO2 nanoparticles correlated to
an increase in intracellular vesicles over that of the baseline endocytosis (negative
control). SiO2 was characterised to have the smallest particle sizes in starting form,
within the encasing limits of membrane invagination (Iversen et al., 2011). Further
experimentation could employ existing confocal microscopy methods developed here,
with a fluorescent SiO2 nanoparticle similar in characteristics to those determined for
SiO2 nanomaterials. Using different fluorescence emission markers, any overlapping
regions corresponding to the fluorescent dye and the stryl dye would validate the assay
for evaluating particle uptale. This has the potential for application in exploring the
kinetics involved in uptake, using real time imaging, and could be developed to provide
analysis of penetration using the 3-D models.
4) Does repeated exposure and internalisation cause increased cytotoxicity, or
pose a risk to deeper particle penetration in tissues?
The experimental data cannot be extrapolated to form an accurate hypothesis for this
question. But it is an important question relating to the regular exposure that can be
expected through application of a daily oral hygiene regime, in light of both SiO 2
nanoparticle internalisation, and ZnO cytotoxicity. From the literature, it could be
hypothesised to have an increased cytotoxic effect were bioaccumulation to occur
(Kreyling et al., 2009), but alternatively, this has not been observed in studies where
removal mechanisms exist within in vivo systems (Gulson et al., 2012). Within the
constraints of the EU cosmetic directive, the 3-D in vitro models could be explored with
regards to characterisation of their morphological integrity and application towards
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multiple or repeat dosing, as has been attempted using topical application of o-cymen-5ol and zinc on reconstructed human gingival tissue (Yang et al., 2011). With regards to
the ZnO cytotoxicity observed here, other inflammatory markers could be investigated
to determine the extent or pathway of cytokine response. Chasing the cytokine response
would help identify the cellular processes that manifest the morphological symptoms of
cytotoxicity, as was observed in the RHO model (Figure 6.12). Alternatively,
investigation using other molecular biology techniques, (e.g. polymerase chain reaction
(PCR), gel electrophoresis and blotting) would enable more detection of more subtle
changes in cellular mechanisms to determine specific pathways that may manifest
following low level cytotoxicity over longer exposure periods. Preliminary experiments
already carried out using Western blotting have shown ZnO nanomaterial exposure to
H376 cells causes translocation of NF-κB to the nucleus, and the subsequent activation
of apoptosis signals (data not reported). Exploring these mechanisms further would
help consolidate the hypothesis linking increased Zn2+ ion release from nanomaterial
forms of ZnO (measured using ICP-OES (Figure 5.8)), to greater levels of ROS and
heightened oxidative stress that has resulted in apoptosis, as reported in similar studies
(Bozym et al., 2010, Yeh et al., 2011).

7.4 Original contribution to research
Despite the remaining questions that have emanated from this work, it is important to
stress the lack of studies regarding nanomaterial exposure to the human oral mucosa,
especially relating to the more relevant nanomaterials investigated here, and from a
toxicology perspective. Therefore, the work carried out in this study can be described as
novel in the following three ways:
(i) It reports for the first time, the effects of nanomaterial exposure to the oral

mucosa, including both keratinised and non-keratinised tissues.
(ii) It is the first study to utilise commercial 3-D tissue models of the oral mucosa,

to evaluate nanomaterial cytotoxicity.
(iii) The development of a screening assay for evaluating nanomaterial uptake into

cells.
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9 APPENDICIES
The following figures serve as supplementary evidence, to support fundamental
hypothesis and statements included within the investigation.

9.1

H376 cell loss of cell adhesion in response to SDS cytotoxicity

Figure 9.1. Light microscopy images taken of H376 cells using a Nikon Eclipse
TE2000-U Light-Fluorescence Microscope with Digital SLR Camera, at 40X
magnification. Cells were photographed following exposure to (a) serum free media for 5
minutes, (b) 1% Triton-X100 positive control for 45 minutes and (c) 0.125% w/v SDS for 5
minutes. These images support the hypothesis that high levels of SDS cytotoxicity result in loss
of cellular adhesion and consequently affect the sensitivity of LDH release in supernatent
leading to a false negative assessment of cytotoxicity.
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9.2 SiO2-ACROS-Bulk material characterisation

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.2. SEM micrographs demonstrating the micron size of SiO2 –ACROS-Bulk material. (a) 100X magnification and (b) 1,000X magnification with
scale bar shown respectively.
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